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Abstract
This study examines the stability of legislative decisions in the European Union, both in terms
of a risk of decision cycles and in terms of the frequency of gridlock situations. The risk of
cyclical decisions depends on three parameters, the applied decision rules, the dimensionality
of the conflict space and the heterogeneity of actor preferences. Using the concepts of the core
and the winset, which stem from spatial voting and veto players theory and which incorporate
the three parameters, it is shown that the occurrence of decision cycles could be precluded in
the EU-15. Although the EU-15 had a clear status quo bias with frequent gridlock situations,
these were not as predominant as commonly perceived. Especially the winset has proved a
fairly good predictor of the degree of policy change in legislative decisions. It is also the best
predictor in explaining the efficiency of legislative decisions in terms of the decision-making
speed.
The enlargement of 2004, along with the coming into force of the Nice Treaty, has
exacerbated the problem of gridlock situations while still reducing the risk of decision cycles.
The coming into force of the decision rules of the Lisbon Treaty, which are largely equivalent
to those of the European Constitution, would not create such a risk, but it would relax the
problem of gridlock and create a stronger potential for reform in the EU.
While no clear separation of winners and losers of legislative decisions can be identified for
the EU-15, the southern member states appear to be the relative winners of enlargement. The
Lisbon Treaty would hardly change the distribution of winners and losers.
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Zusammenfassung
Die vorliegende Studie untersucht die Stabilität von legislativen Entscheidungen in der
Europäischen Union, sowohl im Hinblick auf das Risiko des Entstehens von
Entscheidungszyklen

als

auch

auf

die

Häufigkeit

und

die

Auswirkungen

von

Blockadesituationen. Beide Probleme werden für die EU-15 und die erweiterte EU mit 25
Mitgliedstaaten untersucht, letztere einmal unter Geltung des Vertrags von Nizza und
zweitens bei einem hypothetischen Inkrafttreten des Vertrags von Lissabon.
Eine Auswertung der relevanten politikwissenschaftlichen Literatur zu den Problemen der
Entscheidungszyklen und der Politikstabilität ergibt, dass für beide drei Parameter
entscheidend sind, nämlich die angewandte Entscheidungsregel, die Dimensionalität des
Konfliktraums

und

die

Heterogenität

der

Akteurspräferenzen.

Während

die

Entscheidungsregel gegeben ist, bedürfen die beiden letzten einer empirischen Untersuchung,
für die räumliche Präferenzmodelle und die Vetospielertheorie von Tsebelis (2002) als
kohärenter theoretischer Rahmen gewählt werden. Die zu diesen Theorien gehörenden
Konzepte des Kerns und der Gewinnmenge (Winset) bieten ein geeignetes analytisches
Instrumentarium zur empirischen Untersuchung von verschiedenen Konstellationen von
Entscheidungsregeln, Dimensionalität und Heterogenität von Akteurspräferenzen auf
mögliche Entscheidungszyklen und Politikstabilität. Das Risiko von Entscheidungszyklen
hängt von der Existenz bzw. Nichtexistenz eines Kerns ab, die relative Größe von Kern und
Winset bestimmen das Potenzial für Blockadesituationen bzw. Politikveränderung. Im
theoretischen Teil der Arbeit wird außerdem das Konzept des legislativen Gewinns erläutert,
das die Identifikation von legislativen Gewinnern und Verlierern bei der Rechtsetzung in der
EU erlaubt.
Der empirischen Untersuchungen bestehen zunächst aus einer Analyse der Dimensionalität
von legislativen Entscheidungen in der EU anhand des DEU (‚Decision-Making in the
European Union’) Datensatzes, der Informationen in numerischer Form zu 70
Kommissionsvorschlägen enthält, die durch Experteninterviews gewonnen wurden. Die auf
Grundlage einer parallelen Korrespondenz- und einer Hauptkomponentenanalyse gewonnen
Ergebnisse

zeigen,

dass

legislative

Entscheidungen

in

der

EU

ein

oder

zwei

Konfliktdimensionen umfassen. Angesichts der relativ strengen Mehrheitserfordernisse im
Ministerrat kann bereits auf Grundlage dieser beiden Parameter auf die Existenz eines Kerns
geschlossen und damit ein Risiko von Entscheidungszyklen ausgeschlossen werden. Da die
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Mehrheitserfordernisse durch den Vertrag von Nizza noch verschärft wurden und es keine
Indizien für zusätzliche Konfliktdimensionen infolge der EU-Erweiterung gibt, kann das
Vorkommen von Entscheidungszyklen auch für die auf 25 Mitglieder erweiterte EU
ausgeschlossen werden. Dies gilt auch für den Fall des Inkrafttretens des Vertrags von
Lissabon, der weniger strenge Entscheidungsregeln vorsieht.
Die Untersuchung der Häufigkeit von Blockadesituationen bzw. des Ausmaßes an
Politikstabilität mit Hilfe des Kerns und der Gewinnmenge ergibt, dass die EU-15 – obwohl
sie einen starken Status quo bias hatte – nicht so veränderungsresistent war wie häufig
wahrgenommen. Zur Erklärung des Ausmaßes an Politikstabilität erweist sich insbesondere
die Gewinnmenge als guter Indikator. Die Analyse für die erweiterte EU wird mit einem
zweiten Datensatz durchgeführt, der Informationen über die Präferenzen der 25
Mitgliedstaaten auf neun Konfliktlinien der europäischen Politik enthält, die ebenfalls durch
Experteninterviews gewonnen wurden. Hauptergebnis ist die Prognose, dass die Status quo
Orientierung in der erweiterten EU zunehmen wird; einerseits aufgrund der erhöhten
Mehrheitserfordernisse und andererseits aufgrund einer stärkeren Heterogenität der
Akteurspräferenzen. Ein Inkrafttreten des Vertrags von Lissabon würde diese Tendenz durch
die flexibleren Entscheidungsregeln umkehren und Politikveränderung erleichtern.
Die anschließende Untersuchung der Effizienz legislativer Entscheidungen ergibt eine
interessante Parallele zur Analyse der Politikstabilität. Nicht nur das Ausmaß an
Veränderung, sondern auch die Dauer der Entscheidungsfindung lassen sich durch die Größe
der Gewinnmenge erklären. Das Vorliegen von Stimmenhandel (logrolling) als Erklärung für
die beiden Größen kann jeweils nicht nachgewiesen werden.
Die Berechnung des legislativen Gewinns zur Identifizierung von Gewinnern und Verlierern
des Gesetzgebungsprozesses zeigt, dass in der EU-15 eine solche Unterscheidung nicht klar
möglich ist, wohingegen die Ergebnisse für die EU-25 seit der Erweiterung einen etwas
größeren mittleren Gewinn bei den südlichen Mitgliedstaaten ausweisen. Der Reformvertrag
würde an dieser Konstellation nur marginal etwas ändern.
Die Studie schließt mit einer Erörterung von aus den Ergebnissen ableitbaren Optionen für
institutionelle Reformen. Dabei wird insbesondere ein Inkrafttreten des Vertrags von
Lissabon als Lösung des Problems der Reformträgheit der EU identifiziert.
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1. Introduction
This study is about decision-making in the European Union, about its stability, its efficiency and its
justness. Decision-making in the European Union is often criticized as inert, inefficient in the sense
of time consuming and unjust because it were mainly beneficial to a few member states and sectors
who profit from EU funding.
The issue of inertia refers to the claim that it is hard to change existing policies when there is a
perceived need for reform, because there are a vast number of well-organised and powerful lobby
groups present who defend their privileges – such as subsidy schemes – resulting from a political
status quo. Or, likewise, some member states that profit from the old policy block proposed
reforms, which is easy given the still frequent requirement of unanimous decisions and the quite
strict qualified majority threshold. The same holds – according to this critical perspective – for
newly integrated policy areas where there exists not yet any European legislation. A recent example
for this is the negotiations on the Services Directive (also dubbed the 'Bolkestein Directive' after the
former Internal Market Commissioner Frits Bolkestein). It was initially designed to create an
internal market in services and has sparked widespread and extremely lengthy debates amongst
stakeholders, member states and EU institutions. The first draft was presented in January 2004 and
it took until November 2006 to adopt it, moreover in an extremely watered down version. Another
example is the tough and lengthy negotiations about the so-called ‘financial perspective’ for the
period 2007 to 2013. This mid-term financial planning defines the framework for the Community's
budget priorities and describes over different budget headings the maximum amounts (ceilings) of
spending. The negotiations leading to the final approval by the EP in May 2006 lasted roughly 15
months. They were prolonged by deadlock situations at European Council summits which were
caused by rows about the British budget rebate and agricultural spending as well as subsequent
disputes between the Council and the EP about the Union’s overall budget size. At the European
Council meeting in December 2005 it seemed for a long time as if no agreement could be reached at
all. These prolonged conflicts have almost become a tradition. Every time the budgetary planning is
on the agenda – i.e. every six years – the large net contributors to the EU budget, such as Germany
and the United Kingdom, try to change the amount and the principles of reallocation through the
budget by arguing that the existing funding schemes are outdated and unfair. Critics of the EU
claim that in general its decision-making processes take too long and are too status quo biased
because of complex decision procedures and too many actors with veto power.
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In this study I address the mentioned issues from a scientific point of view. I analyse systematically
in how far the negative labels “inert”, “inefficient” and “unjust” are justified and – more
importantly from a researcher’s perspective – which factors account for the stability and efficiency
of decisions. I also propose solutions for institutional reforms derived from my analyses.
Upon consulting the political science literature about the issue of ‘stability’ of decisions I found out
that the term is used for two different – though to a certain degree related – phenomena. The first
deals with the existence or absence of cyclical decision results. Considerable parts of the literature
argue that collective actors or decision-making bodies (like the EU Council of Ministers) cannot
reach meaningful and stable decisions but produce cycles of decision outcomes that can be proven
to be paradox, especially in multi-dimensional policy spaces. A cycle consists of a sequence of
decisions made by different majorities within a collective, which are mutually exclusive or
contradictory. Other scholars argue that the issue of cycling is not relevant in practice because the
conditions for its occurrence are highly unlikely and empirically seldom met (Adams/Adams,
2000). As mentioned the potential for cycles depends on the one hand on the dimensionality, i.e. the
complexity, of decisions. On the other hand it depends on the preferences of the participating actors
and the institutional rules framing the decision process. Cycling is more likely when the actors’
positions are scattered over the whole policy space than when they are clustered together and form a
small number of ‘natural’ coalitions. An important aspect of the institutional framework are the
applied decision rules, such as the proportion of actors who has to approve a proposal to pass, or the
rules governing the interaction between institutional actors. In an EU context it makes, for example,
obviously a difference whether or not the European Parliament has the power to propose
amendments to a bill or to veto it.
The second aspect of stability of decisions is the issue of gridlock situations and – its counterpart –
policy change in collective decision-making systems. Different theoretical concepts try to explain
on which factors it depends whether an institutional system is able to produce policy change of a
previously decided political status quo or if it remains inert and status quo biased. Again, the
heterogeneity and the constellation of actor preferences and the institutions channelling them into
decisions seem to play important roles. A collective decision-making body with largely
homogeneous preferences deciding by simple majority has obviously a higher chance to make a
(far-reaching) decision than a group of actors with very divergent positions deciding by unanimity.
Whereas the issue of cycling is rather subject to the yes-or-no question whether cycles are possible
in the EU or not, the issue of gridlock rather refers to the open questions “How stable are decisions
2

in the EU?”, “How frequent are gridlock situations?” and “How strong is the EU’s capacity for
reform?”. Hence comes the title of this study: Is there a danger of cyclic, i.e. somehow chaotic,
decisions or is there rather a risk of sclerosis, i.e. gridlock and standstill?
After a literature review in chapter 2 I decide that two concepts from spatial voting theory, the core
and the winset, are most appropriate to find out if and in how far cycling and gridlock are issues for
the EU’s decision-making system.
The core is defined as the set of un-dominated points in a given policy space. This means that a
point in the core cannot be changed with the given decision rule as long as the actor preferences
remain stable (see e.g. Koehler, 1996: 293). When there are points fulfilling this property, i.e. when
a core exists, decision cycles can be ruled out because as soon as one of these points is proposed
and approved by a majority another majority cannot change it. Therefore, I have to check whether
the conditions for the existence of a core are always met in EU legislative decisions. These
conditions are the dimensionality of the relevant conflict spaces and the constellation of actor
preferences combined with the institutions framing the decision. I analyse both conditions one after
the other in the empirical chapters. To tackle the issue of gridlock I use as well the concepts of the
core and the winset. Yet, I use now the size of the core and the winset in relation to the policy space,
respectively, instead of the mere existence of the two. As outlined above, the core is the set of
points that are not accessible to a revising decision. The larger this area the more gridlock situations
and less policy change I expect. The winset can be described as the set of points that make a
majority better off compared to the status quo, since it is the intersection of the preferred-to sets of
the participating actors. The larger this room for manoeuvre in a given constellation of actor
preferences and the status quo’s location the less likely are gridlock situations and the more policy
change is possible.
In chapter 4 I analyse the dimensionality of decisions in the EU. In the context of this study this is
an ‘interim’ research goal to achieve the final goal of checking whether the existence of a core is
guaranteed in EU legislative decisions. At the same time the dimensionality of the EU’s political
space is an object of study in itself for other scholars of European integration. Whereas the majority
of them has attempted to identify and describe overall conflict dimensions in the EU that are valid
beyond isolated everyday decisions my interest is to determine the dimensionality of single
decisions, because this is where cycles could potentially occur. I use a special three step
methodology comprising principle components analysis and correspondence analysis to account for
the mixed level of measurement of my data, the DEU data set. The most important result is that the
3

analysed decisions never have more than two dimensions, which implies that usual legislative
decisions in the EU are not very complex. Given the institutional rules governing the EU’s
legislative procedures and in particular the voting rule in the Council of Ministers decision cycles
can be ruled out regardless of the degree of heterogeneity of actor preferences. This holds for the
EU-15 as well as for the enlarged EU under the Treaty of Nice, because there is no indication for an
increase in the dimensionality of decisions in the analysed data.
In chapter 5 I use the size of the core and the winset in different multiple regression models to
explain the degree of policy change in a data set of 62 legislative projects. The winset shows the
largest capacity to explain policy change, yet the actors’ salience seems to play an important role,
too. Salience is the importance an actor attaches to an issue. An important substantial result of the
chapter is that the EU is not as inert as it is frequently perceived with a mean policy change of 53
per cent relative to the maximum possible change.
An additional dimension of my study consists in the issue of enlargement and the related
institutional reforms of the Treaty of Nice and the Lisbon Treaty. In May 2004 the EU put into
practice the most far reaching and difficult enlargement in its history in terms of the number of
acceding states as well as population, territory, and – presumably – heterogeneity of interests and
traditions. In addition, there is a larger clash of economic development between old and new
member states than at all previous four enlargements. The gap in per capita income levels is still
large and even growing. Citizens in the new member states currently dispose of an average income
of around 45 per cent of that in the old member states (European Commission, 2004a: 15; Eurostat,
2006). Moreover, the enlargement process is still not finished. Bulgaria and Romania have acceded
in January 2007. A number of countries are at the doorstep of the EU with Croatia, Macedonia and
Turkey having official candidate status and the other Western Balkan countries (Serbia and
Montenegro, Albania, Bosnia-Herzegovina) as potential candidates. In view of these facts the need
for efficient decision-making is greater than ever and even still growing. A common popular fear
about the recent and coming enlargements is that they could undermine the Union’s capacity to act
as a consequence of frequent gridlock.
The intergovernmental conference leading to the Treaty of Nice was an attempt to make the EU
ready for enlargement and the ensuing challenges. Yet, its results were widely regarded as a failure.
Instead of facilitating majority decisions in the Council, the Treaty introduced a triple majority
requirement, which was – for good reasons – one of the most contentious points during the
negotiations. Still before the entry into force of the Nice Treaty the European Convention was
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established in December 2001 with the goal of simplifying the existing treaties, delimiting more
precisely the powers of the EU and its member states and reforming its institutional system. It is not
by chance that a new reform of the voting rules in the Council in the proposed European
Constitution was again among the most controversial issues. After all they determine the relative
power of the member states to maintain control over the transfer of authority to the EU. The very
progressive proposal of the Convention in its draft for the Constitution in July 2003 of a majority of
member states representing 60 per cent of the population was made more restrictive by the member
states (with a double requirement of 55 per cent of member states representing 65 per cent of the
population) in the final text in June 2004 1 . After the Constitution was turned down in two
referendums in France and the Netherlands in May 2005 there was a so called pause of reflection
and the project of a Constitution was given up. Yet, most of the contents of the Constitutional
Treaty were kept in the Treaty of Lisbon, also called Reform Treaty, which was signed in Lisbon in
December 2007 and which is currently in the process of ratification. In contrast to the Constitution,
which would have united all existing treaties in one document, the Lisbon Treaty follows the
traditional method of a treaty that amends the existing treaties.
My research questions resulting from these developments are: How has the EU changed in terms of
the stability and efficiency of decision-making through enlargement and how would it change if the
Lisbon Treaty entered into force? Will enlargement and the Lisbon Treaty exacerbate or relax the
issues of cyclical decisions and gridlock situations? In which policy areas in particular?
In chapter 6 I use again the size of the core and the winset to predict and estimate the impacts of
enlargement on policy stability. The main finding is that gridlock is more likely in the EU-25 under
the Nice Treaty because of an expanded Council core. Yet, the finding must be differentiated for
different policy areas, with some being likely to experience a great increase in gridlock danger
while in others it may even decrease. Later on I go one step further by applying the decision rules of
the Lisbon Treaty to the same data to find out if these were a solution to the problem of increased
gridlock danger. As expected the Lisbon Treaty would indeed increase the EU’s reform capacity in
all analysed policy areas through its more flexible decision rules and the ensuing smaller core size
and expanded winset. These results for nine one-dimensional conflict lines are confirmed by an

1

This compromise would probably not have been possible without the change of government after the elections in

Spain when the Socialist Zapatero government came to power. Before, Spain – like Poland – had defended its extremely
favourable voting weight accorded in the Treaty of Nice.
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analysis of a two-dimensional conflict space consisting of a market intervention and a regulation
dimension. I identify these dimensions through a principal components analysis of the onedimensional conflict lines.
In chapter 7 I turn to the analysis of the efficiency of decision-making in the EU. Which factors
determine the speed with which decisions are made? This is the main research question of the
chapter. I develop and test the hypothesis that the duration of decisions depends like the degree of
policy change on the constellation of actor preferences as captured by the core and the winset, a
factor that has been neglected in the extant literature. Decisions are made more rapidly when they
require only the agreement of a (qualified) majority and when the actors’ preferences are
homogeneous, clustered as coalitions, and in favour of changing the status quo. The model using the
winset as its main variable that is derived from this hypothesis shows convincing results in a
survival analysis of 62 legislative projects of the DEU data set. This finding implies that an
institutional reform aiming to boost the EU’s reform capacity by introducing more flexible decision
rules, such as the Lisbon Treaty, would at the same time speed up decision-making.
In chapter 8 I make an account of legislative winners and losers in the EU in order to check the
justness of its decision-making system and to answer the following questions: Who profited from
the institutional system in the EU-15? Who are the winners of enlargement and who would be the
winners of the Lisbon Treaty? I use the concept of legislative gain that is as well derived from
spatial voting theory, for the empirical analysis. Legislative gain compares the situation of an actor
before and after a decision is made. I assess again three ‘states’ of the EU: the EU-15, the EU-25
under Nice and the EU-25 under the Treaty of Lisbon. A constant feature is that all actors
sometimes lose and sometimes gain in decisions across different policy areas. There are no stable
winning coalitions. I conclude from these finding that the EU’s institutional system is in general
successful in balancing out divergent interests. I find some evidence for a north-south divide in the
EU-15, with the northern member states having a slightly more positive account. Yet, the South
belongs to the relative winners of enlargement, because it finds new allies in the new eastern
member states for some issue areas. This trend would be continued with the coming into force of
the Lisbon Treaty, although its impact would be marginal compared to that of the 2004
enlargement.
I use two new and innovative data sets for my empirical analysis, whose main features are described
in the research design chapter (3). For analyses concerning the EU-15 I rely on the ‘Decisionmaking in the European Union’ (DEU) data set that consists of 174 conflictual issues belonging to
6

70 Commission proposals mostly adopted between 1998 and 2002. The data were obtained through
expert interviews. They offer very exact measurements of preferences that allow, among other
things, to assess the dimensionality of single dimensions as well as of more abstract conflict
dimensions of EU politics. The data set contains information on the preferences and the saliencies
of all important actors (member states, European Parliament and Commission), the location of a
status quo policy (if existent) and the decision outcome on clearly specified, standardised conflict
scales. It covers a wide range of issue areas and allows the application and testing of a variety of
theoretical approaches (for details see Thomson et al, 2006). The second data set contains
preference data for the EU-25 (plus Commission and EP) on nine one-dimensional supranational
conflict lines (for details see Dobbins, 2003). It was as well collected through expert interviews.
The conflict lines account for a large part of the issues dealt with in EU legislative politics. The data
set formed the basis for the identification of a more abstract two-dimensional conflict space for the
enlarged EU that served for the analysis of the impacts of enlargement and the Treaty of Lisbon.
I will use the terms “stable” and “stability” of decisions in a neutral, non-normative sense; they
simply mean that decision outcomes are not cyclical or remain unchanged over time. Whether these
properties are desirable or not is outside the scope of this study. Since the two data sets used for the
empirical analysis are about legislative decisions the results are confined to this part of European
politics. Conclusions about decisions in the area of the Common Foreign and Security Policy
(CFSP) or other intergovernmental areas cannot be drawn. Similarly, the predictions I make about
the impacts of enlargement and the Lisbon Treaty are – due to the used data sets – limited to
legislative politics. They are not an overall assessment of the consequences of enlargement.
This study goes beyond the existing research in several ways. I combine an up-to-date formal
theoretical approach with two innovative and so far unique data sets to analyse a political process of
current interest, the recent and ongoing enlargement of the EU and the impacts of the Treaty of
Lisbon, which is intended to be the institutional reform guaranteeing the Union’s capacity to act. By
this approach I help to provide factual information for the ongoing debate about the (feared)
impacts of past and future enlargements and the Lisbon Treaty. I close a part of the gap between the
theoretical literature about cycling and policy stability and the lack of empirical studies, which
check the relevance of this issue for real world political processes. My analysis of dimensionality is
the first empirical assessment of the dimensionality and content of EU legislative politics in the EU25 using micro-level data. Finally, I contribute to the literature about the efficiency of decisionmaking in the EU by highlighting the role of preferences as an important determinant of decisionmaking speed.
7

2. Between cycling and gridlock: Can collective decision-making
bodies produce stable decisions?
In this chapter I will review political science theories about the stability of decisions of collective
decision-making bodies and the problem of inertia and the capacity for reform of institutional
systems, the bulk of which belongs to social choice theory 2 . On this basis I will choose and develop
the theoretical foundations for the empirical analysis in chapters four through eight.
The term ‘stability’ has a double meaning in the political science literature. Therefore, I distinguish
two theoretical aspects. First, a ‘stable decision’ can mean a decision that is non-cyclical and
unambiguous. Stability is equivalent to the absence of decision cycles, which are – according to
some scholars (most notably Arrow, 1952; McKelvey, 1976, 1979; Riker, 1982) – possible or even
inevitable in collective decision-making bodies. Stable in this sense does not imply anything about
whether a decision outcome will prevail over a long period of time or not. The debate of this issue
since the 1950s and the current ‘state of the art’ is reviewed in section 2.1. Second, ‘stability’ can
mean stability over time, i.e. the resistance against change of a political status quo. It entails the
issue of the capacity for reform of political systems: Under which conditions are political systems
capable of making a decision that changes a political status quo created by former decisions? The
theoretical debate dealing with this question is summarized in section 2.2.
Since my empirical object of study is legislative decision-making in the European Union before and
after enlargement – and after the (possible) coming into force of the Treaty of Lisbon – I will
formulate theoretically founded presumptions about the impact of the two events on the stability of
decision-making in the EU in sections 2.3 and 2.4. From a theoretical perspective the Lisbon Treaty
brings about a change of institutional rules (e.g. voting requirements) whereas the eastern
enlargement of 2004 was even both an institutional reform (through the Treaty of Nice) and an
increase in the number of participating actors. In an excursus I will review the developments
leading to the Treaty of Lisbon as background information. A short overview of the issue of

2

Social choice theory studies how individual preferences are aggregated to form a collective choice such as in voting

systems (also known as social choice functions or systems). Kenneth Arrow was among the early pioneers of Social
Choice theory, proving the impossibility of designing a set of rules for social decision making that would conform to
'reasonable' criteria (Arrow's so-called Impossibility Theorem, also known as Arrow's paradox, see below section 2.1.1).
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stability of collective decisions and its relevance for the ‘old’ and the enlarged EU, including an
introduction to the concepts of the core and the winset (see sections 2.1.3 and 2.2), can be found in
Dobbins et al. (2004). They do not deal, however, with the broader theoretical foundations of the
issues dealt with in this chapter.
A secondary aspect of the problem of stability of decisions over time is the issue of gains and losses
of the participating actors through the decisions made, which will be dealt with in chapter 7. For
this purpose, the concept of legislative gain is explained in section 2.5. Along with this I outline the
presumed consequences for the distribution of winners and losers in the EU through enlargement
and the Treaty of Lisbon.
The chapter closes with a summary of the central research questions derived from the reviewed
theories which are relevant for the empirical analysis in chapters four through eight in section 2.6.

2.1.

The issue of cyclical decisions: Is chaos inevitable in democratic
systems?

From the 1950s to the 1980s there has been an animated debate about the issue of cyclical collective
decisions. This debate was initially characterised by a sharp contrast between the theoretically
deduced – and axiomatically founded – theorems of Arrow (1951), McKelvey (1976, 1979) and
Riker (1982) which state that (democratic) collectives cannot make consistent and stable decisions
but produce chaos and endless cycling on the one hand, and the empirical finding that such
collective actors produce by far more stable and unambiguous decisions than expected by the
former on the other hand.
2.1.1. Conditions of collective actors for having transitive preferences

The most well-known scholar who dealt with the issue if and how individual preferences can be
aggregated to produce fair and stable decisions was Kenneth Arrow in his 1952 book ‘Social choice
and individual values’ 3 .

33

Historically, the political science literature on the issue dates back to Condorcet’s paradox, formulated by the

Marquis de Condorcet in 1785: “Suppose all individual preferences are transitive, but not necessarily single-peaked.
Then the social preference ordering under majority rule may be intransitive”. To understand the paradox, a definition of
transitivity is helpful: “Preferences are transitive if, for three alternatives, C Preferred to B preferred to A necessarily
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Arrow's Theorem states that there is no general way to aggregate preferences without running into
some kind of "irrationality" or "unfairness".
The framework for Arrow's theorem assumes that we need to extract a preference order on a given
set of options (outcomes). Each individual in the society (or decision criterion) has a particular
order of preferences on the set of outcomes. We are searching for a system, called a social welfare
function, which transforms the set of preferences, into a single global societal preference order. The
theorem considers the following properties, assumed to be reasonable requirements of a fair
collective decision-making method (Arrow, 1952):
•

unrestricted domain or universality: the social welfare function should create a deterministic, complete societal
preference order from every possible set of individual preference orders. In other words: the vote must have a result
that ranks all possible choices relative to one another, the voting mechanism must be able to process all possible
sets of voter preferences, and it should consistently give the same result for the same profile of votes - no
randomness is allowed in the process.

•

non-imposition or citizen sovereignty: every possible societal preference order should be achievable by some set
of individual preference orders. This means that the social welfare function has an unrestricted target space.

•

non-dictatorship: the social welfare function should not simply follow the preference order of a special individual
while ignoring all others. This means that the social welfare function is sensitive to more than the wishes of a single
voter.

•

positive association of social and individual values, also dubbed ‘monotonicity’: if an individual modifies his or
her preference order by promoting a certain option, then the societal preference order should respond only by
promoting that same option or not changing, never by placing it lower than before. (An individual should not be
able to hurt an option by ranking it higher.)

•

independence of irrelevant alternatives: if we restrict attention to a subset of options, and apply the social
welfare function only to those, then the result should be compatible with the outcome for the whole set of options.
(Changes in individuals’ rankings of “irrelevant” alternatives [i.e., ones outside the subset] should have no impact
on the societal ranking of the “relevant” subset. Note that this is a restriction on the sensitivity of the social welfare
function).

Arrow’s theorem says that if the decision-making body has at least two members and at least three
options to decide among, then it is impossible to design a social welfare function that satisfies all
these conditions at once. It must be stressed that saying that a collective actor has transitive
preferences is equivalent to saying that he produces non-cyclical decisions.
Another version of Arrow’s theorem can be obtained by replacing the monotonicity criterion with
that of:
•

unanimity or Pareto efficiency: if every individual prefers a certain option to another, then so must the resulting
societal preference order (This, again, is a demand that the social welfare function will be minimally sensitive to
the preference profile).

implies that A is not preferred to C (weak transitivity) or that C is preferred to A (strong transitivity). Note that
transitivity is a concept that might be applied to a preference ordering of an individual or a society choosing among
alternative policies ( Hinich and Munger, 1998: 91).
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This version of the theorem is stronger (i.e. has weaker conditions), since monotonicity, nonimposition and independence of irrelevant alternatives together imply Pareto efficiency, whereas
Pareto efficiency, non-imposition and independence of irrelevant alternatives together do not imply
monotonicity.
William Riker (1982) takes a slightly different perspective. He analyses and evaluates different
democratic voting procedures with the aim to find out how and under which conditions they
produce different decision results with the same given set of actor preferences. With reference to
Arrow (1952) he uses the three evaluation criteria monotonicity, neutrality and undifferentiatedness,
which are assumed to represent minimum requirements for a fair amalgamation of individual
preferences (Riker, 1982: 99). Riker concludes that each of the analysed voting methods (e.g.
simple majority, amendment procedure, runoff elections or the so call Copeland rule) violates at
least one of the criteria. Thereby the essence of Arrow’s theorem is confirmed that social choices
made by democratic (voting) methods are not only unfair but also meaningless, because they can be
cyclic and hence inconsistent. Such choices are also susceptible to manipulations e.g. by agenda
setters 4 (Riker, 1982: 138) 5 . Riker also estimates the probability of decision cycles under different
conditions and finds out that a cycle becomes more likely the more actors participate at a decision
and the more alternatives are being discussed, even reaching a value of 1 (i.e. that a cycle is certain)
in the extreme case (Riker, 1982: 121). Yet, Riker’s underlying assumption that all preference
orderings are equally probable must be criticized as highly unrealistic and leads to an
overestimation of the likelihood of decision cycles. Some preference profiles are always more likely
than others, e.g. when there are two parties who ‘channel’ the aggregation of individual preferences.
Nonetheless, it can be concluded from the above that the heterogeneity of preferences and the risk
of cyclical decisions are associated. Niemi (1969) calculates probabilities of decision cycles
depending on the degree of agreement between the actors and finds out that it is between p=.02 and

4

Riker further dwells on this point by considering the reversed perspective: He analyses how democratic decisions can

be manipulated given these properties and identifies e.g. strategic voting, agenda control and the strategic introduction
of additional conflict dimensions as appropriate and widespread methods for manipulation. A well-known historical
example for the latter is the American Civil War where, according to Riker (Riker, 1982: 123 ff; see also Shepsle and
Bonchek, 1997: 167f), the Republicans succeeded in splitting up the majority of Democrats in the South and West by
introducing the issue of slavery as a new conflict dimension.
5

Shepsle and Bonchek, 1997: 172) arrive at a similar conclusion regarding the voting method dependence of decision

results. They apply six different voting methods to a given set of preferences and obtain six different decision outcomes.
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p=.04 when three quarters of the members of a decision-making body with 45 or 95 members agree
on the issue dimension while disagreeing on the order of preferred alternatives. This would imply
that at least for everyday decisions cycling is very unlikely.
Summing up so far, I can conclude that the results of Arrow and Riker are quite pessimistic
concerning the compatibility of democratic voting and the meaningfulness and stability of the
resulting decisions. Applying their theories to the European Union one would expect in particular
the Council of Ministers to be unable to make meaningful decisions but rather to make decisions –
supported by frequently changing majorities – that are inconsistent or even contradictory with each
other. Yet, Arrow’s and Riker’s conclusions are based on very general assumptions. Several
scholars have refined these results by checking which assumptions can be modified to make the
theorems more conforming to the observed stability of democratic decisions.
Sen (1970) finds out that a very limited value restriction, i.e. a restriction of the ‘allowed’
preference orderings, is sufficient to rule out cycling. If the actors agree on only one alternative
insofar that it is neither the best nor the worst nor the middle alternative, then cycles can be
precluded (see also Shepsle and Bonchek, 1997: 79). One of the best known studies on voting is the
median voter theorem first formulated by Black (1948) who proves that if the preferences of the
actors participating in a decision are single-peaked and if there is only one conflict dimension the
median voter cannot lose. Thus his position is the stable equilibrium outcome, if the decision is
made by simple majority, and represents the societal preference order that is as well single-peaked.
For two-dimensional conflict spaces Plott (1967) ascertains that there is a stable outcome if the
ideal points are ordered pair wise symmetrically around one central ideal point. This borderline case
is a sufficient, but not a necessary condition for stability.
In his so called chaos theorems McKelvey (1976, 1979; see also Schofield, 1978) argues in the
opposite direction: If the (quite restrictive) ‘Plott conditions’ are not met, two or more conflict
dimensions are relevant and simple majority rule is applied, there exists no point with an empty
winset, i.e. that there is no outcome which cannot be overruled by a new majority. This is
equivalent to saying that decisions are completely instable. In addition to that, McKelvey (1976)
shows that a sequence of proposals can be constructed that leads to any point in the conflict space,
which implies that an agenda setter can exploit this instability and determine the decision outcome
alone (see also Hinich and Munger, 1998: 160).
Hence, I am again back at the question whether democratic voting rules produce complete chaos
12

except for under extremely unlikely conditions?
Adams and Adams (2000) use a different approach to tackle the issue: They analyse empirically
observable preference constellations in two-dimensional conflict spaces from French and British
politics and find out, using a geometrical proof, that constellations leading to paradox decisions are
extremely unlikely and implausible (even if theoretically possible). As soon as there is a moderate
degree of correlation among the actors’ preferences, cycling can be ruled out. In a simulation
Mueller (2003: 99-100) analyses systematically the relationship between cycling and the
heterogeneity of preferences. When a minimum proportion of single-peaked or identical preferences
occurs, the risk that cycles occur decreases rapidly.
The essence of the literature reviewed in this section is that it depends on basically three factors
whether collective decision-making bodies have transitive preferences and can produce stable, noncyclical decisions. First, the applied institutional rules framing the decision, such as the voting rule
or the existence of agenda setting rights (see section 2.1.2). Second, the number of relevant conflict
dimensions (see section 2.1.4) and third the properties of the actor preferences, i.e. whether they are
homogenous or heterogeneous, symmetric or not, polarized or not, etc. Especially the last point
plays a role for the practical relevance of the issue of decision cycles. If chaos-producing
preferences are empirically unlikely, there is no problem for real world political systems such as
that of the EU.
2.1.2. Stable collective decisions through institutional rules or logrolling?

“Why so much stability” is the title of an article by Gordon Tullock (1981) in the journal Public
Choice. Tullock captures the puzzle between the theory of the so called ‘chaos theorems’
(McKelvey, 1976, 1979; Schofield, 1978; see also Arrow, 1952; Plott, 1967; Riker, 1982) outlined
in the previous section (2.1.1) which predict – depending on more or less restrictive conditions –
cyclical decision results and the empirical observation that democratic systems usually produce
meaningful and clear decisions that remain unchanged for long periods of time. A number of
authors (e.g. Moser, 1999; Shepsle and Weingast, 1981) explain this ‘gap’ by the effects of
institutional rules and the phenomenon of logrolling (or vote trading) about which the former
theories make no or very few assumptions. They argue that institutions can ensure stable decisions
where in their absence endless cycling might prevail (Dowding, 2002: 21-22; Moser, 1999: 4-5),
e.g. by restricting the domain and the content of legislative changes (Shepsle and Weingast, 1981).
Different kinds of such stability inducing institutional rules can be distinguished (see e.g. Moser,
1999: 7-9):
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1) The right to make proposals can be limited (agenda setting power). A widespread
assumption of the scholars defending the chaos theorems is that every participating actor can
make a decision proposal at any time during the decision process. Yet, this right is often
defined and limited by formal rules. Agenda setting can e.g. be delegated to a committee,
which is much smaller and specialised in an issue area and makes a decision proposal under
a closed rule to the Parliament floor (as e.g. in the US Congress). This constrains the
potential for package deals and issue linkages and thereby reduces the number of conflict
dimensions relevant for a particular decision. In the extreme case on a continuum from pure
majority rule to dictatorship there may be a single and exclusive agenda setter who can
determine the decision result according to his or her preferred solution if there is a nonempty winset. A so called germaneness rule can stipulate that a proposal must imply
substantial changes to the existing status quo and thus prevent incremental changes. The
‘backward agenda’ rule (Moser, 1999: 6) lays down that if there is more than one proposal
the status quo has to be voted against at the last stage of several votes. The rule guarantees
that the result will lie in the winset of the status quo. A variant of it provides that the secondto-last proposal must come from the appropriate committee. Some legislatures have a
special rules committee that has to accept the proposal of a committee before it can be voted
on in the plenary assembly. Such a power is also known as ‘gate keeping’, i.e. the right to
block proposals from being voted on in the appropriate decision making body (Carruba and
Volden, 2001: 274; Jupille and Caporaso, 1999: 435; Shepsle and Bonchek, 1997: 324-329).
In the EU the Commission often has a gate keeping function (Moser, 1999: 16).
2) Amending proposals can be restricted to one conflict dimension or one of several ‘porkbarrel projects’ 6 . With such a rule in force issues are voted on separately and hence the
median voter theorem ‘works’, which guarantees stable decision results in uni-dimensional
conflict spaces (see section 2.1.1).
3) A veto right may be granted to particular actors such as the President in US legislative
politics (Moser, 1999: 10).
4) The use of a supermajority rule, i.e. that more than a simple majority has to agree on a

6

In politics, a pork barrel (or pork barrel politics) is a term describing government spending that is intended to benefit

constituents of a politician in return for their political support, either in the form of campaign contributions or votes.
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proposal. The stricter the decision rule, the fewer points can be overruled by a new majority
and the more stable is the outcome.
For the stability inducing effect of all these formal rules Shepsle and Weingast (1981) have coined
the concept of structure induced equilibrium (SIE). The definition of an SIE is that a point x* is a
structure induced equilibrium if and only if those points which defeat x* either can be proposed
only by those actors who do not prefer to do so, or cannot be proposed at all (Shepsle and Weingast,
1981: 512).
Logrolling
An ‘informal institution’ with a theoretically similar effect as formal institutional rules is the
mechanism of ‘vote trading’, better known as logrolling 7 which was described by Buchanan and
Tullock (1962) and Tullock (1981; see also e.g. Arregui et al., 2006; Shepsle, 1979; Shepsle and
Weingast, 1981; Stokman and Van den Bos, 1994) who claim that it can ensure stability. It is a
form of strategic voting that they distinguish from the usually assumed sincere voting of actors
(Riker, 1982: 123ff). Logrolling allows voters to register the intensity (or salience) of their
preferences by trading votes on issues they care little about for the votes of others on issues the vote
trader cares deeply 8 (Hinich and Munger, 1998: 68). The exchange only makes sense if the first
actor is pivotal for the decision on the first issue and vice versa the second actor on the second issue
(Riker, 1982: 157-160).
Moreover, the conditions for logrolling are that at least two issues are decided simultaneously, or
within a short time period, that the actors’ saliencies and preferences differ reciprocally on the issue
and that the agreement about the trade is somehow binding (Mueller, 2003: 105-109). The latter

7

Logrolling is a colourful phrase used to describe trading of votes by legislative members to obtain passage of actions

of interest to each legislative member. The term is also used for similar activities in academics, notably the "cross
quoting" of papers in order to drive up reference counts. The phrase is likely derived from the old custom of neighbours
assisting each other with the moving of logs. If two neighbours had cut a lot of timber which needed to be moved, it
made more sense for them to work together to roll the logs – if you'll help me roll my logs, I'll help you roll yours.
8

This can best be explained by an example taken from EU legislative politics: For instance, if the level of production

aid for olive oil is on the agenda, which is an important issue for a country such as Spain but not very salient for
Germany, and a week later milk quotas are decided about, which are important for the German but not the Spanish
agriculture, the two can make an agreement to trade their votes and both profit from more EU funding. The overall
policy change is then higher than without the trade of votes between the two member states.
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assumption is crucial and touches on a controversy whether logrolling reduces or increases
instability. The formulation and enforcement of binding agreements necessary for logrolling entail
transaction costs and an enforcement may be impossible if, for example, secret voting is applied
(Shepsle and Weingast, 1981: 509). If logrolling takes nonetheless places it can destabilise the
decision situation by creating new decision alternatives that are, themselves, vulnerable because
coalition formation becomes instable when logrolling is possible (Hinich and Munger, 1998: 68).
2.1.3. Regions of stability in ‘legislative chaos’: the core and the uncovered set

Since the 1980s more and more scholars use spatial voting theory, which is a branch of noncooperative game theory, to analyse collective decision-making and political institutions (for a
review see Moser, 1999). Spatial models can be regarded as a further development of the works of
the authors reviewed so far in this chapter (e.g. Black, 1958; Buchanan and Tullock, 1962; Tullock,
1981; Riker, 1982; Shepsle and Weingast, 1981). A basic assumption of spatial modelling (see e.g.
Hinich and Munger, 1998: 50-60) is that actor preferences can be represented by so called ideal
points in a well-defined political conflict space (of one, two or more dimensions) and that distances
between points are equivalent to political distances in the sense that an actor prefers solutions close
to his ideal point and a growing distance equals to a loss in utility for the actor. In the context of
spatial modelling, concepts have been developed that treat the issue of the stability vs. cyclicity of
decisions and circumscribe zones of stability in a given conflict space where stable collective
decisions can be expected under specific conditions. One of the best-known concepts is the core.
The game-theoretic concept of the core is defined as the set of undominated points in a given policy
space. This means that a point in the core cannot be changed with the given decision rule as long as
the actor preferences remain stable (see e.g. Koehler, 1996: 293). A decision outcome in the core
can also be conceived as a structure-induced equilibrium (SIE) (Shepsle and Weingast, 1981: 512513), because the outcome is invulnerable and therefore stable because of the institution ‘super
majority rule’. An example for a qualified majority core with q = 5 for a decision-making body with
seven members is illustrated in Figure 2.1. The fine lines, which are called q-dividers, connect the
ideal points of two actors who are pivotal for a possible winning coalition. Each q-divider thus
separates the policies preferred by this majority coalition and those preferred by a losing minority of
actors or votes. The centrally located polygon formed by all q-dividers is the set of points that are
never on the ‘losing side’ of a q-divider, i.e. there exists no coalition preferring a point outside the
core. An example for a qualified majority core with q = 5 for a decision-making body with seven
members is illustrated in Figure 2.1. The fine lines, which are called q-dividers, connect the ideal
points of two actors who are pivotal for a possible winning coalition. Each q-divider thus separates
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Figure 2.1 Qualified majority core with q = 5 of a committee with seven members

the policies preferred by this majority coalition and those preferred by a losing minority of actors or
votes. The centrally located polygon formed by all q-dividers is the set of points that are never on
the ‘losing side’ of a q-divider, i.e. there exists no coalition preferring a point outside the core.

Figure 2.2 Cores for different decision rules of a committee with seven members
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The stricter the applied decision rule and the more the actors’ ideal points are scattered in the policy
space, the larger the resulting core is. If the decision rule is unanimity the core is equal to the Pareto
set, which is the convex hull of all ideal points (see Figure 2.2). The outcome of a decision can be
assumed to be located in the core – at least in the long run – because there must exist some majority
that could overrule a status quo outside the core (König and Bräuninger, 2004: 421). The existence
of a core is not guaranteed in more than one dimension, but depends on the applied voting rule (see
following section (2.1.4)) and the distribution of ideal points. In principle the areas ‘outside’ the qdividers, which are dominated by some majority, could overlap in such a way that there is no
central core area like in Figure 2.1.
The uncovered set
A solution concept related to the core is the uncovered set. How do preferences translate into
outcomes in spatial voting games? This is the question tackled by the uncovered set. In a onedimensional spatial model, the median voter theorem (MVT) states – as already mentioned – that
the expected outcome of majority-rule voting, given an open agenda and single-peaked preferences,
is the ideal point of the median voter (Black, 1948). I have pointed out in the previous section that
the MVT does not generalize to cases where multiple dimensions are needed to describe preferences
and outcomes, implying that outcomes in these games are sensitive to agendas, voting rules, and
other constraints (Shepsle, 1979; 1986). The uncovered set tries to generalize the MVT to
multidimensional spatial models. Work refining the chaos theorems showed that if voters consider
the ultimate consequences of their behaviour, rather than choosing myopically between alternatives
presented at each point, outcomes of social choice situations will lie in the uncovered set (Shepsle
and Weingast, 1984; Feld et al., 1989). Uncovered set outcomes are not necessarily Condorcet
winners — they need not be majority preferred to all other outcomes 9 , but they are all points which
are not covered by other points 10 . In a multidimensional game, the uncovered set is a relatively
compact region within the space, unless ideal points satisfy conditions in which a single core point

9

If a Condorcet winner exists, the uncovered set consists of that single outcome.

10

Put more formally, let N be the set of n voters or legislators. Assume that n is odd and for any agent, i ∈ N,

preferences are Euclidian and defined by an ideal point ρi. Let x, y be elements of the set X of all possible outcomes. A
point x beats another point y by majority rule if it is closer than y to more than half of the ideal points. A point x is
covered by y if y beats x and any point that beats y beats x. The uncovered set includes all points not covered by other
points.
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exists and the uncovered is this core point (Bianco and Sened, 2005: 362). Bianco et al. (2004: 260261) summarize five known properties of the uncovered set; among others the property that the
uncovered set is never empty. Yet, even these properties do not establish the shape, location, or size
of the uncovered set, rendering it difficult as a predictive tool.
I opt for the core as the more appropriate concept for my empirical analyses for the following
reasons: As just mentioned the uncovered set is difficult to determine, its logic is much less intuitive
and in some cases the uncovered set and the core coincide anyway. This is the case if the core is
non-empty, a condition which is usually met in EU legislative decisions (see e.g. Drüner, 2003).
2.1.4. Still ‘legislative chaos’ in more than two dimensions? – The relationship
between the dimensionality of the conflict space, voting rules and the stability
of collective decisions

In the preceding sections I have made clear that the number of conflict dimensions is a crucial
parameter for the issue of cyclical collective decisions. Both the likelihood of decision cycles and
the possibility that they occur at all grow with the number of simultaneously decided conflict
dimensions. Put less formally one can argue that the more complex and therefore unclear a decision
situation is, the more difficult and time consuming it is for a collective actor to make a decision and
the more likely it is that after a decision has been made some new majority for a new proposal
emerges and so forth, ending in a cycle. Though, the susceptibility to cycling always depends on the
applied decision rule (e.g. simple majority or some supra majority). The two parameters are
complementary – along with the nature of actor preferences – in determining the risk of cycling.
With one dimension and simple majority rule Black’s Black, 1958 median voter theorem ‘works’,
but with two or more involved dimensions it is contested if stable collective decisions are possible
(see McKelvey, 1976, 1979; Riker, 1982; Shepsle and Weingast, 1981; Tullock, 1981). In the
previous section I have pointed out that the existence of a core is equivalent to a guarantee that
decisions will be non-cyclical. Also the existence of a structurally stable core depends on the
dimensionality of the conflict space and the applied voting rule. Greenberg (1979) and Schofield
(1988) have proven and calculated the minimum quorum for a given number of dimensions that
constitute a sufficient condition for the existence of a core. They conclude that in two dimensions a
quorum of two thirds is necessary, in three dimensions the ratio is equal or greater than 176/261 for
a committee of 87 members (Schofield et al., 1988: 199) 11 . The sufficient condition for the

11

These numbers are based on the so-called Schofield number, which guarantees a structurally stable core given
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existence of a core in two dimensions is q greater than or equal to ¾ 12 . Greenberg’s (1979)
argument can be reversed by stating that there may not exist a majority equilibrium – which implies
the non-existence of a core – if the voting rule does not fulfil the condition to be greater than
(m/(m+1))*n with m being the number of dimensions and n being the number of voting individuals.
The voting rule in the Council of Ministers in the EU-15 for a qualified majority of 62 out of 87
votes fulfilled the first but not the second condition. This means that in up to two dimensions the
existence of a core is guaranteed, though this cannot be said with certainty for three or more
dimensions 13 . The currently applied voting threshold of 236 out of 321 votes very closely
approaches the sufficient condition for the existence of a core and if the other two criteria of the
triple majority requirement laid down in the Treaty of Nice (majority of member states and
representation of 62 per cent of the Union’s population) are also taken into consideration it can
probably be regarded as fulfilled. Thus, looking at these provisions from the ‘risk of cycling’
perspective, the Nice Treaty is probably a good thing. Though, considering other properties such as
the chances for policy change, the judgement is less positive (see chapter 6 on this issue).
Optimal majority rule
This short excursus to real world problems leads us to the theoretical issue of an ‘optimal majority
rule’. The two extreme points on the ‘majority rule scale’ under interest are unanimity and simple
majority rule. With unanimity as the decision rule cycling is impossible and the existence of a core
is guaranteed no matter how many dimensions are involved or how heterogeneous the actor
preferences are (see e.g. Mueller, 2003: 98). The core is simply the convex hull of all ideal points
and any point inside it is a stable outcome. However, the variance of all possible outcomes is very
large and can be far away from the mean or median preference. When the simple majority rule is
applied, a stable outcome can only be expected with certainty in a one-dimensional conflict space
(Black, 1958) or also in two dimensions in the extremely restrictive case of symmetric preferences

specific preference constellations. The formula is Qs ≥ ((W-1)/W) + 2/Wn with W being the number of dimensions and
n the number of voters.
12

This is the so-called ‘Kramer number’: Qk ≥ W/(W+1) (Schofield et al., 1988: 199).

13

This calculation relies on the assumption of a Council of 87 equally weighted members instead of 15 members with

different voting weights. For the purpose of estimating the likelihood of the existence of a core this is a rather
conservative assumption, because according to the scheme of voting weights in the Council up to ten members (votes)
must be ‘fictively’ aggregated and have identical ideal points which clearly raises the estimated likelihood.
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(Plott, 1967). The variance of all possible outcomes is zero in these cases and it is identical with the
median preference, i.e. the opposite result of unanimity rule. Caplin and Nalebuff (1988) and
Koehler (1996) try to determine an ‘optimal majority rule’ combining the absence of cycling and a
minimum of variance of possible outcomes. Following a mathematical approach Caplin and
Nalebuff (1988) establish an optimal quorum of 64 per cent in two dimensions assuming a fair
amount of homogeneity of actor preferences 14 . In a computer simulation for

committees of

different sizes Koehler (1996: 292-295) finds a minimum variance of adopted outcomes in
situations where a core exists for a majority rule of 55 per cent plus one vote in a two-dimensional
context.
Turning back to the question raised in the header of this section whether chaos in collective
decisions is inevitable, the answer is certainly no. The risk of decision cycles in collective decisionmaking depends on three well-defined and empirically testable factors: the structure and
heterogeneity of actor preferences, the number of involved conflict dimensions and the institutional
setting, in particular the decision rule by which the actors decide. The combination of the three
parameters condenses to the question whether a core exists or not. If it exists, cycling can be ruled
out. Since the institutional decision rules governing collective decision-making in an organisation
such as the EU are prescribed in the treaties, the issue of cycling collapses to the question how
many conflict dimensions are decided simultaneously in EU legislative decisions, and the critical
threshold seems to be above two dimensions (see chapter 4 for the corresponding empirical
analysis).

2.2.

Temporal stability of collective decisions: The problem of gridlock and
reform

As announced in the introduction above, the second central aspect of the stability of decisions is the
issue of temporal stability, i.e. the question how stable decisions are over time. Looking from a
normative perspective, it is a desirable property of a political system that – next to ensuring clear,
non-cyclical decisions – the political status quo created by some prior decision can be changed if
external circumstances and the actors’ preferences change sufficiently. But also from a mere

14

The formula is 1-(n/(n+1))n.
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analytical point of view it is interesting to find out under which conditions political systems are
capable of revising and reforming their own decisions and avoiding gridlock situations. In this
section I will review the theoretical literature dealing with the ‘grey zone’ between complete
gridlock and chaotic decision results.
A well-known approach for analysing political gridlock in federal two-level political systems is the
concept of the ‘Politikverflechtungsfalle’ (joint-decision trap) by Fritz Scharpf (1985, 1994, 1995a,
1995b, 1999). The concept was originally developed to describe gridlock situations in the political
system of Germany (Scharpf, 1985) and was later also applied to that of the EU. The hypothesised
mechanism leading to a blockade is the following (e.g. Scharpf, 1995b: 129-139): A policy area is
transferred to the EU in order to solve a problem more efficiently than the member states could. The
solution, i.e. a legislative measure, decided at the European level becomes inefficient in the long run
and is no longer a solution to the problem at hand. A reform of this policy is then extremely
difficult. The policy cannot be changed at the national level because it is an integrated policy area.
And at the European level a reform is difficult due to the strict majority requirements. In areas with
unanimity rule every member state effectively has a veto right, i.e. a single member who profits
more from the old political status quo than from the reform in question can block the whole bill.
However, even if qualified majority voting is used a relatively small group of actors is sufficient to
form a blocking minority. The result is a policy of the ‘smallest common denominator’.
The winset
Another concept that is appropriate to theorise temporal policy stability is the winset, which, like
the core, belongs to the spatial theory of voting. The winset is defined as the set of points in a policy
space that is preferred to the status quo (or some other point) by a majority of actors (Hinich and
Munger, 1998: 62). In graphical terms, the winset can be explained as follows (see Figure 2.3
below): According to the assumptions of spatial voting theory each actor has an ideal point position
and prefers every solution that is closer to his ideal point than another solution, i.e. a growing
(Euclidean) distance from an actor’s ideal point is synonymous with a utility loss for him. The
preferred-to set – or the indifference curve – of an actor is the set of points that have a higher (or
equal) utility for him. In two dimensions the indifference curves are concentric circles, as shown in
Figure 2.3, if the dimensions are equally important for the actors. The winset is simply the
intersection of the indifference curves of a majority of actors (Hammond and Butler, 2003: 174).
Hence, it can be interpreted as the potential for a change of the status quo, because every point in
the winset is preferred to the latter by a majority coalition (Tsebelis, 2002: 21). As can be seen in
Figure 2.3 the winset becomes smaller the stricter the decision rule is and the closer the actors’ ideal
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points are located to the status quo. If the winset is empty, which is the case when the status quo is
located in the core, no policy change is possible because there exists no majority preferring a
change, at least not in the same direction. If the winset is large, a policy change is possible but need
not occur. This implies that a large winset is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for policy
change (Tsebelis, 2002: 32-33). The existence of a winset means that there is some kind of ‘room
for manoeuvre’ for an agreement that changes the status quo.
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Unanimity winset
Qualified majority winset (6/7)
Simple majority winset (4/7)

Figure 2.3 Winsets for different decision rules of a committee with seven members
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The yolk
The yolk is another concept from spatial voting theory for analysis of the instability of majority
choice by committees. Ferejohn et al. (1984) were the first to propose the concept and called it the
generalized median set. The yolk is defined as a circle of minimum radius which intersects every
median line and which can be used to construct a circle including the winset of a status quo by
majority rule. Median lines are lines which partition a set of ideal points located in a twodimensional issue space such that at least half of the ideal points are on or to one side of the median
line and at least half of them on or to the other side of the median line (Koehler, 1990: 231) 15 .
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Figure 2.4 Yolk of a committee with five members deciding by simple majority

Figure 2.4 shows the yolk of a committee with five members deciding by simple majority in a twodimensional policy space along with six limiting median lines (M12, M13, M14, M15, M24 und M35)
and one non-limiting median line (M). Every median line has the property that there are at least
three ideal points on or to each side of the line, i.e. a majority. In the figure the median lines M12,

15

In three dimensions the yolk is a ball that is determined by median hyperplanes instead of median lines. In one

dimension the yolk collapses to the median.
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M24 and M35 determine the yolk as the smallest circle intersecting all median lines.
Feld et al. (1989) state about the properties of the yolk that the location of the yolk indicates the
generalized centre of the voter distribution, and the size of the yolk indicates how much the voter
distribution deviates from one that would generate a majority rule equilibrium. Koehler (1990)
determines the size and location of the yolk in a computer simulation for committees with 25, 51
and 75 members and finds that it is indeed centrally located and comprises only roughly 1.4 per cent
of the given policy space. A counter-intuitive finding is that the yolk is smaller for larger committee
sizes (Koehler, 1990: 240-242).
The most important analytical application of the yolk is to determine bounds on winsets, i.e. to
approximate the size and location of the winset when it cannot be determined directly. This makes
sense if either the status quo cannot be located or if the committee or legislature is so large that it is
easier (and almost as exact) to determine the yolk instead of the winset. Both is not the case for my
study and the used data sets, which mostly have a status quo included and a maximum of 27 ideal
points (25 EU member states plus the EP and the Commission). Therefore, I choose to use the
‘original’ concept, the winset, instead of its approximation, the yolk, for my empirical analysis.
Core, winset and policy change: integration in veto players theory
The concept of the core, which has been explained in detail in section 2.1.3, is also appropriate to
analyse and explain policy change. However, for this purpose not the existence of a core is the
relevant indicator but the size of the core relative to the policy space. If the core comprises the
whole or a large proportion of the policy space it is impossible or very unlikely that a winset
‘emerges’ and that the actors arrive at some kind of agreement, even if some of their ideal points
shift a bit. If, by contrast, the core consists only of a single point or a line segment (in two
dimensions), the existence of a winset and a policy change is very likely. An advantage of
theorizing policy change by the core size is that it is not necessary to specify a status quo location in
order to determine the core.
Both the core and winset constitute necessary but not sufficient conditions for policy change. A
large winset implies that there may be a policy change but there need not automatically be one. A
small or even empty winset implies that there cannot be a policy change – or only a very
incremental one. The same applies vice versa to the core size: a large core precludes policy change
and a small core allows for a change but it does not cause it. Therefore, residuals of regression
analysis must be checked for heteroskedasticity: residuals are hypothesised to be larger the larger
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the winset (smaller the core) is (Tsebelis, 2002: 32). I have performed such regression analyses of
policy change against the core and the winset in my empirical analyses. Heteroskedasticity could,
however, not be shown (for details see chapter 5).
In his veto players theory Tsebelis (1995, 2002; Yataganas and Tsebelis, 2005) integrates the
concepts of the winset and the core. Tsebelis chooses policy stability as his dependent variable that
he explains by the size of the core and the winset of the relevant veto players of a political system.
Policy stability is equivalent to policy change with a reverse interpretation. A policy is stable if no
policy change occurs over a long time.
A veto player is an actor whose agreement is (de jure or de facto) necessary for changing a political
status quo and a basic assumption is that there cannot be any policy change as long as at least one
veto player prefers the status quo to a proposed new policy. A veto player can be an individual or a
collective body. They can be political parties (partisan veto players) or institutional veto players
who draw their power from formal (or informal) institutions, such as a president having a formal
veto right in a legislative process (Tsebelis, 2002: 17-20). The number and the location of veto
players determine, according to Tsebelis (2002), the degree of policy stability of a political system.
The more veto players there are and the farther the distances between their ideal points, the more
stable is the system (Tsebelis, 2002: 25). However, if a veto player is located within the core of
other veto players, he has no effect on policy stability, because he does not influence the size of the
core (so called absorption rule, Tsebelis, 2002: 28). This effect can be visualised by imagining the
ideal point of a fictive additional actor who is located in the core in Figure 2.1. He would have no
effect on the size and the location of the core and hence neither on the proportion of points which
are inaccessible to a change. The two rules can be understood intuitively as well. If a group wants to
decide something and everybody, or a large majority, has to agree on the result it is more difficult to
come to an agreement the larger the group is and the more diverse the members’ opinions are. The
most difficult problem is to reconcile the most extreme opinions, whereas it is easy to incorporate
the moderate ones in some kind of compromise (absorption rule). Next to the degree of policy
change veto players theory can also be used to explain the importance of agenda setting power and
bureaucratic and judicial independence. The basic argument is that if a political system or a decision
situation is characterised by a large unanimity core of the veto players, the power of agenda setters
is reduced. At the same time bureaucratic actors and the judiciary have more discretion in
implementing and interpreting the decided legislation because they need not worry about being
overruled by the gridlocked legislator. Since these issues are outside the main focus of this study I
do not elaborate on them in detail here. Nonetheless, chapter 5 contains a section about the
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Commission’s powers as agenda setter and implementing bureaucracy.
The strength of veto players theory, which will be used as the main theoretical basis for the
empirical analysis, is that it allows us to develop models of political systems that are at the same
time parsimonious and integrate a number of important factors relevant in decision-making
processes. These factors can be grouped in two large categories: preferences and institutions, which
are according to many scholars (e.g. Garrett and Tsebelis, 1996; Hammond and Butler, 2003;
Moser, 1999; Tsebelis and Garrett, 2000) central for theorising collective decision-making.
Examples of institutions taken into account by veto players theory are decision rules, voting
weights, agenda setting power, veto power or sequences of moves within a formal decision-making
procedure and – to a certain degree – even principal-agent relationships such as the relation between
a legislator and an implementing bureaucracy. As for the second category, preferences are modelled
through a number of properties: the location of ideal points, the dimensionality of the relevant
conflict space and different saliencies of actors. If there are clusters of actors with identical
preferences who form (potential) coalitions these can easily be represented as ‘aggregated’ veto
players with an increased voting weight. A concept such as the ‘size of the winset of the relevant
veto players relative to the given conflict space in a specific decision situation’ summarizes a large
number of theoretically important parameters in one parameter.
Applying veto players theory to EU legislative politics yields the following account of relevant veto
players: The Council of Ministers is always a (collective) veto player, because it participates at the
decision-making process with any legislative procedure until the final stage. The Commission has
veto powers with the consultation and the cooperation procedure 16 , since she makes the final
proposal to the Council and she can accept or reject amendments proposed by the European
Parliament (with cooperation). The EP is a veto player if co-decision is applied, because then it is a
co-equal legislator together with the Council. Both the Commission and the EP can be
conceptualised as collective or individual, i.e. unitary, veto players. It is essential for both the
research question at hand as well as a pragmatic research decision whether preference differences
among the individual commissioners and the MEPs are modelled or not. Whether one or several of
these veto players are absorbed because of their ideal point locations depends on the preference
constellation of a concrete decision situation. Interestingly it makes only a small difference whether

16

The latter is applied only very rarely nowadays since the Treaties of Amsterdam and Nice have increasingly made co-

decision the standard legislative procedure.
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a collective veto player deciding with simple majority such as the EP is modelled through the ideal
points of his members or treated as a fictitious individual veto player who is approximated by its
wincircle (Tsebelis, 2002: 45-51, 263) 17 .
In order to model the legislative decision-making system of the EU I will stick to the latter solution.
The Commission and the EP are regarded as individual veto players depending on the applied
procedure whereas the Council is depicted as a collective veto player by ideal points of all member
states. This differentiated modelling strategy can be justified, because the Council is the most
important but at the same time the least studied (and least transparent) institution of the EU’s
political system (see also chapters 4 through 8 on this point). It is also an appropriate strategy to
keep the model simple and parsimonious.
Just like the core, logrolling also serves not only as an explanation for stable vs. cyclical collective
decisions but also for theorising the temporal aspect of the stability of decisions. One important
property of logrolling is that it (usually) links two issues of a decision or two previously
independent decisions through an agreement of pivotal actors to exchange their votes reciprocally in
favour of the actor with the higher salience on the respective issue. If the linked issues or decisions
were characterised by a gridlock situation if decided upon separately, the mechanism of logrolling
can induce a policy change where stability would otherwise prevail.

2.3.

Theorising the impact of EU enlargement on the stability of legislative
decisions

On the first of May 2004 eight post-communist and two Mediterranean states became EU members.
This enlargement, which is in many respects the most far reaching in the history of the EU, is
viewed by many as a unique historical chance to overcome enduring ideological and political
divisions in Europe. Some observers allude to past successes of the EU in integrating poorer states
distorted by legacies of dictatorship and economic backwardness. In economic terms the new
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The (majority) wincircle is a circle with centre Y and radius d + 2r, where Y is the centre of the yolk, r its radius and

d the distance between the status quo and Y. An important property of the wincircle is that all the points outside it are
defeated by SQ and the following conclusion is that we can replace a collective veto player by a fictitious individual
veto player located at Y with wincircle (Y, d + 2r) (Tsebelis, 2002: 45-47).
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members have a relatively small weight compared to previous enlargements (e.g. the fourth one in
1995). Nonetheless, their accession is also regarded as a means of expanding the world’s largest
common market and giving the EU a greater voice in international affairs. In political terms the
eastern enlargement is however much more momentous and complex than any of the previous ones.
Fears have circulated that enlargement and the accession of poorer member states will not only
financially overburden the organization, but also have a detrimental impact on supranational
decision-making and aggravate existing political cleavages (see e.g. Kerremans, 1998).
Enlargement has been accompanied by the institutional reforms codified in the Treaty of Nice in
2001 that were intended to ensure the functioning of the Union’s political system and maintain its
capacity to act. What will be the repercussions of the 2004 enlargement and the institutional reforms
for the EU’s political system in general and on the stability of legislative decisions in particular? In
this section I will review the theoretical literature dealing with this question and outline an analytic
framework for the empirical chapters.
The theoretical literature on the EU is characterised by widely divergent opinions on the
phenomenon of regional integration and the role of enlargement within this context, although a
majority of scholars (e.g. König and Bräuninger, 2004; Kerremans, 1998; Schneider, 2002) is rather
sceptical about the EU’s capacity to deal with the consequences of eastern enlargement. The
concept of integration essentially comprises two separate, but perhaps related (see Schneider, 2002)
phenomena: the dynamics of deepening and the dynamics of widening. Deepening is conceived as a
vertical process in which the forms and patterns of cooperation are solidified and expanded.
Widening, on the other hand, is a “horizontal” phenomenon by which the existing cooperative
framework is transferred to new geographical entities. Enlargement is thus a formal process of
horizontal institutionalisation, in which institutions spread beyond the incumbent actors and
encompass new members (see Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier, 2002: 503). Schneider (2002)
contends that the relationship between the two is basically curvilinear, i.e. that beyond a certain
organisation size adding members becomes less desirable because of dramatically increasing
transaction costs and that enlarging beyond this point might give rise to disintegrative forces. A
theoretical framework for analysing the impacts of enlarging a collective institution arguing in the
same direction is already offered by Buchanan and Tullock (1962: 63-84). They distinguish two
central parameters, given that acting collectively per se is desirable and efficient: the expected
external costs of collective action which are a falling function of the number of participating
individual actors and the expected decision costs which are greater the larger the number of actors
who are needed for making a decision. Hence there exists an optimal group size where the sum of
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the two parameters reaches its minimum. Whether the enlargement of 2004 pushes the EU beyond
this point is an empirical question. However, an intervening variable in this context is the
inclusiveness of the applied decision rule necessary for making a decision, because the decision
costs rise dramatically when it approaches unanimity. Buchanan and Tullock (1962: 104-118) show
that an optimal decision rule in terms of the costs of decision-making should be less strict the larger
the collective body. Thus, it can be argued that the institutional reforms of the Nice Treaty with its
tightening of the decision rule in the Council were a bad preparation for enlargement, whereas the
coming into force of the Treaty of Lisbon could be a remedy against this problem (see following
section (2.4) and chapter 6). Kerremans (1998) seeks a correlation between the number of states and
the diversity of their preferences, and the governance capacity of the EU. He finds out that
enlarging the organization and the increased heterogeneity of preferences that it entails has
inevitable repercussions for the decision-making capacity of the organization and the control that
(larger) member states exert over policy outcomes. As for the existing political cleavages in Europe,
Kerremans (1998) concludes that the predominant north-south division (see Mattila and Lane,
2001) will be transformed into a north-south-east cleavage. Such a division would force the Union
to translate the preferences of three opposed blocks into efficient political equilibria. Another
approach to theorize regional economic integration is offered by Alesina and his colleagues
(Alesina and Spolare, 1997; Alesina and Wacziarg, 1998; Alesina et al., 2000). They show that the
interrelationship between the geographic scope and the political depth of regional organisations as
the EU might be much more complex. Their formal argument leads to the conclusion that increased
levels of economic interdependence increase disintegrative tendencies in nation states and political
unions (see also Schneider, 2002). Mueller (2002) applies the theory of clubs to the issue of EU
enlargement and asks what the optimal ‘club size’ for the EU is, since some profits from
cooperation and integration in the EU grow with its size whereas others decrease beyond a certain
point. Although EU membership can be regarded as a benefit for the new members their accession
also implies considerable costs, e.g. transaction costs resulting from more heterogeneous
preferences. He proposes to balance out unequal distribution of costs through the EU budget and its
redistributive character. Via such cross-national subsidies problems such as large-scale migration
from poorer to richer member countries can be mitigated. Using a computer simulation Kollman
(2003) shows how the current system of the rotating presidency will not be sustainable anymore in a
union of more than 20 members despite its advantages, because it can ensure less and less that
efficient solutions are reached in the Council. Nurmi and Hosli (2003) make a similar argument
using cooperative game theory, because an enlarged Council cannot function on the current basis of
informal rules and negotiations (the so called ‘culture of consensus’) but instead needs to adopt
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more formalised voting procedures.
Risk of cyclical decisions
Surprisingly, none of the existing studies dealing with EU enlargement explicitly mentions the issue
of the risk of paradox, cyclical collective decisions. Drawing on the theoretical approaches
reviewed in section 2.1, it is quite easy to identify three central – mostly empirical – questions for
analysing this issue. The first question is whether enlargement will bring about an increase in the
dimensionality of conflicts in the EU, i.e. do the new members bring completely new conflicts into
the Union or not. The most frequently identified dimensions before enlargement are a left-right
dimension, an integration dimension and a north-south divide (Zimmer, 2003). However, single
decisions never touch on more than two dimensions simultaneously. For details on this issue and an
empirical analysis I refer to chapters 4 and 6. A second, somewhat related, question is whether the
actors’ preferences will be much more heterogeneous in the enlarged EU, i.e. will the new member
states’ governments, as well as their MEPs and Commissioners take more extreme positions on the
existing conflict dimensions and form blocking minorities? This has frequently been assumed (see
e.g. Tsebelis and Yataganas, 2002; Steunenberg, 2003; Kerremans, 1998) but seldom empirically
tested (König and Bräuninger, 2004). The third and the only theoretical question is whether the
reforms of the Nice Treaty regarding the Council decision rules have reduced the likelihood for
cycles, assuming that the other parameters do not change. The answer is quite obviously yes,
because the threshold for a qualified majority has been clearly raised through the new triple
majority requirement. The required majority by votes has been raised from 71.2 to currently 73.4
per cent 18 and two additional criteria have been introduced. For a qualified majority 62 per cent of
the Union’s population need to be represented and a majority of member states. The latter threshold
has even been fixed at 15 states as long as the EU has 25 members.

18

The Declaration on the qualified majority threshold and the number of votes for a blocking minority in an enlarged

Union states: “Insofar as all the candidate countries listed in the Declaration on the enlargement of the European Union
have not yet acceded to the Union when the new vote weightings take effect (1 January 2005), the threshold for a
qualified majority will move, according to the pace of accessions, from a percentage below the current one to a
maximum of 73.4 per cent. When all the candidate countries mentioned above have acceded, the blocking minority, in a
Union of 27, will be raised to 91 votes, and the qualified majority threshold resulting from the table given in the
Declaration on enlargement of the European Union will be automatically adjusted accordingly.“ For the present analysis
the threshold of 73.4 per cent is used because it is the relevant one until the accession of Bulgaria and Romania. It
corresponds to a majority of 236 out of 321 votes.
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The three parameters together determine if there is a core in legislative decisions and the existence
of a core is, in turn, a sufficient condition for ruling out cyclical decisions (see section 2.1). The
three criteria for a qualified majority in the Council combined are probably equivalent to a threefourths majority threshold and hence guarantee the existence of a core even in three dimensions
(Schofield et al., 1988: 199). This gives some leeway for a possible increase in conflict dimensions.
Thus I conclude that the likelihood of cyclical collective decisions in the EU is not higher after
enlargement than before.
Gridlock danger
A number of studies deal with the question if and how eastern enlargement will change the risk of
gridlock situations in the EU. They can be subsumed under roughly three different theoretical
approaches.
The literature using voting power indices 19 (e.g. König and Bräuninger, 2002; Lane and Maeland,
2002a, 2002b) concentrates on the power of single actors to block decisions on the one hand and the
collective capability to make decisions on the other hand. The power to block or the efficacy of a
member state is operationalised as the number of possible winning coalitions in which the state
participates divided by the number of all theoretically possible winning coalitions. There is an
animated debate going on about the theoretical and empirical usefulness of voting power analysis
that I do not want to go into any further here (see e.g. Albert, 2003; Felsenthal and Machover, 1998,
2001, 2004; Felsenthal et al., 2003; Garrett and Tsebelis, 1999a, 1999b; Holler and Widgrén, 1999).

19

A voting power index is the probability of changing an outcome of a vote where power is not equally divided among

the voters or shareholders of a decision-making body. The Banzhaf Power Index (see e.g. Felsenthal and Machover,
1998), for example, is a mathematical representation of how likely a single state would be able to swing the vote in an
institution where power is not equally divided among the voters. To calculate the power of a voter using the Banzhaf
index, list all the winning coalitions, then count the swing voters. A "swing voter" is a voter who, if he changed his vote
from yes to no, would cause the measure to fail. A voter's power is measured as the fraction of all swing votes that he
could cast. Consider the EU Council of Ministers, for example, where the number of votes as prescribed in the Treaty of
Nice ranges from three to 29 votes. For Germany, which is allocated 29 votes under the Nice Treaty, it is much more
likely to be the swing voter than for Luxemburg that has only four votes.
A second well-known power index is the Shapley-Shubik Power Index. In an article Shapley and Shubik (1954)
introduce a voting scheme as well as the idea of being the pivotal or decisive voter. The calculation is based on all
possible voter permutations, from which all the pivotal positions for a voter i is analyzed. The sum of all the pivotal
positions is divided by all possible orderings (voter permutations) giving voter i's share on all pivots.
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The power to block can be conceived as protection of an actor against disadvantageous collective
decisions, which is maximal in the case of unanimous decision-making (Buchanan and Tullock,
1962). It is the natural opposite pole to the capacity of the collective to make binding decisions. The
Union’s effectiveness, on the other hand, is measured by the proportion of all possible winning
coalitions relative to the total of all possible coalitions, which is an indicator how likely it is that a
decision is made (König and Bräuninger, 2002: 85-92). Thus, both measures are based on the
institutional rules governing decisions in the EU, i.e. the scheme of voting weights and the applied
decision rules. Since the Council decision rule for a qualified majority has been made stricter
through the Nice Treaty reforms, the resulting conclusion for the danger of gridlock in the EU
applying voting power indices is that the latter clearly increases. The power of the member states to
block decisions has been strengthened, especially for the larger states, and the Union’s effectiveness
has declined (König and Bräuninger, 2002: 93; Lane and Maeland, 2002b: 134).
Several scholars have criticised the voting power index approach for ignoring actor preferences or,
more precisely, the connectedness of actors’ preferences (e.g. Garrett and Tsebelis, 1999a;
Steunenberg et al., 1999; Tsebelis and Garrett, 1997). This connectedness brings about that some
coalitions are much more likely than others because their members have similar preferences,
whereas voting power index calculations assume that all coalitions are equally probable.
Steunenberg et al. (1999) have tried to take this criticism into consideration and refine the concept
of voting power indices. They base their strategic power index on a game theoretic analysis of the
political institutions that frame a decision-making procedure and they make an assumption about
the distribution of the actors’ preferences (e.g. homogenous or normal distribution). The strategic
power of an actor, which is dependent on his power and not just his luck, is the mean distance
between his ideal point and the outcome over a large number of simulated decisions (Steunenberg et
al., 1999: 347). Another measure that is derived from the strategic power index is the inertia index.
It reflects the status quo bias of a decision-making procedure or of a political system. The inertia
index can be interpreted as the mean statistical probability that there exists a winning coalition that
changes the status quo over simulated states of actor preferences and status quo locations.
Steunenberg (2002) uses the index to analyse the impacts of enlargement on the reform inertia of
legislative decision-making in the EU. The findings of his simulation show that the inertia
increasing effect of enlargement depends crucially on the assumed distribution of the member
states’ preferences. Only when they become much more heterogeneous, a clear increase in inertia
must be expected (Steunenberg, 2002: 110). A second finding is that the degree of reform inertia
also depends much more on the strictness of the decision rule (unanimity vs. qualified majority
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voting) than on the number of member states. A generalisation of QMV could even overcompensate
the effect of EU enlargement (Steunenberg, 2002: 104).
In addition to the theoretical approaches reviewed so far in this sub-section, the concepts of veto
players theory explained in section 2.2 can easily be applied to analyse the impact of enlargement
and the Nice Treaty reforms on the gridlock danger in the EU. A straightforward and intuitive
argument is that the number of veto players, i.e. of actors whose agreement is necessary to change a
given status quo, increases enormously through enlargement. Doubtlessly, the number of potential
veto players has increased. The number of effective veto players, however, need not increase (as
much) because this depends on the new member states’ preferences. As long as they do not have
more extreme preferences compared to the ‘old’ member states they will have no effect on policy
stability (Tsebelis, 2002: 24-30). Whether the core will expand or the winset shrink because of
enlargement also depends largely on the properties of the new members’ preferences. If they are
much different and more extreme on existing conflict dimensions or if they even create new conflict
dimensions in EU decisions, this will indeed cause an expansion of the core and a reduction in the
size of the winset, thereby increasing the gridlock danger. Yet, the only effect that can be taken for
sure is that the tightening up of the qualified majority threshold in the Council provided for in the
Nice Treaty enlarges the core (ceteris paribus) and hence increases the gridlock danger. However,
beyond this effect it must be stressed that whether the new members’ preferences increase the EU’s
inertia through an expansion of the core remains an empirical question, which cannot be judged a
priori. Nonetheless, there seems to be consensus among many scholars (e.g. Tsebelis and
Yataganas, 2002; König and Bräuninger, 2004; Kerremans, 1998) that the gridlock danger will
increase because of the increase in preference heterogeneity among the EU members. However, this
claim is not founded on representative empirical data. I will try to remedy this shortcoming with the
analysis presented in chapter 6.
A shorter version of the theoretical arguments presented in this section (excluding discussions of the
issues of dimensionality, the theory of clubs and veto players theory) can be found in Dobbins and
Drüner (2003) and Dobbins et al. (2004). The empirical analyses in these articles, which rely on the
same data set for the EU-25 as the present study, are however limited to a calculation of the size of
the core and of the median positions in the EU-15 and the EU-25. Moreover, the two analyses rely
exclusively on one-dimensional conflict spaces.
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2.4.

The Treaty of Lisbon: Theorising its impact on the stability of decisionmaking

Although it is uncertain if the Treaty of Lisbon will come into force, it is the most important reform
project of the EU since the 2004 enlargement and the failure of the project of a European
Constitution. And just as the eastern enlargement along with the Nice Treaty the Lisbon Treaty
would have potentially far reaching consequences for legislative decision-making and the problem
of reform inertia in particular. One of the proclaimed aims of the Constitution, and the Lisbon
Treaty as its ‘successor’, was to increase the efficiency and transparency of decision-making,
though. Before analysing the relevant provisions of the Lisbon Treaty I will summarize the history
of its coming about and one of the main contentious issue, the voting system.
Background: History of the European Constitution and the Treaty of Lisbon
For the first half-century of the history of the European Union, its constitutional law was the result
of successive treaties, the most important among these being the Treaty of Rome (1957) and the
Maastricht treaty (formally the Treaty on European Union, 1992). The Constitutional treaty of 2004
would have been in large part a consolidation of these two documents, as modified by the more
recent treaties of Amsterdam (1997) and Nice (2001).
The need to review the EU's constitutional framework, particularly in light of the impending
accession of ten new member states in 2004, was highlighted in a declaration annexed to the Treaty
of Nice. The agreements at Nice had paved the way for further enlargement of the Union by
reforming voting procedures, but the treaty was widely regarded as not having gone far enough (see
e.g. Giering, 2001). The opportunity was taken to declare that after Nice, the possibility of
simplifying and consolidating the existing treaties should be looked into.
The Laeken declaration of December 2001 committed the EU to improving democracy,
transparency and efficiency. The European Convention, presided over by former French President
Valéry Giscard d'Estaing, was established and given the task of consulting as widely as possible
across Europe with the aim of producing a draft of the Constitution, which was published in July
2003. After protracted negotiations during which disputes arose over the proposed framework for
qualified majority voting, the final text of the proposed Constitution was agreed upon in June 2004.
Several issues divided the member states of the European Union during the drafting of the
Constitution. One of the most contentious points, and at the same time the most relevant for our
analysis, was the scheme of voting weights in the Council.
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Voting system
The draft European Constitution proposed to replace the voting system of previous treaties
concerning the Council of the European Union with a system of a double qualified majority, where
decisions would need a certain percentage of the member states agreeing, which at the same time
would represent at least a certain percentage of the population of the Union.
Agreement, however, failed to be reached when in September and December 2003 Spain and
Poland both refused to accept this proposed framework. Under the Treaty of Nice, both Poland and
Spain would from 1 November 2004 have had 27 votes each in the Council of the European Union.
This was felt by some to be a disproportionate representation, since countries with much larger
populations (like France, the United Kingdom, Italy and even more so Germany) only had 29 votes
each. However, the Zapatero government, upon taking office after the 2004 election, announced
that it would accept the proposed Constitution, and Poland, now isolated, likewise accepted it. The
only issue that remained was the question of the specific percentages needed to approve a proposal.
In the final version of the constitution, these were agreed at 55 per cent of member states
representing at least 65 per cent of the citizens. This is raised to 72 per cent when the Council is
acting on its own initiative rather than on a legislative proposal.
The constitutional treaty was signed in a ceremony at Rome on October 29, 2004. Before it could
enter into force, however, it also had to be ratified by each member state. Ratification takes
different forms in each country, depending on its traditions, constitutional arrangements, and
political processes. Following rejection of the constitution in referenda in France and the
Netherlands in 2005, the ratification process was put on ice. After two years of ‘pause of reflection’
the constitutional project was partly ‘reanimated’ and the Treaty of Lisbon negotiated.
The Constitution in a new disguise: The Treaty of Lisbon
Most of the institutional innovations that were agreed upon in the European Constitution, are kept
in the Treaty of Lisbon. The most prominent difference is arguably that the Treaty of Lisbon
amends the existing treaties rather than merging them into a single document called a 'constitution'.
Other differences include the renaming of the 'Union Minister for Foreign Affairs' to 'High
Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy', the scrapping of the EU
symbols like the flag, the motto and the anthem, in line with the elimination of all 'state-like'
terminology and symbols, such as the proposed new names for various types of EU legislation, in
particular the proposal to rename EU regulations and EU directives as EU 'laws'. Three EU Member
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States have negotiated additional opt-outs from certain areas of policy, particularly the UK. Due to
Poland's pressure during the June Council in 2007, the new voting system will not enter into force
before 2014, which is an important point for the consequences of the findings of the following
chapters’ analyses.
The Lisbon Treaty was signed on 13 December 2007 and is scheduled to be ratified in all Member
States by the end of 2008, entering into force on 1 January 2009 ahead of the next European
elections. Eleven countries have so far (May 2008) ratified it. The remaining sixteen member states
will ratify the treaty through parliamentary ratification, with the exception of Ireland, which will
hold a referendum in June 2008.
Whereas the eastern enlargement combined with the Nice Treaty has changed both the size of the
EU, i.e. the number of actors participating in decision-making, and the institutional rules governing
it, the Lisbon Treaty ‘only’ changes the institutional framework for the EU with 25 or more
members. According to Schneider (2002) it is only a process of deepening but not of widening.
For assessing the likely consequences of the Lisbon Treaty for the stability of decisions I will again
employ the theoretical approaches already used to analyse decision-making in the EU-15 and the
enlarged EU under Nice as far as they seem appropriate. For details about these theories I refer thus
to the previous sections (2.1 and 2.2).
Risk of cyclical decisions
The decisive parameters, which determine the potential and likelihood of cyclical decisions, are the
dimensionality of decisions, the heterogeneity of preferences and the strictness of the applied
decision rule. There is no reason to believe that the Lisbon Treaty could alter the dimensionality of
decisions in either direction. It will neither change the heterogeneity of preferences among the EU’s
members. As mentioned above, the Council decision rule has, however, been changed in the Lisbon
Treaty. The very restrictive triple majority requirement of the Nice Treaty has been transformed to
the clearly less strict system of a double qualified majority. Hence, it can be argued that the
provisions of the Lisbon Treaty increase the risk of cyclical decisions. This would have been even
truer if the so-called Laeken proposal of the European Convention had been adopted by the member
states. The proposal suggested a double qualified majority threshold of a (simple) majority of
member states and 60 per cent of the population. Yet, the decision rule provided for in the Lisbon
Treaty remains below the ‘critical threshold’ that could induce cycles. As outlined in section 2.1.3 a
core is guaranteed in two dimensions if the decision rule is equal or stricter than 2/3, which is
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fulfilled through the combined two majority requirements. And the existence of a core is equivalent
to the impossibility of cycling. The fulfilment of the formal condition of a 2/3 majority rule in two
dimensions is even sufficient if preferences are completely heterogeneous and chaotic. Since the
preferences of the EU members can be assumed to be at least somewhat homogenous and not
completely random, it is even more likely that the condition is met in EU decisions. Both the
dimensionality of decisions and the heterogeneity of preferences are important parameters for
estimating the risk of decision cycles which can ultimately only be judged by empirical data. In my
empirical analysis in chapter 6 I will focus on the second parameter.
Gridlock danger
Similar statements as about the effects of enlargement on the danger of gridlock situations can be
made about the effects of the eventual coming into force of the Lisbon Treaty. The only parameter,
which is accessible to a theoretical analysis, is the applied decision rule, whose strictness has been
relaxed as pointed out above. As a consequence, it would be easier under the Lisbon Treaty to find
majorities and form coalitions in order to initiate reforms and change a political status quo created
by former decisions. Hence, it can be expected that the mean size of the core in EU legislative
decisions would shrink and the size of the winset increase. This would be equivalent to a reduced
gridlock danger, because the room for manoeuvre for majority decisions would expand and the area
non-accessible to a policy change would shrink. Again, analysis of empirical data is necessary to
make more founded predictions, because the heterogeneity and the dimensionality of actor
preferences are crucial parameters for this purpose.
For the analysis in chapter 6 I will again stick to the theoretical framework explained and chosen in
sections 2.1 and 2.2, i.e. I will mainly rely on veto players theory and the concepts of the winset and
the core.

2.5.

Winners and losers in EU legislative decisions before and after
enlargement: The concept of legislative gain

Having analysed how stable EU legislative decisions are and in how far its institutional system (of
the ‘old’ EU-15, of the enlarged EU under Nice and under the Treaty of Lisbon) is appropriate to
produce and allow for policy change it is interesting both from a theoretical and a political point of
view to analyse who are winners and losers in this system. One very evident aspect of winning and
losing is the distribution of net payers and net receivers of EU funds. Already in the ‘old’ EU-15
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long and heated debates about the relation between net payers and net beneficiaries of EU funds
were a regular ritual. In 1999 the newly elected German Chancellor Schröder failed during the
negotiations on the ‘agenda 2000’ with his provocative demand that Germany would not accept to
remain a net payer in the budgetary planning period 2000 to 2006 (Wernicke, 1999). At the
European Council in December 2005 his successor Angela Merkel managed to act as a mediator in
a gridlock situation between the UK, who stubbornly defended its discount of EU contributions,
France, who was against a revision of the agricultural subsidies, and the new member states who
fought for a maximum of funds for their comparatively weak economies in the budgetary planning
period 2007-2013 (FAZ, 2005). Such conflicts are an indicator for the watchfulness of the member
states that their participation in the EU is profitable from a financial point of view, which means an
– at least in the long run – positive national balance sheet of costs and benefits.
Of course, the advantages of EU membership cannot be reduced purely to financial aspects, i.e.
contributions and received payments, because the Union is more than a supranational mechanism
that redistributes financial resources. The member states can also profit in political, economic and
ideal terms. The first aim of the empirical analysis in chapter 8 is to strike the balance of winners
and losers in EU legislative decisions before enlargement.
If specific cleavages between winners and losers can be identified for the EU-15 it is obvious to ask
if and how this conflict structure has changed after the eastern enlargement of 2004. Already during
the accession negotiations, the future of the (agricultural) subsidy schemes was – again – a central
and sensitive subject (Dobbins, 2003: 48). Some of the old members feared that enlargement could
mix up the existing (precarious) balance among the members, because the relatively poor new
members (some of which with large agricultural sectors) would “drain” their richer counterparts in
the west and north if they got the same rights as the latter. The Treaty of Nice was an attempt to
cope with these expected conflicts by guaranteeing a strong status quo bias in European policy
making and by transferring even more power to block decisions to the large member states (see e.g.
Giering, 2001: 82-85). However, changing decision rules, legislative procedures and voting
schemes has inevitable repercussions on the distribution of the actors’ power to influence decision
outcomes according to their preferences. Thus, what has been the impact of enlargement for the
distribution of winners and losers in the EU? Who are the winners of enlargement? Will the
accession of the ten new members transform the predominant north-south division (see Mattila and
Lane, 2001) into a north-south-east division as Kerremans (1998: 100) predicts?
Again, the third interesting ‘scenario’ regarding winning and losing in legislative politics is that of
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the EU under the Lisbon Treaty. Just as in Nice, the reform of the Council voting rules was one of
the most contentious points during the negotiations, because all actors feared losing their power to
safeguard a status quo that was favourable for them. The proposal of the Laeken Convention, which
was very far reaching in terms of reducing the power to block decisions, was not changed without
any reason by the member states’ governments before agreeing by raising the thresholds for both of
the QMV criteria to 55 per cent of member states and 65 per cent of represented population.
However, even through the reforms now contained in the treaty, the large member states would lose
power because of the flexibilised Council voting rules. Would the small member states hence be the
winners of the institutional reforms of the Lisbon Treaty?
Three kinds of studies can be distinguished which deal mainly or indirectly with the question who
wins and who loses in (legislative) decision processes.
Power-oriented studies emphasize actor characteristics that provide certain actors with more clout
than others, thereby increasing the likelihood that they will prevail over others in the course of
decision-making. In the context of the European Union, many studies emphasize that size and
economic resources define the extent to which member states’ preferences are taken into account.
The influence of size is partly reflected in the institutional arrangements of the EU, which give
larger member states more votes in the Council and more representatives in the European
Parliament (Stokman and Thomson, 2004: 6). The effects of the differential weighting of member
states in the Council on their a priori voting power has been the main subject of voting power
studies (see, e.g. Hosli, 2003; Lane and Maeland, 1995; Widgrén, 1995). Voting power indices
provide insight into an important aspect of actors’ power within voting institutions. However, they
are not appropriate to incorporate institutional power resources, such as agenda setting or veto
power of the Commission or the EP.
Consequently, a second branch of studies attracted attention to the strategic interactions among the
European institutions (see, e.g. Steunenberg, 1994; Schneider, 1995; Tsebelis and Garrett, 1996;
Garrett and Tsebelis, 1999a). These analysis are based on the assumption of rational choice
institutionalism, that political outcomes are the combined result of preferences and institutions
(Shepsle, 1989; Shepsle and Weingast, 1995; Aspinwall and Schneider, 2000). So far, these debates
were primarily theoretical, and empirical research was limited. Voting records in the Council
(Mattila and Lane, 2001), the fate of European Parliament amendments (Tsebelis and Kalandrakis,
1999; Tsebelis et al., 2001) and fiscal redistribution (Rodden, 2002) have been used as indicators of
success or failure.
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The third branch of research focuses on the importance of the bargaining process that takes place
before the adoption of legislative acts as an important determinant of which actors win and lose. A
number of studies emphasize the importance of differences in information among actors, for
example in working groups (Beyers and Dierckx, 1998), and the differences in negotiation skills.
More formal approaches model different influence processes through which actors are willing or
feel compelled to change their initial positions on the main issues that need to be decided on (Bueno
de Mesquita and Stokman, 1994; König, 1997). The emphasis of these studies lies not in the
explanation, which actors win or lose, but in generating accurate predictions of decision outcomes,
from which winners and loser can, of course, be deduced. An exception is the study by Mokken et
al. (2000). Defining a small distance between the initial position and the decision outcome as
success, they show, surprisingly, that actors with more capabilities are less successful than those
with fewer capabilities. However, controlling for the extremity of actors’ initial positions reveals
that more powerful actors are, as expected, more successful than less powerful ones. This implies a
tendency for only powerful actors to take extreme positions, in order to pull the decision outcome in
the desired direction. This result is partly contradicted in a recent study by Bailer (2004) who finds
out that choosing an extreme position (relative to Commission) is always a negotiating
disadvantage.
The concept of legislative gain
As mentioned above, different kinds of costs and benefits of EU membership must be distinguished.
One approach is to make a purely financial account by comparing the contributions a member state
makes to the EU with the payments he receives in form of subsidies or funding from the cohesion
funds. A second approach is to go beyond this fiscal point of view and to consider as well other
positive and negative effects for a state’s national economy. Participating in the European internal
market means more competition for many economic sectors, but also a larger export market for the
traded goods sector and reduced transaction costs for trade and capital transfers. From a liberal
economic perspective, these factors result in higher economic growth, less unemployment and as a
consequence higher tax yields, but also higher unemployment in less competitive sectors. A third
approach is to look at the political gains of EU membership. By being a member state, a country
can solve many political problems more effectively and efficiently, such as illegal immigration,
international crime and terrorism or many environmental problems.
Finally, a fourth perspective is to look at the gains and losses a member state experiences in EU
legislative decisions. They measure how good a country succeeds in getting its preferences through
in everyday EU law making. Since legislative decision-making is the subject of this study, these
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legislative gains and losses are the focus of my analysis in chapter 8.
Explaining which actors won and lost from the outcomes of EU legislative decisions requires us to
develop an appropriate measure of success. Mokken et al. (2000), Bailer (2004) and Selck and
Steunenberg (2004) use the distance between initial actor positions and decision outcomes on
standardized issue scales to indicate the extent to which each of the actors won or lost. Although
this measure seems plausible and parsimonious at first sight, it can be refined for decision situations
where a reference point can be identified, which is the case with the data set used in my analysis in
chapter 8. The simple distance between the ideal point position and decision outcome does not
reflect whether an actor has been successful in changing the reference point, which usually prevails
if a proposal fails, even if he is very close to the outcome. The difference between the two measures
is illustrated in Figure 2.5 for one conflict dimension 20 . Actor A is much farther away from the
outcome than actor B (30 compared to 10 points on the conflict scale). But A is clearly a relative
winner over B in pulling the outcome close to his ideal point because he has managed to reduce the
distance between his position and the new versus the old decision outcome from 60 to 30 points,
whereas this distance has shrunk only from 20 to 10 for B. Hence, the legislative gain is 30 points
for A and only 10 points for B.
In contrast to most of the studies reviewed above, the aim of my analysis in chapter 8 is not to
explain why some actors win or lose relative to others but to make an account of legislative winners
and losers in the EU-15 and compare them to the predicted winners and losers after enlargement
and under the Lisbon Treaty.
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2.6.

Summary and outlook to the empirical chapters

In the preceding sections I have tried to make clear that in order to thoroughly assess the stability of
decision-making in the EU it is not sufficient to deduce theoretical predictions that are based on
more or less realistic assumptions. Rather, empirical data analysis is needed to estimate policy
stability in both the ‘old’ and the enlarged EU. So far, I have reviewed the relevant theoretical
approaches that deal with the issue of the stability of decisions and chosen a framework of rational
choice institutionalism – and spatial voting and veto players theory in particular – for the following
empirical analysis because it seems to be the most coherent and parsimonious theoretical approach.
The main conclusions can be summarised as follows:
The risk of cyclical decisions depends on the interaction of three parameters, the dimensionality of
the relevant conflict space, the heterogeneity of the actors’ preferences and the applied decision
rule. The three together determine whether a core exists, which in turn guarantees the absence of
cycles. The danger of gridlock situations and persistent policy inertia, which is the second aspect of
stability of decisions, depends on the same parameters. They determine the size of the core and the
winset, which in turn are the framework conditions for (the degree of) policy change and the
efficiency (i.e. duration) of decision-making. For the existence and the size of the winset the
location of the status quo is an additional important parameter. An alternative explanation, which is
tested as well, is the existence of logrolling.
Hence the empirical issues dealt with in chapters 4 through 8 follow. How many conflict
dimensions are usually touched upon in European legislative decisions is the main question dealt
with in chapter 4. How large were the inter-institutional core and winset in these decisions,
depending on empirical preference data for the member states, the European Parliament and the
Commission in the ‘old’ EU-15 is the central issue of chapter 5. And how well can the core and the
winset or logrolling explain the degree of policy change? In chapter 6 I use the same concepts plus
empirical preference data for the ten new member states of the 2004 enlargement to make
predictions about policy stability in the enlarged EU both under the Nice Treaty provisions and after
a (still fictive) coming into force of the Lisbon Treaty: Will the size of the core and winset change
as a consequence of reformed institutional rules and potentially more heterogeneous preferences
and thereby increase or reduce policy stability? Chapter 7 is an analysis of the efficiency of EU
decision-making: Can logrolling, the core and the winset serve as explanations for the duration of
legislative decisions? In chapter 8 I will give an account of legislative winners and losers in the EU15 and make predictions how this distribution will change due to enlargement and the Lisbon
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Treaty. Before the empirical analysis the research design, the used data sets and related
methodological issues will be presented in chapter 3.
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3. Research design
3.1.

Description of data sets

3.1.1. The DEU data set: the ‘original’ and the reduced version

The main basis for the empirical analysis in the following chapters (except chapter 6) is the data set
generated by the international research project Decision-making in the European Union (DEU). The
data set contains information on a total of 70 legislative proposals by the European Commission
mostly adopted between 1998 and 2002 (see Appendix A for details of the selected cases). These
proposals were selected to obtain a number of issues from a range of policy areas, sufficient to
allow the predictive accuracy of alternative explanatory models to be identified. The selection of
cases is certainly one of the distinguishing features of the data set. It differs from previous
applications of explanatory models that were confined to illustrations on a few, rather casually
selected cases. In addition, it differs from studies that focus on readily quantifiable aspects of
decision making, such as the percentages of adopted amendments. Instead, the studied cases are
explored in more detail than the amendment approach would allow, and the substance of the issues
on which there were disagreements is identified (Thomson et al., 2006). The DEU data set is
described extensively in Thomson et al. (2006) and the reader is referred to this primary source for
details.
Before and during my empirical analysis I have considerably modified the structure of the data set.
First, a significant number of missing values of actor preferences and the reference point poses a
problem for the application of some concepts, as e.g. for the determination of the winset. I decided
to drop issues with more than four missing ideal point positions of member states, a missing
Commission position, a missing value for the outcome or a missing reference point. This resulted in
a total loss of eight proposals comprising 61 issues The reduced data set, which I used for the
analysis of dimensionality (chapter 4), has thus 62 proposals representing 113 issues (see Table 3.7
for details).
Second, as a result of the dimensionality analysis documented in chapter 4 18 proposals were found
to have less dimensions than suggested by the number of issues. The original issues of these
proposals were aggregated to a lower number of dimensions by principal component analysis,
which reduced the average number of dimensions from 1.8 to 1.4 (see Table 4.2 for details). For all
other empirical analysis (in chapters 5, 7 and 8) this dimension reduced version of the DEU data set
was used. A summary of the three versions of the data set is presented in Table 3.8.
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In the remainder of this section I will first outline the main features of the ‘original’ DEU data set
and its generation process, which are relevant for a full understanding of the empirical analysis in
the following chapters. Second, I will report which issues I dropped because of missing values and
how I replaced the remaining missing values. Third, the EU-25 data set is presented in section 0.
The ‘original’ DEU data set
The Commission proposals were selected on the basis of three criteria: the type of legislative
procedure to which they were subject, the time period in which they were introduced and discussed,
and their political importance. The Commission proposals included in the DEU study were subject
to either the consultation or the co-decision procedure. These are the most important procedures in
EU legislative decision-making. It was therefore important to restrict the selection in this respect.
Table 3.1 shows the distribution of the Commission proposals by the type of legislative procedure
to which they were subject. Note that there are two variants of both procedures: one requiring
qualified majority support in the Council and one requiring unanimity. The table shows that there is
a fair amount of variation between the four different institutional arrangements. Note that there are
only five legislative proposals that were negotiated by co-decision and unanimity. Although this
situation is not ideal from a comparative point of view, it reflects the fact that this combination of
EU procedural arrangements is not very common for all EU legislative decision-making. It applies
mainly to the right of residence and migration of workers (Hix, 1999a: 63-74; Hix, 2005).
Table 3.1 Distribution of Commission proposals by legislative procedure and type of instrument
Legislative
procedure

Council
voting rule

Issues
identified by
experts

Type of
Instrument

23
5

63
12

Directives
Regulations
Decisions
Directives
Regulations
Decisions

Commission
Proposals

Issues

12
46
8
24
2
4
QMV*
22
55
18
31
Consultation
Unan.
20
44
25
56
5
13
70
174
70
174
Total
* Includes one proposal with two issues that required the support of QMV and ten member states in order for it to pass
(CNS/1999/192, 2000/98/EC Council Decision of 24 January 2000 establishing the Employment Committee).
Co-decision

QMV
Unan.

Commission
proposals
selected

The selection of Commission proposals was also confined to those that did not change legislative
procedure after the Amsterdam Treaty came into effect on 1st May 1999. On this date, the
legislative procedure changed for a number of Commission proposals that had been introduced
earlier and were still pending on that date.
The second selection criterion for the proposals was that they were discussed in the Council in the
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period January 1999 – December 2000 for reasons stemming from the data collection procedure:
Since the interviewed experts had to give detailed information on the negotiations, these had to be
relatively recent and fresh in the experts’ memory at the time of the interviews (which took place
between the Spring of 2000 and early 2002). The third criterion for including a Commission
proposal in the selection was that it had to raise some minimum level of controversy. Issues on
which there was no controversy do not provide opportunities to test alternative theories of this
process, which was the purpose of the DEU project. A Commission proposal was included if at least
five lines of text were devoted to it in the European Union daily newspaper Agence Europe, the
main independent daily news service covering European Union affairs. This news service is used
mostly by specialists in EU affairs. The third criterion had the effect to exclude proposals that were
simply listed as one of the points on the agenda of a Council meeting, with no substantive reference
to the proposal. It must be noted that the selection design implies that the selected Commission
proposals are not a random sample of European legislation. A random sample would have resulted
in the selection of many technical proposals on which there were hardly any differences in the
decision outcomes that were preferred by the actors involved.
Interviews with experts on the selected Commission proposals were the main source of information.
Around 150 interviews were held with 125 experts, which lasted over 1 hour and 40 minutes on
average. These individuals were a rich source of information on the controversial issues that had to
be resolved during the discussions, and the decision outcomes favoured most by the actors involved.
Documents provide useful background and supplementary material. A comparison of expert
judgments with information found in Council documents showed that the written accounts of
Council meetings often do not detail the positions initially favoured by the actors, but rather the
alternatives they were prepared to accept, sometime into the talks. The experts were selected on the
basis of the depth of their knowledge of the dossiers under investigation. Usually they had first hand
knowledge of these decision situations, and were usually participants themselves. They were asked
for detailed information, and there are few truly neutral and impartial individuals who had the
information needed. Individuals with different institutional affiliations were included in the list of
experts (Table 3.2).
Table 3.2 Institutional affiliations of experts who provided estimates for the DEU data set
Commission
31

Member state
representations
69

Council
Secretariat
9

European
Parliament
4

Interest Groups

Total

12

125

The largest proportion was affiliated with the permanent representations of the member states. Civil
servants from (at the time) all 15 states were interviewed. Usually, these were the desk officers
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responsible for representing their state in the Council discussions. A small number of experts were
affiliated with the European Parliament and with interest groups. In preparation for the data
collection, many more experts from the European Parliament were contacted by phone and fax.
When the nature of the questions was stated, and in particular when it was made clear that the
expert would need an overview of all actors involved in the decision situation, most
parliamentarians indicated they did not have access to the information required. The same goes for
potential interview partners from interest groups. They were often not able to provide detailed
information on the legislative negotiations.
Note that 125 interviews is a rather conservative estimate of the number carried out in the research
project. It includes only those interviews that related directly to the Commission proposals under
investigation. It does not include many interviews that were conducted at the selection stage, to
identify Commission proposals that were suitable for the study. To acquire comparable information
over a sufficiently large number of cases, a standardized technique (Merton, 1947) was used. It
relies on expert judgments (Seidler, 1974; Kumar et al., 1993) and has previously been applied to
political decision-making situations by Bueno de Mesquita (2002; 2006), Bueno de Mesquita and
Stokman (1994), Stokman et al. (2000), and Torenvlied (2000).
Only for a small minority of highly politicized cases, it was possible to find information in
newspapers, which cover EU legislative affairs, such as the Financial Times. Before the interview,
researchers made a pre-specification of the main elements, which might have been contested
amongst the negotiators. Note that, theoretically, there could be a very high number of such
contested elements. In practice however, both researchers as well as experts perceive EU legislative
decision situations as consisting of only a limited number of such elements, usually between one
and five (Stokman et al., 2000: 133). The elements are assumed to be independent from each other,
i.e. the position of an actor on some political issue is not necessarily associated with that actor’s
position on some other issue. These independent contentious elements are referred to as issues.
During the interview, experts are asked to specify a list of all the main issues within one legislative
proposal. The criteria the issue specification must meet can be summarized as follows: (1) The most
basic criterion is that at least some of the actors involved in the decision making must take different
positions on each issue. If the actors take the same positions, there is no political problem to be
analyzed. (2) The points on the issue continuum must be defined in terms of the alternative decision
outcomes regarding the issue. These decision outcomes may be supported by one or more of the
actors involved, or may be possible compromise outcomes. (3) The issues must be defined as one48

dimensional continua, on which the actors can be placed in order to represent the possible decision
outcomes they favour.
The requirement of the specification of a limited number of issues is in itself a useful exercise
because it helps the researchers and experts to distinguish between the main points and subordinate
ones. The number of issues required varies between decision situations.
Table 3.3 Distribution of proposals by number of issues
Number of Issues
1
2
3
4
5
6
Total

Frequency (proposals)
14
26
19
6
3
2
70

Per cent
20
37
27
9
4
3
100

Table 3.3 presents the distribution of the 70 proposals by the number of identified issues. It shows
that the most frequent amount of issues was two and three. This was the case in 26 and 19 of the 70
proposals respectively. Only five proposals had five or six issues. The average number of issues per
legislative proposal is about 2.4.
After having specified the main issues in a certain legislative proposal, the following procedure is
used for each issue. The expert is asked to indicate the position of the legislative status quo and the
ideal policy positions of the actors that they initially favoured after the introduction of the proposal
and before the Council formulated its common position. The actors are the European Commission,
the European Parliament, and the fifteen member states.
The status quo is the situation that would prevail in case no new legislative measure is negotiated.
The expert is asked to name the two most extreme of these variables and place them on the extreme
ends of the issue continuum. The two extreme positions are normalized and indicated as 0 for the
most conservative and 100 for the most progressive position. Afterwards, the variables for these
positions and for the position of the policy outcome are placed on the issue scale. The values are
attributed on the basis of political distance between the positions. Figure 3.1 presents an example
with two players, the Netherlands and Belgium. Assume that the Netherlands and Belgium have
different preferences on how much money to allocate to a new EU project (see Figure 3.1). The
policy positions of the actors are “0 million euros” or “no money” in case of the Netherlands, and
“100 million euros” in case of Belgium. Assume further that the eventual policy outcome on the EU
level is 25 million euros. Since the difference between the policy preference of the Netherlands and
the outcome is 25 and the difference between the latter and the Belgian position is 75,
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difference = 25

difference = 75

Netherlands

outcome

Belgium

0 million euro

25 million euro

100 million euro

Figure 3.1 Illustration of specification of positions

the bargaining success of the Netherlands for this particular issue is higher than the bargaining
success of Belgium. Note that, without explicitly focusing on any particular theory of decisionmaking, the EU policy outcome might be considered a result of the negotiations among at least all
the member states, the Commission, and Parliament. The fact that the outcome of EU policymaking
is located closely to some particular member state might be grounded partly in the decision-making
power of this actor, but partly also in the sheer luck to be close to what would have happened
anyway 21 .
The method of expert interviews attempts to generate quantitative estimates for policy preferences.
These preferences might concern decision situations that are already more quantitative in nature,
such as ‘amount of money’ or ‘level of emission standards’, but this does not have to be the case.
The interview method was also used to quantify distances that relate to rather ‘qualitative’ problems
such as the scope of regulation or the degree of regulatory harmonization in the EU. The most
extreme positions on a policy issue are coded as “0” and “100”. The data are normalized to make
the estimates better comparable. The breakdown of the data set by level of measurement in Table
3.4 shows that with more than two thirds the largest proportion of issues is captured by ordinal
scales, one fifth of the total of 174 issues has dichotomous scales and only eleven per cent have
truly metric scales.
Table 3.4 Distribution of issues by level of measurement
Level of measurement
Dichotomous
Ordinal
Metric
Total

Frequency (issues)
36
118
20
174

Per cent
21
68
11
100

Some methodological problems caused by this distribution and by the fact that the level of
measurement often varies within one proposal are described and dealt with in chapter 4.

21

Barry (1980a), (1980b) distinguishes between power and luck which, taken together, constitute bargaining success.
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Besides the desire for a sufficient number of cases decided under both consultation and co-decision
to be represented in the data set, there is also variation between the policy sectors. In the DEU data
set this concept is operationalised by reference to the sectoral structure of the Council of the EU.
Table 3.5 displays the different sectoral Councils that negotiated the policy issues in the data set.
Table 3.5 Distribution of proposals by sectoral Council
Council
Agriculture
Internal Market
ECOFIN
Fisheries
General
Justice and Home Affairs
Transport
Culture
Development
Employment
Energy
Health
Industry
Social
Telecommunications
Total

Frequency
14
14
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
70

Per cent
20
20
11
10
8.5
7
6
4
3
3
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
100

A predominant number of 28 proposals were decided by the Agriculture Council and the Internal
Market Council. All other sectoral Councils taken together decided 42 proposals. This distribution
might be affected by only including so-called hard law instruments with binding legal effect
(regulations, directives, and decisions). Had the DEU project team also included soft law
instruments, i.e. recommendations and opinions, and possibly also policy guidelines and interinstitutional arrangements which are based on different modes of deliberation amongst the EU
actors (Craig and De Búrca, 2003: 111-117), the number of issues decided by e.g. the Development
Council or the Social Affairs Council might have been higher. For some parts of the empirical
analysis the fifteen sectoral council configurations have been regrouped to five broader policy areas
to achieve a more equal distribution of the cases (see research design sections of the respective
chapters).
Treatment of ‘missing values’: the reduced DEU data set
The interviewed experts frequently indicated that several actors did not have a most favoured
position on one or more of the issues contained in a Commission proposal. As indicated in Table
3.6, on 98 of the 174 issues (56 per cent) all 17 actors had a most favoured policy alternative; on the
remaining 76 issues, there was at least one actor who was said to be indifferent, or not to have
participated in the decision making for other reasons. This is a common occurrence in decision
making in the EU. Nevertheless, this poses a challenge for some of the theoretical concepts applied
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in this study: the core, for example, requires each of the actors to be allocated a position somewhere
in the policy space and an imputation of preference values above a certain threshold is problematic.
For example, it is common for Luxembourg and Austria not to participate in discussions on
fisheries dossiers, since they have little interest in this policy area. On average, 15.6 of the 17 actors
took positions on each of the 174 issues in the data set. It should be noted that the term ‘missing
values’ is misleading in this case; in principle, this does not concern information that should be
there, but is not due to errors in the data collection procedure. Rather, it refers to cases where the
experts indicated that certain actors did not take positions.
Table 3.6 Numbers of actors who took positions on issues
Number of actors with
positions (max: 17)
Number of issues on which
the above number of actors
had favourite positions

2-5

6-10

11

13

14

15

16

17

Total

3

7

3

8

5

16

34

98

174

In addition to the actors’ most favoured policy alternatives, where possible, the decision outcome
that would prevail if the legislative proposal in question were not adopted was identified as a
position on each issue continuum. Thomson et al. (2006) refer to this policy alternative as the
reference point. This concept bears a close relation to the status quo position. The status quo
position is the current state of affairs at a given point in time. The reference point refers to the
outcome that would prevail if the legislation in question were not passed. In many cases, this will be
the same as the status quo position before the introduction of the Commission’s proposal. However,
in some cases, failure to adopt the legislation would not lead to the continuation of the status quo.
For example, failure to pass a decision allocating funds to a particular programme need not
necessarily mean that the previous funding continues. Instead, such a failure may lead to no funds at
all being allocated to the programme in question.
It was not possible to define a reference point on all of the issues. The absence of a reference point
often has to do with the absence of a single decision outcome that would prevail for all member
states if the legislative proposal was not passed. Particularly in policy areas where there is no or
little EU level regulation, there is a wide variety of national provisions (Dimitrova and Steunenberg,
2000). In such cases it is often impossible to identify a single point on the issue continuum to
describe the decision outcome that would prevail if the proposal were not adopted. For example, a
proposal to introduce a common regulatory framework for company takeovers was rejected by the
EP and therefore failed to be adopted. One of the controversial issues was about the degree to which
management bodies should have autonomy to take defensive measures to prevent their company
from being taken over. The failure of the proposal meant that different legal arrangements persisted
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in the EU. On 134 of the 174 issues, the experts did find it possible to define a single point on the
issue continua to describe the reference point; on 40 issues this was not possible. Again, this poses a
problem to my empirical analysis, since for example the winset requires the location of a reference
point.
Finally, for twelve issues – belonging to four Commission proposals – it was not possible to
determine a value for the outcome, either because the proposal was still pending 22 at the end of the
data collection period or because it was withdrawn by the Commission 23 . Since the degree of policy
change and the efficiency of decision making – measured by the decision duration – are central
objects of study a missing value for the outcome is also a problem for the empirical analysis.
Table 3.7 Treatment of missing values and resulting sizes of data set

‘Original’ data set (Thomson
et al., 2006)
1. Drop issues with > 4
missing member state
positions
2. Drop issues with missing
outcome
3. Drop issues with missing
Commission position
4. Drop issues with missing
reference point
Reduced data set

Proposals Issues Loss of
Argument
proposals
(issues)
70
174
69

159

1 (15)

65

149

4 (10)

65

147

0 (2)

62

113

3 (34)

62

113

8 (61)

Imputation of more than four member state
positions would reach the qualified majority
threshold and thus potentially distort results
Outcome is not imputable
Commission initiates the proposals/is the first
mover → imputation could be very distorting
Reference point is not imputable; there may be 15
different reference points of national legislation

I decided to adopt a four step approach to deal with the problem of ‘missing values’ in the data set,
which is summarized in Table 3.7. First, issues with more than four missing ideal point positions for
member states were dropped. An imputation of more positions (see below) would have implied that
the concerned member states constitute a blocking minority of 26 or more Council votes in some
cases. Second, the four proposals without values for the final outcome were dropped, because the
outcome is indispensable to most of the analysis and I considered it to be un-imputable. In a third
step two issues without a position for the Commission were deleted, because I hold that this

22

One case, COD/1999/0238 concerning the marketing and use of phthalates in toys is still pending. The Commission

recently adopted its position on the European Parliament’s amendments in 2nd reading, and it is expected that the
proposal will be adopted soon.
23

This was the case with one proposal: CNS/1998/0193 was withdrawn by the Commission in July 2001, and is

therefore excluded from the analysis
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position cannot be estimated in a convincing way. The Commission is the initiator of EU legislation
and thus the first mover in the decision process who determines to a considerable degree the
framework for the subsequent decision process. An imputation of its position would entail a too
large risk of distorting results. Moreover, the Commission position is used for the imputation of
member state positions (see below); therefore, an imputation of the Commission position would
have led to ‘chain imputations’ in some cases that I wanted to avoid. Fourth, I decided that neither
the reference point could be imputed, because there might be a multitude of up to 15 different
national provisions, which prevail if a proposal fails. This resulted in an additional deletion of 34
issues, which concerned another two complete proposals. The resulting reduced data set comprises
62 proposals with 113 issues. It was used for the first empirical analysis, the analysis of
dimensionality (chapter four).
As for the issues with up to four missing member state positions I decided to impute them in two
different ways and run two separate analyses in order to check if the results are sensitive to the
recoding method: (1) I replaced the missing position by the middle between the Commission
position and the reference point. The reasoning behind this is the assumption that the concerned
member states were indifferent to the issue at hand. They were neither oriented towards the status
quo and wanted to defend it nor were they progressive by supporting the solution proposed by the
Commission. The mean position between the two is the most neutral. (2) The missing preference
value was replaced by the position taken by the agenda setter, which is – for the last and decisive
stage of the decision procedure – the Commission for consultation and the EP for cases decided
under co-decision. The justification for this second permutation is again that the concerned state
was indifferent and tacitly agreed with the solution proposed by the agenda setter and did not wish
to deviate from it.
A total of 32 issues in the reduced data set had up to four missing member state positions, resulting
in a total of 64 imputed preference values. This corresponds to a mean of two values. These had a
mean of 7.7 Council votes, which shows that primarily small member states were concerned with
the problem of missing, or better non-existent, positions. It is relatively frequent, for example, that
ideal points for Luxembourg and Austria are missing for issues decided in the fisheries Council
(eight issues). These statistics support the contention that the preference values are not missing in
terms of a correct data collection process but are rather a phenomenon of indifference or simply
absence of the actors about issues with a low salience for them.
The position of the European Parliament was missing for 20 issues of the reduced data set. I decided
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to replace it by the middle position between the Commission and the reference point, analogous to
the missing member states’ position. This concerned 13 issues of consultation cases – where the EP
has no formal role in the decision process – and only seven cases decided under co-decision. A
detailed account of dropped issues and imputed positions can be found in Appendix B.
The ‘middle position’ version of the final data set was used as the main line for the analysis and its
results are reported as the default solution. Only if the results of the ‘agenda setter’ version
produced substantially different results these are reported in the footnotes. This was rarely the case.
In some single cases the two versions produced different results; these never changed the
interpretation of the aggregate results for the whole data set, though. Considering the limited weight
of the imputed preference values this is not surprising.
Table 3.8 Three versions of the DEU data set
Proposals
70
‘Original’ data set (Thomson et al., 2006)
Dropping of issues with missing values
62
Reduced data set
Analysis of dimensionality (dimension reduction)
62
Dimension reduced data set (see chapter 4)

Issues Loss of
proposals
(issues)
174
8 (61)
113
0 (26)
87

Mean number of
issues per proposal
2.5
1.8
1.4

In Table 3.8 I present a short overview over the three versions of the DEU data set and their sizes in
terms of proposals and issues.
3.1.2. The EU-25 data set

For all empirical analysis concerning the effects of the EU enlargement of 2004 (see chapters 6 and
7) a second data set collected by Dobbins (2003) was used. It contains information about the
preferences of the 25 member states, the Commission, the EP and the reference point on nine
conflict lines of European politics. In order to determine these conflict lines, a factor analysis was
carried out to construct preference profiles for the EU-15. Issues from the DEU data set were
allocated to specific policy domains (e.g. agriculture, fisheries) and the underlying conflict
dimensions extracted according to their factor loadings. Factor analysis can be used to determine
empirically latent conflict dimensions on the basis of given preferences. An important condition for
the use of factor analysis is that the data must be measured on a metric scale level (Schnell et al.,
2005: 466). This condition is only partly fulfilled for the DEU data set, since only eleven per cent of
its issues have metric scales (see Table 3.4). Dobbins (2003) has unfortunately not documented the
level of measurement of the issues that were used for the factor analysis, neither have the results
been cross-checked by other statistical methods such as correspondence analysis. Yet, my
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dimensionality analysis in chapter 4 with both methods, factor analysis and correspondence
analysis, shows that the results of the two are very similar (see section 4.3.2). Since Dobbins (2003)
used the same data set, his use of factor analysis seems justifiable in retrospect.
The factor analysis was carried out for the policy areas best represented by the data set: agriculture,
consumer matters, internal market and fisheries. To expand the scope of analysis, Dobbins (2003)
used the following secondary literature to gather data on policy positions for five further
supranational conflict lines: Aspinwall (2002) for the field of justice and home affairs, Meunier
(2000) and Bomberg and Peterson (1999) for trade policy, Tsebelis (1994), Holzinger (1995),
Young and Wallace (2000) and Bomberg and Peterson (1999) for environmental policy and König
(1997) along with data on social spending per capita for social policy.
In total, preference profiles for the nine following policy dimensions were created, which have been
particularly conflict-ridden during accession negotiations as well as after enlargement: (1)
abolishment/preservation of agricultural subsidies, (2) consumer-friendly vs. producer-friendly
regulation, (3) restrictions in fisheries, (4) deregulation vs. interventionism in the common market,
(5) foreign trade of industrial goods: free trade vs. protectionism, (6) foreign trade of agricultural
goods: free trade vs. protectionism, (7) justice and home affairs: national sovereignty vs. more
integration, (8) environmental policy: status quo vs. more regulation, (9) social policy: labour vs.
capital.
The data generation process along with an explorative analysis is documented in detail in Dobbins
(2003) 24 . As with the DEU data set the main features of the EU-25 data set and its generation
process will be described in the following to give the reader an overview. In recent studies the data
set has been used to analyse how enlargement will affect the European Union’s emerging political
space (Zimmer et al., 2005) and in particular the danger of gridlock in EU legislative politics and to
identify the winners and losers of enlargement ( Dobbins et al., 2004).
The expert interviews
The first step of the generation of the data set was the determination of the nine conflict lines as
described above. The second step consisted of conducting 16 partially structured interviews with
high-ranking EU experts on enlargement and diplomatic representatives of the candidate states in

24

The study can be consulted online at http://www.ub.uni-konstanz.de/kops/volltexte/2003/1021.
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Brussels in October 2002. They aimed to assess the likely effects of enlargement from a policyspecific standpoint and draw up aggregate preference estimates for the new members. In order to
ensure a maximum level of validity and to mitigate the danger of socially desirable answers, at least
two preference estimates for each preference value were collected, i.e. the accession country’s
preference from the viewpoint of the EU negotiator as well as directly from a representative of its
diplomatic mission. The main task of the interviewees was to determine the expected behaviour, i.e.
policy position of the CEECs along the nine visually presented conflict dimensions. For example, in
foreign trade policy, 0 stands for the rejection of further trade liberalization and maintenance of
protectionist measures, whereas 100 symbolizes high-scale market liberalization. Moreover, the
experts were asked if the accession of the 10 new members was likely to bring any completely new
conflict lines into the Union that were not represented in the nine discussed policy fields. This
question was aimed at determining if the conflict space established from preference data of the EU15 is in principle appropriate to analyse European politics after enlargement as well.
Expert interviews are a widely used means of gathering data from policy experts, in this case
experts who were directly involved in the accession negotiations. Thus, the central criteria for the
experts chosen was that they be high-ranking negotiating officials on the EU or candidate country
side, dealing with the dynamics of enlargement in their daily work. Moreover, interviews with core
policy and enlargement experts were considered the most adequate solution for gathering data as we
are in fact dealing with estimates and prognoses on how new actors will behave within the given
structure of constraints. Mere structural statistical data may indeed deliver a realistic image of these
nations’ socioeconomic standing, but would prove to be ineffective in pinpointing their expectations
in some policy areas less affected by financial questions. Experts dealing with the CEECs are aware
of national peculiarities, the structural and cultural background, and have a concrete image of their
behaviour in the course of accession negotiations. Thus, they are able to pinpoint the most salient
and problematic issues for the countries involved and deliver objective and plausible prognoses on
their future behaviour. Moreover, experts on the accession process and/or the candidate states
themselves dispose of inside knowledge on the decision making process and can offer valuable
expertise on present and future developments (Dobbins, 2003: 36-37).
The selected experts can be divided into three groups in terms of the perspective from which they
are dealing with EU-enlargement:
1. High-ranking diplomats from the CEECs who had the regular task of negotiating accession with the
European Commission (8 experts),
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2. EU officials involved in the enlargement negotiations in various policy areas (e.g. internal market,
agriculture, fisheries) and high-ranking members the DG Enlargement dealing with particular candidates (6
experts) and
3. the highest-ranking Commission representatives on enlargement and the future of the EU (2 experts).

Interviews - despite the advantages they hold in obtaining specific expert knowledge - are a social
situation in which the perceptions and personal orientations on both sides of the table can pose an
obstacle to collecting reliable and useful data (Schnell et al., 2005: 353-357). For this reason, it was
decided to conduct interviews with the widest possible array of policy-makers, each dealing with
the enlargement process from a different angle. For instance, some representatives of the candidate
states demonstrated a slight tendency towards socially desirable answers in particular on future
financial questions (e.g. agricultural subsidies). Thus, the interviews were constructed so that at
least two, mostly three opinions were given on the CEECs’ standpoint on each conflict line. This
strategy has the advantage of reducing distortions, such as effects of social desirability that may
emerge in the interview situation and thus securing a maximum of reliability of the data. As a rule,
the constructed instruments have been successful in generating highly reliable results that widely
correspond with each other. The aggregate standard deviation for the CEEC policy positions
pinpointed by various interviewees generally does not exceed 8 for scales from 0 to 100.The
interviews with the EU policy and/or enlargement experts had several important components. All
EU officials were presented one-dimensional graphs depicting the conflict lines and preference
values in various policy areas and requested to discuss whether they agree with the conflict
dimensions and classifications at hand. The enlargement and policy experts were asked to locate the
current status quo along the illustrated conflict lines. The scales resulting from the factor analysis
were slightly modified in that the current members were positioned between 20 and 80 to make
room for more extreme actors. The next step involved pinpointing the expected behaviour of the
CEECs within these conflict dimensions. Preference estimates were assumed to be a function of the
behaviour of the CEECs in the accession negotiations, their expectations of the CEECs alignment in
legislative procedures as well as the socioeconomic context of the country. After locating the CEEC
preferences in numerical form or in terms of a coalition, the EU policy/enlargement experts were
requested to elaborate on the motives for their given estimates. Furthermore, the experts were asked
whether they envision any candidate states having more extreme preferences than the EU-15 in any
of the discussed policy areas. All EU officials then shared insights on the evolution of the existing
conflict lines after enlargement. The format of the interviews with the CEEC representatives was
nearly identical. The selected diplomats were considered to be porte-paroles for their countries apt
to explain the expectations and policy positions of their governments and populations. As central
negotiators, the CEEC diplomats have primarily focused their efforts on completing the accession
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process. For this reason, it was crucial to explain to all interviewees that the legislative game will
continue after enlargement and that they will have an impact on the future direction of EU policies.
Thus, current conflict structures, voting patterns and the status quo were presented graphically in
detail. The candidate country diplomats were then asked to align their country with a numerical
preference estimate or by labelling the voting coalition they intended to join (Dobbins, 2003: 3839).
3.2.

Overview of used statistical methods

Although each of the following empirical chapters (4 through 8) contains a section about the
employed statistical methods, a short overview is given in this section. The following chapter 4
deals with the analysis of the dimensionality of decisions in the EU. For this purpose the DEU data
set is used. In order to determine the number of underlying conflict dimensions in a particular
proposal a combination of methods for the analysis of multidimensional data is employed. A
methodological problem of the data set is its heterogeneous level of measurement. Therefore, I
compare the results of a principal components analysis, a correspondence analysis and a substantial
interpretation of the contents of the issues contested in a proposal and determine a number of
effective conflict dimensions if the results coincide. Explaining the degree of policy stability in the
EU is the subject dealt with in chapter 5, based on the DEU data set. Simple and multiple OLS
(ordinary least squares) regression models are used to explain policy change by a number of
theoretically founded concepts such as the core, the winset and logrolling. Chapter 6 is an
analogous analysis for the enlarged EU with 25 members and takes recourse to the EU-25 data set.
Yet, the analysis is limited to making predictions about policymaking, and policy stability in
particular, after enlargement and thus contains no regression analysis as in chapter 5. Again,
principal components analysis is used to identify two ‘super-dimensions’ of conflict in the enlarged
EU extracted from the nine supranational conflict lines of the EU-25 data set. The efficiency of EU
legislative decision-making is the subject of chapter 7 which is operationalised by the time lag
between the tabling of a proposal by the Commission and its final adoption by the Council. I use
survival analysis to explain this duration, because other regression models are not appropriate to
analyse such kind of data.
The analysis of winners and losers in the EU-15 and the EU-25 under Nice and under the – not yet
ratified – Treaty of Lisbon in chapter 8 relies on the calculation and comparison of distance
measures between member states ideal points and factual or predicted future decision outcomes.
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4. The low dimensionality of European legislative decisions: A case-bycase analysis
The structure and the dimensionality of the political space of the EU has been the object of
intensive research in recent years (Attiná, 1990; Dobbins, 2003; Hix, 2005; Kreppel and Tsebelis,
1999; Noury, 2002; Mattila, 2004; Selck, 2004; Thomson et al., 2004; Zimmer, 2003; Zimmer et
al., 2005). The main goals of this research were to find out whether there exist latent dominant longterm conflict dimensions in the EU which structure the numerous everyday decisions and form the
basis for the formation of stable coalitions, how many dimensions exist and what their political
substance is. The most frequently identified dimensions are a conflict about more or less
integration, a left-right continuum and a north-south divide which depicts conflicts between rich and
poor countries and/or cultural factors. If and to what extent these dimensions occur simultaneously
in specific decision situations has not been assessed so far. The empirical results of the studies
partly contradict each other, as for example the identification of the most important conflict
dimension in Thomson et al. (Thomson et al., 2004: 250) and Zimmer et al. (2005: 9-10).
As I explained in chapter 2, an important reason for analysing the dimensionality of political spaces
is that it is a crucial parameter for stable equilibrium outcomes of decisions (see e.g. Arrow, 1951;
Black, 1958; McKelvey and Schofield, 1986; Riker, 1980). The existence of a core, which
guarantees stable decision outcomes, depends – besides the voting threshold – on the number of
conflict dimensions (see e.g. Schofield et al., 1988).
Thus, the structure of the European political space has still not been sufficiently explored in spite of
the mentioned studies, that I will review in more detail in section 4.1. In contrast to the latter, my
central aim in this chapter is not to identify an overall number of conflict dimensions and their
substantial ‘labels’ but to assess how many conflict dimensions are usually ‘contained’ in concrete,
single legislative decisions in view of the danger of decision cycles. My approach is also innovative
insofar as it is the first analysis of dimensionality of single decisions for a large number of cases,
whereas in most prior studies complete data sets were analysed with the aim to identify a small
number of overall, general conflict dimensions.
A secondary aim is to find out which kinds of substantial conflicts most frequently occur in the
decisions. For this purpose I have performed a case-by-case analysis of the dimensionality of 62
legislative projects contained in the DEU data set. In a second step, I have categorised the resulting
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issues to ten broad political issue categories in order to compare them to the findings of previous
research. Moreover, the results will form the basis for a comparison with the dominant conflict lines
in the enlarged EU in chapter 6.
The chapter is organised as follows: In the following section (4.1), I review and criticise existing
theoretical models and empirical results of relevant previous research. The research design and the
applied statistical methods are explained in section 4.2. In section 4.3 I present the results of the
empirical analysis: first two case studies which illustrate the three-step analysis explained in section
4.2 and second the overall results for the DEU data set including a comparison with previous
research. The chapter closes with a conclusion with special regard to the problem of decision cycles
in section 4.4.

4.1.

Previous research and theoretical background

Many national political systems are dominated by one conflict dimension, which is often a left-right
cleavage. This is, for example, the result of an empirical analysis of roll-call votes in the US
Congress from 1789 to 1989 (Poole and Rosenthal, 1985). The conflict space of American politics
has a stable one-dimensional structure, which can be shown for both chambers of Congress. The
dominant dimension separates the two big parties on a liberal – conservative axis. A second
dimension depicts social and regional subjects of current interest, but it only becomes relevant if
they cannot be interpreted in economic terms. The finding of a one-dimensional, strongly polarised
voting pattern becomes even more distinct for the most recent analysed years. Which political
subjects are contained in the traditional left-right dimension? The ideological dimension unites
economic and social subjects (Hix, 2005: 73). The economic issue reaches from interventionist to
free market policies and comprises subjects about regulation, redistribution, employment,
privatisation of public services and the welfare state. The social policy dimension is about civil
rights (such as the freedom of speech or the freedom of the press), religion and “new politics” issues
like ecology, nuclear disarmament, feminism and minorities’ rights.
In a long term study about social cleavages in the European nation states Lipset and Rokkan (1967)
show that they have developed to a universal left-right dimension, which largely structures the
political space, too (see also Hix and Lord, 1997: 25). In fact, this left-right dimension also
dominates the perception of the citizens when thinking about subjects of European politics.
However, this traditionally domestic dimension must sometimes be complemented by a
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‘supranational component’ (Gabel and Anderson, 2002). It seems to be difficult for the European
citizens to define their attitudes towards European integration exclusively in terms of a left-right
scale. According to Hix (2005: 72f), this ‘integration dimension’ can be defined as a nationalterritorial cleavage between the member states in the Council of Ministers. The cleavage determines
conflicts along territorial borders, about historical myths, culture, rights and duties and economic
interests. The conflicts arise when integration seems to threaten national identity or national
interests or if one or several members seem to profit too much from the others (Hix, 2005: 73).
The dimensionality of the European political space is described in the literature by broadly three
competing theoretical models (see also Marks and Steenbergen, 2002 and Zimmer, 2003: 7-8 for a
summary). Generally, an international relations model, a Hix/Lord model (1997) and a regulation
model (Tsebelis and Garrett, 2000) can be distinguished, which make different assumptions about
the existence and the relationship of an integration dimension and a left-right dimension. In the
international relations model, an integration dimension forms the main structure of European
politics and has no link to the national domestic left-right dimension. These assumptions can be
found in realist (Hoffmann, 1966), intergovernmentalist (Moravcsik, 1998) and neo-functionalist
(Haas, 1968) theories, as well as in the first spatial models of neo-institutionalism about European
legislative politics (Tsebelis and Garrett, 1996).
The Hix/Lord model (Hix and Lord, 1997; Hix, 1999b, 2005) postulates two independent
dimensions, a left-right and an integration dimension, which form two right-angled axes and hence
a two-dimensional conflict space. In this conflict space, crosscutting coalitions of functional and
territorial groups are opposed. This conflict structure is assumed to be the same in the Council and
in the European Parliament. In the regulation model of Tsebelis and Garrett (2000), finally, the
conflict space of the EU is assumed to be equivalent to the domestic left-right dimension. They
expect mainly conflicts about the level of regulation between the left and the right, because
European elections are dominated by national issues and the Council also consists of representatives
of the parties forming the national governments.
In an empirical study of roll-call votes of the third and fourth legislature of the European
Parliament, Noury (2002: 47) identifies the factor ideology, i.e. affiliation to a European party
group, as the most important determinant for the voting behaviour. Only after accounting for party
affiliation, secondary dimensions are found, which can partly be interpreted as an integration
dimension or a cultural north-south divide. As for the national government parties’ positions, there
seems to be a strong and robust relationship between their ideological position and their preference
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for or against European integration (Aspinwall, 2002: 106). Parties located in the centre of the
political spectrum associate interdependence with free trade, welfare, stability and peace. Right and
left parties, however, are against integration because of their fear of losing nation state autonomy
and hence national identity or the social welfare state, respectively.
The conflict structure in the Council of Ministers has primarily been examined by analysing rollcall votes. Lane and Mattila (1998) mainly find a north-south divide in the coalition formation of
the Council in their analysis of voting protocols. In more recent studies they find that large member
states (Mattila and Lane, 2001), net financial contributors and those with right-wing governments
tend to vote more frequently against the majority than small states (Mattila, 2004). A generalisation
of the results is difficult because in most cases the Council decides unanimously without taking a
formal vote. Therefore, the voting data might not reflect correctly the Council’s conflict structure. A
minority that has lost in the negotiations may, for example, not vote formally against the majority
and, thus, no conflict becomes apparent in the voting records. To avoid this disadvantage of voting
records, Elgström et al. (2001) analyse data from interviews with members of Council working
groups in order to study their communication behaviour (see also Beyers and Dierckx, 1998).
According to both studies the nationality of actors remains the best predictor for communication
patterns, but a distinction between North and South has additional explanatory power. The content
of this north-south division is described differently in the literature. Elgström et al. (2001: 126)
assume that cultural affinity within a coalition (such as common language, history and geographical
closeness) can produce common issue specific interests. Carrubba (1997) however proposes that the
poorer member states receive a large part of EU transfer payments as a compensation for their
approval of further integration, i.e. the rich member states are willing to buy off the poor members
through subsidies. Since the northern member states are on average richer than the Mediterranean
states, the north-south divide is, according to this interpretation, equivalent to a conflict between
rich and poor states or between net beneficiaries and net payers of EU funds.
The most recent empirical studies were conducted with the DEU data set, which will be used in this
chapter, too. Through a factor analysis Dobbins (2003: 26-34) identifies the following dominant
conflict dimensions: 1) level of agricultural subsidies, 2) consumer protection policy, 3) internal
market regulation and 4) level of environmental standards. On all of these conflict lines, he finds to
some degree a north-south divide as a stable structure of the preferences. Zimmer (2003) chooses a
sophisticated four step approach (a comparative factor analysis, correspondence analysis, multidimensional scaling and cluster analysis) to analyse the conflict dimensions of the Council of
Ministers. She also finds most support for the hypothesis of a dominant north-south conflict and
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only partly for a left-right scale, a conflict about market regulation or the level of subsidies
(Zimmer, 2003: 65f). Selck (2004) identifies two dimensions using principal component analysis:
again a conflict between net financial EU contributors and net beneficiaries, which is roughly
equivalent to a north-south conflict, and an axis between the member states on the one side and the
Commission and the EP on the other. Yet, Selck (2004: 209 f) concludes that it is not possible to
justify such a two-dimensional solution for the DEU data set, because it represents only a relatively
small share of the full variance (37 per cent). Finally, Thomson et al. (2004) extract two conflict
dimensions by using multi-dimensional scaling. The first dimension is, interestingly, an integration
dimension with the reference point on the one extreme and the position of the Commission and the
EP on the other; the second dimension is, again, a north-south division, primarily about issues of
regulation and market intervention. However, the integration dimension is not confirmed by
examining issues from the data set, which deal with questions of integration or harmonisation
(Thomson et al., 2004: 256 f). The inclusion of the reference point for the analysis by Thomson et
al. (2004) seems problematic to me, because I argue it leads to an overestimation of dimensions.
The conflict space of legislative decisions is spanned by the preferences of the actors and not by the
position of the status quo which may be quasi non-existent, e.g. in case there is not yet any
European legislation but instead potentially up to 25 national status quo points. In the DEU data set
a quite frequent constellation is that the reference point is on one end of the policy scale and all
actors’ ideal points are distributed – and often clustered – over the rest of the scale. This means that
there is hardly any political conflict, because the actors agree insofar as they all want to change the
status quo and only the magnitude is contested. If the reference point is included in a dimensionality
analysis of several issues with such preference constellations this can result in an overestimation of
the true dimensionality of the conflict space. Therefore, I opt to analyse exclusively the preferences
of actors participating at decisions without regard to the location or the existence of a reference
point. The striking difference between the results of Zimmer (2003) and Thomson et al. (2004) is
probably due to the fact that the latter include the reference point – as well as the preferences of the
EP and the Commission – in their analysis, whereas Zimmer (2003) focuses exclusively on the
member states’ preferences in the Council of Ministers.
The reviewed literature can be summarised as follows. All the cited authors with the exception of
Selck (2004) assume or conclude that the political conflict space in the EU consists of one or two
dimensions. However, approximately three different dimensions are described by different authors,
namely a (cultural or economic) north-south divide, a left-right scale and a conflict about more or
less integration. It remains an open question whether all the three dimensions could emerge
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simultaneously in a conflict, thus leading to a three-dimensional conflict space with a potential for
chaotic decision results. None of the reviewed analysis assesses the dimensionality of concrete
single decision situations. I will try to close this gap with the analysis presented in the following
sections.

4.2.

Research design and applied methods

For the empirical analysis, I use again the DEU data set in a reduced version of 62 proposals (see
section 3.1.1). Since it has been described in detail in chapter 3, I will deal only with some
characteristics of it here. The 62 legislative proposals of the analysed set each consist of one to five
contested issues. In the expert interviews that led to the collection of the data set, the aim of the
interviewer was to specify the issues in such a way that they constitute independent conflict
dimensions. However, a second aim was to capture the full debate of the negotiations in the
Council. Thus, it is worthwhile to check to what extent the actor preferences between the issues of
one proposal correlate and can be traced back to a lower number of underlying conflict dimensions.
Hence, the first aim of the following analysis is to determine the number of relevant conflict
dimensions in single legislative decisions.
A serious methodological problem regarding the choice of appropriate statistical procedures for the
analysis is the mixed level of measurement in the DEU data set. Nearly all combinations of scale
levels can be found within the issues of a proposal. In Table 4.1 the distribution of the lowest level
of measurement of the sample is tabulated. Rank order scales are the dominant category with 73 per
cent of the cases; only 9 per cent are cases with purely metric scales. The second largest group (with
18 per cent) are cases with one or several dichotomous issues.
Table 4.1 Lowest level of measurement of 62 proposals in the DEU data set
Lowest level of measurement
Dichotomous
Ordinal
Metric

Proportion of proposals in %
18
73
9

However, from a conceptual point of view even dichotomous issues can usually be treated as
ordinal scales with only two alternatives. The two extremes of a dichotomous scale such as “should
product A have an obligatory label about the product characteristics X or Y or not?”, “should the
directive include a derogation for member state B or not ?” or “should the quota for product X be
abolished or not?” are almost never two neutral and substantially equal alternatives. They can be
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interpreted in terms of an at least ordinal “more or less integration”, “more or less regulation” or
“more or less economic intervention” or similar political scale. Following this argument, 91 per cent
of the sample are cases with at least ordinal scales and 9 per cent of the cases are metric.
Since some statistical procedures require the data to be metric, a three step analysis has been used to
determine the dimensionality of a proposal. Thereby, the risk of method-induced effects can be
reduced.
The first step is a principal components analysis (PCA). PCA or factor analysis serves to reduce
several variables to a few hypothetical constructs (factors or principal components), which can be
calculated as linear combinations of the variables (Tabachnick and Fidell, 2005: 635-707). It
consists of a linear transformation of variables into a smaller number of non-correlated variables,
the so-called principal components. A complete PCA leads to as many components as there are
variables in the input matrix. These, however, do no longer correlate with each other. They form
perpendicular axes in a multi-dimensional space. The first principal component represents the
maximum of the common variance of all the variables, the second one the maximum of the
remaining variance etc. (see e.g. Jolliffe, 1986). The tool has already been used to uncover the
conflict dimensions in the EU council (Selck, 2004). However, a disadvantage for the DEU data set
is that PCA assumes that the data are measured on an interval scale, because it relies on correlation
matrices of the observed variables. Mattila and Lane (2001) and Thomson et al. (2004) use
multidimensional scaling (MDS) to determine conflict dimensions with the DEU data set.
Multidimensional scaling is mainly a graphical instrument that allows a researcher to visualize the
spatial ordering of objects in a one or two-dimensional space. It is, however, not appropriate to trace
the objects positions back to the influence of the original variables, in our case the issues. The
required threshold for the variance the retained principal components had to represent was set at
about 80 per cent of the total variance of the issues of a proposal. Moreover, the Eigenvalue of a
retained component had to be close to or greater than one. The factor loadings of the original issues
on the retained principal components allow me to analyse which issues are correlated with which
underlying dimension. The structure of factor loadings has to correspond with the substantial
interrelations between the issues (see third step of the analysis below) (Schnell et al., 2005: 466).
As the object of study is the political system of the EU, the positions of all relevant actors
participating in the decision making process were analysed, i.e. the members of the Council of
Ministers plus the Commission for proposals decided under the consultation procedure and the
Council members plus the Commission and the EP for co-decision cases.
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The inconveniences of PCA and MDS can be avoided by using an alternative technique called
Correspondence Analysis (CA) or ‘Principle Components Analysis with Categorical Data’
(CatPCA) (Greenacre, 1993), which is the second step of my analysis of dimensionality. Like the
‘ordinary’ PCA, CA is a statistical tool designed to pinpoint latent characteristics of manifested
variables (Blasius, 2001: 83), but – unlike PCA – for nominally or ordinally scaled data. Another
advantage for my purpose is that CA is especially suitable for analyses with a small number of
cases (Blasius, 2001: 330). In a CA the row or column profiles of a frequency table 25 are calculated
in order to compare their similarity with the average profile of the rows and columns 26 . CA can also
be used as a method for creating optimal scales, i.e. that scale values are attributed to the categories
of a variable in such a way that the explained variance on the first axis is maximised (Greenacre,
1993: 54) 27 . The interpretation of the output of the CA is very similar to the PCA. Besides an
analysis of a graphical display of the objects, in our case the actors, in the lower dimensional space,
the variables’ Eigenvalues, the loadings of original variables on the extracted dimensions and
proportions of included variance are the criteria for the evaluation of the final result. The idea of
carrying out this double analysis of PCA and CA is to check whether the results confirm with each
other and whether the large proportion of ordinally scaled issues distorts the results of the PCA.
To cut a long story short: the obtained results of the two tools were virtually identical in all cases.
The maximum deviation of the proportion of explained variance was one per cent. Similarly, all
Eigenvalues and the structure of component loadings were confirmative of each other and resulted
in different interpretations in only three cases 28 .

25

The calculation is also possible for preference scores. In order to secure the equal weighting of all scores in the
analysis, a so-called doubling of the data is carried out (Greenacre, 1993: 163). In this procedure every row (positive
pole) obtains a row with the complementary preference scores (negative pole, difference between 100 and the
preference value).
26

The exact formula is: χ2 = Σj ((obsij - expij)2/expij); with obsij = observed score of member state i on issue j and expij

= observed score of member state i on issue j
27

For the analysis presented in the following the categorical principal components analysis (CatPCA) of the statistical

package SPSS was used, which can perform optimal scaling for multiple categorical variables. Since SPSS interprets
the values of the variables as frequencies, the frequent preference value in the DEU data set of 0 is problematic, because
it is an invalid value for SPSS. To avoid an exclusion of a large number of variables all zeros were replaced by the
value 1. The resulting potential distortion of the results can be neglected, since the whole scale reaches from 1 to 100.
28

All statistical analysis was carried out for both versions of recoded missing preference values (see chapter 3). Only

minor deviations between the two versions were found (see Appendix C for a table summarising the statistical analysis
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Hence, both PCA and CA suggest a number of underlying conflict dimensions for each proposal.
The third step of the analysis of dimensionality was to check if these dimensions could be
interpreted substantially. An important source for this check were the interview reports of the data
collection of the 62 proposals which document background information about the initial idea of a
proposal, the political debate, a summary of the issue specification and an explanation of the
preference data and the location of the reference point and the final decision outcome. Also possible
relationships and linkages between the issues are mentioned in the report. During the process of
data collection, contested issues were intended to represent independent conflicts, but also to give a
complete picture of the negotiations and its contentious points; quite often, the report already states
that two issues are not strictly independent but that they are necessary to describe the whole
political debate. This indicates a trade off between the collection of only analytically relevant
information and pragmatic decisions for the purpose of data collection.
In fact, in almost all of the cases the identified dimensions from the statistical analysis could also be
interpreted substantially, i.e. that two or three issues which correlated in terms of the actor
preferences could be summarized in terms of the underlying conflict dimension. In only two cases
was a reduction of dimensions suggested by the statistical results, but no convincing substantial
interpretation of the identified dimensions was possible. As a consequence, no aggregation was
carried out in these cases. Vice versa, in two cases clear interrelations between issues were evident
but were, however, not confirmed by the preference data analysis. The three step method for
analysing the dimensionality described in this section will be illustrated by two case studies in the
following section (4.3.1).
The second aim of this chapter besides determining the number of dimensions in EU legislative
decisions is to describe the substance of these underlying dimensions. For this purpose, the conflict
dimensions retained in the aggregated data set (which contained only one and two dimensional
cases and a total of 87 ‘aggregated issues’, see section 4.3.2) were attributed in an explorative
manner to ten broad categories, such as ‘internal market regulation’ or ‘consumer protection’. The
result is an estimate of the importance and frequency of the respective conflicts in EU legislative
politics which can be compared to the findings of previous research which has been reviewed in
section 4.1.

of the full sample and section 4.3.2).
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4.3.

Results: One- and two-dimensional conflicts in legislative decisions

Thus, which results did this sophisticated methodology yield? How complex are EU legislative
decisions? The applied threefold method of dimensionality analysis I used can best be explained by
presenting two cases where the original issues could be reduced to a smaller number of underlying
conflict dimensions. In the case studies I show in detail how I combined the results of the statistical
tools (PCA and CA) with the substantial content of the concerned issues. Then I present the results
for the complete DEU data set in section 4.3.2.
4.3.1. Illustrating Case studies

The proposal on beef labelling COD/1999/204 (COM/1999/487):
Background information
The full name of the proposal is: proposal for an EP and Council Regulation establishing a system
for the identification and registration of bovine animals and regarding the labelling of beef and beef
products and repealing Council Regulation (EC) 820/97 and an EP and Council Regulation
amending Council Regulation EC 820/97 establishing a system for the identification and
registration of bovine animals and regarding the labelling of beef and beef products. The codecision procedure was applied for the proposal.
It was introduced by the Commission in October 1999 as a consequence of the BSE crisis in
Europe. The objectives of the proposed regulation were the following:
1) to strengthen consumer confidence in beef;
2) to enable veterinary authorities to operate appropriate controls on both EU and imported animals for the
purposes of combating animal diseases;
3) to facilitate rapid and accurate exchange of information between the Member States and cooperation with
the Commission in monitoring and tracing bovine movements; and
4) to give the maximum transparency in the market of beef

For this purpose, a system of labelling was supposed to be introduced. This system was to be
introduced in two stages: a first stage in which less detail would be compulsory in the label, and a
second and definitive stage in which more detail would be demanded. Therefore, four issues were
identified during the data collection process:
The first two issues concerned the timing of the introduction of the two stages. The scale for the
first step ranges from “never” over “delay of 2-3 years” and “September 2000” to “January 2000”,
the second scale from “never” over “January 2003” and “January 2002” to “January 2001”. The
issues three and four were about the detailedness required by the system in the two stages
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respectively: issue three had the current labelling system that required only information on price and
weight as its reference point and ranged up to a detailed label including information on the member
state, slaughterhouse, gender of the animal, maturation of meat, race, class and category of animal.
Issue four was partly about similar labelling details and partly about additional information
requirements such as country of birth and the farm where the animal was born, fattened, slaughtered
and deboned.
These issues were contested for several reasons, while timing issues were disputed for at least two
reasons. First, some member states had already implemented a sophisticated registration system,
which gave them the infrastructure necessary to implement a complex label, while other Member
States, such as Greece, had a very basic registration system in place. Second, the European
Parliament as well as some member states viewed this package as being a consumer health issue,
which means that they wanted to see it implemented as soon as possible. The two issues on the
detail of the labels were contested partly due to the administrative costs involved in maintaining
such a labelling system. Other stakeholders were more motivated by the demands of consumers for
more information, which motivated them to demand more detail in the labels. These differences
apparently depended on how extensively and controversially the issue of BSE was discussed in the
different member states and how strong they were affected by BSE.
Relationships between the issues
All four issues were clearly interrelated to a certain degree insofar as they all represented a conflict
about more or less consumer protection. However, the question of timing of the introduction could
constitute a second conflict dimension because it opposed member states that already had a
relatively detailed registration system and were therefore in favour of a rather rapid introduction to
those who only had a basic system and feared the resulting administrative costs of a rapid
introduction. Member states with a system in place were not necessarily also in favour of strong
consumer protection. The most obvious connection was between issues three and four about the
detailedness of the labels because the positions partly overlap. Actors who wanted to include
information about the traceability of the animal in the first stage mostly wanted it in the second
stage as well.
Findings of the data analysis and interpretation of results
The factor analysis – as well as the correspondence analysis – shows, that the preference data
contain “one and a half” dimensions. The first principal component has a high Eigenvalue of 2.7
explaining 67% of the total variance, the second has the values .6 and 17% respectively; 84% of the
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variance can thus be explained by two dimensions 29 . The factor loadings show that the first
dimension consists mainly of the timing issues whereas the second dimension is highly correlated
with the issues about the detailedness of labels. This pattern is also confirmed by the (Pearson)
correlation coefficients between the issues, which are significant between all four variables and
highest between issues 1 and 2 (.8) and issues 3 and 4 (.7).
The two-dimensional conflict structure of the beef labelling case is still better understandable by
examining the display of the actors positioned in the two-dimensional conflict space of the first two
principal components (see Figure 4.1 below) 30 :
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Figure 4.1 Two-dimensional conflict structure of the beef labelling case

The first and main conflict dimension – explaining two thirds of the variance – is plotted along the

29

An examination of the scree plot – a diagnostic plot for factor analysis – shows a rapid decline of the Eigenvalues

after the second dimension. In a scree plot the Eigenvalues of a factor analysis are plotted against the number of
extracted dimensions. As a rule of thumb, as many dimensions should be retained where the curve becomes flat
(Schnell, 1994: 165-166).
30

Although the reference point is shown in the Figure, it was not included in the dimensionality analysis. I only show it

because it helps to understand the ‘story’ of the political conflict behind the statistical results.
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horizontal axis. It separates a very progressive group of Germany, Finland and France plus the EP
and the Commission with more moderate positions on the one hand and Italy, Ireland, the
Netherlands, Spain and Greece who favoured a rather slow introduction on the other hand. Indeed,
for example Greece even argued for a derogation because of its rather basic registration system in
place that would be expensive and time-consuming to adapt to the new standards. In contrast to this,
France and Finland already had a sophisticated system in place and in Germany – with a similar
position – the issue of BSE had a high priority in public opinion and in the social-democrat-green
government coalition. Along the same lines, as already mentioned the EP viewed this legislation as
a consumer health protection instrument, which made it urgent. It wanted as detailed a system as
soon as possible. The second conflict dimension that explains another 17 per cent of the variance in
the data is basically about the degree of detail required for the two stages of the labelling systems
introduction. Here some very reluctant actors, the Netherlands, Ireland and Spain, were opposed to
– interestingly – Greece and the Commission as the most extreme actors. The “progressive” group
on the first dimension and the EP attached a higher priority to a fast introduction and were prepared
to accept a lower level of detail on the label. This explains their more moderate position on the
second dimension.
The outcome is a real compromise on all four issues. This also becomes quite obvious in Figure 4.1
where it is centrally positioned. The reference point position, corresponding to “no introduction of a
new labelling system at all, however detailed”, is located far away from both the outcome and all
actors ideal points. This shows that everybody agreed that something had to be done and wanted at
least a minor policy change. No actor defended the status quo. Therefore, even the compromise
outcome means a significant policy change.

Conclusion
The presented case study shows how statistical and substantial analysis can help to analyse the basic
conflict dimensions of a legislative project that may seem complex and multidimensional at first
sight. The aim to capture and analyse the full debate and contentious points of legislative proposal
and the aim to examine the underlying basic dimensions are two different things. In the beef
labelling case the identified four issues could be traced back to two dimensions that represented a
major proportion of the variance present in the data.
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The proposal on the common market organisation in fishery and aquaculture products
CNS/1999/047 (COM/1999/55):
Background information
This proposal for a Council regulation was introduced by the Commission in February 1999 and
aimed at establishing a common organisation of markets (CMO) in fishery products that would
ensure that the rules governing the organisation, including the intervention mechanisms, contribute
positively to the sustainability of fishing practices. It can be regarded as a typical everyday decision
in the fisheries council. As usual for this policy area, consultation was the applied legislative
procedure.
During the negotiations three contentious issues emerged according to the interviewed experts. The
first concerned – as with the previous case – the required degree of detail for the labelling of fishery
products. The defended positions ranged from the status quo of “no extensive information to
consumers” over a system including an eco-labelling to “extensive information to consumer
including a freshness grade on the label”. The second issue was about the level of market
intervention that consisted of two different instruments: financial compensation for quantities of
withdrawn fish and a carry over premium. The most extreme positions were “keep current system of
financial compensation and increase the carry over premium” implying even greater market
intervention and “abandon any form of support or intervention”. In between lay two positions –
apart from the status quo of keeping the current intervention system – proposing 1) “a decrease in
financial compensation and increase in the carry over premium” or 2) “a decrease in the
intervention as a whole and especially the carry over”. The system for trade with third countries was
the third contested issue with the extreme positions of “keeping the current protectionist approach”
and the rather liberal “more suspensions than quota” for different kinds of fish. A third moderate
position was to “keep the yearly overall quota”.
The issue of labelling and information to consumers was contested because member states applied
different labelling systems at this moment. For some it would have been quite an administrative
burden to implement the discussed labelling measures. For others, it would not have been that
expensive because it did not demand much effort for them to switch to a new system. The issues of
market intervention and trade with third countries were contested due to the economic impact the
implementation of the measures would have on the fishing and processing industries. This depended
again on the relative importance of these sectors in the different member states.
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The major debate during the negotiations was about the support and trade issues, whereas the
labelling issue that was brought up by the EP through some proposed amendments played a
secondary role.
Relationships between the issues
There is a quite obvious similarity between the two issues on financial support and trade with third
countries. They concern both – directly or indirectly – the degree of intervention in the market.
Actors who were in favour of strong intervention through the financial instruments tended to take a
protectionist position regarding external trade and vice versa. The labelling issue was presumably
independent from these conflicts because it constituted a question of consumer protection that did
not have direct economic impacts in the member states. Actors with an economic interest in these
issues did not necessarily have a specific position on matters of consumer protection.
Findings of data analysis and interpretation of results
The factor analysis – as well as the correspondence analysis – shows that the preference data
contain “one and a half” dimensions. The first principal component has a high Eigenvalue of 2.0
explaining 68 per cent of the total variance, the second has the values .6 and 20 per cent
respectively; thus 88 per cent of the variance can be explained by two dimensions 31 . The factor
loadings confirm the expected structure of conflict dimensions: the two market intervention issues
are highly correlated with the first dimension whereas the second dimension consists predominantly
of the variable on labelling.
Let me again examine the display of the actors’ positions in the extracted two-dimensional conflict
space (Figure 4.2) in order to check if these positions are in line with those defended during the
negotiations on the three original issues. The horizontal axis represents the market intervention
dimension that was predominant during the negotiations and which accounts for 68 per cent of the
variance in the data. The spread of the ideal points along this axis is stronger than along the vertical
axis. The latter represents the issue of labelling, accounting for another 20 per cent of the variance.
The main cleavage of the question of market intervention was a north-south divide with the

31

These values are slightly different if the 8 ‚missing’ preference values (concerning 5 member states) are replaced by

the agenda setter’s (here: the Commission) position: the 1st principal component explains 63 % of the variance, the first
two together 87 %; however, this does not affect the interpretation of the results. The structure of component loadings is
very similar, too.
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Figure 4.2 Two-dimensional conflict structure of the case on a CMO in fishery products

southern member states plus Belgium and the EP fighting for financial support and protectionist
measures. The most extreme stakeholders at these issues were France and Germany. France even
wanted an increase of financial support and to keep the protectionist system in place, whereas
Germany was prepared to give up any form of support and introduce a free trade regime. Nearly all
other northern member states had similar though more moderate positions (Luxembourg, Austria
and Finland have imputed preference values). As already mentioned, the issue of labelling came
onto the agenda through several EP amendments. The EP’s position of extending the information
for consumers on the label was supported most explicitly by France, Spain, Portugal and Sweden,
some of whom especially wanted a freshness grade on the label or an eco-labelling respectively.
Greece, Italy and the Commission had similar preferences but attached less salience to the issue.
Germany, Belgium and the Netherlands on the other hand were opposed to additional information
on labels.
The legislative outcome is a compromise for the questions of market intervention: the overall level
of subsidies was reduced and the existing yearly overall quota was kept. In contrast to this, the
proponents of more consumer protection managed to assert their position. This outcome implies a
big policy change on the latter dimension but only a moderate one on the first dimension because
the reference point is located on the lower left hand side of the figure.
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Conclusion
The CMO in fishery products case shows again that not every issue that is discussed during the
negotiations about a legislative proposal constitutes an independent conflict dimension. I could
show that the controversies about financial support for the fishery industry and its external
protection through quotas is basically the same thing and produces very similar coalitions of actors.
The policy positions on the original three issues and on the two extracted dimensions coincide to a
large extent. Therefore, the case has a two- and not three-dimensional conflict structure. Hence, its
decision outcomes are expected to be non-cyclic.
4.3.2. Results of dimensionality analysis: Only one and two-dimensional conflicts in
EU legislative decisions

The three step analysis to find out the number of relevant policy dimensions of a proposal that has
been described in detail for the case studies in the previous section (4.3) has been carried out for the
whole DEU data set. The results are summarized in Table 4.2 below. A summary of the three
analytical steps for each case can be found in Appendix C.
Before the analysis, 30 proposals had only one issue, 18 proposals had two issues and 14 proposals
had three to five issues. For 18 proposals the analysis showed that the number of underlying
dimensions was lower than the number of issues, in 14 cases one dimension could be ‘reduced’ and
in 4 cases even two or three dimensions. The mean number of dimensions falls from 1.8 to 1.4
dimensions and the total number of issues – or aggregate dimensions respectively – falls from 113
to 87. The retained dimensions account for a proportion of the original variance of 77 to 100 per
cent, with a mean value of 90 per cent. These values are almost identical for the PCA as for the
categorical CA 32 . A sensitivity analysis for some control variables shows no significant deviations
from the overall results. No differences could be found between policy areas. Legislative decisions
in internal market matters are, for example, of no higher dimensionality than those in agriculture,
fisheries or justice and home affairs. The same applies for a bivariate analysis of the different
legislative procedures or different Council voting rules. This is in line with the results of Zimmer

32

Like the statistical procedure, the way of recoding the missing preference values made no difference either: in 12

cases missing preference values were coded differently (than the middle position baseline version) with the agenda
setter’s position, in 6 cases this had more than minimal effects on the statistical results. In only two of these cases did
these differences cause deviating interpretations of the statistical results. However, in no case did this result in a
different overall result of the analysis (including the substantial interrelations); these results apply to both the PCA and
the CatPCA
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(2003: 40) and Thomson et al. (2004: 251).
Table 4.2 Analysis of dimensionality of 62 proposals of DEU data set
Issues contained No. of proposals
in proposal
before analysis of
dimensionality
1
2
3
4
5
6
Total
(proposals)
Mean no. of
issues
Total (issues)

30
18
10
3
1
0
62

in %
48
29
16
5
2
0
100

Dimension
reduction:
issues →
dimensions
2→1
3→1
3→2
4→2
5→2

No of
cases

Dimensions
contained in
proposal

4
3
7
3
1

1
2

37
25
0
0
0
0
62

Mean no. of
dimensions

1.4

18

1.8
113

No. of proposals
after analysis of in %
dimensionality
60
40
0
0
0
0
100

87

The most important result of the analysis presented in this section is that EU legislative decisions
are not very complex. They are usually one- or at most two-dimensional. Even if the negotiations of
a legislative project seem to be very complex, touching on a multitude of contested issues, the latter
are usually the manifestation of a lower number of relevant conflict dimensions. Upon a closer
examination the actors’ preferences correlate to a substantial degree on some of the issues. These
findings are in line with most of the literature insofar as in none of the previous studies more than
two conflict dimensions were identified (Garrett and Tsebelis, 2000; Hix, 2005; Hix et al., 2006;
Mattila, 2004; Mattila and Lane, 2001; Thomson et al., 2004; Zimmer, 2003). An exception to this
statement is the study by Selck (2004) who finds (using PCA) that the EU’s conflict space cannot
adequately be represented by two dimensions. Though, instead of trying to detect a third dimension
empirically, Selck (2004) shifts to a theory-based approach and concludes that, generally, the
predictive accuracy of formal models increases if they allow for multi-dimensional policy spaces.
Typical conflicts in EU legislative projects
I now turn to the second aim of the analysis, the content of conflict dimensions in European
legislative decisions. First, typical relationships between the issues of legislative proposals that can
be traced back to a common conflict dimension are reviewed. Second, a classification of the 87
‘aggregated’ issues of the DEU data set is analysed.
The following relationships between issues were discovered by both the PCA/CA and the check for
substantial interrelations. They account for a majority of the aggregation of issues of the original
data set.
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1. Two or more issues in one proposal about the content and the labelling requirements for some (agricultural
or other) product, derogations from these rules or the timing of introduction of measures frequently
constitute one single conflict dimension. This dimension can be labelled “strict, rapid and encompassing
regulation of an economic sector or market” with the aim of increased consumer protection. Actors who
favour strict regulations usually also want a strict labelling of products, no derogations and a rapid timing of
the implementation. This pattern was found in 5 out of the 18 ‘dimension reduced’ cases.
2. Institutional questions constitute an independent conflict dimension that frequently turns up in more than
one negotiated issue. Typical issues are about the kind of committee that is to be established, about its
competences, about the right to propose a revision of the decided policy or the planned timing of such a
revision. These conflicts obviously have not much to do with the substantive content of the legislation.
However, they emerge in more than one contested issue. This was the case in 4 proposals of the data set.
3. Issues about import quotas for agricultural products; subsidy schemes or other kinds of market regulation or
market protection mechanisms and the timing of reforms of respective policies frequently constitute one
dimension of a “strong and sustained market intervention vs. a (rapid) liberalization of this market”. Actors
in favour of the interventionist policy generally prefer high, unchanged quotas or intervention prices and
protectionist measures to any kind of liberalization. In 4 proposals such a dimension came up in more than
one negotiated issue during the analysis.
4. In environmental policy actor positions on issues about the phasing out of some environmentally harmful
products or practices and issues about derogations from such measures correlate to a substantial degree
because the latent conflict is basically about the “strictness of environmental standards”. This was the case
in 2 of the analysed proposals.
5. High correlations could be found between issues about the size of a budget and about the time of its
revision. The relevant conflict is obviously about whether a lot of money should be spent for something over
a long period or not. Two of the ‘dimension reduced’ proposals showed this pattern.

An overall distribution of the 87 issues of the ‘aggregated’ DEU data set over ten broad categories
is shown in Table 4.3. It is the result of an explorative classification of the conflicts identified in the
analysis of dimensionality. The distribution shows that issues about internal market regulation,
consumer protection and market intervention through (agricultural) subsidies and protectionist
measures are the lion’s share of conflicts in EU legislative politics.
Table 4.3 Categorization of issues of DEU data set
Category of issue

No of issues in ‘aggregated’ DEU data set (87
issues) 33
20
17
14
9
6
6
6
5
5
5

Internal market regulation
Consumer protection
Agricultural subsidies/protectionist measures
Other
Integration (JHA)
Environmental standards/protection of fishery resources
Integration (budget size)
Market organisation for agricultural goods
Integration (tax policy)
Institutional conflicts

33

The sum of the issues classified in the table is larger than 87, because some issues were assigned twice. The question

how to deal with killing a stock of bovines in the case of TSE (Transmissible Spongiforme Encephalopathy) is both an
issue of market regulation and a measure of consumer protection (example from proposal COD (1999) 204 on beef
labelling).
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This result can be interpreted as an indicator for a dominant left-right conflict dimension in the EU.
The dominant role of the first three issue categories confirms the results of a factor analysis
conducted by Dobbins (2003: 21-34) who identifies the following dominant conflict lines: 1) level
of agricultural subsidies, 2) consumer protection, 3) internal market regulation and 4) environmental
standards. The category of institutional conflicts is interesting. It is mentioned nowhere in the
literature, but it is regularly on the agenda of the negotiations between the Commission, the Council
and the EP. Typical examples of such conflicts are the kind of committee to be set up for the
implementation of a piece of legislation or the competences of the committee. These kinds of interinstitutional conflicts do not fit into the common categories as left-right, north-south, contributors
vs. receivers cleavages. The results in Table 4.3 also give some support to the importance of an
integration dimension in European politics, as hypothesized (e.g.) in the Hix/Lord model (Hix and
Lord, 1997; Hix and Lord, 1997; Hix, 1999b) and established empirically by Thomson et al.
(Thomson et al., 2004: 250). Three kinds of issues have been distinguished, which deal with the
question of more or less integration in different ways and which come up in altogether 17 of the 87
categorized issues.
Integration in the field of justice and home affairs is really about the question of transferring new
competences from the national member states to the EU. Disputes about the sizes of budgets are
frequently another manifestation of a conflict about integration. Actors who want a large budget in
some area are in favour of a strong EU policy whereas actors who prefer to slim down a budget
mostly do not attach a great importance to a strong common, integrated policy. A somewhat special
category is, finally, the issues in the field of tax harmonisation, a policy area where progress in
integration has been traditionally slow.
Altogether the presented results are in line with previous studies insofar as the latter also mostly
agree that the conflict space of European politics consists of not more than two dimensions. The
content of these dimensions also confirms previous results, such as the conflict about the degree of
market intervention (see Dobbins, 2003: 28-30; Thomson et al., 2004: 257; Zimmer, 2003: 65) and
about regulation standards in matters of consumer and environmental protection (see Dobbins,
2003: 28-30). A north-south conflict could be only indirectly identified in the issue classes of
internal market regulation, consumer and environmental protection. In fact, the concept “northsouth” is not appropriate to describe political conflicts, because the geographical location of a
country in itself does not determine its position in a political conflict. What really correlates
between geographical neighbours is economic structures or common historical and linguistic links.
Therefore, the so-called north-south conflicts are actually redistributive conflicts about agricultural
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subsidies, cohesion funds, contributions to the EU budget or the like (see also Zimmer et al. (2005:
416f) and the analysis of legislative winners and losers in the EU in chapter 8).

4.4.

Conclusion

The most important and quite straightforward result of the analysis presented in this chapter is that
legislative decisions in the EU never have more than two conflict dimensions. Given the current
decision rule in the Council of Ministers of roughly 73 per cent of the votes and 62 per cent of the
Union’s population, the existence of a core is guaranteed (see e.g. Schofield et al., 1988). In
addition, in light of the tendency for the Council to reach decisions unanimously even if a qualified
majority would be sufficient (Mattila and Lane, 2001: 33-37), it is hence safe to conclude that
cyclical, chaotic decision results in the EU can be ruled out.
The answer to the question of the substance of the most important conflict dimensions is more
complex. No matter whether political conflicts are only interpreted along well-known cleavages
such as the left-right continuum or a north-south divide (Marks and Wilson, 2000: 434-436) or
whether the actor preferences actually belong to such traditional categories, decisions in EU
legislative politics are in reality confined to a limited number of conflict classes.
Considering the results of this chapter in the context of recent empirical studies (e.g. Dobbins, 2003;
Mattila and Lane, 2001; Selck, 2004; Thomson et al., 2004; Zimmer, 2003; Zimmer et al., 2005) I
found support for all three of the most frequently cited conflict dimensions through my
categorisation of 87 ‘aggregated’ issues of the DEU data set. A left-right cleavage was found
insofar as decisions about the degree (and the kind of) market regulation and market intervention
make up a significant proportion of the analysed issues. Conflicts about the appropriate level of
integration are as ever often on the European agenda in diverse forms such as decisions about the
sizes of budgets, about harmonisation in tax policy or (more and more) about the transfer of
authority in the field of justice and home affairs. As already pointed out, the label “north-south
divide” is not very meaningful, because the geographical location of a country itself does not
determine preferences or conflicts. Nonetheless, constellations of a divide between northern and
southern member states can frequently be found in EU politics. They occur mostly in decisions
about the level of (agricultural) subsidies or in issues of consumer and environmental protection
(see also Dobbins, 2003: 40-50). However, the reason for these constellations is not geographical
distance but differences in the structure of the national economies, differences in historical and
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cultural heritages, the status as a net payer or receiver of EU funds or simply the wealth of a
country.
Finally, I want to mention one point of a double methodological and political nature. It is difficult to
see through and assess the ‘true’ dimensions of a conflict, because frequently during the
negotiations of a proposal a multitude of issues is discussed, which appear to be separate and
independent conflicts. Upon a closer and systematic examination of the actor preferences and the
substance of the issues, several of the latter turn out to be reflections of only one or two underlying
conflict dimensions, i.e. that often two issues are the sides of the same coin. An appropriate three
step method for analysing decisions has been developed and applied to the DEU data set. In the
cases about beef labelling and the common market organisation in fishery products this method has
been illustrated. I have shown how two apparently independent issues can often be traced back to
one underlying conflict.
The problem of understanding the relevant substance of a conflict is generally the same for both the
‘ordinary’ European citizen who tries to understand EU politics and complains about its lack of
transparency and the researcher who attempts to assess EU politics systematically.
The good news about this is, however, that the negotiations in the Council of Ministers and the
other EU institutions are not as complex as they seem at first sight.
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5. Old but not sclerotic: Gridlock and policy change in the EU-15
In addition to the ability to produce non-cyclical decisions, the capacity to enable policy change is
an important feature of a functioning decision making system. A political status quo that has been
decided should be open for modifications that reflect changed circumstances or changed actor
preferences (see Dobbins et al., 2004). Having concluded in the previous chapter that the cyclicity
of decisions is not a problem for legislative decision making in the EU thanks to their low
dimensionality, I now turn to the question of the danger of gridlock and the EU’s potential for
policy change.
Many scholars have tried to explain a political system’s capacity for policy change using concepts
of Rational Choice institutionalism and spatial modelling in particular (e.g. Hammond and Butler,
2003; König and Bräuninger, 2004; Tsebelis, 2002). Most of the concepts used by these scholars as
well as in this chapter are founded upon theories of social choice. I have reviewed the broader
theoretical debates leading to the theoretical framework of these concepts in chapter 2; therefore, I
do not repeat them here. Instead, I will point out only the most important theoretical background
and the derived hypothesis that have been subjected to an empirical analysis.
Tsebelis (2002) develops his veto players theory, which is based on the number and location of veto
players of a decision making system, using the concepts of the core and the winset. The size of the
latter is used to predict the degree of policy stability of a political system. Similarly, Hammond and
Butler (2003) use the two concepts to analyse policy choice and policy change in five different
types of parliamentary and presidential systems. They conclude that both, institutional rules and
preference profiles of deciding actors must be taken into account in order to determine whether
institutions themselves ‘matter’. Also König and Bräuninger (2004) use the size and location of the
Council QMV-core to make predictions about the EU’s potential for policy change in agricultural
policy after the coming into effect of the European Constitution.
On the other hand, Diermeier and Krehbiel (2003) argue for the use of non-cooperative game theory
instead of the core, because the latter exists only under specific conditions. The most important of
these conditions is that a core may not exist in multiple dimensions. This objection is, however, not
relevant for the present analysis, because none of the analysed cases has more than two conflict
dimensions as has been shown in chapter 4. The existence of a core is hence guaranteed.
Nonetheless, one purpose of this chapter is to test empirically whether the core is an appropriate
solution concept for the analysis of the stability of EU legislative politics.
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Another approach to explain policy change is the concept of logrolling. It is used particularly often
in analyses of the EU’s capacity of decision-making and reform (see e.g. Arregui et al., 2006,
Stokman and Van den Bos, 1994; König, 1997). The basic idea of logrolling, or vote trading, is that
two actors with opposed preferences and saliencies agree to exchange their votes on two
independent issues of a proposal during the bargaining process before the final decision. These
exchanges of positions are assumed to be beneficial for both actors and to facilitate an overall
agreement.
In this chapter I use models based on the core, the winset and logrolling to explain policy change in
the EU before the 2004 enlargement. The empirical material used for the analysis is the DEU
(‘Decision making in the European Union’) data set that consists of 62 one and two-dimensional
Commission proposals from 1998 to 2000.
The chapter is organised as follows: After a short outline of the theoretical background of the
central concepts core, winset and logrolling and the derived propositions in the first section (5.1), I
illustrate them in a case study of a Commission proposal on the reform of the EU’s Mediterranean
partnership policy in section 5.2. Section 5.3 deals with the presentation of regression analyses of
the respective three models for explaining policy change in the EU. Both simple regressions and
comparative multiple regressions have been performed. The fourth section (5.4) contains the results
of the simulation of three different decision rule scenarios regarding the size of the core and the
winset. In section 5.5 the development of the Commission’s legislative and executive powers given
the actual and two fictive Council decision rules are analysed, since policy change depends also on
the existence and powers of an agenda setter. The chapter terminates with the conclusions in section
5.6.

An
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Appendix containing details on the conflict dimensions and policy positions of the case study in
section 5.2 is attached to the chapter.

5.1.

Theoretical background: Core, winset and logrolling as explanations for
policy change

The game-theoretic concept of the core is defined as the set of un-dominated points in a given
policy space. This means that a point in the core cannot be changed with the given decision rule as
long as the actor preferences remain stable (see e.g. Koehler, 1996: 281-301). An example for a five
sevenths qualified majority core has been explained and illustrated in Figure 2.1 in chapter 2. The
fine lines, which are called q-dividers, connect the ideal points of two actors who are pivotal for a
possible winning coalition. Each q-divider thus separates the policies preferred by this majority
coalition and those preferred by a losing minority of actors or votes. The centrally located polygon
formed by all q-dividers is the set of points that are never on the ‘losing side’ of a q-divider, i.e.
there exists no coalition preferring a point outside the core. The stricter the applied decision rule
and the more the actors’ ideal points are scattered in the policy space, the larger the resulting core
is. If the decision rule is unanimity the core is equal to the Pareto set, which is the convex hull of all
ideal points (see Figure 2.2). This is e.g. the case with the proposal on the EU’s Mediterranean
policy presented in the following section (see also Figure 5.1). The outcome of a decision can be
assumed to be located in the core – at least in the long run – because there must exist some majority
that could overrule a status quo outside the core (König and Bräuninger, 2004: 425). The core is the
area in the policy space, which is not accessible to reform. The proportion of the policy space
covered by the core can be used as a measure for the potential of the decision making body to
produce policy change (Tsebelis, 2002: 21; Hammond and Butler, 2003; König and Bräuninger,
2004). If the core covers the whole policy space, complete gridlock can be expected. If the core
consists only of a point or a line segment (in two dimensions), far-reaching policy changes are
possible. From these properties of the core, proposition 1 can be derived:
Proposition 1: The bigger the size of the core of a political system, the less far-reaching the policy
change produced by it.
The winset is also a concept of spatial voting theory. It is defined as the set of points in a policy
space that is preferred to the status quo (or some other specified point) by a majority of actors
(Hinich and Munger, 1998: 62). In graphical terms, the winset can be explained as follows (see also
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Figure 2.3 in chapter 2): According to the assumptions of spatial voting theory each actor has an
ideal point position and prefers every solution that is closer to his ideal point than some other
solution, i.e. a growing (Euclidean) distance from an actors ideal point is synonymous with a utility
loss for him. The preferred-to set – or the indifference curve – of an actor is the set of points that
have a higher (or equal) utility for him. The winset is simply the intersection of the preferred-to sets
of a majority of actors. It can be called the room for manoeuvre in a decision with a given
dimensionality and preference constellation. Hence, it can be interpreted as the potential for a
change of the status quo, because every point in the winset is preferred to the latter by a majority
coalition (Tsebelis, 2002: 21). In Figure 5.1 the Council unanimity winset is the lens shaped area
formed by the indifference curves of Denmark, the Netherlands and the ideal point cluster
France/Greece/Italy/Portugal/Spain. The second proposition is quite straightforward:
Proposition 2: The bigger the size of the winset of a political system, the more important will be the
policy change produced by it.
Both propositions ought to be understood as necessary but not sufficient conditions. A large winset
or a small core allows for an important policy change, but the latter need not necessarily occur.
Nonetheless, the propositions formulate linear relationships, because on average a small core or a
large winset will coincide with larger policy changes. Only in the extreme cases of a core covering
the whole policy space or of an empty winset, no policy change is theoretically possible. Here, core
and winset constitute even a sufficient condition and unambiguously predict complete policy
stability.
The size of the core and the winset can also be used to simulate effects of fictive decision rules on
the EU’s potential for policy change. The background for this idea is the ongoing debate about the
introduction of more flexible decision rules in the Council of Ministers, firstly by reducing the
number of decisions with unanimity requirements and secondly by lowering the threshold for a
qualified majority. This political discussion became especially heated during the negotiations on the
Treaty of Nice, the European Constitution (e.g. Giering, 2001: 54ff) and the Treaty of Lisbon.
Besides the actual decision rule, two more flexible decision rules will be simulated in the following
sections. The results give an insight into the possible effects of according institutional reforms in the
enlarged EU.
A third analytical application of the core and the winset that is interesting for the study of EU
politics is their impact on the power(s) of the European Commission. The Commission has a double
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role in the EU: it makes the proposals for new legislative projects and has, therefore, frequently the
function of an agenda setter. Sometimes it makes not only the decision proposal at the first stage of
the legislative process, but (with consultation as legislative procedure) even at the final stage. And it
is frequently responsible for the implementation and enforcement of European legislation. Both
powers, agenda setting power and executive discretion, depend on the Commission’s location
within the relevant winset or core. The frequency of this constellation has been calculated for this
analysis.
The third theoretical concept I use to explain policy change is logrolling. The basic idea of
logrolling, or vote trading, is an exchange of votes between actors by the following mechanism: The
actors are assumed to consider multiple policy areas or issues simultaneously and attempt to
maximize their total expected utility by connecting their voting positions on one issue to their
respective positions on other issues (Stokman and Van den Bos, 1994; Mattila and Lane, 2001: 4649; Arregui et al., 2006). If e.g. member state A proposes a policy change that is highly salient for
it, member state B – for whom the change is not very salient – might vote insincerely in favour of
the proposal in return for A’s vote in a separate policy area that is more salient for B 34 . A problem
for testing a logrolling model empirically is that it is difficult to observe directly whether such
cross-issue agreements among actors are made, especially if the deliberations of the decision
making body are not public, as is the case with the meetings of the Council of Ministers. This is
even truer for agreements across formally independent legislative projects. What can be tested,
however, is if more policy change can be observed when the conditions for logrolling are present,
such as high differentials in salience and multidimensionality of decisions. This leads me to the
following derived proposition:
Proposition 3: The higher the difference in salience among the actors and the higher the
dimensionality of a decision, the more important the decided policy change will be.
How these concepts and propositions can explain policy change will be illustrated by the following
case study of the proposal on the Mediterranean policy of the EU (MEDA), before the findings of

34

This can best be explained by an example: For instance, if the level of production aid for olive oil is on the agenda,

which is an important issue for a country as Spain but not very salient for Germany, and a week later milk quotas are
decided about, which are important for the German but not the Spanish agriculture, the two can make an agreement to
trade their votes and both profit from more EU funding. The overall policy change is then higher than without the trade
of votes between the member states.
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the statistical analysis are presented.
Operationalisation of policy change
As explained in chapter 3, the most straight-forward way to measure policy change is to take the
Euclidean distance between the reference point and the decision outcome. Though, in the DEU data
set I have one- and two-dimensional cases (after the dimensionality analysis in chapter 4) with
standardised scales from 0 to 100. The largest possible distance is 100 for one-dimensional cases
and 141.42 35 for two-dimensional ones. To account for this difference I standardise policy change
by dividing the distance between the reference point and the outcome by this largest possible
distance, which corresponds to the maximum possible policy change. Therefore, policy change is
expressed as a proportion of the maximum theoretically possible change.

5.2.

The proposal on the Euro-Mediterranean partnership policy (MEDA) - A
case study

As in the chapter about the dimensionality analysis, the statistical results presented and interpreted
in the following sections can best be explained and visualised by showing a concrete case in detail,
with a concrete constellation of actors’ preferences, a resulting core, winset, conditions for
logrolling and an interpretation in how far they can explain the occurred policy change.
Background information
The full official name of the case is: Proposal for a Council Regulation amending Regulation (EC)
No. 1488/96 on financial and technical measures to accompany (MEDA) the reform of economic
and social structures in the framework of the Euro-Mediterranean partnership. It was negotiated
under the consultation procedure with unanimity as decision rule in the Council. The MEDA
programme is the main financial instrument of the Euro-Mediterranean partnership. The proposal,
which was introduced by the Commission in October 1999, had the overall objective of simplifying
the implementation of MEDA. The complexity of the implementation of Mediterranean policy is
due to certain provisions of the MEDA regulation in force as well as to certain internal provisions
of the Commission. The latter were at the time the subject of an in-depth revision procedure.

35

Derived from the Pythagorean theorem, in a square of 100 x 100 the diagonal (hypotenuse) is the square root of the

sum of the sides (legs) (1002 + 1002).
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Two central contested issues could be identified for the proposal. The first is about the authority to
decide whether the programme finances a project or not. Before the tabling of the proposal, a
committee of member state representatives (the so called MED committee) decided alone about the
approval of projects. Now it was contested among the member states and between them and the
Commission to what degree the competence should be transferred to the latter. In Figure 5.1 the
issue is represented by the horizontal axis.
The (southern European) member states with close links to the Mediterranean area preferred to
leave some control over the approval of projects in the MED committee (position 38), the
Commission, on the other hand, wanted to transfer this authority almost completely to itself
(position 100). Most of the other member states had intermediate positions (for details about the
ideal

point

positions,

see
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chapter

Appendix). Nonetheless, there was agreement among all actors to change the MED committee’s
competences to some degree.
The second – and much more contested – issue was the volume of the budget for financial aid to the
MEDA countries for the period 2000 – 2006. This time the Commission had the same position as
the southern European member states: an increase of the last six-year period budget (which
represented the reference point) to 6.7 billion euros (position 100). They were opposed to the
northern European countries that wanted to reduce the budget to 4.2 billion euros (position 0).

Figure 5.1 The proposal on the Euro-Mediterranean partnership policy (MEDA)

Explaining the case by veto players theory and logrolling
The conflict constellation that I have pointed out in substantive terms in the last section is shown in
numerical terms in the two-dimensional display Figure 5.1. By examining it in detail, we can assess
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in how far our concepts from spatial voting theory and veto players theory or logrolling can explain
the present policy change.
The first striking feature of the case is that about one third of the conflict space spanned by the two
issues is empty except for the reference point. This is due to the fact that no actor defends the status
quo on the first issue (competence of MED committee). All actors agree that it should be reformed
to some degree. The core of the Council of ministers is of intermediate size. It covers roughly 40
per cent of the conflict space, which is more than the mean Council core (35 per cent), but clearly
less than the mean core with unanimity as decision rule (67 per cent) 36 . Similarly, the interinstitutional core – including the Commission – of 57 per cent is larger than the mean core (of 50
per cent), but much smaller than the mean core of all unanimity cases (77 per cent). The interinstitutional winset of the Council and the Commission (which is in this case identical with the
Council winset) covers 18 per cent of the conflict space, which is a mean value for a unanimity
winset (15 per cent), but naturally smaller than the overall mean winset (of 33 per cent). The winset
is (more than) non-empty, because there was consensus among the actors that the status quo of the
implementation of the MEDA programme should be changed, namely it should become more
efficient by transferring the competence of approving financial aid for projects to the Commission
to some degree. However, the extent of this transfer was contested. Nonetheless, as already
mentioned, there was no actor who defended the status quo of a very powerful MED committee. If
this had been the case, no reform would have been possible – at least on this dimension – given the
unanimity requirement that gives every single member state the capacity to block decisions.
The Commission position is located outside the Council core as is frequently the case as soon as
some kind of integration dimension is involved, and the question of a more centralised and efficient
implementation of the MEDA programme by the Commission can also be interpreted as the
question of how much the issue should be solved at the European level. A similar argument can be
made about the volume of the MEDA budget, because the larger this budget the more the authority
over regional co-operation with the Mediterranean area is made an EU affair. Of course, by
demanding a high budget and the authority for its allocation, the Commission also tries to expand
its own power, which is a common characteristic of bureaucracies. With consultation as the
legislative procedure the Commission has agenda setting power, since it makes both the initial
proposal for a legislative project and the proposal before the final decision in the Council.

36

There are 20 (out of 62) cases with unanimity as the voting rule in the Council.
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Analysing the MEDA case it was in fact the Commission who proposed e.g. the compromise
solution concerning the first issue which provided the possibility for the discussion of some projects
by the MED Committee if it was of a particular interest for a member state. This is obviously a
rather minor concession to the position of the southern member states, but basically the
Commission succeeded to push its position through. A pure intergovernmental decision in the
Council would have been located more to the left in Figure 5.1, i.e. the MED Committee – and
thereby the member states – would have retained more power. Hence, the Commission’s agenda
setting power has caused some of the policy change. The policy change amounts to 63 per cent of
the maximum possible change. This is a high value compared to both the full sample (with 53 per
cent) and all unanimous cases only (with 44 per cent). The change on the second issue about the
budget volume is less pronounced, as the budget was raised only slightly compared to the last one.
Nonetheless, even this move is presumably the result of the Commission’s agenda setting. In the
Council there was after all an important coalition of northern member states who wanted to reduce
the budget. Therefore, the Council deciding by itself would probably have ended in gridlock, given
the opposed views and the unanimity requirement.
As expected by veto players theory, the outcome is located within both the inter-institutional core
and the Council core. It is, however, not located within the winset but still very close to it. In fact,
the outcome is located close to the point ‘Com-W-set’, which is the point in the Council winset
closest to the Commission. The pivotal actor Denmark – who is the most conservative of all
member states – that determines the upper side of the winset, is indifferent on all solutions on this
curve and the reference point.
Two things can be said about the decided outcome as the new legislative status quo. One is that it
can be expected to be stable as long as the member states’ preferences do not change dramatically
and as long as the issue is subject to a unanimity requirement for a reform. If one of these
conditions changes, the outcome could move outside the Council core and hence become accessible
to a reform again. The second point is that the Commission will have only limited discretion for the
implementation of the decided solution, because it is located outside the Council core and,
moreover, the outcome is quite close to the point ‘Com-Core’ which is the point in the Council core
closest to the Commission. If the Commission interpreted the decided solution according to its own
preference she would risk to be overruled by the Council with a unanimous decision. The latter
reflection is, though, of a rather theoretical nature, since a decided maximum budget is not really
the subject of interpretation.
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If a fictive more flexible decision rule is applied to the present constellation of actor preferences,
the according comparative static analysis yields interesting results: If the case was decided by QMV
in the Council (the ‘old’ 62/87 quorum), the core would collapse to a small line segment between
the ideal point of Austria/Finland and the cluster of southern member states. At the same time, the
winset would expand to about two thirds of the conflict space, hence allowing for a much more farreaching policy change. Given these conditions, the Commission could even completely get its
propositions through. A further reduction of the QMV quorum to 57 out of 87 votes would hardly
change these results. Only the Council core would collapse even more to the ideal point of the
coalition of southern European member states. The winset would remain unchanged.
The conditions for logrolling are only partly given for this case. It has two conflict dimensions, so
that in principle actors with opposed preferences and saliencies for the respective issues could
exchange their votes. The Commission could e.g. make a concession on the budget issue, which is
less salient for it (with a salience of 50), in exchange for support for its proposal on the competence
issue. However, a closer examination of the actors’ saliencies shows that there are no reciprocal
relationships of opposed positions and saliencies for the two issues between pairs of actors. The
only actors who have high saliencies at all are the Commission with a salience of 90 for the first
issue and 50 for the second issue and the block of southern European member states with a salience
of 70 for both issues. All of the member states in the lower half of Figure 5.1 have quite low
saliencies between 10 and 30 for both issues. Thus, an important condition for vote trading is not
met, and indeed no corresponding deals during the negotiations were reported by the interviewed
experts.
Conclusion of the case study
The case of the reform of the MEDA programme can be explained by concepts of veto players
theory and spatial voting theory. As expected, the outcome is located in the inter-institutional core
and very close to the inter-institutional winset. However, the size and location of the winset
represents only a necessary but not a sufficient condition for policy change. In other words, the
relatively large winset of our case permits us to conclude that a far-reaching policy change is
possible, but it need not necessarily occur. That such a far-reaching reform came about can best be
explained by the agenda setting power of the Commission. It took the winset of the Council of
ministers as the given room for manoeuvre and therefore proposed the point in this winset closest to
its own ideal point. Especially on the first issue about the competences of the MED committee the
Commission succeeded in getting its proposal and thereby almost its ideal point through. This was
possible because there was consensus among all actors that some kind of reform of the way of
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implementing the MEDA programme by the MED committee was necessary; no actor defended the
old status quo and tried to block a decision. Hence the Council winset was non-empty and the
Commission could use its power as an agenda setter. As the theoretical conditions for exchanges of
votes are not met in the case, no logrolling is expected. Insofar, the case gives neither support to the
logrolling model nor does it refute it.
Having analysed the MEDA case, we are now ready to examine and understand the regression
results to test the core, winset and logrolling models with the whole sample of 62 cases.

5.3.

Explaining policy change by the core, the winset and logrolling - A
regression analysis

In this section I present the results of a number of regression analyses. Since already the descriptive
statistics of the main variables provide interesting insights into the EU’s capacity for reform I begin
with a short univariate examination of the central model variables in subsection one. In section 5.3.2
I report the results of simple regression models explaining policy change based on the core and the
winset. In the third subsection I change to a multivariate context and compare three models
including a logrolling model.
5.3.1. Descriptive statistics of the main model variables

The inter-institutional core has a mean size of 50 per cent of the given conflict space (see Table
5.1), which is a considerable size and implies a large potential for gridlock situations. In one third of
the analysed cases the core expands over the whole space, whereas the smallest quarter of cases has
a core of only 1,7 per cent or smaller 37 .

37

Differences between the two different ways of recoding missing preference values (see chapter 3) would be reported

in the footnotes. Some general remarks about the recoding are, though, made here. Preference values were recoded in
25 out of the 62 cases, usually 1 to 4 values with an overall mean of 1.1 values; one value is the preference of a single
actor on an issue of the original, i.e. not dimension reduced, DEU data set. In 13 out of the 25 affected cases the
recoding did not have an effect on any of the concepts analysed in this chapter, in two cases an effect was noticeable for
some of the concepts but did not change its substantial interpretation, and in only 10 cases did the recoded preferences
substantially change the interpretation of at least one analysed concept, e.g. the size of the core or the winset. However,
when analysing an indicator like e.g. the size of the inter-institutional core across all of the 62 cases, or sometimes subsamples of them, no substantial difference between the two differently recoded data versions could be found.
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The mean of the core of the Council of Ministers is much smaller with a value of 35 per cent of the
conflict space. Again, there is a lot of variance: half of the cores are 4 per cent or smaller, whereas
the largest fifth of them take up more than 90 per cent of the space. So, the Council alone seems to
offer a surprisingly big potential for policy change. Both cores are much bigger for the onedimensional cases with a difference of over 50 (inter-institutional core) and 40 percentage points
respectively.
Table 5.1 Descriptive statistics of main variables
Variable
Size of inter-institutional core
Size of Council core
Size of inter-institutional winset
Size of Council winset
Degree of policy change
Number of ideal point clusters
(N = 62)

Mean

Std. Dev.

50 %
35 %
33 %
39 %
53 %
5.8

42
41
39
42
32
3.6

Onedimensional
cases (n=37)
71 %
51 %
33 %
37 %
53 %
4

Twodimensional
cases (n=25)
19 %
11 %
34 %
42 %
52 %
7.8

The statistics for the size of the winset mirror this picture: the inter-institutional winset has a mean
size of 33 per cent of the conflict space, but there is a big clash between a large number of cases
with an empty winset (45 per cent!) and cases with an extremely large winset (15 per cent)
comprising the whole conflict space. The Council winset is bigger with a mean of 39 per cent,
ranging from 40 per cent of the cases with empty winsets to the largest third of cases with 100%winsets, i.e. which expand over the whole conflict space.
The degree of policy change, which is the dependent variable, has a mean value of 53 per cent
(relative to the biggest possible change in the given policy space), which appears to be surprisingly
high given the reported results for the core and winset. In only 13 per cent of the cases (8 out of 62)
there has not been any policy change at all; in all other cases the change ranges from marginal to
far-reaching. At least at first sight, European legislative decision-making seems to be more dynamic
than expected.
Another interesting indicator for the degree of inertia to be expected is the number of relevant veto
players in the decision making process of a proposal. Conceptually, there can be up to 16 veto
players in a decision, the 15 member states plus the Commission or the Parliament 38 . However, in
our data set the ideal point positions of the actors usually form clusters of up to six positions. Such a

38

This is true if the Commission and the EP are regarded as unitary actors as it is the case in the DEU data set.
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cluster is an accumulation of two or more actors’ ideal points at an identical position. For the onedimensional cases, the respective number is even much lower with a mean of four clusters. An ideal
point cluster can be regarded as a coalition defending one common position and hence as one veto
player. The number of ideal point clusters is a measure for the conflict potential in a decision and
for the resulting potential for policy change. The mean number of ideal point clusters in the data set
is less than six (m=5.8), almost half of the cases have only up to four positions and just 16 per cent
of them have more than eight positions. As negotiations between four or six defended positions are
obviously easier and faster than between 16 positions, these results also indicate a relatively
dynamic decision making system with rather homogenous interests and a large potential for
coalition formation.
After these preliminary univariate analyses the results of regressions explaining policy change using
veto players models will be presented in the following sections. When I talk about the winset and
the core in the following analysis, I mean the inter-institutional core and the inter-institutional
winset, because they are theoretically more relevant. If e.g. the Council core is referred to, this is
specifically indicated.
5.3.2. The size of the core and winset as predictors for policy change

The core model
As outlined in the introducing sections, the core can be used as a predictor for policy change. The
appropriate statistical procedure for our data set is a simple OLS regression of the dependent
variable policy change against the size of the inter-institutional core, both expressed in percentages.
What should the expected results look like? The constant should be greater than zero and the
independent variable ‘size of core’ should have a significant and negative coefficient. Moreover, the
residuals are expected to be heteroscedastic in the shape of a cone, i.e. they should be smaller the
bigger the core is. This is because a small core is a necessary but not sufficient condition for policy
change. If the core is small, there may be a change but it need not necessarily occur (Tsebelis, 2002:
32).
In Table 5.2 the main results of the regression are summarized. The model as a whole and the
independent variable are statistically significant (F < .05 and p=.03) as well as the constant. As
expected, the constant has a positive value of .63, this means that in a decision with a constellation
of ideal points that leads to an extremely small core, e.g. a single point, a policy change of 63 per
cent of the maximum possible change can be expected. The larger the core is, the smaller the policy
change will be: the size of the core has the presumed negative coefficient, a reduction by 10
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percentage points ‘results’ in 2 per cent less policy change 39 . The predictive power of the model is,
however, quite limited, since only about 7 per cent (R2) of the variance of policy change can be
explained by the core and the mean prediction error amounts to 30 percentage points.
More detailed regression diagnostics show that beyond the negative linear relationship of the core
and policy change no other structure can be found in the data. A search for deviant cases by the
influence statistics DFbeta and Cook’s D yields the isolation of three cases 40 with 100%-cores and
100 per cent policy change, which are clearly incompatible with our model. Another – related –
incompatibility with the model is that the expected heteroscedasticity cannot be found in the data 41 .
The main reason for this is a large spread of y-values (policy change) for extremely large cores that
cover the whole conflict space, which would imply that even with a large core a considerable policy
change is possible. A graphical analysis of these unexplained residuals shows that the cases with the
largest prediction errors all have only a dichotomous scale 42 .
An in-depth examination of the three deviant cases reveals interesting insights: The first case is a
proposal amending a directive on the use of food additives with co-decision as legislative
procedure. The (only) contested issue is about allowing the use of propellant gases for water-based
emulsion sprays that are especially used for making e.g. pizza dough less sticky. It obviously has an
extremely technical nature and an overall very low salience for most actors (the mean salience is 18
on a scale from 0 to 100 compared to a mean of 57 for the whole data set) 43 . The amendment was

39

The according standardized beta-coefficient is -.27.

40

A case is regarded as divergent if its DF beta value is larger than two divided by the square root of the number of

cases (| DF beta | > 2/sqrt(N)) (see Belsey et al., 1980: 28) or if Cook’s D is larger than four divided by the e function of
the sample size (Cook’s D > 4/e(N)) (see Schnell, 1994: 225).
41

The Cook-Weisberg test for heteroscedasticity is not significant and a plot of the studentized residuals does not show

the hypothesized shape of a cone open to the left.
42

In fact, the same three cases as those isolated by the DFbeta and Cook’s D statistics attract attention in this analysis

and therefore require further analysis: A t-test for equality of residuals to find out if generally cases with dichotomous
scales have significantly bigger residuals than other cases yields a positive result. The p-value that the difference of the
residuals’ size of almost 15 percentage points is the result of chance is .015.
43

Without the amendment being passed the use of these gases would be forbidden, therefore the reference point is 0.

All actors except Denmark, Spain, France and the EP were in favour of the proposal, but none except the EP attached a
great importance to it. In the final decision also the EP gave in and the proposal was passed. Since the scale is
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passed as proposed by the Commission against a not very determined minority of actors, although
the latter would legally have been able to block the decision. Because of the rather crude
dichotomous measure of the issue the case appears to be statistically completely incompatible with
our model with a core of 100 per cent and a policy change of 100 per cent. Though, in substantive
terms this incompatibility is far less serious 44 . The extremely large residuals of some cases are at
least partly caused by the moderate quality of a part of the data 45 .
The provisional result of the core model is that the degree of policy change by a decision can partly
be explained by the size of the core of the relevant veto players 46 . As expected there is less policy

dichotomous (allow the use or not) and the EP is against the proposed measure defending the status quo, the interinstitutional core has the maximum possible size of 100. The size of the Council core is 0 because the opposed member
states Denmark, France and Spain are not sufficient for a blocking minority. On the other hand, the decided policy
change from 0 (use of gases not allowed) to 100 (use allowed) is coded as 100.
44

The study of the second and third of the three strongly deviant cases shows a similar picture. One is about the

EC/Turkey customs union, dealing with the issues of giving 135 million euros to Turkey for projects and secondly
whether to link this financial assistance to issues of minority and human rights. The last case deals with the application
of a minimum standard rate of the value added tax (VAT) and the time period of validity of this measure. For both
projects there was a unanimity requirement, although the first was decided under the co-decision procedure. In both
cases a small minority of one or two actors defending the status quo was opposed to the overwhelming majority who
was in favour of the proposed measures: Greece did not want to give money to Turkey and Luxemburg alone was
against a minimum VAT rate, but both did not use their veto. Since the voting rule was unanimity, these minority actors
are sufficient to let the core expand over the whole conflict space. As both gave in in the end and the policy was
changed as proposed, both cases seem to be less incompatible with the model from a substantive point of view than
from the perspective of the quantitative regression analysis. The latter assigns the same extreme size of the core of 100
per cent to an issue with a dichotomous scale as to an issue representing a continuous scale for which the extreme
positions are taken by a blocking minority or even only a single actor (with unanimity as the voting rule).
45

If the regression is run without the three deviant dichotomous cases the results are more confirmative of our model:

its predictive power more than doubles to an explained variance of 16% per cent (r2), the estimated influence of the size
of the core is stronger (with a coefficient of -.29 instead of -.20 before) and the overall model is more significant (with a
p-value of .002 instead of .033 before).
46

Similar calculations have been done with the core of the Council of Ministers as the independent variable instead of

the inter-institutional core. The result is less convincing, because the predictive power of the model is weaker, the
coefficient for the Council core is smaller and the overall model is even not significant. Since it is theoretically less
relevant, the results are not presented here in detail. The most important conclusion, however, is clear: The Council of
Ministers may still be the most important and powerful decision making body of the EU (Moravcsik, 1998; Zimmer et
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change the bigger the core is. Though, even if the core expands over the whole policy space, policy
change can be observed in some cases. The still limited predictive power of the core as the only
independent variable and the insights won by the in-depth analysis of the three cases that cannot be
explained by the simple model, point to a need for a multivariate analysis controlling for variables
such as the level of measurement and the salience of a proposal. The results of an according
multiple regression are reported in section 5.3.3.
Table 5.2 Regression models of the degree of policy change against the size of the core and the winset and the mean
salience
Dependent variable: degree of
policy change
Size of inter-institutional core
Size of inter-institutional winset
Mean salience
Constant

Core model

Winset model

Winset-salience model

-.20* (-2.18)1
.63** (10.28)

.88** (8.64)
-

.45** (5.11)
.006** (8.05)
-

.00
.55
.41
62

.00
.77
.29
62

Prob > F
.03
.07
R2
Root MSE
.30
N
62
* significant at the 5%-level
** significant at the 1%-level
1
The t-values of coefficients are reported in brackets.

The winset model
The winset is the second central concept of veto players and spatial voting theory that is appropriate
for predicting policy change. As the size of the inter-institutional winset is also expressed as a
percentage of the given political conflict space, simple OLS regression is again used for analysing
its predictive capacity. What should the results of this regression analysis look like? In fact, since
the core and the winset are quasi-equivalent concepts (Tsebelis, 2002: 29), implying that a large
core usually coincides with a small winset, many results should ‘mirror’ those of the core: The
constant should be zero, because with an empty winset no policy change is possible. The coefficient
of the size of the winset is expected to be large and positive, since the bigger the winset is, the more
change is possible. Again, the residuals should be heteroscedastic, forming the shape of a cone,
which means that bigger winsets allow for an important policy change, but the latter need not
necessarily occur (Tsebelis, 2002: 32). Finally, the model fit of the winset is expected to be better
than that of the core, because in contrast to the core the winset takes the location of the reference

al., 2005), though when it comes to analysing its day-to-day legislative decisions, the EU is clearly a bicameral political
system in which the second chamber (the Commission or the EP depending on the applied legislative procedure) plays a
vital role.
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point into account. Hence, it reflects more directly the potential for policy change given the
constellation of the actors’ ideal points and the reference point, whereas the core is a more stable
and structural concept that does not depend on the reference point.
The results of the regression are shown in Table 5.2. The model is highly significant (Prob > F=.00)
as well as the winset as the independent variable. As expected, its coefficient is positive and quite
large (.88) and the model’s predictive power is very high with an explained variance of 55 per cent
(r2=.55), which is much higher than that of the core 47 .
This means that the size of the winset is a quite good variable for predicting the degree of policy
change, the bigger the winset, the more change occurs. An examination of the regression curve
shows that a major incompatibility of the data with our model is – analogous to the core in the last
section – the large spread of cases with empty winsets that produce large prediction errors. Detailed
regression diagnostics yield the same picture: there is no structure in the data that is undepicted by
the model, but the regression curve is not very efficient for empty and small winsets. By the
influence statistic Cook’s D, four cases can be isolated that have a high leverage on the regression
result 48 . They are the only cases with empty winsets and the maximum possible policy change;
therefore they are not at all compatible with the model and I subject them to an in-depth analysis.
Three out of the four cases are identical with those isolated by the regression analysis of the core.
This is not surprising because in these cases the core covers the whole conflict space; hence the
winset is inevitably empty as the reference point must then be a point within the core. Nonetheless,
a similar argument about the importance of these cases of incompatibility with the model can be
made: All three have only a dichotomous scale, which tends to overdraw a substantially not so
important issue in numerical terms. As well, in one proposal (on food additives) the actors have a
very low mean salience of the issue at stake.
So, a first path for further analysis is to check the influence of the level of measurement on the
quality of results: A t-test checking if generally cases with dichotomous scales have significantly

47

The regression model has been constrained to having no constant in order to test this hypothesized property.

48

No case has a value for DF beta that exceeds the criteria developed by Belsey et al. (1980: 28). Though, the four cases

isolated through Cook’s D also have the largest DF beta values. The DF beta statistic indicates how much the results of
a particular regression coefficient change if the observation is deleted. The Cook’s D statistic is a measure for the
overall influence of an observation on all regression coefficients, i.e. on the whole regression model (Fox, 1991: 84).
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bigger residuals than other cases yields again a positive result 49 and thereby confirms the
impression won by a graphical analysis of the residuals 50 and a repetition of the regression without
the cases with dichotomous scales 51 as well as a regression for cases with aggregated issues only 52 .
Another problem revealed by the regression diagnostics is that the hypothesized heteroscedasticity
of residuals is not confirmed by the data, which is similar to the regression with the core. On the
contrary, heteroscedasticity can be found for the complete data set 53 , but in the ‘wrong’ direction:
the spread of residuals is bigger the smaller the winset is. This is again clearly a consequence of the
large residuals for empty winsets that cannot entirely be explained. These cases constitute a major
incompatibility between model and data and raise the theoretical question, if the area of
applicability of the model must be restricted to non-empty winsets. If the regression is run only with
the 34 cases with non-empty winsets the results indeed support this hypothesis (not reported in
Table 5.2): the estimated coefficient remains unchanged but the proportion of explained variance of
84 per cent is clearly higher than with the full sample 54 . In substantial terms this would imply that
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The p-value that the difference of the residuals’ size of almost 16 percentage points is the result of chance is .013.
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This is the result of the examination of a residuals-versus-fitted-values plot with the scale level as symbol.
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A repetition of the regression without these (ten) cases shows a better result: The estimated coefficient hardly changes

but the mean prediction error is smaller and the predictive power rises to an impressive proportion of explained variance
of 63% (r2=.63). If the regression is run only without the four cases identified as deviant by Cook’s D, the result is still
slightly better with an r2 of .66 and a root mean square error of 33 percentage points of policy change.
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The confirmation of the presumption that the predictive power of the winset depends on the quality of the data leads

to this test. The preference data of 18 (out of 62) proposals have been aggregated by principal component analysis (see
chapter 3) of which the output has been used for the regression analysis. These aggregated preference data can be
expected to have a quite good level of measurement, since they contain the condensed information about several (2 to 6)
issues. A test of this proposition is a regression analysis run separately for aggregated and non-aggregated cases which
produces the following results: the significance of the model and the winset’s coefficient do not change a great deal, but
the efficiency of the model is clearly higher for the aggregated cases with an explained variance of 72% (nonaggregated cases: 50%) and a much smaller mean prediction error of 26 percentage points (non-aggregated cases: 46
percentage points). Although these findings are based on an analysis of only 18 cases, their statistical importance is
hence limited and would require further analysis and confirmation.
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The according Cook-Weisberg test for heteroscedasticitiy is significant (p=.01) and a plot of the absolute studentized

residuals shows as expected the shape of a cone.
54

The empirical findings about whether or not the residuals are heteroscedastic can also serve for a reversed argument:
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the winset can only predict policy change when it is not empty, i.e. that the decision making actors
see at least some scope for a change all actors can agree with. If the winset is empty, there is no
such scope according to veto players theory, but still in many cases policy change is observed
empirically. In these cases, some other factors as the salience or the power of actors seem to play a
determining role. As already elaborated on in the last section, the low mean salience of the actors
for the proposal on food additives 55 could explain why the use of propellant gases was ultimately
allowed as it had been proposed by the Commission, although some member states and the
European Parliament were initially against the amendment.
Summing up, I argue that the size of the inter-institutional winset is a more than satisfactory
predictor for the degree of policy change 56 . The larger the winset is, the bigger the observed
changes of the political status quo are. The regression results of the winset indeed ‘mirror’ those of
the core in many respects, which confirms that the two are quasi-equivalent concepts. However, as
expected the winset can explain policy change much better – with an explained variance of 63 per
cent 57 compared to 16 per cent for the core – because it takes the location of the reference point
relative to the deciding actors into account 58 . Again, the predictive capacity is diminished for cases
with a dichotomous level of measurement. As well, the model can probably be refined by other
variables in order to achieve more accurate predictions for situations with empty winsets.

the results of the regression analysis even ‘go beyond’ the expectations of veto players theory, because the spread of
residuals does not grow with the size of the winset and the latter can hence be concluded to constitute not only a
necessary but even a sufficient condition for policy change. The relationship is roughly linear and that is all. This
argument is supported by an examination of the regression curve.
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The mean salience for this proposal was 18 compared to 56 for the whole data set.
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Similar regressions have been performed with the size of the Council winset as the main independent variable instead

of the inter-institutional winset. The results are as well very similar to those presented in this section. This is not
surprising given the fact that the two winsets are identical in 77 per cent of the data set’s cases. The mean difference
between the two is only 6 percentage points of policy space. Moreover, the inter-institutional winset is much more
relevant from a theoretical point of view. For these reasons – and for reasons of space – the regression results with the
Council winset are not presented here in detail.
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This is the value of r2 for the cases with an ordinal or metric scale.
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A disadvantage of predictions based on the winset is, however, that the latter depends on the location of the status

quo. As the status quo may again depend on exogenous events (e.g. decisions of the European Court of Justice) and
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Despite the overall good results of the simple regression, a multivariate regression including a
number of structural variables is performed. The results are presented in the following section,
along with a comparison with the core model and the logrolling model.
The winset-salience model
In the previous section I speculated that the salience of the veto players could be a second
determinant for the degree of policy change together with the winset, especially if the latter is
empty. To test this presumption, I also calculated a regression model including the winset and the
mean salience as independent variables. Its results are as well presented in Table 5.2. The salience
of an actor is a measure for the relative importance he assigns to an issue.
The mean salience does indeed still improve the winset model’s fit with the data: the estimated
regression coefficient of the salience is positive and much smaller than that of the winset, but as the
latter it is highly significant. Moreover, the proportion of explained variance rises by 22 percentage
points to 77 per cent and the mean prediction error of 29 percentage points is 12 points less
compared to the simple regression against the winset. Obviously, not only the ideal point positions
of the veto players relative to the reference point and the resulting winset determine the degree of
policy change but also the salience they attach to the issues at stake. The higher their mean salience,
the bigger are the policy changes, as indicates the variable’s positive coefficient. A major problem
of the simple regression model was its weak predictive power for empty winsets, and the
proposition has been made that the salience may play a role in such cases. Therefore, the model
containing both as independent variables is run again separately for cases with empty (28 cases) and
cases with non-empty winsets (34 cases) with promising results (not reported in Table 5.2): Again,
the estimated coefficients and the significance of the variables do not change much, but the quality
of the model fit is remarkably good for non-empty winsets with an explained variance of 90 per
cent and a mean prediction error of (still) 21 percentage points.
5.3.3. Comparison of core, winset and logrolling model

I now turn to the direct comparison of the core, winset and logrolling model. As explained in the
introducing sections, we can only indirectly test the existence of logrolling since our data set does
not contain information about agreements of actors concerning their voting behaviour in different
issues or proposals. However, what can be tested is whether there is more policy change when the

hence vary over time, such predictions can have a contingent character (see Moser, 1996 for this argument).
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conditions for logrolling are present. As argued above, conditions for logrolling are high
differentials of salience among the actors and a high dimensionality of the conflict space. These two
variables are used for a provisional logrolling model that will be compared to the core model and
the winset model in the following.
Besides the model variables, a number of mostly structural variables are included as control
variables into the three models: In the regression diagnostics of the simple regressions the salience
of the actors participating in a decision was found as a possible intervening variable. Since in our
analysis a whole proposal is the unit of analysis, the mean salience over all actors and all issues of a
proposal is included in the model. This measure gives a picture of the overall level of importance
the decision makers attached to the issues at stake. The dimensionality of a proposal could play a
similar role. Two-dimensional proposals can be expected to allow for less policy change than onedimensional decisions since they are more complex and time-consuming 59 . As already suspected in
the last section, the level of measurement can apparently have an influence on the results, especially
if it is only a dichotomous scale. A dummy variable for these cases is introduced to control for such
effects caused by the quality of the data.
The voting rule used in a decision is another factor that obviously can have an impact on the degree
of policy change, because unanimous decisions probably produce less policy change. As it probably
makes a difference whether a proposal deals with completely new legislation or is an amendment to
existing legislation, a binary variable for this property of a proposal is included. New legislative
projects are expected to have more policy change than amending projects because if there is already
some common legislative reference point it is more likely that some actors benefit from it and so
defend it using their power to block, especially when some form of allocation of money is at stake.
On the other hand, if a new proposal deals with a not yet integrated political issue, there will
probably be a majority of actors who will find at least some common denominator that is beneficial
for all compared to a multitude of national solutions.
It is important to note that all independent variables except the size of the core, the size of the
winset and the mean and variance of salience are coded as dummy variables so that their isolated
effect can be interpreted more easily.

59

The results of the dimensionality analysis, which are reported in chapter 4.3.2, show that legislative decisions in the

EU in fact never have more than two dimensions. For an analysis of their duration see chapter 8.
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Findings
The results of the core model and the winset model basically confirm those of the respective simple
regressions. They are presented in Table 5.3.
The core model is again significant with the size of the core as the (almost) only variable with a
significant coefficient. It also has again the expected strong negative effect. The constant of .57,
which is also significant, is quite large and implies that for a single-issue proposal for new
legislation with a mean overall salience that is decided by qualified majority, 57 per cent of the
maximum possible policy change can be expected if it has a point core (i.e. a core with a size of 0).
Apart from the size of the core, the variable for ‘new or amending legislation’ has a significant
positive influence on policy change.
Table 5.3 Comparison of core model, winset model and logrolling model to explain the degree of policy change
Dependent variable: degree of
Core Model
policy change
Model variables
Size of inter-institutional core
-.31* (-2.39) 1
Size of inter-institutional winset
Dimensionality
Variance of salience
Interaction of two dimensions + high
variance of salience
Control variables
Mean salience
.00 (0.96)
Dimensionality (base line: one-.15 (-1.58)
dimensional)
Dichotomous scale
.03 (0.39)
Institutional control variables
Council voting rule (unanimity)
-.04 (-0.46)
New or amending legislation
.18* (2.23)
(amending legislation)
Constant
.57* (2.13)
Prob > F
.04
.12
Adjusted R2
Root MSE
.29
N
62
* significant at the 5%-level
** significant at the 1%-level
1
The t-values of coefficients are reported in brackets.

Winset Model

Logrolling
Model

Expected sign

-.01 (-0.11)
-.00 (-1.03)
.03 (0.22)

–
+
+
+
+

.00 (1.34)
-.00 (-0.07)

= model var.

–
+

.08 (1.15)

.02 (0.28)

-.04 (-0.53)
.19* (2.53)

-.13 (-1.53)
.17 (2.08)

.01 (0.05)
.00
.26
.27
62

.46** (2.67)
.23
.03
.31
62

.39** (4.18)

–
–

A similar effect can be found for the winset model, but not for the logrolling model. This means that
proposals amending some existing European legislation result in more policy change than projects
of new legislation, which is a counter-intuitive and therefore surprising result. The voting rule for a
proposal in the Council does not have an influence on the resulting degree of policy change, at least
none that goes beyond its influence on the size of the core that is e.g. of course bigger with
unanimity as the decision rule.
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The results for the winset model are very similar: The overall model is highly significant and the
size of the inter-institutional winset is (almost) the only significant independent variable. However,
its coefficient is much smaller than in the simple regression model. The constant is small compared
to that of the other models, which means that for a single-issue proposal for new legislation with a
mean overall salience that is decided by qualified majority, virtually no policy change can be
expected if it has an empty winset. Contrary to the winset-salience regression model reported in the
previous section the salience is not significant anymore in this multivariate context. Compared to
both other models, the winset model has a high predictive power with an explained variance of 26
per cent 60 .
The logrolling model shows very poor results: The overall model as well as all independent
variables are not statistically significant and its predictive power is close to zero. Even when two
important conditions for logrolling (simultaneous decision about two conflict dimensions and high
differentials of salience among the actors) are met, the associated degree of policy change is not
higher 61 . These results do not imply that the existence of logrolling in the Council of Ministers can
be ruled out, but it cannot be proven with the data at hand. For none of the three models, the cases
with dichotomous scales distorted the results, as was partly the case with the simple regression
analysis.
Summing up the model comparison, I repeat my argument that the size of the inter-institutional
winset is the best predictor for policy change, followed by the size of the core. This was also the
result of the bivariate analysis and is now confirmed for a multivariate context. The larger the
winset and the smaller the core of a proposal, the more policy change can be observed. The
presumed existence of logrolling as a policy change inducing mechanism could not be shown,
which can, however, be due to the provisional nature of the specified model.
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This is a much smaller value than that for the simple regressions, because the multiple regression was not constrained

to having no constant. This was necessary to make the winset model comparable to the other models.
61

Whether the interaction term for two dimensions plus high variance of salience is included in the model or not does

not make a difference for the results.
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5.4.

A fictive boost for reform: Simulation of core and winset under more
flexible decision rules for the EU-15

How would the EU’s potential for policy change develop if more flexible decision rules were
applied? Would a slightly less strict decision rule cause a strong increase in its capacity for reform?
In the previous analysis, actor preferences and the decision rule in the Council of Ministers have
been treated as given, i.e. exogenous to the models. The resulting cores and winsets have been
calculated to explain the policy change that has come about. In this section, as before the empirical
preferences documented in the DEU data set are used and hence treated as given.
The applied decision rule, however, will be varied and the resulting change of the size of core and
winset analysed with the aim to answer the two above mentioned questions.
Already before the 2004 enlargement there has been an ongoing debate in the EU about the need for
more flexible decision rules in the Council of Ministers to facilitate decision-making and reduce
gridlock situations. After the Treaties of Maastricht, Amsterdam and Nice more policy areas have
gradually been subjected to the co-decision procedure and thereby mostly to QMV. But still
important areas as tax policy, many issues of justice and home affairs and foreign policy remain
under unanimity requirements. The institutional reforms decided in Nice were, however, even a
drawback for all attempts to flexibilise decision making in the Council. A triple majority
requirement including a raised QMV threshold of 73 per cent was introduced, which enhanced the
power to block decisions in the Council (Giering, 2001: 81ff; König and Bräuninger, 2004: 7). The
debate about the European Constitution and its ratification and the feared exacerbated gridlock
danger in the enlarged EU have again revived the debate. Only when Spain and Poland gave up
their intransigent positions against the inflexible rules decided in Nice, did the Member States
manage to agree on the European Constitution in June 2004 at the European Council in Brussels
(Plechanovová, 2004). The same dispute about voting rules in the Council began again between
Poland and the other member states during the intergouvernmental conference leading to the deal
about the Lisbon Treaty. Poland finally managed to get the concession that the new double majority
voting system will only be applied from 2014 and that upon request of a member state the old
system of the Nice Treaty must be applied for a transitory period until 2017.
As the decision rule in the Council is obviously one of the central determinants for the capability of
acting of the EU as a whole, it is interesting to simulate the effects of the application of more
flexible rules for the old EU-15 and the resulting size of the core and the winset. These two
indicators have been analysed for three different scenarios: 1) The status quo of the EU-15, which
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means a mix of qualified majority (of 62 out of 87 votes) and unanimous decisions, 2) the abolition
of all unanimity requirements and 3) the general application of a less stricter 57/87-rule. The
direction of the resulting effects of these fictive decision rules is theoretically clear: the winset
should expand and the core shrink, the less strict the voting rule is. However, using the preference
data of the DEU data set, the following results will answer the main empirical question how strong
these effects are (see Table 5.4).
Table 5.4 Size of winset and core for different decision rule scenarios in the EU-15
Scenario
Indicator
Size of inter-institutional
winset
Size of Council winset
Size of inter-institutional
core
Size of Council core
Frequency of location of RP
in the inter-institutional core
(N = 62)

Scenario 1:
Status quo

Scenario 2: Abolishment
of unanimous decisions

33 %

42 %

Scenario 3:
Relaxed (57/87-) QMV
rule
44 %

39 %
50 %

49 %
36 %

51 %
33 %

35 %
45 %

20 %
37 %

17 %
35 %

If all unanimous decisions were abolished and always the 62/87 votes threshold for a qualified
majority applied, the inter-institutional (as well as the Council) winset would expand by roughly 10
percentage points of conflict space, which is a considerable amount. A further reduction of the
threshold to 57/87 results in only 2 additional percentage points of conflict space. The equivalent
reduction in size of the core amounts to about 14 percentage points for the abolishment of
unanimous decisions and another 3 percentage points for an additional relaxation of the general
QMV rule. The implications of these figures are quite clear: An introduction of a less strict decision
rule in the Council of ministers is crucial to make the institutional system of the EU more dynamic
and less status quo biased. Concerning this it is first of all important to give up unanimity
requirements. If this were the case the room for manoeuvre for reforms of existing EU legislation
would grow by 10 per cent. Moreover, a once decided legislative regulation would be much more
accessible to reform when it becomes obsolete. Another indicator for the potential for reform is the
frequency how often the reference point is located within the core, a constellation in which
theoretically no reform is possible. This situation is the case in 45 per cent of all legislative projects
under the existing institutional regime, whereas this figure would drop to 37 per cent without any
unanimous decisions and to 35 per cent with a general 57/87 majority rule. This finding points in
the same direction. If unanimity requirements were abolished, the EU would become much less
status quo biased.
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5.5.

The powers of the European Commission as an agenda setter and
executive power

A lot has been said about the power of the European Commission as an agenda setter and the
possible gradual degradation of this power following the introduction of new legislative procedures
(the co-operation procedure by the Single European Act in 1987, the co-decision procedure by the
Treaty of Maastricht in 1991 and its reform by the Treaty of Amsterdam in 1997 (Tsebelis and
Yataganas, 2002)). Since the introduction of the co-operation procedure, the European Parliament is
also regarded by many as a (conditional) agenda setter because it can propose amendments to a
proposal made by the Commission and the Council that cannot easily be overruled by the latter (see
Crombez, 2001; Hubschmid and Moser, 1997; Moser, 1996; Tsebelis, 1994; 1997; Tsebelis and
Garrett, 2000 about the debate). This power has clearly grown with the introduction of the codecision procedure and its step by step transformation to the most frequently applied procedure by
the Treaties of Amsterdam and Nice. This development would continue with the coming into force
of the Lisbon Treaty. With co-decision the Parliament is a co-equal legislator together with the
Council (see Tsebelis and Garrett, 2000) and there is no clear agenda-setter before the last stage of
the procedure. But even with co-decision, the Commission makes the first proposal and can hence
take the preferences of the Council and the Parliament, as far as they are known, into account when
making it. Therefore, it can be assumed to have some agenda setting power, even though it is
excluded from the last stage of the procedure.
The Commission does not only have power as an agenda setter and participating actor in legislative
decisions, but it has often wide ranging discretion to implement and execute EU legislation (see e.g.
Tsebelis et al., 2001: 580-585). The purpose of this section is not to repeat or continue the
respective theoretical debates but to present an empirical analysis estimating the degree of the
Commission’s powers as agenda setter and implementing bureaucracy. Applying spatial voting
theory and veto players theory, an important indicator for these powers is how frequently the
Commission is located within the core and/or the winset of the other chambers (Council and
Parliament). If the policy position of the Commission is located within the Council winset (for
consultation) or the bicameral winset of Council and EP (for co-decision) it can make its first
proposal for a legislative project close to or exactly at its ideal point, because this proposal will
most likely be accepted by the other chambers. The more frequently this is the case, the larger is the
agenda setting power of the Commission. For the degree of executive discretion it has, it is
important whether its ideal point is located within the Council core (for consultation) or the
bicameral core of council and EP (for co-decision) respectively. The frequency of these
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constellations is a measure for the Commission’s discretion. As long as her implementation of
legislation does not ‘move out’ of the relevant core, the Commission does not have to fear to be
overruled by a new legislative proposal that could correct her implementation 62 .
Hard negotiations about a reform of the standard rule for decisions with qualified majority in the
Council of ministers were and are on the European agenda, especially lately during the negotiations
about the European Constitution and the Lisbon Treaty. More flexible decision rules, i.e. less or no
more unanimous decisions and a lower QMV threshold, are often demanded to keep the Union
capable of acting. Also when analysing the power of the European Commission, it is interesting to
ask how its power(s) would develop under more flexible decision rules in the Council. Therefore,
the same three comparative analysis as for the size of the core and the winset have been performed:
how often the Commission position is located within the winset and/or core of the relevant veto
players, 1) under the currently applied decision rules, 2) under a uniform application of QMV (the
62/87 rule), i.e. the abolition of unanimity requirements and 3) an additional reduction of the
qualified majority quorum to 57 out of 87 votes, i.e. roughly a 2/3 majority rule. The application of
these fictive rules for legislative decisions made in the ‘old’ EU-15 (with the DEU data set) can
serve as an estimate for the impacts of different rules under discussion for the EU-25 with the future
Treaty of Lisbon.

Agenda setting power of the European Commission
The Commission has considerable agenda setting power because its position is located within the
winset of the relevant actors in 64 per cent of the cases with co-decision and 47 per cent of the cases
(see Table 5.5) with consultation as the legislative procedure. In these cases the Commission can
make its first proposal close to its ideal point and has a good chance that the other actors will accept
it, since it is closer to their ideal points (or equally distant) than the status quo. The difference
between the two procedures is surprisingly large at first sight. It is, however, mainly due to the fact
that there are many more QMV-decisions made with co-decision than with consultation, and the
mean winset is larger with QMV compared to unanimous decisions. If one of the analysed more
flexible decision rules were applied, the Commission would clearly gain agenda-setting power. If
unanimous decisions were abolished it would be in the favourable position of being within the
winset in 70 per cent of the cases with co-decision and 62 per cent with consultation. This

62

For a similar argument see Tsebelis and Yataganas (2002).
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frequency would rise to 72 per cent for proposals under the co-decision procedure (and remain at 62
per cent for consultation) if the QMV threshold would as well be reduced to a 57/87 majority.
Hence, the effect of a general application of a qualified majority rule is much stronger than a
possible reduction of the qualified majority quorum.
Table 5.5 Agenda-setting power of the Commission for different decision rule scenarios in the EU-15
Scenario

Legislative
procedure
Scenario 1: Status quo
Co-decision*
Consultation**
Scenario 2: Abolishment of unanimous
Co-decision*
decisions
Consultation***
Scenario 3: Relaxed (57/87-) QMV rule
Co-decision*
Consultation***
* N = 17, because only non-empty winsets are considered
** N = 19, because only non-empty winsets are considered
*** N = 24, because only non-empty winsets are considered

Frequency of location of the
Commission in the relevant winset
64 %
47 %
70 %
62 %
72 %
62 %

This finding is in line with the common observation that the EU is least capable of acting in areas
that are still subject to unanimity requirements such as tax policy or some immigration issues, not to
mention foreign and security policy. Of course, the presented figures are (only) a comparative expost analysis of data about the EU-15 and allow only a rough estimate of the simulated decision
rules for the enlarged EU. Nevertheless the figures give an idea of the flexibilising effects of less
strict decision rules for the institutional system of the EU in general. More exact predictions for
different decision rules under discussion for the enlarged EU including preference data on the new
member states will be presented in the following chapter.
Executive discretion of the European Commission
As outlined the degree of the Commission’s discretion when implementing European legislation
depends on whether its position is located within the core of the relevant other veto players. This
constellation is the case for 72 per cent of the proposals with co-decision and 51 per cent of those
with consultation as the legislative procedure. Again, this difference is mainly due to the larger
mean size of the relevant core with co-decision, which is the bicameral core of Council and
Parliament, and not only the Council core as with consultation. Because the EP often has a more
progressive, integrationist or e.g. consumer and environmentally friendly position than the Council,
which implies that its position is not located within the Council core, their common bicameral core
is much larger than the unicameral Council core. Thus, in roughly two thirds of the cases the
Commission does not need to be afraid of being overruled by an amending legislation correcting her
implementation measures when she executes them according to her ideal point. If less strict
decision rules were introduced the discretion of the Commission would be – unlike its agenda
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setting power – reduced, because it would be located in the relevant core in only 68 per cent of the
cases with proposals decided under co-decision (48 per cent under consultation).
Table 5.6 Executive discretion of the Commission for different decision rule scenarios in the EU-15
Scenario

Legislative
procedure
Scenario 1: real mix of unanimous and QM-decisions (with Co-decision*
62/87 rule)
Consultation**
Scenario 2: abolishment of unanimous decisions
Co-decision*
(always 62/87 rule)
Consultation**
Scenario 3: general less stricter (57/87-) rule
Co-decision*
Consultation**
* N = 25, i.e. all co-decision cases
** N = 37, i.e. all consultation cases

Frequency of location of the
Commission in the relevant core
72 %
51 %
68 %
48 %
68 %
43 %

With an additionally lower QMV threshold of 57/87 votes in the Council this percentage would not
change for co-decision but fall to 43 per cent for consultation.
Summarizing, I conclude that the Commission has still considerable power both as a legislative
agenda setter and as the implementing and executing bureaucracy, although its role in the legislative
process has been weakened by the reforms of the Treaties of Maastricht, Amsterdam and Nice. If
decision-making will be further facilitated by the Treaty of Lisbon through more flexible decision
rules, the European Commission will gain agenda setting power and lose discretion during the
implementation of passed legislation. These effects will be most pronounced for issues where
unanimity requirements are transformed to QMV. My findings and conclusions are largely in line
with the arguments of Crombez (2001) and Tsebelis and Garrett (2000) who suggest a declining
agenda setting power of the Commission as a result of the increased use of QMV and the codecision procedure.

5.6.

Conclusion

The size of the core and the size of the winset can explain policy change to a considerable degree,
with the winset being the more powerful predictor; none of the analysed variables has a comparably
strong and statistically robust effect. In so far, both propositions put forward in the introduction and
the studies of Tsebelis (2002), Hammond and Butler (2003) and König and Bräuninger (2004) are
confirmed. If a policy in the EU changes – and to what degree – depends to a large extent on the
preferences of the participating actors and their locations relative to the status quo. When blocking
minorities are scattered all over the conflict space and when some are located on or close to the
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status quo, the winset is small or empty and hardly any policy change is possible. Vice versa, if all
veto players agree that a reform is necessary, their ideal points are far away from the reference
point. Such a constellation results in a small core and a large winset, which implies a large potential
for policy change.
This latter constellation could be found in the case study about the proposal on the Mediterranean
policy: Especially the winset was relatively large and represented the given room for manoeuvre.
All actors agreed that the competences for the implementation of the MEDA programme should be
changed to some degree. Obviously, the Commission has succeeded in using its agenda setting
power and managed to get its position through to a great extent. The final outcome implied a
considerable policy change.
However, next to the winset the salience of actors plays a role in determining policy change. A
model including both variables shows clearly better results. Hence, there seem to be at least two
mechanisms: First, there must be a potential for a change of the reference point resulting from the
ideal point positions of all veto players, i.e. the winset must be non-empty. In less technical terms
this means that the reform of a policy can come about only if all actors who have to agree with the
reform profit from it to some degree. The larger this room for manoeuvre is, i.e. the larger the
winset, the more far-reaching will be the reform. Second, the participating actors need to attach
importance to the issues at stake, i.e. the salience must be high, and the higher the overall subjective
importance of the actors is, the more the policy will change. This second finding is intuitive at first
sight, especially if a proposal deals with an area that is not yet integrated at the European level and
all actors are interested to have some common regulation 63 . Yet, this reasoning is not plausible for
other conflict constellations, e.g. if there is a conflict about the distribution of money, let’s say the
definition of underdeveloped regions for the cohesion funds, and all or many veto players attach
great importance to the issue. Then, a far-reaching decision is less probable than if only some actors
are very interested in the issue. Vice versa, an easy policy change could be expected if all except a
few actors have a low salience, as it was the case with the proposal amending the directive on food
additives (see section 5.3.2).
A special case seems to be empty winset situations where there is no room for a policy change when

63

A repetition of the regression with an interaction term for new legislative projects and a salience value above the

mean does however not show any significant effect.
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only the actors’ preferences are considered. Arguing with veto players theory, gridlock would be
expected in such situations (Tsebelis, 2002: 32). Empirically, policy change could nonetheless be
observed in some of the analysed cases. Half of the latter can be explained by the mean salience, but
for the others some other factor as e.g. the power of actors must be responsible.
From a less analytic but more political point of view, this is good news about EU politics. Whatever
mechanism may cause policies to change in spite of empty winset situations, it is an important
finding that there is apparently more dynamic force in the EU than expected firstly from an (veto
players theory) analytic point of view and secondly according to many sceptics (e.g. Giering, 2001;
Weidenfeld, 2001).
A multivariate model comparison basically confirms the results of the simple core model and winset
model. The test of the provisional logrolling model did not yield any conclusive results.
Hörl et al. (2005) criticise the literature using procedural spatial models for lacking rigorous
empirical studies and for ignoring the formation of preferences within the institutional actors
Council, Parliament and Commission. I see the empirical analysis carried out in this and the
following chapters as a contribution to remedy both of these – admittedly existing – shortcomings
of the literature.
The simulation of more flexible decision rules in the Council of Ministers showed that a complete
transition to qualified majority voting would considerably reduce gridlock situations in the EU. A
further reduction of the qualified majority threshold would only have a small additional effect for
the resulting sizes of core and winset. The same simulation regarding the powers of the European
Commission shows that it is currently still a powerful agenda setter for legislative politics. In
addition, it has considerable discretion when implementing legislation. If unanimity requirements in
the Council were abolished, the Commission could still gain agenda setting power. On the other
hand, it would lose discretion as an implementing bureaucracy, because a majority in the Council
could more easily overrule it.
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Appendix: Details about the actor positions and negotiations of the MEDA case
The two main contested issues and actor positions
In the following I give detailed information about actor positions in the negotiations of the MEDA
case that I presented as a case study in section 5.2. These details were left out there for reasons of
space.
The MEDA programme is the principal financial instrument of the European Union for the
implementation of the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership. The programme offers technical and
financial support measures to accompany the reform of economic and social structures in the
Mediterranean partner countries. The main instrument for the implementation of the programme is
the so called MED committee. Before the passage of the proposal it had the power to decide alone
which projects were financed by the programme and which were not. This is also the reference
point (position 0 on the scale) for the issue because this situation would have remained if the whole
legislative project had failed. The future role of the committee was contested to some degree. The
other extreme point of the conflict scale (position 100) was the position of the Commission (see also
Figure 5.1) who wanted to transfer the authority to approve projects to itself and leave very little
power to the MED committee; Member States that belong to this committee must not administer
directly any of the projects. Between these two extreme points lay three more moderate positions,
from a “MED committee keeps its authority to approve projects but only for those with a financial
aid of more than 20 million euros as well as those in which a particular member state has a special
interest in” (position 38) over an identical but more flexible position (50) to a “committee
competence of deciding project approvals only under very exceptional situations (projects of more
than 40 million euros)” (position 63).
The positions taken by the member states basically depended on the degree of direct links (cultural,
social or economic) with Mediterranean countries. Those with very close links, such as France,
Spain, Italy, Greece and Portugal, showed more interest in keeping control over the projects
supported by the EU. Other countries like Holland and Sweden also wanted to keep some control
over the projects, but these two countries do not have as many interests as the countries in the
Mediterranean area. The UK is in the same situation. Finally, countries like Germany and Finland
did not show any interest in maintaining direct control over the final decision of the projects that are
financed.
The second issue is about the volume of the budget assigned by the Commission for financial aid to
the MEDA countries for the period 2000-2006. The positions range from 4.2 billion over 4.6 billion
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and 5 billion euros up to 6.7 billion euros on a natural numerical scale. Countries as France, Spain,
Italy, Portugal, Greece, or Belgium support the proposal of the Commission of 6.7 billion euros.
The main reason is again mainly the historical and economic links between those countries with
their Arabic neighbours. The rest of the countries wanted to assign less money for different reasons.
Germany and Austria tried to get a compromise position of around 5 billion for the whole period,
which was the amount of the last period and also the reference point for this issue. This is because
the Mediterranean area is not an important strategic territory for them. Finally, countries like UK,
Holland and the Scandinavian countries wanted to provide less money for two reasons. Firstly, they
preferred to cut the financial aid to the Mediterranean countries in order to allot more money to the
Balkan countries, and secondly, they stated the fact that MEDA 1 had been incapable to spend the
entire budget that was assigned to it. Therefore, they preferred to reduce the budget of this program
in order to increase the financial aid for the Balkan countries, taking into account that the whole
budget for both areas was fixed at 10 billion euros. Especially on the second dimension the conflict
among the member states is basically a north-south conflict. This is a frequent constellation in
European legislative politics (Drüner, 2003: 33-35 Zimmer, 2003: 81).
The role of the European Parliament
The European Parliament insisted that the reference amount for the execution of the MEDA
programme during the 2000-2006 period be at least equivalent to that of the previous period in real
terms (i.e. 5 billion euros). Regarding the first issue, it was in favour of an even more flexible and
transparent management, with delegation of powers granted to Commission delegations in third
countries. However, it had a position similar to that of the southern member states concerning the
allocation of credit by the Commission, which should decide directly only about projects of up to 5
million euros. At the same time, the Parliament wanted to be informed in advance of the guidelines
of the indicative programmes so as to be able to exercise its prerogatives of budgetary control. In
the amendments the Parliament proposed, it also strengthened the payment suspension mechanism
by only allowing for this suspension if it was noted that projects transgressed internationally
recognised environmental standards. Regarding the guidelines of the programme, the Parliament
was in favour of greater focus being place of the humanitarian dimension. It placed special
emphasis on increased aid for civil society, combating poverty, environmental improvement,
infrastructure adaptation, integrated development of human resources, strengthening democracy,
cultural co-operation or receiving students on training (Agence Europe, ...). Two aspects of the
position of the Parliament are worth being stressed: the Parliament insisted on its authority of
budgetary control which is the Parliament’s only real power with such a proposal decided under
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consultation. In general, the Parliament can propose amendments, but if the Commission and the
required majority in the Council do not accept these, the Parliament has no power to get them
through. The second point is that the Parliament tried to bring the mentioned human dimension
more into the decision process, which had so far been neglected by the Commission and the
Council. As it often does, the Parliament thus took on the role of the defender of the interests of the
European citizens and issues as environment, culture and democracy.
There is some correlation between the actor positions of the two issues (Pearson correlation
coefficient of -.30) since both depend to some degree on the importance of the Mediterranean area
for an actor. On the other hand, the issues are conceptually independent dimensions. One makes
reference just to economic disagreement and the other is obviously more related to bureaucratic or
technical grounds, although it has doubtless an important political dimension, too. The analysis of
dimensionality presented in chapter 4 shows that a single dimension cannot adequately represent the
two issues 64 .
The final outcome
The outcome that was finally decided is a compromise on both dimensions. The Commission had
provided the possibility for the discussion of some projects by the MED Committee if it is of a
particular interest for a member state. The Commission also offered to provide more information to
every country regarding each of the projects. The Council accepted these concessions on the first
Commission proposal. Concerning the budget for the six-year period a volume of 5.35 billion euros
was agreed upon, which is a compromise solution close to the mean of the initially defended
positions.
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See Appendix C for a summary of the results of the analysis of dimensionality for each proposal.
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6. Increasing sclerosis and its cure: Gridlock and policy change in the
EU after enlargement and the coming into effect of the Treaty of
Lisbon
In the previous chapter I have shown the effect of the Council decision rule on gridlock and policy
change in the EU. The Treaty of Nice has brought about a modification of the Council decision rule
with a view to enlargement of the Union. Yet, it is effectively a stricter instead of a more flexible
voting requirement. In this chapter I analyse the possible effects on the potential for policy change
in the enlarged EU compared to the EU-15. In the same way I make predictions about the likely
effects of the voting rules provided for in the Lisbon Treaty. For this purpose I use again the size of
the core and the winset, which I calculate for the different voting rules using a data set that provides
preference data for the EU-25. The main finding is that the Nice Treaty rules have increased the
gridlock danger in most policy areas whereas the Lisbon Treaty would reverse this effect and
restore the EU’s capacity for reform, raising it even above the capacity of the EU-15. The scope of
the analysis in this chapter goes beyond the analyses of the EU-25 data set in Dobbins et al. (2004)
and Dobbins and Drüner (2003) insofar as the latter are limited to the scenario of the Nice Treaty
rules and the concept of the core.
In the following section (6.1) I review the theoretical background about enlargement and policy
stability. In section 6.2 I present the data set and the research design before I turn to the empirical
results for the nine one-dimensional supranational conflict lines in the third section. These results
are supplemented by an analysis of a two-dimensional conflict space of the enlarged EU that I
identify by conducting a factor analysis of the nine conflict lines (section 6.4). The findings largely
confirm those of the one-dimensional data. After speculating about the likely impacts of further EU
enlargements in section 6.5 I close the chapter with the conclusions in section 6.6.

6.1.

Theoretical background: enlargement and policy stability

The theoretical literature on the EU is characterised by widely divergent opinions on the
phenomenon of regional integration and the role of enlargement within this context. The concept of
integration essentially comprises two separate, but perhaps related (see Schneider, 2002)
phenomena: the dynamics of deepening and the dynamics of widening. Deepening is conceived as a
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vertical process in which the forms and patterns of cooperation are solidified and expanded.
Widening, on the other hand, is a “horizontal” phenomenon by which the existing cooperative
framework is transferred to new geographical entities. Enlargement is thus a formal process of
horizontal institutionalization, in which institutions spread beyond the incumbent actors and
encompass new members (see Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier, 2002: 503). (Neo-)Functionalism
advocates the view that the expansion of cooperation to other policy areas and territorial units is not
problematic because integration is an unrestricted public good. (Neo-)Functionalists assume that the
fruits of integration will eventually spill over not only to other policy areas, but also to other regions
(Haas, 1968: 313-317; Deutsch, 1970: 43-44). Thus, thanks to the non-exclusivity of integration, its
benefits can and will expand in political and territorial terms. Unlike functionalism, Moravcsik’s
(1998) brand of liberal intergovernmentalism stresses the role of the member states as the main
actors and examines how national preferences are channelled into supranational policy. European
integration is conceived as a sequence of treaty bargaining processes in which each state actor,
driven by strategic economic objectives, possesses the right to veto unfavourable policies. The
acquisition of new members doubtlessly poses great difficulties as all (larger) members insist on
outcomes that improve their standing. The only possibility for a more heterogeneous EU to advance
from the status quo (SQ) to more integrationist is through issue-linkage and side-payments (see
Moravcsik, 1998: 65-67), bringing about enormous costs after enlargement. Intergovernmentalist
theory ultimately suffers from the analytical weakness that it assumes that the EU-15 has no
incentive to change the institutional SQ. It cannot be ruled out that some or many actors anticipate
positive externalities through accession and the institutional reforms linked to it (Steunenberg,
2002: 97). Another approach to theorize regional economic integration is offered by Alesina and his
colleagues (Alesina and Spolare, 1997; Alesina et al., 2000; Alesina and Wacziarg, 1998). They
show that the interrelationship between the geographic scope and the political depth of regional
organisations as he EU might be much more complex. Their formal argument leads to the
conclusion that increased levels of economic interdependence increase disintegrative tendencies in
nation states and political unions (see also Schneider, 2002). Whether this argument holds for
political integration, too, remains unclear. Enlargement and its underlying institutional
modifications provide the basis for member states to alter the EU’s policy agenda, while
reconstructing existing institutions to their advantage, as has been the case in recent deliberations
over the Lisbon Treaty. In short, both of the grand integration theories, functionalism and
intergovernmentalism, fail to make differentiated predictions about the impacts of enlargement.
Scholars are therefore increasingly turning to institutionalist theory and in particular Rational
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Choice Institutionalism, which has inspired sophisticated work on the European legislative process
(see e.g. Tsebelis and Garrett, 1996; Tsebelis et al., 2001; Crombez, 2001; see also chapter 2).
Rational Institutionalism is characterised by the underlying assumption that actors have relatively
fixed sets of preferences and behave strategically to channel these preferences into policy. Rational
institutionalists view politics as a struggle for power and a myriad of collective action dilemmas, in
which institutions are exogenous rules, e.g. voting rules, according to which actors define their
strategies. Recent work on the EU and enlargement usually follows two lines of attack, with some
scholars adhering to the power index approach (see e.g. Hosli, 2001; Widgrén and Holler, 1999)
while others advocate a spatial approach that emphasizes institutional rules. Starting with the
(Council) voting power, the power index strategy is interested in determining to what extent
legislative actors’ formal power is actually manifested in decisional outcomes (Dowding, 2002: 26).
The spatial approach has picked up on the main weakness of the power index strategy, namely that
it neglects preferences, or more precisely the “connectedness” of preferences (Tsebelis and Garrett,
1996: 272).
Hardly any research can be found so far about the impact of enlargement on policy stability in the
EU. Kerremans (1998) seeks a correlation between the number of states and the diversity of their
preferences, and the governance capacity of the EU. As for the existing political divisions in
Europe, he comes to the conclusion that any further enlargement will transform the predominant
north-south division (see Mattila and Lane, 2001) into a north-south-east division. This in turn is
assumed to have a detrimental impact on the decision-making capacity of the EU, who must
translate the preferences of three opposed blocks into efficient political equilibria. Tsebelis and
Yataganas (2002: 294-299) predict an increase in policy stability based on an analysis of the core
before and after enlargement. The core expands, on the one hand because of the triple qualified
majority requirement in the Council according to the provisions of the Treaty of Nice, which is
clearly stricter than the former simple 62/87 voting rule. On the other hand Tsebelis and Yataganas
assume that the preferences of the Council members will become more heterogeneous. This
assumption is, however, not based on empirical data.
König and Bräuninger (2004) perform a similar analysis of the Council core based on preference
data for the field of agriculture. They also conclude that the danger of gridlock will increase after
enlargement because of an expanded ‘Nice core’ (2004: 15 ff). A simulation of the proposal of the
European Convention for a European Constitution, the so called ‘Laeken proposal’ yields a
considerable reduction of the core size. An application of the voting rules as decided by the
European Council for the draft European Constitution finally results in an increase of the size of the
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core, and hence of policy stability, roughly to the level before enlargement. Thus, if the European
Constitution (in the form of the Lisbon Treaty) comes into force as currently decided, it will,
according to König and Bräuninger (2004), solve the problem of increased policy stability through
enlargement and bring it down to the level of the EU-15 (see also Yataganas and Tsebelis, 2005). A
major shortcoming of the study is that it is limited to agricultural policy and its results can neither
be transferred to other policy areas in a straightforward way nor be generalized for the overall
impact of enlargement on policy stability.
In this chapter I will again use the size of the core and the size of the winset as the main concepts of
analysis. I refer to chapters 2 and 5 for an outline of the theoretical foundations of the two concepts.
Unlike in the previous chapter, the core and the winset will not be used to explain policy change
this time, but to predict it, since it is not yet possible to assess systematically the consequences of
enlargement and the application of the Nice Treaty from an ex post perspective (let alone the
application the Lisbon Treaty).
The main propositions used for the predictions are analogous to those tested in the previous chapter
(5):
Hypothesis 1: If the size of the core expands through enlargement, policy stability in the European
Union will increase.
The core is the set of points that cannot be changed for a given constellation of preferences and a
specific voting rule. If this area expands in proportion to a given conflict space policy change
becomes less likely.
Hypothesis 2: If the size of the winset expands through enlargement, policy stability in the
European Union will decrease.
The winset is the set of points for which there is some majority to change the given status quo. The
larger this potential for a policy change is, the lower is the risk of gridlock situations.

6.2.

Data and research design

The study by Dobbins (2003) leading to the generation of the EU-25 data set followed an
explorative approach to enlargement and entailing two methodological challenges. Firstly, a factor
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analysis was carried out to construct preference profiles for the EU-15 65 . For this purpose, issues
from the already used (see previous chapters) data set “Decision Making in the European Union”
were allocated to specific policy domains (e.g. agriculture, fisheries) and the underlying conflict
dimensions extracted according to their factor loadings. The factor analysis has the advantage that
latent conflict dimensions can be determined empirically on the basis of given preferences. The
result were preference data for four conflict lines: (1) abolishment/preservation of agricultural
subsidies, (2) consumer-friendly vs. producer-friendly regulation, (3) restrictions in fisheries and (4)
deregulation vs. interventionism in the common market. Since they represent only a part of the
policy areas where the EU has legislative powers Dobbins (2003: 34) decided to expand the scope
of analysis and gather data from secondary literature on policy positions for five further
supranational conflict lines: (5) foreign trade of industrial goods: free trade vs. protectionism, (6)
foreign trade of agricultural goods: free trade vs. protectionism, (7) justice and home affairs:
national sovereignty vs. more integration, (8) environmental policy: status quo vs. more regulation,
(9) social policy: labour vs. capital. Thus, in total preference profiles for nine policy dimensions
were created, which have been particularly conflict-ridden during accession negotiations and which
cover the most important policy areas with a community competence.
To assess the likely effects of enlargement from a policy-specific standpoint and draw up aggregate
preference estimates for the new members, 16 partially structured interviews with high-ranking EU
experts on enlargement and diplomatic representatives of the candidate states were conducted. In
order to ensure a maximum level of validity and to mitigate the danger of socially desirable
answers, at least two preference estimates for each variable were collected, i.e. the accession
country’s preference from the viewpoint of the EU negotiator as well as directly from a
representative of its diplomatic mission. The main task of the interviewees was to determine the
expected behaviour, i.e. policy position of the CEECs along the visually presented conflict
dimensions. For example, in foreign trade policy, 0 stands for the rejection of further trade
liberalization and maintenance of protectionist measures, whereas 100 symbolizes high-scale
market liberalization. Moreover, the experts were asked if the accession of the ten new members
was likely to bring any completely new conflict lines into the Union that were not represented in the
nine discussed policy fields. This question was aimed at determining if the conflict space
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established from preference data of the EU-15 is in principle appropriate to analyse European
politics after enlargement as well.
The data analysis comprises the calculation of the inter-institutional and the Council core and
winset for four sets of institutional rules: (1) the ‘old’ Council voting rule of 62 out of 87 votes for a
qualified majority as the base line, (2) the triple majority requirement codified in the Treaty of Nice,
i.e. a majority of member states and a proportion of 73.4 per cent 66 of votes according to the
decided new voting scheme 67 . On top of that, this majority must represent at least 62 per cent of the
Union’s population. These are the voting rules currently in force. (3) The proposal of the
Convention in its draft for a European Constitution, which simplifies the complicated QMV
procedure of the Nice Treaty by introducing a ‘double’ majority of a simple majority of member
states representing at least three-fifths of the EU population 68 . The draft constitutional treaty was
decided in June 2003. It will henceforth be called the ‘Laeken proposal’ after the European Council
held in Laeken in December 2001 where the Convention had been convoked. (4) The voting rules
of the Lisbon Treaty, which are – in the long run – identical to those of the prosed European
Constitution, as adopted at the Brussels summit in June 2004, which raised the thresholds of the
Laeken proposal by five per cent: A qualified majority is defined as including at least 55 per cent of
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The Declaration on the qualified majority threshold and the number of votes for a blocking minority in an enlarged

Union states: “Insofar as all the candidate countries listed in the Declaration on the enlargement of the European Union
have not yet acceded to the Union when the new vote weightings take effect (1 January 2005), the threshold for a
qualified majority will move, according to the pace of accessions, from a percentage below the current one to a
maximum of 73.4 per cent. When all the candidate countries mentioned above have acceded, the blocking minority, in a
Union of 27, will be raised to 91 votes, and the qualified majority threshold resulting from the table given in the
Declaration on enlargement of the European Union will be automatically adjusted accordingly.“ For the present analysis
the threshold of 73.4 per cent is used because it is the relevant one until the accession of Bulgaria and Romania. It
corresponds to a majority of 236 out of 321 votes.
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The new weights are: Germany (29), United Kingdom (29), France (29), Italy (29), Spain (27), Netherlands (13),

Greece (12), Belgium (12), Portugal (12), Sweden (10), Austria (10), Denmark (7), Finland (7), Ireland (7),
Luxembourg (4). The weights for the accession countries are: Poland (27), Romania (14), Czech Republic (12),
Hungary (12), Bulgaria (10), Slovakia (7), Lithuania (7), Latvia (4), Slovenia (4), Estonia (4), Cyprus (4), Malta (3).
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In cases where the Council is not acting on a proposal by the Commission or the Union Minister for Foreign Affairs,

a qualified majority consists of two thirds of the member states, representing at least three fifths of the population.
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the members of the Council, comprising at least fifteen of them 69 and enough member states to
represent at least 65 per cent of the population of the EU. This was a compromise worked out by the
Irish Presidency to accommodate concerns of a number of smaller member states against the
Laeken proposal. This system of a double majority has been untouched during the negotiations
about the Lisbon Treaty. Yet, its coming into force has been postponed, due to pressure from
Poland, to 2014, provided that the Treaty is ratified as planned.
The inter-institutional core is the bicameral core of the Council and the Parliament or the
Commission, depending on the dominant legislative procedure and voting rule for the respective
policy area, e.g. consultation for agricultural policy and cooperation for environmental policy. For
some areas the legislative procedure has changed with the Nice Treaty or will change with the
coming into force of the Lisbon Treaty, e.g. trade policy is decided under a special form of the
consultation procedure in the Nice Treaty and will be transferred to the ordinary legislative
procedure – which is equivalent to the co-decision procedure – under the Lisbon Treaty. The interinstitutional core that is analysed is adapted accordingly for the different institutional settings. An
account of the applied legislative procedures for the nine conflict lines across the four scenarios can
be found in Appendix D.
As I have shown in chapter 4, a significant proportion (around 40 per cent) of EU legislative
decisions entail two conflict dimensions. In order to analyse the impact of enlargement and the
institutional reforms of Nice and the Lisbon Treaty for two-dimensional conflict scenarios as well, I
subjected the nine one-dimensional supranational conflict lines to a factor analysis (section 6.4).
Two aggregate central European conflict dimensions were extracted and the cores and winsets for
the four scenarios were determined. The results of these calculations are presented and interpreted
in the following sections.
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The provision according to which a qualified majority must be supported by 55per cent of Member States, including

at least fifteen of them, requires clarification: in a Union of 25 Member States, 15 States represent 60 per cent of the
total. However, in a Union of more than 25 States, this provision has lost any importance: since the Union has enlarged
to 27 Member States in 2007, 55 per cent of the total number of States comprise mathematically at least 15 of them.
This provision has therefore been merely transitional.
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6.3.

Policy stability after enlargement and institutional reform: An analysis of
the core for nine European conflict lines

For the analysis of the impacts of enlargement and institutional reform that is presented in the
following, the emphasis is placed on the size of the Council core for two reasons. Firstly, the
Council has seen the most important institutional changes with enlargement and with the projected
reforms of the Lisbon Treaty as well. Secondly, because the policy positions of the Commission and
the Parliament in our data set might have changed after the European elections in 2004, whereas the
positions of the member states can be assumed to be relatively stable. Interesting results for the
respective inter-institutional cores are reported in footnotes. In contrast to the findings in chapter 5,
where the winset yielded far better results in explaining policy change than the core, in this chapter
the core will be used as the main predicting concept for empirical reasons. The Council winset is
non-empty for only nine out of the 36 ‘cases’ (9 conflict lines x 4 voting rule scenarios) and,
therefore, does not have enough variation for a meaningful overall prediction. The reason is that
both the core and the reference point are mostly centrally located on the nine one-dimensional
conflict scales, and if the reference point is located within the core, the winset is empty.
The size of the Council core for the nine conflict lines across the four ‘scenarios’ is reported in
Table 6.1. The two main implications of the results are quite straightforward and can be shown by
examining the values of the mean core size. The first point is that enlargement of the EU under the
Nice Treaty has increased policy stability and thereby the danger of gridlock situations. With the
Treaty of Nice, the threshold for qualified majority voting in the Council has been elevated to 73.4
per cent. When applying this new voting rule to the preferences of the enlarged Council including
the ten new members, the size of the core grows in seven out of nine policy areas.
The second important result is that this effect will be reversed when (and if) the decision rules of the
Lisbon Treaty come into force. For eight out of the nine examined conflict lines the size of the core
would be reduced and as a consequence the mean core size would shrink clearly below the level of
the EU-15. The chances to come to a decision in the enlarged Council under the Lisbon Treaty
would be higher than before enlargement and the risk of gridlock reduced. This is the joint effect of
two aspects of the decided reforms, first the introduction of a less strict voting rule in the Council
and the general application of qualified majority voting and progressive reduction of unanimity
requirements. This means that the Lisbon Treaty could finally fulfil what had already been the
proclaimed aim of the Treaties of Amsterdam and Nice: To make the Union fit for the challenges
posed by enlargement by making it more flexible and capable of acting.
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Table 6.1 Size of the Council of Ministers core for four sets of voting rules

Decision rules
Agricultural subsidies
Consumer policy
Fisheries policy
Internal market regulation
Trade policy – industrial goods
Trade policy – agricultural goods
Justice and home affairs
Environmental policy
Social policy
Mean

EU-15
44
64
31
55
100
33
100
58
91
63

Size of Council core 70
in % of conflict space
EU-25 (Nice)
EU-25 (Laeken
proposal for
Constitution)
49
40
68
63
35
9
56
54
100
100
58
33
16
40 (100) 71
28
8
100
100
47
59 (66) 72

EU-25 (Lisbon Treaty)
43
66
16
54
100
33
34
14
100
51

These conclusions would even be truer if the ‘Laeken proposal’ for a draft Constitution made be the
European Convention had found the consent of the member states in 2004. When applying the even
lower thresholds for majority decisions (a simple majority of member states representing 60 per
cent of the Union’s population), the Council core is again smaller for five out of nine conflict lines.
The Convention was thus even closer to fulfilling of the proclaimed aim to make the EU more
capable of action.
Another import finding contained in the presented results concerns the powers of the supranational
actors, European Commission and European Court of Justice: Both have gained power through
enlargement, because the Council core has expanded (see also Tsebelis and Yataganas, 2002: 300303). As long as the Commission stays within the limits set by the Council core when executing and
interpreting decisions made by the Council, it does not have to be afraid of being overruled by a
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The mean size of the inter-institutional core for the nine conflict lines is 70 per cent for the EU-15, 72 per cent for the

enlarged under Nice and 65 per cent for the decision rules of the Lisbon Treaty (61 per cent for the Laeken proposal).
These results confirm the main effects of enlargement and institutional reform: policy stability has increased with
enlargement and the application of the Nice Treaty reforms. The coming into force of the Lisbon Treaty would reverse
this trend and reduce the danger of gridlock in the EU. This would be even more so the case, if the Laeken proposal for
the Lisbon Treaty had been accepted by the member states in 2004.
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The surprising small values for the core size of the conflict line justice and home affairs since enlargement are due to

the fact that the unanimity requirement has basically been abolished with the Treaty of Nice. Without this introduction
of qualified majority voting, the size of the Council core would still be 100 per cent of the conflict space.
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Without the change of the decision rule for justice and home affairs (see footnote above), the mean size of the

Council core would have increased to 66 per cent with the application of the Nice decision rules.
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new decision of the latter. The discretion of the Commission as a bureaucratic actor grows with the
size of the Council core. The same is true for the power of the ECJ when interpreting European
legislation. If a judgement is still located within the Council core, the ECJ will not be confronted
with a revising Council decision as a reaction to an extreme judgement.
Similarly, Commission and ECJ will lose discretion when (and if) the Lisbon Treaty comes into
force. The much more flexible Council will more easily correct decisions of the former as its
smaller core indicates, because it will be less difficult to find new majorities. All these empirical
findings are in line with those of Yataganas and Tsebelis (2005) who calculate a priori decision
frequencies under the decision rules of the pre-Nice EU, the Nice Treaty, the Convention proposal
for a Constitution and the final Lisbon Treaty.
As already mentioned, the size of the Council winset is a less sound indicator for this data set,
because its variance is limited. Only for the conflict line ‘internal market regulation’ is there a nonempty winset for all four sets of voting rules. The winset of the conflict line ‘justice and home
affairs’ follows an interesting pattern. The winset is empty for the EU-15, where decisions generally
required unanimity. In the Nice Treaty QMV was mostly introduced and as a consequence the
winset expands to 22 per cent of the conflict space. The winset for the voting rules of the Laeken
proposal further grows to 67 per cent and shrinks again with the Lisbon Treaty rules to (still!) 34
per cent. This implies that there will be increasing room for more integration in areas as
immigration and terrorism prevention.
6.3.1. Illustration of the results for two important European conflict lines

In this subsection, the general results shown in Table 6.1 will be illustrated for the conflict lines
agricultural subsidies and environmental policy, including more detailed discussions of the
conclusions that can be drawn from the constellation of actor preferences combined with the
different voting rules.

Agricultural Subsidies
Past enlargements have already profoundly altered the precarious balance between those states for
which agriculture still plays a substantial economic role and those states with an agricultural sector
in decline. It is safe to say that southern enlargement tipped the equilibrium towards higher
agriculture expenditure, while northern enlargement in 1995 brought Sweden – a vehement motor
for reform– as well as moderate Austria and Finland onto the playing field (Dobbins, 2003: 39).
Agriculture has been a highly sensitive area in the enlargement process, provoking disagreements
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on along several dimensions. Since the number of people who fall under the existing support
schemes has been severely augmented, the shadow of enlargement has sparked a multi-faceted
debate on the raison d’être of the CAP (Sharman, 2003: 2).
An examination of Figure 6.1 shows that in the ‘old’ EU-15, the widely discussed north-south
conflict dominated the preference constellation. The ten new members are mostly at least
moderately in favour of the maintenance of agricultural subsidies, plus Poland with an extremely
interventionist position. Only the richer and more trade-oriented accession countries Malta, Czech
Republic and Slovakia are for a reduction of payments. The European Parliament and Commission
are also moderately for such a reduction. From this superficial assessment one can conclude,
already, that the heterogenization of agricultural preferences, practices and traditions will aggravate
the (formerly relaxed) tensions between net-payers and net-beneficiaries and intensify struggles
between burden and benefit sharing, especially in the agrarian sector.
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Figure 6.1 Policy positions and Council cores on agricultural policy in the EU-15 and EU-25

A more thorough analysis can be carried out by comparing the size of the respective Council core
before and after enlargement. They follow a rather ‘typical’ pattern (see section 6.3): The core of
the EU-15 covers 44 per cent of the conflict space, which indicates an already relatively gridlocked
Council. This is all the more so, as the status quo is located within the (and all other) core(s), which
causes the winset to be empty. Moreover, the positions of the Commission and the Parliament lie in
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the Council core. These actors are hence unable to initiate reforms by using their agenda setting
power. The location of the Council core centre changes only marginally across the four scenarios,
which indicates that there is no one sided reinforcement of one of the extreme positions of the
conflict scale.
With enlargement and the application of the voting rules of the Nice Treaty the Council core clearly
expands by five percentage points to 49 per cent. The described gridlocked situation is consequently
aggravated and a reform of the CAP regarding the level of subsidies seems even less likely than
before. The coming into force of the Lisbon Treaty would change the situation. The Council core
would shrink again to 43 per cent of the conflict space. This implies a danger of gridlock equivalent
to that of the old EU-15. An agreement about the Laeken proposal of the Convention, however,
would have gone noticeably further in reducing the core size (to 40 per cent) and thereby the
probability of decision blockades. Yet even then, the constellation in which the ideal points of the
Commission and the EP and the status quo are located within the core does not change. Hence, the
winset remains empty and there is always some blocking minority against a reform in whatever
direction. Thus, as long as the question of the level of agricultural subsidies is decided separately,
no major reform can be expected in the near future. The following section (6.4) discusses the extent
to which this conclusion holds when two conflict dimensions are decided on simultaneously. This
analysis of the agricultural policy after enlargement is in line with that of König and Bräuninger
(2004: 15-17), as well as the conclusion that enlargement without an appropriate institutional
reform is highly problematic.
The described conflict constellation after enlargement is caused by underlying differences of the
economic structure of old and new member states. In some of the new eastern European members,
the agricultural sector is much more important, both in terms of the employed workforce and the
proportion of the domestic product. In Poland for example, which is the most prominent and
extreme defender of subsidies, an equal number of people are employed in agriculture as in
industry, whereas in the EU-15 these figures are 5 per cent (agriculture) and 80 per cent (industry
and services) respectively (Eurostat, 2002). However, institutional and organizational factors may
even be more significant than the size of the sector. Despite internal divisions, the Polish (and to a
lesser extent the Hungarian) agricultural sector has the advantage of being politically bolstered by
several political parties (Sharman, 2003: 15). Thanks to their size and organizational capacity,
Polish agricultural interests have been effective in anchoring themselves in the political landscape.
Influential populist parties such as PSL (Polskie Stronnictwo Ludowe – Polish People’s Party) and
Samoobrona (Self-Defence) have been successful in reducing the domestic EU debate to the
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agricultural dimension, making agriculture almost inseparable from the Polish national interest (see
also Kopecký and Mudde, 2002). As for the future legislative game, this preference constellation
will sharpen the divide between industrial and agricultural economies. In the past, though, more
wealthy states have been able to buy the support of the poorer agricultural states by securing them
access to cohesion funds (see Allen, 1996; Carruba, 1997). National governments have dictated the
pace of integration through the strategic allocation of subsidies - a tactic that has facilitated historymaking decisions leading to the Single European Act and the Maastricht Treaty (Allen, 1996: 220).
However, enlargement has probably polarized the industrial-agrarian or rich-poor divide, limiting
the feasibility of this policy making mode.
A final prediction can be made about the Commission’s position: Should it further pursue its
strategy of gradually reducing direct payments, it will be confronted with much greater resistance
than in the past, as the group of subsidy dependent states account for about 60 per cent of Council
votes and more than half of the population. The given constellation also poses a predicament in that
the CEECs and the South will presumably be legislative allies on agricultural matters, but staunch
opponents in regard to the allocation of the funds that they collectively seek to maintain (Dobbins,
2003: 44).

Environmental policy
Decision making in environmental policy was and is expected to become more difficult after
enlargement, because the new member countries generally have fewer and lower environmental
standards and they are poorer than the old members. As economic wealth and the importance of
ecological questions usually correlate, the new members can be expected to be against any
(expensive) environmental measures.
The preference constellation depicted in Figure 6.2 shows exactly this pattern, a pattern that differs
greatly from the one found for the agricultural policy. The EU-15 was already quite divided on
environmental matters, again basically following a north-south conflict. Fearing that too strict
regulations would hamper industrial production, Spain, Italy, Great Britain and Portugal favour
more relaxed common standards. In particular the Netherlands, Germany and the Nordic states have
advocated stringent legislation which many southern European states have been unable to adopt.
The EP also traditionally supports the introduction of new environmental measures (see Tsebelis,
1994; Holzinger, 1995). Greece, Ireland, Belgium and France together with the Commission can
generally be regarded as “fence-sitters”, sometimes supporting and other times rejecting such
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legislation. An even more severe gap exists between the western and eastern parts of the continent
in terms of the level and quality of environmental protection (Dobbins, 2003: 48). The new
members are unanimously against new or stricter standards and the overall level of disagreement
has risen through the new extreme positions of Poland, Malta and Slovakia. Thus, the data point to
the reluctance on the part of the CEECs to tolerate further environmental measures on the EU or
national level and a preference for the greater flexibility in product standards
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Figure 6.2 Policy positions and Council cores on environmental policy in the EU-15 and EU-25

A comparison of the respective sizes of the Council core mirrors these preliminary observations.
The core of the EU-15 covered more than half (58 per cent) of the conflict space. After
enlargement, the core size shrinks to only 28 per cent, because the pro-environmental group of
northern countries (position 100) does not constitute a blocking majority anymore. The core centre
moves substantially to the left (= no new standards) as a consequence. After the introduction of the
voting rules of the Lisbon Treaty, the Council core would be reduced even further to 17 per cent of
the conflict space. Once again, the achieved reduction in core size would have been even more
extreme with an application of the Laeken proposal. The corresponding Council core covers only 8
per cent of the conflict line. For this scenario, even a small winset exists which creates a potential
for higher standards, whereas the winset remains empty for all the other scenarios because the
reference point is located within the core.
On the one hand, the gridlock danger is clearly reduced with these dramatically decreasing core
sizes. On the other hand, there is obviously a strong polarization of interests around the two extreme
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positions. The strong coalition of environmentally friendly northern member states and the
traditionally progressive EP can prevent any legislative rollback, in particular as long as co-decision
is used as legislative procedure. In this case the EP is the institutional veto player, even if the
member states of this coalition are too weak to put up a blocking minority in terms of votes and
population share. In the other extreme case, the new member states together with the reluctant
southern members can block the introduction of any new measures. However, the reduced core
opens up the possibility for agenda setting of the EP. In the past, it has frequently been a motor for
new environmental standards going even beyond all existing national levels by using its powers as a
(conditional) agenda setter (see Tsebelis, 1994; Hubschmid and Moser, 1997). The central argument
of the EP and its allies against production flexibility is that it would create an uneven playing field
and give eastern producers a competitive advantage over those who truly adhere to more rigid
standards (Sedelmeier, 2002: 640).
In addition, I can only speculate whether the new member states will gradually take more
progressive positions in the future as their growing economies develop increasingly. With a rising
standard of living environmental concerns can become more important in these countries, too. The
extreme positions against new standards are at least partly a consequence of the enormous efforts
the accession countries had to make to implement the acquis communautaire of existing common
standards.
Another possibility for progress in the common environmental policy might be issue linkages with
other policy areas. The analysis so far only applies as long as environmental standards are decided
on separately. If an issue concerning a new standard was decided simultaneously with some issue of
allocation of subsidies, the environmentally progressive and rich northern countries might ‘buy out’
their more reluctant southern and eastern counterparts.

6.4.

The two-dimensional conflict space of the enlarged EU

In the previous section (6.3) we have seen that the analysis of the impacts of enlargement and the
Lisbon Treaty for two-dimensional conflict spaces could yield different results from those of the
uni-dimensional conflict lines presented so far. Furthermore, the analysis of dimensionality in
chapter 4 has shown that roughly 40 per cent of all legislative decisions have two conflict
dimensions. For these reasons, it is interesting to find out whether a two- or higher dimensional
conflict space can be identified for the enlarged EU and how the danger of gridlock develops after
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enlargement and the (possibly) coming institutional reforms of the Lisbon Treaty. This can again be
done by a comparison of the sizes of the core and winset change across the analysed four sets of
voting rules.

The two central conflict dimensions in the enlarged Union
In order to identify potentially more abstract conflict dimensions and their substantial interpretation,
a factor analysis was performed on the basis of the nine uni-dimensional conflict scales. The results
are presented in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2 a) Factor analysis of 9 conflict lines of the enlarged EU
Factor
1
2
3
…

Eigenvalue
4.0
1.5
0.73

Proportion of explained
variance
64 %
24 %
11 %

Cumulative explained
variance
64 %
88 %
100 %

Table 6.2 b) Factor loadings of 9 conflict lines on two central conflict dimensions
Variable
Agricultural subsidies
Consumer protection
Fisheries policy
Internal market regulation
Trade policy – industrial goods
Trade policy – agricultural goods
Justice and home affairs
Environmental policy
Social policy

Dimension 1: degree of market
intervention
- 0.65
0.27
0.53
- 0.30
0.80
0.57
-0.59
-0.07
0.04

Dimension 2: regulation level
-0.41
0.79
-0.01
-0.61
0.00
0.29
0.61
0.97
0.71

The main finding of the results in Table 6.2 a) is quite straightforward. The conflict space of the
enlarged EU basically consists of two dimensions, which account for 88 per cent of the variation in
the used data set. The first conflict dimension alone accounts already for 64 per cent and has an
extremely large Eigenvalue of 4.0. Also the second dimension must clearly be retained with an
Eigenvalue of 1.5 and a proportion of explained variance of another 24 per cent 73 . A retained third
conflict dimension would still add 12 per cent of the original variance, its Eigenvalue is, however,
quite low (0.73). In short, an analysis of the political conflict space of the enlarged EU using two
dimensions is a rather accurate representation.
Going beyond this rather technical interpretation of the data set, an important question to ask is how

73

For an explanation of the interpretation of a factor analysis see chapter 4, section 4.3.
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the two identified conflict dimensions can be interpreted in terms of their substance. This can be
done by examining the factor loadings of the nine original conflict dimensions, representing
different policy areas, on the two dimensions (see Table 6.2 b)). The first dimension has the highest
factor loadings from the variables for agricultural subsidies, trade policy, justice and home affairs
and fisheries policy. With the exception of justice and home affairs, this combination of variables
sketches a quite consistent picture insofar as all these variables deal with questions of market
intervention through subsidy schemes or protectionist measures. The conflict dimension is,
therefore, labelled “degree of market intervention”. On this conflict scale actors who want a high
level of market intervention by protecting specific economic sectors through subsidies, guaranteed
minimum prices, tariffs or import quotas are opposed to those preferring to let market mechanisms
function independently of state interventions, i.e. a liberal economic policy.
The pattern of factor loadings for the second dimension is similarly consistent and plausible. The
highest loadings are obtained for the variables environmental policy, consumer protection, social
policy and internal market regulation. The ensuing label for this abstract conflict line is “preferred
regulation level”, because all the four original variables basically deal with questions of regulation,
i.e. the level of common standards for environmental, consumer or worker protection or of common
product or production standards.
How the member states and supranational actors are positioned in this still abstract two-dimensional
conflict space of the Union is shown in Figure 6.3. On the market intervention dimension it is not
surprising to find Great Britain as the most extreme actor for a liberal economic policy. The other
extreme of the scale is occupied by the traditionally rather interventionist southern European states,
France and Poland. The conflict about the appropriate level of common regulatory standards is,
again, characterised by a clear north-south divide. The northern member states, except the UK and
Ireland, allied with the EP favour high common environmental, consumer protection and other
standards, whereas the new member states and southern Europe are much less enthusiastic in this
respect. The accession of the new members has obviously increased the level of disagreement
among the member states in these areas, since almost all of them are located below the formerly less
regulationist member Spain. The Commission takes a moderate position near the status quo on both
dimensions. In a simultaneous examination of the actors positions on both conflict dimensions three
groups of actors can be discerned, the North, the South and the East. The northern member states
agree in their preference for a high level of common regulation and they all favour a moderately
liberal economic policy. The South plus Poland is virtually unanimously for low regulation levels
and a high degree of market intervention.
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Figure 6.3 Policy positions in the two-dimensional conflict space of the EU-25

The third group, the new member states, is a bit more heterogeneous with regard to market
intervention vs. liberalism but equally reluctant to agree on high common regulation standards, just
like the Mediterranean states. Two well-known outsider positions attract special attention, the UK
with its extremely liberal policy preference and Poland with its sometimes stubborn interventionist
and anti-regulationist position. These results confirm the propositions made by Kerremans (1998)
who predicts, without any empirical analysis, that enlargement will transform the old predominant
north-south cleavage into a north-south-east division.
The main impact of enlargement after examining this two-dimensional conflict space seems to be
that conflicts over questions of common regulation will be exacerbated. Here the new members
form a quite homogenous group and they have more extreme preferences compared to the EU-15.
However, it can again be speculated whether these preferences against more regulation are, at least
partly, a consequence of the enormous efforts the accession countries had to make to implement the
acquis communautaire, and are hence not permanent.
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Gridlock danger in the two-dimensional conflict space of the enlarged EU
How will thus the danger of gridlock in the enlarged EU develop in view of the described
preference constellation in two central policy dimensions? Again, I analyse the size and the location
of the cores and winsets of the different voting rule settings to answer this question. The four
Council cores are shown in Figure 6.4. They are the most interesting indicator since the positions of
the EP and the Commission, which determine the respective inter-institutional cores, are assumed to
remain basically unchanged. The core of the EU-15 is a small band between the two groups of
northern and southern member states and covers only 2 per cent of the conflict space.
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Figure 6.4 Council cores for four institutional settings in the two-dimensional conflict space of the EU-25

This indicates a rather small danger of gridlock. After enlargement and with the coming into force
of the triple majority requirement of the Nice Treaty provisions the Council core greatly expands to
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5 per cent of the conflict space. This expansion goes along with a remarkable shift towards the
positions of the southern and eastern members. As a consequence, policy stability increases
substantially, a finding that is also in line with the results of the nine single policy areas in section
6.3.The chance of shifting the status quo in either direction is much smaller since enlargement and
as long as the Nice Treaty rules are applied. The Council core that would have resulted if the
Laeken proposal had gained acceptance in the making of the European Constitution cannot be found
in Figure 6.4 for a simple reason: it does not exist! The proposed voting rule (a majority of member
states representing at least three fifths of the Union’s population) is so flexible that the halfspaces
defined by the q-dividers that are dominated by some majority coalition overlap (for an explanation
of the technical details see chapter 2.1.3). This means that there exists no point that cannot be
overruled by some majority coalition. Hence, the Laeken proposal is the opposite extreme to the
Nice Treaty: It is extremely easy to change a status quo decided in the past, but there is now the risk
of decision cycles (see e.g. McKelvey, 1976; 1979 and chapter 2), i.e. endless sequences of
decisions that overrule one another.
The core resulting from the voting rules provided for in the Lisbon Treaty appears as the ‘golden
middle’ (see also Yataganas and Tsebelis, 2005). It covers one per cent of the conflict space and
thereby allows for much more flexibility and dynamism than the voting rules of Nice or the EU-15.
But it guarantees a minimum of stability by ruling out the possibility of decision cycles. The Lisbon
Treaty core is located very close to the Mediterranean member states. It is surprisingly larger for the
EU-25 (including the 15 member states rule, see footnote 69) than for a still further enlarged EU
where the 15 member states provision has no effect any more.
The change of location of the core can also be used as an indicator for the political preferences that
are reinforced by an institutional reform and for the likely shift of future decision outcomes. The
shift of the centre of the Council core from the EU-15 to the EU-25 under Nice to the bottom of
Figure 6.4 implies a likely policy change against new common regulation measures. It also moves a
bit to the left, which means a slight tendency towards more market intervention. Therefore, one can
argue that the southern and the new member states have profited most from enlargement. The centre
of the Lisbon Treaty Council core lies again below and left of the Nice core centre. Therefore, a
likely consequence of the reformed voting rules of the Lisbon Treaty would be still another shift
towards more market interventionist and less progressive regulationist policies. And once more, the
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South is the winner of the constitutional reforms, at least in terms of legislative politics 74 . However,
an important argument against any such legislative rollback is again the counterweight of the
supranational actors Commission and Parliament. The Commission has both a more liberal
economic and more regulation-friendly position. Thus it can use its powers as agenda setter and
executing bureaucracy to curb potential legislative initiatives in this direction, especially when
allied with the EP. As far as consultation is still used, it can even block alone such ‘regressing’
policy change. The European Parliament will be particularly vigilant to prevent legislation reducing
common regulatory standards, because it has a very progressive position on this dimension, e.g. in
matters of environmental standards or consumer protection. When co-decision is used, which is
increasingly becoming the standard legislative procedure, the EP functions even as a veto player
whose agreement is necessary for a decision. Of course, these predictions are based on the
assumption that the positions the two supranational actors have remained stable. It cannot be ruled
out that they have moved in the direction of the new member states after the European elections in
2004 and the following appointment of the Barroso Commission. However, in the past both
institutions have traditionally been much more integrationist and in favour of common regulation
than both the Union’s citizens and the member states governments. A dramatic change of this
pattern, therefore, seems unlikely.
In contrast to the one-dimensional conflict lines analysed in the previous section it is possible and
interesting to analyse the sizes and locations of the Council winset of our five sets of voting rules
(see Figure 6.5). The winset of the EU-15 has a size of 9 per cent. It decreases dramatically to less
than one per cent after enlargement under the Nice Treaty. The Laeken proposal turns out to be a
very flexible rule with a winset size of 17 per cent of the conflict space. Henceforth, the pattern is
analogous to that of the core size, i.e. that the Nice Treaty provisions substantially reduced the room
for manoeuvre for policy change whereas the Laeken proposal would have created a very dynamic
Union with a very low gridlock danger. The winset of the Council under the Lisbon Treaty finally
would have a very small size of one per cent, which is surprising in light of the previous results.
However, if the voting rule requiring at least 15 member states for a qualified majority were
ignored, the winset would have a size of 34 per cent! This little provision can obviously have a
dramatic effect on specific preference constellations.

74

See the following chapter (7) for a more detailed and thorough analysis of legislative losers and winners in the old

and the enlarged EU.
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Figure 6.5 Council winsets for five institutional settings in the two-dimensional conflict space of the EU-25

But another conclusion that be drawn from this finding is that after the next enlargement, Bulgaria
and Romania in 2007, when the 15 member state clause mathematically has no more effect on the
number of possible coalitions resulting from the general rules of 55 per cent of the Council
members and 65 per cent of the population, gridlock danger will again be reduced.
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6.5.

Likely effects of future enlargements: An outlook to the (possible)
accession of Romania, Bulgaria, Turkey and the western Balkans

Before the conclusion I want to give a short outlook on the likely effects of further enlargements of
the EU. The eastern enlargement of 2004 has been accomplished and Romania and Bulgaria have
become members in January 2007. But several other countries are already knocking on the Union’s
door. Accession negotiations are under way with Turkey and Croatia, Macedonia has official
candidate status and a so called Stabilisation and Association Agreement (SAA) has been signed
with Albania in 2006 and Serbia in April 2008. The EU is as well currently negotiating SAAs with
the other Balkan countries Bosnia and Herzegovina and Montenegro. The EU relations with all
Balkan states were moved from the "External Relations" to the "Enlargement" policy segment.
These states currently are not recognized as candidate countries, but only as "potential candidate
countries" (European Commission, 2006a).
Since there are no appropriate preference data, which would be compatible with the EU-25 data set,
available for these countries I have instead recourse to some structural indicators shown in Table
6.3. The following reflections have rather a character of ‘fact supported’ speculation than of
scientific predictions.
The process leading to the accession of these states will be much more complex and prolonged than
the previous enlargements including the accession of Romania and Bulgaria. The speed and timing
of future enlargements depends on many variables. First, the (potential) candidate countries will
have to fulfil the so called Copenhagen criteria which include stability of institutions, democracy
and respect of human rights, having a functioning and competitive market economy and adopting
the 80.000 pages strong acquis communautaire, i.e. the complete existing European legislation.
This is a difficult task for these countries, given that they are still relatively poor and undeveloped
compared to the EU average, except maybe Croatia. A large amount of administrative and
economic reforms is necessary in these countries to make them ready for accession (European
Commission, 2006b). Second, the readiness of the current members needs increasingly to be taken
into account. A growing ‘enlargement fatigue’ can be observed since the eastern enlargement of
2004. Many European citizens seem to fear that further too fast and far-reaching enlargement
rounds might overstretch the Union’s capacity to integrate new members and as well overstretch its
budget if the new, relatively poor, members get the same rights for funding from the Common
agricultural policy and the structural funds. These fears are also widely regarded as reasons for the
negative referendums about the Constitutional Treaty in the Netherlands and France in 2005
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(Financial Times Deutschland, 2006). Another important aspect regarding the EU’s readiness is the
growing need for institutional reform, given the fact that the ratification process of the Lisbon
Treaty is still not completed.
Table 6.3 Selected structural indicators of accession and candidate countries
Accession or
candidate
country

Population
(million)

GDP in
2005
(million USD)

GDP per capita
2005 (USD)

Romania
22
98.566
Bulgaria
8
26.719
Croatia
4
37.553
Turkey
73
362.461
Macedonia
2
5.018
Albania
4
8.352
European Union
464
13.310.000
Sources: CIA World Factbook, International Monetary Fund

4.539
3.459
8.675
5.062
2.810
2.673
32.900

Share of
workforce
employed in
agricultural
sector (in %)
32
11
3
36
24
58
4

Share of GDP of
agricultural
sector (in %)
10
9
7
12
12
23
2

Even the European Commission has stated in an enlargement strategy report in November 2006 that
before further enlargements “a institutional settlement should have been reached”. The report
introduces the term ‘integration capacity’ of the Union as a new entry hurdle and announces that it
will take the budgetary implications of enlargement more into account, particularly in agricultural
and cohesion policy areas (European Commission, 2006a; EurActiv, 2006).
It was previously the norm for enlargements to take place in 'waves' of multiple entrants joining the
Union at once. However, EC members and EU ministers have warned that, following the significant
impact of the enlargement in 2004, a more individual approach will be adopted in future, although
the entry of pairs or small groups of countries may yet coincide. Croatia may be expected to join
first, possibly around 2010, with Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Republic of Macedonia,
Montenegro, Serbia, and Turkey following, either together or in smaller groups.
Thus, what are the likely effects of an accession of these countries on European legislative politics?
The new members Romania and Bulgaria will probably align themselves with the less industrialised
of the ten new member states, such as the Baltic states in the lower left hand segment of Figure 6.3.
This means I expect them to be hesitant regarding new regulation (for stricter environmental,
consumer or social protection) and moderate regarding market liberalisation. In view of the weight
of their agricultural sector, both in terms of GDP share and employment, they will probably vote for
the maintenance of agricultural subsidies and thereby form a coalition with the southern members
including France and Poland (Noutcheva, 2006). Any reform of the Common agricultural policy,
also as a contribution to the Doha round negotiations in the framework of the WTO, is likely to
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become more difficult.
Bulgaria and Romania have had to make great efforts during their accession process, both in terms
of political and administrative reforms as well as investment, to adopt the acquis communautaire in
areas such as environment, food security, etc., which is another reason to expect a rather hesitant
attitude regarding any new and stricter regulations. One the market intervention dimension they will
probably take a moderate position. On the one hand they have a long tradition of state intervention
stemming from their past as communist states. On the other hand Bulgaria and Romania have, like
their northern EU neighbours, succeeded in boosting growth by implementing far-reaching liberal
economic reforms, which have transformed them into market economies (Dimitrova, 2003).
An accession of Croatia would probably have minor effects on EU legislative politics, because it is
a small and already relatively rich country (roughly at the same level of per capita income as the
EU-10 countries) with a quite developed economy and a small agricultural sector. European
politicians are already speculating about a possible exception for Croatia from the current official
position that no new members can be let in before an institutional reform, i.e. a solution to the
constitutional stalemate: some MEPs are proposing small "technical changes" in the Nice treaty –
which is limited to 27 member states - or just a relevant article inscribed in the country's accession
treaty (EUobserver, 2006a). Croatia would probably take a position similar to that of Slovenia and
the Baltic states in the two-dimensional conflict space in Figure 6.3, possibly even more progressive
on the interventionism scale.
The same reasoning applies basically to an accession of Macedonia and Albania insofar as they are
very small countries. A far-reaching economic and political reform process would be a precondition
to their accession, therefore the large weight of their agricultural sectors and their low per capita
income are likely to converge at least towards the poorer EU members by that time. Yet, it cannot
be precluded that in the area of agricultural and cohesion policy the accession of Bulgaria,
Romania, Albania and Macedonia together could increase pressure for a reform of these policies or,
by default, for an increase in their budget sizes (European Commission, 2006a). I expect that
Macedonia and Albania would take rather interventionist, protectionist and anti-regulationist
positions in the EU’s legislative game.
The impacts of an EU enlargement to Turkey would be of a different magnitude in several respects.
In terms of population, area and – to a lesser extend – economic weight an accession of Turkey
would be equivalent to the eastern enlargement of 2004 (European Commission, 2004b). With its
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population of 73 million people Turkey would have a larger voting weight than the UK, France or
Italy and almost as large as Germany under the voting scheme laid down in the Lisbon Treaty.
Turkey would as the other candidate countries probably vote in favour of the maintenance of
agricultural and cohesion fund subsidies to support its important agricultural sector and to fulfil its
great need for infrastructural development and for an adjustment of the extreme disparities between
the rich coast regions and the poor and underdeveloped eastern regions. In the debate about the
accession negotiations of Turkey a number of other aspects are mentioned, such as the issue of
Turkey being an Islamic country, the challenges for European foreign policy resulting from having
external borders with the conflict regions in the Middle East and the Caucasus, and the general
strategic aspects of integrating a moderate Islamic country (Font, 2005). These issues are beyond
the scope of analysis of this chapter. Yet, it cannot be precluded that also in EU legislative politics
an additional conflict dimension about religious issues could emerge as a consequence of an
accession of Islamic Turkey.
One of the conclusions from the analysis of the eastern enlargement of 2004 in this chapter can be
transferred to future enlargements. Whether future enlargements will have important impacts on the
EU’s legislative decision making processes in terms of gridlock danger and capacity for reform
depends on both the preferences of the new member states and the reform of the institutions framing
legislative decisions. If the ideal points of new members are located within the core of the existing
members, at a similar distance form the status quo, and along the same conflict lines there will be
no impact on gridlock danger and potential for policy change. If they have, however, more extreme
preferences, close to or on the other side of the status quo, or along additional conflict lines their
accession can bring about more frequent gridlock situations because of an expanded core and less
room for reform resulting from a smaller winset. A maintenance of the strict majority requirements
of the Nice Treaty, i.e. a proportional increase of the number Council of votes and of the voting
threshold, would exacerbate such risks whereas the more flexible formula of a 55 per cent majority
of member states plus 65 per cent of the Union’s population provided for in the Lisbon Treaty
would be potentially neutral regarding the number of member states it is applied to.

6.6.

Conclusion

The main finding of this chapter is that policy stability will increase through eastern enlargement,
because the Council core generally expands (see also Tsebelis and Yataganas, 2002). This is a
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consequence of both an increased heterogeneity of the members’ preferences and the application of
the Nice Treaty’s voting rules in the Council. However, these general statements can and must be
elaborated and a simplifying prediction that enlargement will make the EU completely gridlocked
and incapable of acting would not be true. I have found important differences between the central
policy areas of the Union. In some areas, such as trade policy for agricultural goods and social
policy, policy stability increases substantially, in others only marginally, e.g. consumer policy,
agricultural subsidies or fisheries. In still other areas, nothing will change at all, e.g. trade policy for
industrial goods, and in environmental policy and questions of justice and home affairs the danger
of gridlock even decreases. Similarly, it cannot generally be said that the new member states have
more extreme or ‘different kinds’ of preferences than the old members. In fact, this is the case for
six out of the nine analysed European conflict lines, and even in these cases mostly only one or two
new members have preferences outside the range of that of the old members.
The second important finding of the presented analysis is that the institutional reforms decided in
the Treaty of Nice are not at all an appropriate solution for the challenges the enlarged EU faces
(see also König and Bräuninger, 2004) as had been the proclaimed aim of the intergovernmental
conference. On the contrary, the stipulated voting rules exacerbate the problem of gridlock in the
Council through their tightening up of the voting threshold to 73 per cent and the introduction of the
triple majority requirement.
If the institutional rules decided in the Treaty of Lisbon are applied, a very different picture results.
Policy stability will decrease substantially – and sometimes even dramatically – in most areas of
European legislative politics. Only two out of nine areas maintain the same level of policy stability.
It is therefore save to say that the Lisbon Treaty would finally hold what the Nice Treaty has
promised: To prepare the EU for the challenges posed by enlargement and guarantee its capability
of acting. The ‘Laeken proposal’ made by the European Convention in July 2003 was even more
far-reaching in that it provided for a double qualified majority requirement with still lower
thresholds than in the failed Constitution or the Lisbon Treaty. This would have implied a
substantially lower level of policy stability; the Union would have become even more flexible and
dynamic. However, he other side of the coin would have been a risk of cyclical decisions in two and
more dimensional conflict spaces, because the Laeken rules cannot guarantee the existence of a core
for any constellation of heterogeneous preferences.
Two central conflict dimensions can be identified for European legislative politics after
enlargement. The first and most important conflict is about the extent to which the EU should
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intervene in the common market through subsidies and protectionist measures; the second is about
the level of common regulations in areas like consumer protection or environmental standards. A
comparison to the conflict dimensions in the EU-15 (chapter 4) shows that the substance of
conflicts has only slightly changed. In the EU-15 as in the enlarged EU the predominant dimension
was a left-right divide about the degree and kind of market intervention, while the second important
conflict was about the level of integration. The latter seems to have lost in importance since
enlargement in favour of issues of the level of common regulations such as in the fields of
consumer and environmental protection. An analysis of the size of the Council core in the twodimensional space of the enlarged EU confirms the one-dimensional results. Policy stability has
increased with enlargement and the Nice Treaty and it would decrease with the coming into force of
the Lisbon Treaty. The distribution of preferences shows that the former north-south conflict in the
EU has been transformed to a north-south-east division, since three groups of members with
relatively homogeneous preferences can be discerned (see also Kerremans, 1998). Another effect of
enlargement is a shift of the Council core towards the eastern and southern member countries, i.e. a
shift towards more market intervention and less strict common regulations. From this point of view
the Mediterranean states and the new members are clearly the main winners of both enlargement
and the Lisbon Treaty. The trend of a shift of the core towards the eastern and southern members
would probably continue with further enlargements (including the accession of Bulgaria and
Romania in 2007) to the current candidate countries Croatia, Macedonia and Turkey plus the
potential candidate country Albania. Yet, I could not base their preferences on comparable
interview data as for the states of the EU-25 but only on structural indicators such as per capita
income and economic weight of the agricultural sector. These point to relatively interventionist, i.e.
pro-subsidy and protectionist, and anti-regulationist positions.
It is therefore valid to ask if there is a danger of an interventionist and anti-regulatory legislative
rollback in Europe. Looking merely at the Council of Ministers, the answer is certainly yes.
However, the supranational actors, the European Parliament, the Commission and the European
Court of Justice should not be forgotten as they have important powers as agenda setters, veto
players – depending on the applied legislative procedure – and executive and judicial powers.
Firstly, the EP and the Commission have more progressive positions on the two main conflict
dimensions, the Parliament especially in matters of regulatory standards and the Commission in
matters of liberal economic policy. When the two act as an alliance, they will be able to block any
legislative rollback. Secondly, the increased gridlock danger in the Council after enlargement
implies an empowerment of the Commission and the ECJ. As long as they act or adjudicate within
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the (extended) limits defined by the Council core, they are free to interpret European legislation
according to their preferences (see Tsebelis and Yataganas, 2002: 300-303). This situation is
somewhat comparable to that of the 1970s and early 1980s, the years after the Luxemburg
compromise. While the Council was extremely gridlocked through the effective general unanimity
requirement, the Commission and the Council succeeded in promoting integration, e.g. the
realisation of the Common market by the Delors Commission and far-reaching ECJ judgements
such as ‘Dassonville’, ‘Cassis de Dijon’ or ‘Keck’. In any case, it is very likely that there will be
more inter-institutional conflict between the Council of Ministers on the one side and the
supranational actors on the other in the near future. It will be interesting to observe in the medium
term if and how the preferences of the new member states will change with the current economic
growth and after the complete implementation of the acquis communautaire. One can speculate that
these states will become less resistant to new common regulatory measures and possibly against a
continued high level of market intervention as well, i.e. a process of preference convergence
towards the old members. Altogether I expect no legislative rollback, but probably a relative
standstill due to the inter-institutional gridlock in the next years. At the latest with the coming into
force of the Lisbon Treaty more policy change could be expected. An uninterrupted ratification
process of the Lisbon Treaty would therefore be extremely desirable.
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7. The underestimated role of political conflict for the efficiency of
decision-making in the EU: A survival analysis
In the previous chapters we have analysed the dimensionality of legislative decisions in the EU
(chapter 4), their stability both in terms of the risk of decision cycles and of the potential for policy
change in the EU-15 (chapter 5) and the enlarged EU (chapter 6). In the following chapter I will
assess the consequences of different decision rules on the distribution of legislative winners and
losers. Another important aspect of the quality of European legislative decision-making is its
efficiency in terms of the speed of decision-making. The decisions made in a political system may
be low in dimensionality, non-cyclical, and produce the necessary policy change, however if it
simply takes too long until they are reached they may still be an inadequate or inefficient solution to
the problem at hand.
Consider, for example, the Commission proposal on the prevention and control of transmissible
spongiform encephalopathy (TSE, the ‘mad cow’ disease) (COD/1998/623). Its purpose was to
react to the TSE epidemic by creating a uniform legal basis for the monitoring and prevention of
TSE in animals and animal products. The EP and the Council had requested appropriate measures
after the Parliament’s temporary committee had recommended this in its report in October 1997.
The Commission introduced the proposal in November 1998, i.e. already one year later. The
Council finally adopted it in February 2001. The exact duration of the decision-making process is
916 days or two and a half years. I doubt that this is an efficient and sufficiently fast decision for
solving the problem of the spread of BSE within the EU from spring 2000 onwards (the second TSE
crisis).
A factor that exacerbates the need for fast and efficient decisions is the ever-expanding legislative
agenda of the union. Several policy areas over which the EU has authority have been added or
expanded in the past years, such as issues of immigration, justice and home affairs, the fight against
terrorism, or consumer and environmental protection. But also European ‘core’ policies such as
internal market affairs still produce proposals, such as the directive on services in the internal
market, which has recently been adopted after a legislative process of three years (EUobserver,
2006b). The legislative agenda induced by the need for updates of the 80 000 page strong ‘acquis
communautaire’ of existing legislation has continuously grown. An efficient decision-making
system therefore seems to be more necessary than ever in an enlarged EU of 27 – and possibly soon
even more – member states. Thus, what are the determinants of the speed of EU decision-making?
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The legislative procedures as they are laid down in articles 251 and 252 of the EU Treaty do not
contain any provisions that define a formal minimum duration for deciding legislative acts. On the
contrary, several provisions prescribe fixed maximum periods of time within which the actors must
take decisions, such as for the EP to adopt or amend a common Council position or for the
Commission to accept Parliament amendments in the cooperation procedure. However, there is no
fixed time period until which the Council has to decide its first common position when a
Commission proposal has been tabled. This means that the Council can indefinitely delay the
decision-making process in its early stage by remaining passive. In short, the duration of a
legislative decision does not depend on some formally fixed time period but on the will and the
capacity of the participating actors, the Commission, the Council and the European Parliament to
come to an agreement. On which factors exactly the decision-making speed depends is the object of
study in this chapter.
Previous studies have focused on institutional factors such as the kind of legislative instrument of a
proposal, the Council voting rule, the participation of the EP or the distinction between ‘new’ and
amending legislative acts (see e.g. Sloot and Verschuren, 1990; Golub, 1999; Schulz and König,
2000; Keuchel, 2003). Only recently, the role of the actors’ preferences has been taken into
consideration (see Schulz and König, 2000; Keuchel, 2003; Golub, 2006, forthcoming), though not
yet in a systematic way, with the exception of a study by König (2006, forthcoming) who uses
national party manifesto data to estimate governments’ preferences. In the following analysis I go
beyond the cited studies by using empirical preference data (of the DEU data set) and embedding
them in theoretical models based on the core and the winset. Another shortcoming of the existing
studies is that the potential impact of vote trading (or logrolling) on the speed of decision-making
has not been assessed. This holds also for a recent article by Drüner et al. (2007, forthcoming) who
present a similar analysis of the DEU data set and use the core and the winset to explain decisionmaking speed. Besides a test of the ‘common’ hypothesis about the influence of the mentioned
institutional factors (legislative instrument, Council voting rule, legislative procedure, ‘new’ vs.
‘amending’ proposals) I will compare a core model, a winset model and a logrolling model
regarding their capacity to explain the speed of legislative decision-making in the EU and thereby
go beyond the analysis in Drüner et al. (2007, forthcoming).
The theoretical background and the existing empirical studies will be reviewed in more detail in the
following section (7.1), along with the derivation of the hypothesis which will be tested in the
analysis. After an outline of the research design in section 7.2 the empirical results will be presented
in section 7.3. The latter will be discussed, including the conclusions to be drawn, in section 7.4.
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7.1.

Theoretical background

The bulk of the older literature sees a connection between the question of the efficiency of decisionmaking in the EU and the progress of the integration process. In view of the rapidly expanding logic
of integration, the 1950s and 1960s have been identified as decades of fast decisions (Haas, 1968).
Whereas the 1970s – the period of the so-called ‘Luxembourg compromise’ – are considered to be
‘lost years’ (Krislov et al., 1986), this ‘eurosclerosis’ is overcome in the 1980s (Keohane and
Hoffmann, 1991: 6) and some authors even speak of a ‘europhoria’ (Wallace, 2005: 4) which
includes a speeding up of decision-making.
A central argument of the more recent literature is that innovative and flexible policy making in the
current system of partly unanimous decisions and partly qualified majority voting is always
constrained by the most conservative member state (Jordan et al., 1999: 377). The argument in its
turn stems from the concept of ‘Politikverflechtungsfalle’ (joint decision trap) of Scharpf (e.g.
1988). By this concept he describes the paradox effect, that a once decided common policy can
become inefficient and can then neither be reformed at the level of the member states – since the
authority has been transferred to the EU – nor at the European level because of the strict majority
requirements which can easily be exploited by a blocking minority who profits from the political
status quo. This postulated mechanism is, however, contradicted by the empirical figures. Between
1960 and 1990 the number of secondary legislative acts has grown from 30 to approximately 38 000
(Page and Dimitrakopoulos, 1997: 366). In the 1990s a mean of 120 directives and regulations has
been decided (Nugent, 2003). These figures show that the EU’s legislative decision-making
processes seem to be efficient in terms of their quantitative output.
Nonetheless, in view of enlargement the decision-making system of the EU-15 is made responsible
for a paralysis of the political process in the community (McCormick, 1998: 126; Scharpf, 1988;
Sbragia, 1993; Dehousse, 1995). These authors argue that the decision-making bodies cannot cope
with such an expanded legislative agenda, which has grown over the last decades. Along with the
larger quantity of decisions their substantial quality has, according to Van den Bos (1994) and
Héritier (1996), deteriorated and in some areas complete gridlock prevails (Wessels, 1991; Nugent,
2003). Scharpf (2001) concludes that decision-making at the European level is impeded by serious
and numerous interest conflicts between the member states in different policy areas and that even
the introduction and expansion of qualified majority voting has not helped much.
A shortcoming of most of the studies cited so far is that they are either purely descriptive or their
conclusions are only based on case studies. Moreover, they largely focus on institutional factors as
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determinants of decision-making efficiency. A review of more systematic empirical studies will
follow in the next subsection.
When theorising about decision-making efficiency it is useful to adopt the distinction proposed by
Krislov et al. (1986) between mechanical and substantive lourdeur 75 . These terms identify two
dimensions of decision-making efficiency and characterize the alleged decisional malaise of the
EU. Indicators of mechanical lourdeur include a decline in the quantity of legislative output and,
most importantly, a slowing down of the decision-making process. Substantive lourdeur, by
contrast, denotes the dilution in the substantive content of EU legislation (see also Schulz and
König, 2000: 656). In this chapter, I analyse the efficiency of EU decision-making focusing on the
mechanical dimension of lourdeur. This does not mean that I regard the substantive dimension as
irrelevant. However, the substantive content of legislation is an inherently subjective concept that is
difficult – if not impossible – to measure and, hence, outside the scope of the following analysis.
7.1.1. Review and critique of previous empirical research

The earliest quantitative empirical study on the duration of EU decision-making is from Krislov et
al. (1986), who provide descriptive statistics on 472 decisions made between 1958 and 1981 and
find no increase in the proposal-decision time lag. Unfortunately, the validity of their results is
limited because the sample is not representative of the total population of EU decisions and because
they make no attempt to identify the determinants of the decision-making speed.
Sloot and Verschuren (1990) analyze Commission proposals made in five years between 1975 and
1986. They regress the proposal-decision time lag on a set of mostly institutional explanatory
variables and find that consideration of a directive has a positive effect on the decision duration,
while the number of proposals waiting for adoption has a negative effect. They also find that the
Council voting rule has no effect on the decision-making speed. Three methodological problems
limit the study’s usefulness for the understanding of the EU’s decision-making efficiency. First,
their use of OLS leads to biased estimates because of right-censored data, i.e. proposals made by the
Commission that have not yet been decided by the Council. OLS or other standard regression does
not allow for censored observations to be used in estimating parameters and leads to biased results
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Lourdeur means heaviness, clumsiness. The Council of Ministers’ 1979 Report on European Institutions first used the

term to characterize EU decision making: “This general phenomenon of an excessive load of business aggravated by
slow and confused handling may be summed up in the one French word lourdeur…” (CEC, 1979: 9)
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due to the deletion of such cases. Second, they fail to control for time dependence and for possibly
confounding variables, such as issue area. Third, because of the covered time period (from 1974 to
1986) the study does not allow for an assessment of the role of the European Parliament in the
legislative process.
The latter problem is ‘solved’ by Golub (1999) who analyses proposals for directives tabled
between 1974 and 1995. He uses institutional explanatory variables as well and finds that the use of
qualified majority voting increases the decision-making speed and that proposals subject to the
cooperation and co-decision procedures have a longer decision duration than under those decided
under the consultation procedure. Again, an important limitation of the study is that Golub (1999)
does not justify his selection of variables by theory-based reasoning leading to explicit hypotheses.
Like Sloot and Verschuren (1990) he does not control for time dependence or confounding
variables, nor does he use a representative sample. He only analyses proposals for directives, which
account for less than a fifth of EU legislative output. In a second analysis of a larger data set of
1600 legislative proposals from 1968 to 1998 Golub (2002; 2006, forthcoming) finds interesting
non-proportional effects of some ‘established’ variables. According to his results, the decision
accelerating effect of QMV declined both after the Single European Act (1987) and the Maastricht
Treaty (1993). Moreover, the effects of QMV, EP involvement and extreme member state
preferences wear off with an increasing duration that a proposal is pending. Golub’s (2006,
forthcoming) operationalisation of preferences by the ‘Thatcher’-effect, i.e. the years in office of the
Margaret Thatcher government, is again a rather crude measure.
Using a very broad data basis of more than 5000 Commission proposals from 1984 to 1994 Schulz
and König (2000) confirm Sloot and Verschuren’s analysis by demonstrating that procedural factors
such as the Council voting rule (unanimity or qualified majority) or the legislative procedure (e.g.
co-decision or consultation) strongly affect the duration of a decision. Moreover, they control for
the variable issue area and find that proposals concerning the ‘functional core’ of the EU, such as
internal market affairs, agriculture, competition and trade, are decided faster than those belonging to
other issue areas. They conclude that this results from more homogenous actor preferences in the
former, more ‘traditional’ European issue areas. Their use of spatial modelling – and of the size of
the core in particular – as a more rigorous theoretical basis for the derived hypothesis is
undoubtedly an innovative approach compared to all prior studies. However, the data Schulz and
König (2000) use are not appropriate to test their hypothesis, because they do not contain microlevel information on the actors’ preferences. The distinction between proposals belonging to the
EU’s ‘functional core’ vs. other issue areas as a proxy for homogenous or heterogeneous
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preferences is an assumption rather than a measurement. In a recent study König (2006,
forthcoming) tackles this problem by using national party manifesto data to estimate the preferences
of EU governments. He combines them with data on the duration of all (around 9100) Commission
proposals from 1984 to 1999 and finds, as expected, that in the EU’s core policy areas the duration
significantly grows with the distances between the member states.
In a first analysis of decision-making efficiency using the DEU data set Keuchel (2003) improves
on this point by using measures such as the variance or the polarisation of preferences as an
operationalisation of preference heterogeneity. He is able to show that preference heterogeneity has
a significant effect. Like Schulz and König (2000), Keuchel (2003) presents a theoretical spatial
model with the size of the Council core as a central determinant of decision-making efficiency. The
core size is, however, not included as a variable in the model specified for the analysis. Keuchel
(2003) also speculates about the role of logrolling for the duration of negotiations, but in the end it
remains unclear whether vote trading and the presence of its preconditions speed up or slow down
the decision-making process. Another analysis of the DEU data set can be found in Drüner et al.
(2007, forthcoming), who develop models base on the core and the winset. Yet, neither they nor the
authors of the other reviewed studies specify a model to test the effect of logrolling.
7.1.2. Specification of hypothesis and models

Largely following the approaches of König (2006, forthcoming) and Golub (2006, forthcoming) I
will distinguish between two groups of determinants for decision-making speed: institutional
factors on the one hand and political factors on the other hand. In terms of institutional factors, I
follow the above reviewed studies and focus on the role of the European Parliament, i.e. the
legislative procedure, the novelty of the proposed legislation (new vs. amending), and the voting
rule in the Council of Ministers.
Regarding the political factors I only partly follow the existing studies by including the type of legal
instrument (directives vs. other instruments) as a variable 76 . As explained in the last subsection and
in the introduction I will fit three models to operationalise the influence of political conflict and
preference heterogeneity on decision-making efficiency.
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During the analysis I had also included the variables decisional complexity (number of issues) and political salience.

They turned out to be insignificant. Given the limited number of cases (n=62) I decided to leave them out in the final
analysis and thereby enhance the predictive leverage of the remaining model variables.
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In the core model I add the size of the inter-institutional core to the variables listed so far. The core
size is a theory-based measure of the degree of political conflict; it directly mirrors the extent to
which the constellation of actor preferences produces a gridlock situation of two or more opposed
coalitions (with the status of a blocking minority) at a great distance or whether the actors’ ideal
points are clustered closely together leading to the easy formation of one great coalition. Points
located in the core are not dominated by any coalition of actors, i.e. that points in the core cannot be
changed with the given decision rule (see e.g. Koehler, 1996: 281-301 and chapter 2.1.3). The
larger the size of the core relative to the policy space, the more difficult it is for the actors make a
decision (Hammond and Butler, 2003; König and Bräuninger, 2004; Tsebelis, 2002: 21). The interinstitutional core comprises the core of the Council plus the second institutional veto player, the
Commission or the Parliament, depending on the applied legislative procedure. For a more detailed
explanation of the concept of the core see chapter 2.
The winset is a concept related to that of the core. The size of the inter-institutional winset is the
central independent variable of the winset model. It is defined as the set of points in a policy space
that is preferred to the status quo (or some other specified point) by a majority of actors (Hinich and
Munger, 1998: 62). Put differently, the winset is simply the intersection of the preferred-to sets of a
majority of actors (for an illustration see Figure 2.3). Hence, it can be interpreted as the potential for
a change of the status quo, because every point in the winset is preferred to the latter by a majority
coalition (Tsebelis, 2002: 21). For a more detailed explanation of the concept of the winset see also
chapter 2. In chapter 5 the core and the winset were used as predictors for the degree of policy
change in EU legislative decisions with promising results, especially of the winset.
The third theoretical concept used to operationalise political conflict as a predictor for the duration
of decision-making is logrolling. The basic idea of logrolling, or vote trading, is an exchange of
votes between actors by the following mechanism: The actors are assumed to consider multiple
policy areas or issues simultaneously and attempt to maximize their total expected utility by
connecting their voting positions on one issue to their respective positions on other issues (Arregui
et al., 2006; Mattila and Lane, 2001: 46-49; Stokman and Van den Bos, 1994; Vaubel, 1994). If e.g.
member state A proposes a policy change that is highly salient for it, member state B – for whom
the change is not very salient – might vote insincerely in favour of the proposal in return for A’s
vote in a separate policy area that is more salient for B 77 . Mattila and Lane (2001: 46-48) discuss
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This can best be explained by an example: For instance, if the level of production aid for olive oil is on the agenda,
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vote trading as an explanation for their empirical finding that decisions in the Council of Ministers
tend to be made unanimously or with ‘oversized majorities’. They conclude that the theoretical
conditions for trading votes in the Council are given: Information and communication about policy
positions is intense in the Council and its preparatory bodies, e.g. the COREPER. Binding
agreements are insofar possible as the actors meet regularly, know each other and can ‘retaliate’ if
an agreement is broken. Party discipline, which could theoretically limit logrolling, is not present in
the Council because it is rather dominated by national interests than by ideological conflict lines
and there is no government/opposition formation. Differences in salience that are a condition for
logrolling are usually present, because many issues are not equally salient for all actors, such as
fishing quotas for Austria and Hungary or olive oil prices for Finland. Finally, there exist no stable
coalitions in the Council that could prevent logrolling.
A problem for testing a logrolling model empirically is that it is difficult to observe directly whether
such cross-issue agreements among actors are made, especially if the deliberations of the decision
making body are not public, as is the case with the meetings of the Council of Ministers. This is
even truer for agreements across formally independent legislative projects.
Table 7.1 Overview of variables and their hypothesised effects on decision duration
Variable

Effect on decision
duration

Legislative procedure

+

Council voting rule

+

Novelty

+

Legal instrument

+

Size of inter-institutional core
Size of inter-institutional winset
Logrolling conditions

+
-

Coding

Institutional factors
1 = co-decision
0 = consultation
1 = unanimity
0 = qualified majority voting 78
1 = new
0 = amending
Political factors
1 = directive
0 = decision or regulation
from 0 (point core) to 1 (core covers full conflict space)
from 0 (empty winset) to 1 (winset covers full conflict space)
product of number of issues (1 to 5) and standard deviation of
salience (0 to 40.9)

which is an important issue for a country like Spain but not very salient for Germany, and a week later milk quotas are
decided about, which are important for the German but not the Spanish agriculture, the two can make an agreement to
trade their votes and both profit from more EU funding. The overall policy change is then higher – and presumably
faster – than without the trade.
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We included one case with QMV plus at least ten member states in favour under this heading.
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What I can test in my analysis, however, is if more policy change can be observed when some of
the conditions for logrolling are present, such as high differentials in salience and
multidimensionality of decisions. Therefore, I include a model variable that tests an interaction of a
high variance of the overall salience of a proposal and the dimensionality of proposals, i.e. the
number of contested issues. The combination of high differentials in salience and multiple
dimensions is hypothesised to lead to faster decisions. For the operationalisation of the other
concepts, I followed the approach by Schulz and König (2000). The hypothesised effects of all
variables are summarized in Table 7.1.

7.2.

Research design

Up to now, researchers of decision-making efficiency and the reform potential of the European
Union have largely relied on data sets that were created with the help of the official CELEX
database. This source offers information on all binding EU legislative proposals. I will again rely on
the Decision-making in the European Union (DEU) data set (Stokman and Thomson, 2004;
Thomson et al., 2006), which has already been described in detail in the previous chapters.
Although it does not reflect the universe of all cases, as CELEX-based data sets potentially do, the
DEU data set has the distinctive advantage of offering precise preference measures for the member
states, the European Commission and the European Parliament on 62 legislative proposals. This
special feature of the data set counterbalances its relatively small sample size.
For the examination of decision-making efficiency I will use survival analysis, also called event
history analysis 79 . Survival analysis is a statistical method specifically designed to study duration
until a particular event occurs. As is evidenced by the applications in Golub (1999) and Schulz and
König (2000) and König (2006, forthcoming), survival analysis is a highly suitable technique for
analyzing decision-making duration. First, duration data are often plagued by right-censoring, in
which case an element under study has not yet experienced the event and the duration is hence
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The technique was originally developed in the field of medicine with the purpose of studying the effect of medicine

on the prospects of survival in cancer patients - hence the gloomy name. It is also known as event history analysis,
lifetime analysis, and failure time analysis.
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unknown 80 . Within an OLS framework, such as the one by Sloot and Verschuren (1990), one must
either exclude the censored cases or treat them as if complete, both of which remedies will produce
unreliable and potentially biased results. Survival analysis makes maximal use of the available
information by combining information about censoring and duration into one statistic, the so-called
hazard rate. The dependent variable in survival analysis is the hazard rate, an unobserved variable
containing information on both the occurrence and the timing of a particular event (Allison, 1984:
16). It equals the instantaneous probability that the event will occur at a given moment in time,
given that an event has not yet occurred (Box-Steffensmeier and Jones, 1997: 1419; for a formal
definition see Kalbfleisch and Prentice, 1980: 6). The hazard rate is commonly modelled as a
function of a vector of covariates and a base-line hazard, or the effects that are solely attributable to
the passage of time. However, it should be noted that time itself cannot serve as a causal factor.
What happens is that time is used as a proxy to study time-varying covariates that are hard to
observe directly (Blossfeld and Rohwer, 1995: 164). In other words, the baseline hazard reflects the
time path that durations follow if the effects of all covariates are zero (Box-Steffensmeier and
Jones, 1997: 1427).
In the present analysis, the hazard rate refers to the instantaneous probability of a Commission
proposal being adopted, given that the proposal has 'survived' until that time. In order to construct
the hazard rate, we need information on the occurrence and timing of the events for all cases in the
sample. This information takes the form of a censoring indicator and a time variable. The former is
a dummy variable that can take on the values 1 (decided) or 0 (censored). The latter refers to the
duration for those proposals that have been adopted, and to the minimal duration for those that have
not yet experienced the event. The duration equals the number of days between the date of
publication of the proposal and the date of formal adoption by the Council of Ministers, measured
in days.
In line with most of the extant literature, I use a log-logistic model 81 . This reflects our theoretical
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It must be noted that the problem is negligible in the present study, as only 1 out of 69 Commission proposals has not

yet been adopted.
81

A comparison of the model fit of the generalized gamma and of the lognormal model points towards the latter to be

preferred. As the log-logistic model is not nested within the generalized gamma and lognormal models, a log-likelihood
test is not suitable for distinguishing between the two, in contrast to the claim made by Golub (1999). Using the Akaike
information criterion (Akaike, 1974), however, shows that the log-logistic model is to be preferred.
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expectation that the hazard of adoption first rises, but declines after a certain point in time (also see
Golub, 1999: 747; Schulz and König, 2000: 663). That is, EU decision-making is necessarily timeconsuming; it is unlikely that a Commission proposal is adopted very soon after the proposal has
been issued. A minimum of time is needed for deliberations within and between the member states
and institutions, if only because information has to be transferred, and texts have to be exchanged
and translated. This ensures that the hazard is likely to rise with time, initially. After a certain period
of time, however, this process will come to a close, as enough time has been spent to allow for the
decision-making process. After this period, the truly politicized proposals will remain. As a result of
political deadlock in the Council, the hazard for adoption will then slowly decline as time passes.
An alternative to the log-logistic (parametric) model would have been not to specify the baseline
hazard, and instead estimate the parameters using a semi-parametric model, notably Cox regression.
However, this method has severe shortcomings, as it only uses information about the relative
duration of events, rather than their exact timing. As a result, this procedure produces less precise
estimates, which is especially problematic for small sample sizes like ours (Yamaguchi, 1991: 102).
Using Cox regression is, therefore, not a viable alternative.

7.3.

Results

The statistical findings are summarized in Table 7.2. They show that besides the political conflict
variables, two of the institutional control variables have statistically significant effects. While codecision and the novelty of the proposal lengthen the legislative process systematically, the
instrument (directives vs. other instruments) used and the voting rule are not clearly related to speed
with which the EU makes decisions. The differences between this analysis and that of Schulz and
König (2000) are probably due to our limited sample size. A further important difference is that
Schulz and König (2000) were not able to measure preference heterogeneity directly. As our results
indicate, the winset and core offer finer and more theoretically grounded operationalisations. The
results also corroborate the assumptions made by Golub (1999) and Schulz and König (2000) that
decision-making speed probably depends on a combination of both institutional and political
variables.
The coefficients of the winset model all have the hypothesized signs and those for the variables
legislative procedure, novelty and the size of the winset are clearly significant. This gives support to
our hypothesis that the speed of decision-making in the EU depends on the heterogeneity and
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constellation of actor preferences that are captured by the winset. The larger the winset, i.e. the
larger the room for manoeuvre determined by the location of the actors’ ideal points and the
reference point, the faster decisions are made.
Table 7.2 Explaining decision-making speed: Comparison of winset, core and logrolling model
Variable

Institutional
Political

Model
parameters
Statistical
information

Hypothesis
Voting rule
b>0
Procedure
b>0
Novelty
b>0
Instrument
b>0
Size of winset b < 0
Size of core
b>0
Logrolling
b<0
conditions
constant
/ln_gam
gamma
Observations
Log
likelihood
LR chi2 (N)
Prob > chi2

Winset model

Core model

.03 (.15)
.76 (.16)****
.45 (.13)***
.15 (.15)
-.46 (.17)***

.02 (.16)
.65 (.16)****
.44 (.13)***
.17 (.17)

Logrolling
model
.09 (.15)
63 (.16)****
.43 (.14)***
.24 (.16)

Full model

-.00 (.00)

.04 (.16)
.75 (.16)****
.44 (.13)***
.16 (.16)
-.49 (.20) **
-.05 (.21)
-.00 (.00)

.21 (.18)
5.55 (.13)****
-1.26 (.10)****
.28 (.03)
62
-45.59

5.34 (.14)****
-1.22 (.10)****
.29 (.03)
62
-48.38

5.42 (.16)****
-1.20 (.10)****
.29 (.03)
62
-49.03

5.61 (.20)****
-1.26 (.10)****
.28 (.03)
62
-45.49

41.05
.00

35.48
.00

34.18
.00

41.26
.00

Standard errors are in parentheses. * p < 0.10, **P <0.05, *** p<0.01, **** p<0.001.

The estimated coefficients for the core model also have the assumed signs, although the positive
effect of the core size is not statistically significant. In the full model the coefficient of the core is
even reversed, and not significant, whereas the values for the other covariates are very similar to
and thereby confirm the results of the winset model. The clearly better performance of the winset
variable compared to the core variable, which is surprising at first sight, makes sense from a
theoretical point of view. The core is a more structural concept and reflects which proportion of the
policy space is inaccessible to any policy change with the given voting rule and preference
constellation. The winset reflects the same actor preferences and decision rules, but ‘goes beyond’
the core by taking the location of the reference point into account. Since the reference point may
change over time (Tsebelis, 2002: 23-24), the winset is a more volatile concept than the core, but it
is a potentially more exact description of a negotiation situation. As for the logrolling model, it
cannot be shown that conditions favourable for the exchange of votes have any influence on
decision-making speed in the EU. The respective regression coefficient is nearly zero and not
significant. This finding is in line with those of the OLS regression results in chapter 5 (5.3.3)
where logrolling did not show any explanatory power for the degree of policy change. The results
for the full model demonstrate, as mentioned, that the size of the winset is the only political variable
that has a systematic effect on decision-making speed even in a multivariate context.
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The estimated values for the model parameter gamma of roughly 0.3 indicate that the baseline
hazard is indeed first rising and later falling 82 . We could neither confirm the decision-prolonging
effects of unanimity as the Council voting rule, nor the difference between proposals for directives
versus other legal instruments found by some of the existing studies. The former result is, however,
not surprising insofar as the voting rule is to some extent ‘incorporated’ in the winset and core
variables. This even supports our contention that previous studies suffer from an omitted variable
bias, which is political conflict. A unanimity requirement only has a slowing effect if it is applied in
a context of considerably heterogeneous actor preferences, i.e. serious political conflict.
For a more profound interpretation of the coefficients, Table 7.3 reports the magnitude of their
effects expressed as a percentage change in duration caused by the different variables 83 . When it
comes to the institutional variables, the decision-making procedure and novelty indicators perform
as expected. To begin with, the co-decision procedure takes more than twice as long as consultation
does. A similar result holds for novelty: new proposals are adopted about 60 per cent slower than
bills amending existing measures. As for the voting rule, there is no significant difference between
unanimity and qualified majority voting. As mentioned, its effects are probably captured by the
winset and core variables, which are notably not included by previous analyses that did find a
positive effect for the voting rule used. Let us now turn to the political variables, in order to capture
the distribution of preferences within the Council.
Table 7.3 Effects of covariates on decision duration
Variables

From…

To…

Institutional Procedure
Novelty
Voting rule
Political
Size of winset
Instrument
Size of core
Logrolling
conditions

consultation
amendment
QMV
0% of policy space (empty)
regulation/decision
0% of policy space (point)
unfavourable (one issue, small
salience differentials)

co-decision
new
unanimity
100% of policy space
directive
100% of policy space
favourable (five issues, large
salience differentials)

82

Change in
Duration (%)
114
57
5
-39
17
-5
+0

In order to check the robustness of the log-logistic regression results I also ran Cox regressions of the same four

models. The results indeed largely confirmed those of the log-logistic parameterization, except for the fact that the
coefficient for the variable ‘legal instrument’ was significant for the Cox model. This somewhat inconclusive finding is
an issue to be cleared by future research with larger sample sizes.
83

For reasons of space I only report the values for the full model. The differences to those of the separate models are

not substantial.
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Table adapted from Schulz and König (2000: 664). Significant variables are in bold.

First and most importantly, the effect of the size of the winset is negative, as expected, and has the
third largest effect of all covariates. When the winset comprises the whole policy space, a decision
is made roughly 40 per cent faster than if the winset is empty. Second, directives appear to take 17
per cent longer than decisions or regulations, though this difference is not statistically significant.
This also holds for the third political variable, the size of the core, whose effect contradicts the
hypothesis that proposals with a large core should be associated with longer decision durations.
Finally, the logrolling variable has, as in the regression table, apparently no effect on decision
duration.
sizeiiwset=0

sizeiiwset=1

Hazard function

.006122

.000083
2073

89
analysis time

Log-logistic regression

Figure 7.1 Hazard function: empty vs. 100%-winset

The effects of the covariates can also be graphically assessed. This is done for the winset variable in
Figure 7.1, holding all the other variables constant at 0. The graph demonstrates that decisions with
a large winset and therefore a preference constellation that creates room for compromise have a
constantly greater hazard, i.e. a higher decision probability, than those with an empty winset.
Our results can be illustrated by examining in more detail two concrete decision cases. The proposal
COD/1999/217 amending the directive 64/432 about health problems affecting intra-Community
trade in bovine animals and swine establishes a system for the identification and registration of
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bovine animals and regarding the labelling of beef and beef products. It was tabled by the
Commission in October 1999 and adopted after only 204 days of negotiations in May 2000. The
size of the winset covers the entire conflict space spun by the most extreme ideal point positions
whereas the core covers only 20 per cent of this space and was, therefore, relatively small. Although
the proposal was decided under the co-decision procedure and concerns a directive, which should
be associated with a long decision duration according to our hypotheses, it was decided quite fast
and produced the maximum possible policy change relative to the size of the conflict space.
A converse example is the proposal on a directive on the sale of consumer goods and associated
guarantees (COD/1996/161) which aimed to ensure uniform minimum protection for consumers
within the internal market through legal and commercial guarantees, a ‘new’ community policy.
Since the preference constellation was characterized by two roughly equally strong coalitions on
opposite sides of the reference point, the core covered the complete policy space whereas the winset
was empty, i.e. a clear gridlock situation. The proposal took almost three years (1071 days) to be
adopted by the Council in May 1999.

7.4.

Conclusion and outlook

In this chapter I have argued that the empirical study of EU decision-making needs to consider
political conflict in order to understand the efficiency of its legislative processes. I have reinforced
this assertion with a comparative evaluation of two game-theoretic concepts of conflict, the core
and the winset and the concept of logrolling. The statistical analysis shows that the size of the
winset strongly influences how fast the EU is able to move away from the status quo. The core, the
more parsimonious of the two measures of conflict, exerts a marginal or no influence in the
statistical analysis of 62 legislative decisions. Interestingly, the explanatory power of the winset
dwarfs the predictive capacity of other variables that figure prominently in other studies of decisionmaking efficiency such as the Council voting rule. Although other researchers have demonstrated
the usefulness of the core for predictive purposes (König and Bräuninger, 2004; König, 2006,
forthcoming), my analysis instead suggests that it should be used for uncovering the potential for
decision-making cycles (see chapters 4 and 5). As with the analysis of policy change in chapter 5 no
evidence could be found for the incidence of logrolling.
The analysis implies, somehow against the findings presented in Thomson et al. (2006), that the
spatial theory of voting offers useful concepts like the winset for predictive purposes. Although
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one-to-one tests of spatial models might lead to disappointing results in comparison to bargaining
models, the inclusion of spatial considerations into a more encompassing theory of decision-making
might be a fruitful avenue for further research. The analysis that I have presented in this paper
should also alert us of the danger to rely in large-n studies too heavily on macro-indicators that are
readily available but have only limited theoretical foundations. Ideally, in order to augment
institutionally oriented data gained from sources such as the EU Official Journal or CELEX with
information on political conflict in the EU legislative decision process, researchers could employ
empirical information such as voting records (Mattila and Lane, 2001), expert interviews (Thomson
et al., 2006), party manifestos (König, 2006, forthcoming), or newspaper reports.
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8. Winners and losers of legislative decisions in the EU: before and
after enlargement
Who wins and who loses in the European Union? Are there losers in the EU at all or is it an overall
‘win-win’ project for all its members? These questions are interesting from a theoretical and a
political point of view and they are directly related to the issues of policy stability and decision
efficiency with which I have dealt in the previous chapters. One very evident aspect of winning and
losing is the distribution of net payers and net receivers of EU funds. Already in the ‘old’ EU-15
long and heated debates about the relation between net payers and net beneficiaries of EU funds
were a regular ritual. In 1999 the newly elected German Chancellor Schröder failed during the
negotiations about the ‘agenda 2000’ with his provocative demand that Germany would not accept
to remain a net payer in the budgetary planning period 2000 to 2006 (Wernicke, 1999). Such
conflicts are an indicator for the watchfulness of the member states that their participation in the EU
is profitable from a financial point of view, which means an – at least in the long run – positive
national balance sheet of costs and benefits. The Union is, thus, much more than a community of
idealistic European states that strive for a utopia of a peaceful and united Europe where resources
are redistributed according to objective criteria of neediness.
One traditional cleavage among the member states is, therefore, between net payers and net
beneficiaries of EU contributions and payments. This cleavage is roughly a north-south divide,
because the four net receivers are – besides Ireland – the Mediterranean countries Greece, Portugal
and Spain (Institut der deutschen Wirtschaft, 2005). The latter states pay relatively few EU
contributions, which mainly depend on the yield of the value added tax, because they are less
wealthy, and they receive a large share of agricultural subsidies since their agricultural sector is still
quite important. This north-south divide has also been confirmed in empirical studies (see e.g.
Mattila and Lane (2001: 45) for an analysis of roll-call votes in the Council). Another traditional
cleavage runs between small and large member states. According to a study of Rodden (2002) small
member states are over-represented in the Council of ministers and they manage to receive a higher
per capita share of EU funds.
Of course, one cannot reduce the advantages of EU membership purely to financial aspects, i.e.
contributions and payments, because the Union is more than a supranational mechanism that
redistributes financial resources. The member states can also profit in political, economic and ideal
terms (see section 8.1). The first aim of this chapter is to strike the balance of winners and losers in
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EU legislative decisions before enlargement.
If one or both of the mentioned cleavages can be identified for the EU-15 it is obvious to ask if and
how this conflict structure has changed after the eastern enlargement of 2004. Already during the
accession negotiations the future of the (agricultural) subsidy schemes were – again – a central and
sensitive subject (Dobbins, 2003: 48). Some of the old members feared that enlargement could mix
up the existing (precarious) balance among the members, because the relatively poor new members
(some of them with large agricultural sectors) would “drain” their richer counterparts in the west
and north if they got the same rights as the latter.
The second largest budget of the EU, the cohesion funds, was subject to conflict, too. Regions in
Spain, Greece and Ireland, but also the five east German Länder feared to lose their status as ‘poor’
regions with privileged access to the European cohesion funds as a consequence of the reform of
this so called ‘objective 1’ regions definition. But also in questions of common regulations, e.g.
environmental or consumer protection standards, the relatively regulation friendly northern member
states feared a standstill or even a ‘race to the bottom’ after enlargement, because the new members
were expected to be against all cost-intensive measures (Dobbins, 2003: 68) that could reduce their
competitive advantage as countries with lower production costs.
The Treaty of Nice was the attempt to cope with these expected conflicts by guaranteeing a strong
status quo bias in European policy making and by transferring even more power to block decisions
to the large member states (see e.g. Giering, 2001: 82-85). So, what has been the impact of
enlargement for the distribution of winners and losers in the EU? Who are the winners of
enlargement? Will the accession of the ten (meanwhile twelve) new members transform the
predominant north-south division (see Mattila and Lane, 2001) into a north-south-east division as
Kerremans (1998: 100) predicts?
And finally, what would be the impact of the Treaty of Lisbon for winning and losing in legislative
politics? Just as in Nice, the reform of the Council voting rules was one of the most contentious
points during the drafting of the treaty, because all actors feared to lose their power to safeguard a
status quo that was favourable for them. The proposal of the Laeken Convention for the European
Constitution, which was very far reaching in terms of reducing the power to block decisions, was
not changed without any reason by the member states’ governments before concluding the final
agreement, which remained unchanged in the Lisbon Treaty. They raised the thresholds for both of
the QMV criteria to 55 per cent of member states and 65 per cent of represented population. But
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even through the reforms now contained in the final proposal for the Lisbon Treaty the large
member states would lose power because of the flexibilised Council voting rules. Would hence the
small member states be the winners of the institutional reforms of the Lisbon Treaty?
In the following sections of the chapter, I will first outline the theoretical background of the
question on which factors winning and losing depends in bargaining processes (section 8.1) before
explaining the research design of my empirical analyses (section 8.2) and presenting the respective
results (section 8.3). The results identify winners and losers of EU legislative decisions for the EU15 and predictions for the enlarged EU under Nice and for the EU under the Lisbon Treaty. The
chapter closes with a conclusion in section 8.4.

8.1.

Theoretical background and the concept of legislative gain

Three kinds of studies can be distinguished which deal mainly or indirectly with the question who
wins and who loses in (legislative) decision processes.
Power-oriented studies emphasize actor characteristics that provide certain actors with more clout
than others, thereby increasing the likelihood they will prevail over others in the course of decisionmaking. In the context of the European Union, many studies emphasize that size and economic
resources define the extent to which member states’ preferences are taken into account. The
influence of size is partly reflected in the institutional arrangements of the EU, which give larger
member states more votes in the Council and more representatives in the European Parliament
(Stokman and Thomson, 2004: 6). The effects of the differential weighting of member states in the
Council on their a priori voting power has been the main subject of voting power studies (see, e.g.
Hosli, 1993; Lane and Maeland, 1995; Widgrén, 1995). Voting power indices provide insight into
an important aspect of actors’ power within voting institutions. However, they are not appropriate to
incorporate other institutional power resources, such as agenda setting or veto power of the
Commission or the EP.
Consequently, a second branch of studies attracted attention to the strategic interactions among the
European institutions (see, e.g. Steunenberg, 1994; Schneider, 1995; Tsebelis and Garrett, 1996;
Garrett and Tsebelis, 1999a). These analyses are based on the assumption of rational choice
institutionalism, that political outcomes are the combined result of preferences and institutions
(Shepsle, 1989; Shepsle and Weingast, 1995; Aspinwall and Schneider, 2000). So far, these debates
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were primarily theoretical, and empirical research was limited. Voting records in the Council
(Mattila and Lane, 2001), the fate of European Parliament amendments (Tsebelis and Kalandrakis,
1999; Tsebelis et al., 2001) and fiscal redistributions (Rodden, 2002) have been used as indicators
of success or failure. Dobbins et al. (2004) analyse winners and losers of enlargement using the EU25 data set generated by Dobbins (2003) by comparing the weighted median position in the Council
for the EU-15 and the EU-25. In this chapter I go beyond this analysis by using the much broader
basis of the DEU data set as the baseline, by using the theoretically more founded concept of
legislative gain and by making predictions for winners and losers under the Lisbon Treaty.
The third branch of research focuses on the importance of the bargaining process that takes place
before the adoption of legislative acts as an important determinant of which actors win and lose. A
number of studies emphasize the importance of differences in information among actors, for
example in working groups (Beyers and Dierckx, 1998), and the differences in negotiation skills.
More formal approaches model different influence processes through which actors are willing or
feel compelled to change their initial positions on the main issues that need to be decided on (Bueno
de Mesquita and Stokman, 1994; König, 1997). The emphasis of these studies lies not in the
explanation which actors win or lose, but in generating accurate predictions of decision outcomes,
from which winners and loser can, of course, be deduced. An exception is the study by Mokken et
al. (2000). Defining a small distance between the initial position and the decision outcome as
success, they show, surprisingly, that actors with more capabilities are less successful than those
with fewer capabilities. However, controlling for the extremity of actors’ initial position reveals that
more powerful actors are, as expected, more successful than less powerful ones. This implies that
only powerful actors tend to take extreme positions, in order to pull the decision outcome in the
desired direction. This result is partly contradicted in a recent study by Bailer (2004) who finds out
that choosing an extreme position (relative to the Commission) is always a negotiating
disadvantage.
The concept of legislative gain
As mentioned in the introduction, different kinds of costs and benefits of EU membership must be
distinguished. One approach is to make a purely financial account by comparing the contributions a
member state makes to the EU with the payments he receives in form of subsidies or funding from
the cohesion funds. A second approach is to go beyond this fiscal point of view and consider also
other positive and negative effects for a state’s national economy. Participating in the European
internal market means more competition for many economic sectors, but also a larger export market
and reduced transaction costs for trade and capital transfers. From a liberal economic perspective,
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these factors result in higher economic growth, less unemployment and as a consequence higher tax
yields, but also higher unemployment in less competitive sectors. A third approach is to look at the
political gains of an EU membership. By being a member state, a country can solve many political
problems more effectively and efficiently, such as illegal immigration, international crime and
terrorism or many environmental problems.
Finally, a fourth perspective is to look at the gains and losses a member state experiences in EU
legislative decisions. They measure how good a country succeeds in getting his preferences through
in everyday EU law-making. Since legislative decision-making is the subject of this study, I focus
on legislative gains and losses in this chapter.
Explaining which actors won and lost from the outcomes of EU legislative decisions requires
developing an appropriate measure of success. Mokken et al. (2000), Bailer (2004) and Selck and
Steunenberg (2004) use the distance between initial actor positions and decision outcomes on
standardized issue scales to indicate the extent to which each of the actors won or lost. Although
this measure seems plausible and parsimonious at first sight, it can be refined for decision situations
where a reference point can be identified, which is the case with the data set used in my analysis.
The simple distance between ideal point position and decision outcome does not reflect if an actor
has been successful in changing the reference point, which usually prevails if a proposal fails, even
if he is very close to the outcome. The difference between the two measures is illustrated in Figure
8.1 (which is identical to Figure 2.5) for one conflict dimension 84 .
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Figure 8.1 The concept of legislative gain
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conflict scale). But A is clearly a relative winner over B in pulling the outcome close to his ideal
point because he has managed to reduce the distance between his position and the new versus the
old decision outcome from 60 to 30 points, whereas this distance has shrunk only from 20 to 10 for
B. Hence, the legislative gain is 30 points for A and only 10 points for B.
In contrast to most of the studies reviewed above, my aim in the following analysis is not to explain
why some actors win or lose relative to others but to make an account of legislative winners and
losers in the EU-15 and compare them to the predicted winners and losers after enlargement and the
Lisbon Treaty.

8.2.

Data and research design

I use two data sets for the empirical analysis. The first is the ‘Decision Making in the European
Union’ (DEU) data set, of which a selection of 62 legislative Commission proposals consisting of
113 issues is used (see chapter 3 for the treatment of missing preference values and the resulting
sample). Through the analysis of dimensionality presented in chapter 4, I have aggregated all
proposals to one and two-dimensional conflict spaces. The conflict scales are standardized to a
range of 0 to 100. They contain information about the preferences of the 15 member states, the
European Commission and the European Parliament, the legislative reference point and the final
decision outcome. Since the data set has been described in detail in chapter 3 (see also Thomson et
al., 2006 for a detailed explanation of the collection of the data set) I do not describe it here any
further.
The second data set contains preference data for the enlarged EU on nine one-dimensional
European conflict lines, such as agricultural subsidies (maintaining versus abolishing subsidies),
trade policy (free trade vs. protectionism) or environmental policy (rejecting vs. favouring new
standards). Each conflict scale contains information about the reference point and the ideal point
positions of the 25 member states, the Commission and the EP. For more extensive information
about the data set I refer the reader to chapters 3 and 6 85 .
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The process of generation of the data set is documented in detail in Dobbins (2003) at http://www.ub.uni-

konstanz.de/kops/volltexte/2003/1021; An analysis of the data is also contained in Dobbins et al. (2004).
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For the analysis presented in section 8.3 I have calculated the legislative gain for all actors. The
legislative gain of an actor is the distance between his ideal point and the reference point minus the
distance between his ideal point and the decision outcome. This measure reflects how good the
actor has succeeded in pulling the outcome into his preferred direction. The sign of the calculated
distance measure can be interpreted, a positive sign implies a legislative gain because then the
distance to the legislative solution has become smaller and a negative sign means that the distance
has grown, i.e. a legislative loss. Since the conflict scales are standardized, the values of legislative
gain can be aggregated and compared across cases or policy areas and between actors. The mean
legislative gain or loss of an actor allows conclusions about who profits from a given institutional
system.
For the EU-25 data set there is no value for the decision outcome available, because it was collected
before enlargement. Therefore, the centre of the inter-institutional core is used as a proxy for the
future legislative outcome. For the assessment of the likely winners and losers of the Lisbon Treaty
I have replaced the reference point and the decision outcome by the inter-institutional core centre of
the EU-25 under Nice and under the decision-making rules of the Lisbon Treaty respectively. The
results of winners and losers of enlargement and of the Lisbon Treaty are, therefore, predictions
based on the mentioned assumptions about the future outcome and not an ex-post analysis.
In order to predict likely winners and losers also for two-dimensional conflict situations, I have
made analogous calculations for the two-dimensional conflict space of the enlarged EU consisting
of the dimensions market intervention versus liberalism and preferred regulation level (see chapter
6 for the identification of this conflict space).
For the EU-25 data set I have used the direction and the degree of shift of the outcome (or core
centres) to predict which interest groups or groups of actors profit from the underlying policy
change. This implies a change of the level of analysis from single actors to more abstract interests.

8.3.

Winners and losers in the EU-15 and the enlarged EU under Nice and the
Lisbon Treaty

The ‘old’ EU – a homogeneous and profitable project for everybody
The mean legislative gain of the 15 member states and the supranational institutions Commission
and EP over the 62 proposals is presented in Table 8.1. The first striking feature of the results is that
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all actors have a significant positive value. Even the biggest relative loser, Greece, wins on average
15 per cent of the maximal possible gain in a decision. This means that all actors usually profit from
European legislation. The decisions are mostly not zero-sum games. The direct intuitive conclusion
from this result is clear: A decision would not and cannot be made if there is not a majority of actors
who are in favour of it because they profit from it. The second interesting point about the overall
results is the strong homogeneity of the mean legislative gain. Except for the four biggest relative
winners and losers, Finland and Sweden and Spain and Greece respectively, the member states’
mean values range from only 18 to 21 points and thereby deviate only slightly from the overall
mean of 20 points. This underlines that benefits from EU legislation are distributed quite equally
over all members. The results of the variance of legislative gains and losses are revealing, too. All
actors have a big variance of roughly 46 points and for most actors the gains for the 62 cases range
from minus 100 to plus 100. This shows that all members are sometimes on the losing and
sometimes on the winning side. No group or coalition of permanent winners or losers can be
identified. It can be concluded, that there was a very stable equilibrium of opposed interests in the
EU before enlargement. All members were prepared to give in in some decisions because they were
sure to be on the winning side again in other decisions soon and because they were convinced that
being an EU member was in the long run profitable.
Table 8.1 Legislative winners and losers in the EU-15
Actor

Mean legislative gain
Standard deviation
over 62 proposals*
Finland
29
44
Sweden
25
45
Italy
21
46
Austria
21
45
Denmark
19
46
France
19
49
Netherlands
19
48
Belgium
19
47
Luxemburg
18
47
UK
18
46
Portugal
18
47
Germany
18
47
Ireland
18
49
Spain
16
48
Greece
15
45
Commission
28
45
European Parliament
22
46
Mean
20
46
*The values have been standardised by dividing it through the maximum possible legislative gain in order to make onedimensional and two-dimensional cases comparable

So who are the relative winners and losers of the ‘old’ EU? Because of the limited variance
between the actors this question is difficult to answer. The two winners are, as mentioned, Finland
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and Sweden with mean values of legislative gain clearly above the average. On the losing end there
are Spain and Greece with the lowest values. This constellation confirms – to a certain degree – the
common view of a north-south division in the EU. However, in a reverse way than in an analysis of
a previous studies by Drüner (2003), where the southern members were the winners. Also a divide
between net payers and net beneficiaries cannot be seen, at best in a reverse way again insofar as
the four net receivers of EU funds, Portugal, Greece, Ireland and Spain, all belong to the losing half
of the members 86 . Some evidence can be found for the hypothesis that in the EU the small member
states, which are overrepresented in terms of Council votes, gain more than their large counterparts
(Rodden, 2002). With the exception of Italy, all relative winners are small states and three of the
five largest member states are in the losing half of the ranking.
Finally, the results for the supranational actors, Commission and EP, are worth to be mentioned.
Both are clearly on the winning side of ‘the legislative game’, the Commission even more than the
EP with the highest mean value. Obviously, they succeed in using their institutional powers as
agenda setters and/or – depending on the procedure – veto players to pull the outcome close to their
ideal point positions. The strengthening of the EP and relative weakening of the Commission
through the treaty revisions of Maastricht and Amsterdam cannot be observed in the presented
results, because the Commission wins on average 6 points more than the Parliament. Apparently,
the agenda setting power of the Commission to make always the first proposal for new legislative
projects, its right to withdraw a proposal in cases decided under consultation, and its role as a
broker throughout the legislative process are more effective than the powers of the EP.
Winners and losers of enlargement
Who has profited most from enlargement and the reforms of the Nice Treaty? This question can be
answered by examining Table 8.2. It shows the legislative gains and losses of the old member states
for nine important European conflict lines under the assumption that the legislative outcome will
sooner or later move to the bicameral core centre. The results draw a picture that is quite different
from the account of winners and losers in the EU-15. Winners and losers of enlargement can clearly
be identified, i.e. actors with positive and negative balances across the nine policy areas. The
winners of enlargement are, surprisingly, Belgium and Greece; the clear losers are Denmark and
UK. The latter apparently now have to pay the bill for their continued enlargement and eurosceptic

86

The results still remain contrary to the mentioned study if controlled for legislative procedure or policy area. The

North also wins in the cases in agricultural and fisheries policy or the consultation cases.
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positions. This time a north-south conflict can be identified, but in a reverse sense than in the EU
before enlargement: the Mediterranean countries plus France (which is, although a net payer a large
receiver of agricultural subsidies) and Ireland (the fourth net beneficiary) all have a distinctly
positive balance whereas the northern member states have a neutral or negative account across the
nine areas. The question of agricultural subsidies is exemplary in this respect: A losing North is
faced with a winning South, which has gained support from a majority of the new member states
(see also chapter 6.2). Similarly, the mostly regulation friendly North loses weight against a unified
majority of producer friendly southern and eastern member states in conflicts about consumer
protection.
Table 8.2 Legislative winners and losers of enlargement for nine European conflict lines
Actor

Belgium
Greece
Austria
Luxemburg
Spain
France
Italy
Portugal
Ireland
Sweden
Germany
Finland
Netherlands
Denmark
UK
Commission
EP
Mean

Agricul
tural
Subsidi
es

Consu Fisheri
mer
es
protecti policy
on

Interna
l
market
regulati
on

Trade
policy –
industr
ial
goods

Trade
policy –
agricult
ural
goods

Justice
and
home
affairs

Enviro Social
nmenta policy
l policy

9
9
-9
-7
9
9
9
9
9
-9
-9
-9
-9
-9
-9
-9
-9

12
12
- 12
-12
12
12
12
12
12
-12
-12
-12
-12
-12
-12
-12
-12

-14
-14
14
3
-14
-14
-14
-14
-14
-14
14
-10
-14
-2
-14
14
14

31
31
-27
25
31
31
31
19
-31
-31
-25
-31
-27
-31
-31
1
31

17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
-17
-17
-17
-17
-17
-17
17

11
-11
11
11
-11
-11
-11
-11
11
11
-11
11
11
11
11
11
-11

34
34
34
34
34
34
34
33
34
34
34
34
34
-22
-34
34
34

-6
-6
17
-6
-17
-17
-17
-17
-6
17
17
17
17
17
-17
-6
17

-7
-7
7
-7
-5
-7
-7
-7
7
7
7
7
7
7
-7
-7
-7

-1

-2

-5

0

5

2

27

0

-1

Mean

SD

10
7
6
6
6
6
6
5
4
2
0
-1
-1
-6
-14
1
8
3

16
18
19
16
19
19
19
17
19
20
19
20
19
16
13
16
18
18

Of course, these aggregate results across nine policy areas must be interpreted with some caution
insofar as an assumption for the aggregation is that all policy areas are equally important for all
actors. This is evidently a strong assumption, and therefore, the balance sheet from the point of
view of each of the actors can differ from the one in Table 8.2. It is well known that the Common
Agricultural and Fisheries policy is not so important for Sweden as trade policy or environmental
policy, for example. Hence, Sweden may evaluate the respective gains and losses differently, taking
into account the salience of the policy areas and the overall balance can be more positive from the
Swedish perspective. Again, the two supranational actors are on the winning side, but this time the
EP ranks before the Commission and is the second largest overall winner. The empowerment of the
Parliament in the Nice Treaty is reflected in this result, for example the transfer of some treaty
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provisions from the consultation to the co-decision procedure. This gives the EP a strong weight in
determining the location of the inter-institutional core, which is our assumed future decision
outcome.
As in the ‘old’ EU before enlargement, there is a strong variation both between policy areas and
between winners and losers, as the mean standard deviation of 18 points indicates. Every actor is
sometimes a winner and sometimes a loser in different areas. However, the large spread of the
standard variation of 13 to 20 points shows that the balance of gains and losses is more
heterogeneous for some actors than for others.
A change of the level of analysis from the actor level to social and economic interest groups
provides further insights into the impacts of enlargement in losing and winning in the EU. Table 8.3
summarizes the degree and the direction of the predicted policy change caused by enlargement and
the institutional reforms of Nice in the nine policy areas. From these results it can be deduced which
interest groups profit from the presumed policy change.
The main winners are the agricultural sector, because the level of subsidies will be maintained, and
producer or capital interests in several respects. With enlargement the legislative outcome will in
the long run move towards less consumer and social protection and no new common environmental
standards must be expected. Both kinds of measures would potentially be cost intensive for the
producers. For trade policy the effects are mixed. More protectionism is predicted for industrial
goods, but more free trade for the agricultural goods sector, which is surprising given the contrary
result for agricultural subsidies.
Table 8.3 Winning and losing interest groups after enlargement: Predicted policy change in the EU after
enlargement
Conflict line
Agricultural Subsidies
Consumer protection
Fisheries policy
Internal market regulation
Trade policy – industrial goods
Trade policy – agricultural goods
Justice and home affairs
Environmental policy
Social policy

Predicted degree of policy change*
9
12
14
31
17
11
34
17
7

Direction of policy change
maintain all subsidies
less consumer protection
more redistribution and restrictions
more regulation
more protectionism
free trade
more integration
no new standards
no new regulation

*The degree of policy change is calculated as the difference between the legislative status quo of the EU-15 and the
(assumed) new long-term outcome after enlargement, operationalised as the centre of the inter-institutional core.

The losers of enlargement in terms of interest groups are consequently consumers and taxpayers.
They profit less from measures protecting their interests and they pay higher food prices caused by
a still protected European food market. In addition to that, they have to pay higher taxes to finance
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the high level of subsidies. In a way, the member states themselves, i.e. the national governments
and parliaments, belong to the losers of enlargement in the field of justice and home affairs and
internal market regulation, because they will continue to give up authority to the EU. Of course, this
is a deliberate ‘loss’, since any transfer of authority is ultimately the result of unanimous decisions
in form of treaty revisions. And it is a reaction to political problems that can be solved more
effectively at the European level, as e.g. border control, immigration issues, transnational crime and
terrorism in the field of justice and home affairs.
Legislative winners and losers of the Lisbon Treaty
Who will profit from the institutional reforms of the Lisbon Treaty – if it enters into force – which
includes a far-reaching reform of the scheme of voting weights in the Council? The Treaty of
Lisbon introduces a double majority requirement instead of the triple majority of the Treaty of Nice.
A qualified majority in the Council of Ministers consists of 55 per cent of the member states and
must represent at least 65 per cent of the EU’s population. The system of a fixed weight for each
member state is abolished. Moreover, with the coming into force of the Lisbon Treaty a number of
treaty provisions would be transferred from consultation to co-decision, which is called the
‘ordinary legislative procedure’ there. For example, decisions concerning the common agricultural
and fisheries policy would henceforth partly be made under this procedure; for trade policy the
transfer would be complete.
Table 8.4 summarizes the legislative gain of the member states, the Commission and the EP, which
would result from a shift of the political status quo in the EU under the Lisbon Treaty relative to the
previous outcome under the Nice Treaty. The first point attracting attention is that the overall
repercussions of the Lisbon Treaty are rather marginal compared to those of enlargement. Except
for trade policy for the agricultural sector and the fisheries policy, the outcome will presumably
shift only up to 3 points on a 0 to 100 scale. Also the mean legislative gain or loss of the actors is,
with up to 3 points, limited. The greatest relative winners of the Lisbon Treaty are thus Germany
and Malta, the largest and the smallest member state, with a positive overall result. Most countries
have a balanced or slightly negative mean value across the nine policy areas. Once again, the United
Kingdom is, together with Estonia, the largest relative loser. Because of the small variance among
the members, it is hard to find some kind of pattern in the results. A bigger mean legislative gain for
small states, as hypothesised in the introduction, can, for example, not be observed. As for the
supranational actors, the Commission this time neither wins nor loses. The EP is, however, the clear
winner of the reforms of Lisbon with a mean legislative gain of 3 points.
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Table 8.4 Legislative winners and losers of the Lisbon Treaty relative to the Nice Treaty for nine European conflict
lines
Actor

Germany
Malta
Cyprus
France
Greece
Italy
Latvia
Lithuania
Poland
Portugal
Spain
Austria
Czech
Republic
Finland
Netherlands
Slovakia
Slovenia
Sweden
Belgium
Denmark
Hungary
Ireland
Luxemburg
Estonia
UK
Commission
EP

Agric
ultura
l
Subsi
dies
1
1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
1
1
1
1
1
-1
1
-1
1
-1
-1
1
-1
1
1
1

Consu
Fisherie Internal
mer
s policy market
protecti
regulati
on
on

Trade
policy –
industri
al goods

1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
1
-1

-5
7
-7
-7
-7
-7
-7
-7
-7
-7
-7
-4
7

1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
1
-1
1
-1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Trade
policy –
agricult
ural
goods
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
-13
-13

1
1
-1
-1
1
-1
1
-1
-1
1
-1
1
1
1

-7
-7
7
3
-7
-7
-7
3
-7
-7
-7
-7
7
7

1
1
-1
-1
1
-1
1
-1
1
1
-1
1
1
-1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

-13
-13
-13
-5
-13
-13
-13
-13
-13
-13
-13
-13
-13
13

Justic
e and
home
affairs

Envir Social
onme policy
ntal
policy

3
-3
-3
3
3
3
-3
-3
-3
-3
3
3
-3

3
-3
-3
-3
-3
-3
-3
-3
-3
-3
-3
3
-3

3
3
-3
-3
3
3
-3
-3
3
3
-3
-3
3
3

3
3
-3
-3
3
-3
3
-3
-3
-3
-3
-3
-3
3

Mean

SD

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-1
-1

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-2
-2
-2
-2
-2
-3
-3
0
3

5
5
5
2
5
5
5
4
5
5
4
5
5
4

This is undoubtedly also the consequence of the mentioned generalisation of the ordinary legislative
procedure where the Parliament has far-reaching veto and amendment rights. Looking at the
direction and the degree of the predicted policy changes and the resulting favoured interest groups
yields further interesting insights. These are summarized in Table 8.5. For most conflict lines where
a shift of policy can be expected the pendulum swings back in the opposite direction than after
enlargement. The trend to maintain all agricultural subsidies will be stopped and new regulations in
the field of environmental and consumer protection become more likely than without the Lisbon
Treaty. The consumers can, therefore, be regarded as the potential winners of the reforms, in terms
of both higher environmental and product standards, whereas the agricultural sector and its lobby
organisations are the likely losers. In the field of trade policy for agricultural goods, the effect of a
back and forth is most extreme. After a substantial shift towards a more liberal trade policy after
enlargement, the core centre now moves back to an even more protectionist position than before
enlargement.
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Table 8.5 Winning and losing interest groups under the Lisbon Treaty: Predicted policy change in the EU after its
coming into force
Conflict line
Predicted degree of policy change* Direction of policy change
Agricultural Subsidies
1
abolish subsidies
Consumer protection
1
more consumer protection
Fisheries policy
7
more redistribution and restrictions
Internal market regulation
1
less regulation
Trade policy – industrial goods
0
Trade policy – agricultural goods
13
more protectionism
Justice and home affairs
3
more integration
Environmental policy
3
more environmental standards
Social policy
0
*The degree of policy change is calculated as the difference between the centre of the inter-institutional core of the EU25 under Nice and the (assumed) new long-term outcome under the decision rules of the Lisbon Treaty, operationalised
as the centre of the inter-institutional core.

For the common fisheries policy the same trend as after enlargement continues: Again, the centre of
gravity among the participating actors moves in the direction of more redistribution and restrictions,
which implies a strengthening of the position of the Commission and the EP. The expected policy
change for the conflict line ‘justice and home affairs’ is, as well, surprising. It continues the trend
towards a further integration of the policy area. Apparently, the giving up of a general unanimity
requirement in this traditionally very sensitive area has opened the way for an unexpected dynamic.
This development has probably been accelerated by the member states’ goal to coordinate national
efforts to fight against international crime and terrorism in the past years.
Comparison of relative winners of enlargement and the Lisbon Treaty
Now we have analysed separately which actors of European legislative politics are the relative
winners of enlargement and winners of a possible coming into force of the Lisbon Treaty. In Figure
8.2 we have condensed the results by juxtaposing the winners of the two institutional reforms for
the ‘old’ EU-15 member states. The new members could not be included in the figure, because there
is no reference point for being a winner or a loser of enlargement. The positions in the Figure
summarize the results of the previous section. The double relative losers are the northern European
states UK, Denmark, Finland and the Netherlands. They are in the lower left hand side of the figure
and, therefore, have lost on both reforms. Also Sweden and Ireland belong to the losers of the
Lisbon Treaty, but they have a positive balance sheet for the likely policy changes caused by
enlargement (along with Austria, Luxemburg and Belgium, who was the largest relative winner of
enlargement but one of the losers of the Lisbon reforms). As already suspected, the South is the
clear winner of both enlargement and the reforms of the Lisbon Treaty. This confirms once again
that the net receivers of EU funds have dominated the negotiations of the Nice Treaty and the
Lisbon Treaty. However, the clear ‘total’ winner of the latter negotiations is the European
Parliament whose competences have been extended on both occasions. This also continues a long
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trend of the Single European Act in 1987 and the Treaties of Maastricht (1991) and Amsterdam
(1997). Germany has somewhat extreme values, since it has a neutral account of the impacts of
enlargement but a clear positive one for the Lisbon Treaty. The Commission in the centre of the
figure, finally, has neither lost nor won through both treaties in terms of legislative decisionmaking. Generally, the location of the actors on the winner/loser axis for the Lisbon Treaty broadly
coincides with the attitudes of the actors towards the Lisbon Treaty. The euro-sceptic member states
UK, Denmark and Ireland were watchful that a number of opt-outs and unanimity requirements
were guaranteed (see Benedetto, 2006a; Gwiazda, 2006; Lenz and Dorussen, 2006) and they lost in
terms of the likely policy changes following a possible coming into force of the Lisbon Treaty. On
the other hand, actors as the EP, Germany, France or Portugal who had more progressive attitudes
towards the Lisbon Treaty (see Benedetto, 2006b; Schulz, 2006; Schulz, 2006; Blavoukos and
Pagoulatos, 2006) have been successful in influencing the likely future legislative solutions and
hence belong to the relative winners.
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Figure 8.2 Juxtaposition of relative legislative winners of enlargement and the Lisbon Treaty

Winners and losers of enlargement and the Lisbon Treaty in the two-dimensional conflict
space of the EU
So far we have analysed nine uni-dimensional European conflict lines separately and calculated
statistics for them. Since roughly 40 per cent of all legislative decisions in the EU entail two conflict
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dimensions (see chapter 4), it is important to assess the effects of enlargement and the Lisbon
Treaty on legislative gains and losses in a two-dimensional context, too. Figure 8.3 shows the twodimensional conflict space identified and analysed in chapter 6.
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Figure 8.3 Shift of Council cores in the two-dimensional conflict space for four institutional settings in the EU-25

The first dimension is about the degree of market intervention (through subsidies or protectionist
measures) versus a liberal economic policy. The second represents the conflict about the appropriate
level of regulation, i.e. for example environmental, consumer protection or internal market
regulation. As in the last section, changes of the legislative outcome – operationalised by the core
centre 87 – are interpreted to identify winners and losers.

87

I use the inter-institutional core for the co-decision procedure, i.e. the bicameral core of the Council and the EP,
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As the first flash shows, enlargement will bring about a large shift towards the lower left hand
sector of Figure 8.3, close to the ideal point position of Belgium. This means a trend towards more
market interventions and slightly less regulation. This development is in line with the predictions
derived from the one-dimensional conflict lines above (see Table 8.3). The likely winners are thus
the actors in the lower left hand sector of the Figure, the (old and new) Mediterranean member
states plus Belgium and Ireland. The second flash represents the shift of the (assumed) outcome
caused by the Lisbon Treaty. It moves mainly to the left of Figure 8.3, which means a strengthening
of interventionist interest groups and member states 88 . As already established through the onedimensional analysis, the predicted policy change is much smaller than that brought about by
enlargement. The winners are, again, the Mediterranean member states plus Poland. This reflects
the negotiations that led to the final proposal for the Constitution, insofar as Poland and Spain were
most reluctant to agree with the draft of the Convention and thereby give up the particularly
advantageous position they had gained through the Nice Treaty provisions. Although they finally
gave in, they are now the main winners of the Lisbon Treaty, which basically replaced the
Constitution. The relatively interventionist positions of the Mediterranean group will be
strengthened. Therefore, interest groups who profit from market interventions, such as the
agricultural sector or other currently protected sectors, which would be faced with increased foreign
competition after market liberalisations, similarly belong to the winners. All other actors lose to
some degree, because the distance between their preferred policies and the future outcome grows.
As these predictions are based on the location of the core centre as a proxy for the future outcome,
they do, for example, not take into account the possibly stronger effect of the agenda setting and
veto power of the supranational actors Commission and EP (beyond their influence on the location
of the core). If the two act in alliance with each other and with the northern member states, they can
probably at least prevent legislation that would establish new market intervention measures.

because co-decision becomes more and more the standard legislative procedure of the EU. The results hardly change if
the inter-institutional core for consultation or simply the Council core is used.
88

If the centre of the Council core is used as an indicator, the outcome moves also once again on the second dimension

to the lower end of the conflict scale ‚regulation level’. This would imply another shift towards less new regulations in
areas as consumer, environmental or social protection.
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8.4.

Conclusion

Legislative politics in the EU is usually not a zero-sum-game. This could at least be shown for the
‘old’ EU-15. All actors participating in the decisions belong sometimes to the winners and
sometimes to the losers (see also Bailer, 2004: 112-113). The overall balance is, however, clearly
positive for all. A cleavage between net payers and net beneficiaries of EU funds resulting in
respective groups of winners and losers cannot be found. On the contrary, the four net beneficiaries
are among the relative losers. Some evidence for a north-south divide can be found. However, in a
reverse way than in a previous analysis (Drüner, 2003), where the southern members were the
winners. For a clear conclusion concerning this question further research is necessary. Similarly, I
could find some evidence for the hypothesis that the small member states are able – through their
over-representation in the EU institutions – to ‘drain’ the large ones (Rodden, 2002; Bailer, 2004:
15). Altogether, the institutional system of the EU-15 succeeded, however, quite well in balancing
out the diverging interests.
This situation changed to some degree with the enlargement of 2004. It transformed the EU more
into a zero-sum-game, at least in terms of its legislative politics. Now absolute winners and losers
can be distinguished, but the fact that all members are sometimes winning and sometimes losing
remains true. Also in relative terms, the patterns found in the EU-15 have been reversed. The South
now appears as the relative winner over the North, because it has found new allies among the new
member states for some central conflict lines. The northern countries fear that the states receiving
the largest share of EU funds will continue to succeed in demanding a high level of payments to
their disadvantage as the net contributors. These fears are not out of place, because the former will
vote together with some of the new member states. However, the South and the East will be fierce
opponents when it comes to the allocation of agricultural subsidies and cohesion funds (see also
Dobbins, 2003: 71). Thus, the EU will continue to have a strong status quo bias, especially in the
common agricultural policy. But also new regulatory measures in many domains (consumer or
social protection, environment) become more difficult to decide. Hence, the European consumers
and employees are the losers of enlargement under the Nice Treaty, since they can expect neither
new regulations to their advantage nor falling consumer prices resulting from a less interventionist
economic policy. If these are the bad news about the effects of enlargement, the good news is that in
other areas new progress seems possible. According to my analysis, internal market regulations and
further integration in the field of justice and home affairs seem possible, although the latter was for
a long time a very difficult and slow area of integration. In sum, the enlarged EU remains mostly
status quo biased but not entirely static.
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The repercussions of the Lisbon Treaty – if it enters into force – would be rather marginal compared
to those of enlargement according to my analysis. And just as enlargement, the Lisbon Treaty
makes some actors better off than others. In some of the analysed European conflict lines, the
pendulum swings back in the direction before enlargement: new common regulations for
environmental or consumer protection become more likely and the trend to maintain all agricultural
subsidies is stopped. Therefore, the consumers can be regarded as the potential winners of the
Lisbon Treaty’s reforms. This might be due to the fact that the draft for the Lisbon Treaty, or at
least its substance, was not written by the governments but by the European Convention, which
allowed participation of the national parliaments and at least indirectly of civil society, too. This
was, or better would have been, an important difference to all previous EU treaties.
Finally, the supranational actors of the EU’s institutional system, Commission and EP, were and are
among the relative winners in the legislative process, which is undoubtedly the result of their farreaching agenda setting and veto powers. That the powers of the Parliament have even been
extended both by enlargement and the Lisbon Treaty is clearly confirmed by our empirical results.
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9. Summary and Conclusions
In the preceding chapters I have analysed a number of central aspects of legislative decision-making
in the ‘old’ EU, in the enlarged EU and in a – still fictive – European Union under the Treaty of
Lisbon. In this chapter I want to sum up and try to sketch an overall picture of the EU’s decisionmaking system, its capacity to act and its need and capacity for reform.
I have dealt with two aspects of the stability of decisions. The first is the issue of cycling.
Significant parts of the political science literature (most notably Arrow, 1951; McKelvey, 1976;
1979; and Riker, 1982) suggest that collective actors are frequently not – or only under very
restrictive conditions – able to reach meaningful, non-contradictory and stable decisions. Yet, there
is a lack of empirical research addressing the question how relevant this theoretical finding is in
practice.
The second issue is the stability of decisions over time, i.e. the capacity of a collective decisionmaking system to change a once decided political status quo. Especially the EU is often criticised
for being unable to reform political solutions it has adopted in the past, because decisions are
blocked by single actors – if unanimity is required – or groups of actors who form blocking
minorities in case of majority voting. Such constellation are called gridlock situations.
In chapter 2 I have developed a theoretical framework building on concepts of spatial voting and
veto players theory to analyse these issues as well as the efficiency of decision-making in the EU
and the distribution of winners and losers of its decision processes. Since the issue of cycling is
closely linked to the dimensionality of decisions I have also performed an analysis of
dimensionality of the EU’s political space before and after enlargement
The practical irrelevance of the issue of cycling for the ‘old’ and the enlarged EU
Whether a decision-making body such as the EU Council of Ministers is liable to produce paradox
and cyclical results depends basically on the combination of three parameters: 1) the dimensionality
of the political conflict space, 2) the institutional rules governing the decision-making process and
3) the heterogeneity and constellation of the participating actors’ preferences. The three together
determine whether a core exists or not. The existence of a core in turn precludes the occurrence of
decision cycles. I have empirically assessed the three factors in chapters 4 through 6.
Regarding the first parameter the empirical analysis in chapter 4 shows that legislative decisions in
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the EU have – according to the analysed 62 proposals – never more than two dimensions. Sixty per
cent of the cases were only one-dimensional and forty per cent two-dimensional. In view of the
Council voting rule of roughly 73 per cent of the votes (or unanimity) this fact alone virtually
guarantees the existence of a core 89 , regardless of how heterogeneous the actor preferences are.
During the collection and the analysis (see Dobbins, 2003 and chapter 6) of the EU-25 data set no
indication for additional conflict dimensions as a consequence of enlargement was found. This
means, less technically speaking, that decisions in the EU are not very complex. One or two issues
are decided simultaneously in a decision. No matter how different the positions of the member
states, the Commission and the EP are, there is no danger that a decision that is once made by a
majority is immediately overruled by some other majority with the whole process resulting in a
cycle of potentially contradictory decisions.
Thus, what is the substance of these conflict dimensions? Which political or ideological conflicts
divide the Union’s member states? What has changed after the 2004 enlargement? My analysis of
preference data of the EU-15 and the EU-25 (see chapters 4 and 6) has revealed that the
predominant conflict in the EU is about the degree and kind of market intervention, which
corresponds to a traditional left-right cleavage. By and large, the substance of the dominant conflict
lines seems to remain basically constant after enlargement. There is some evidence that the level of
common regulations at the community level (e.g. for environment and consumer protection) has
gained in importance and figures on the second place of the most important conflict dimensions in
the enlarged EU. Meanwhile, the traditional integration dimension has become slightly less
important. The widely used label “north-south divide” is not very meaningful, because the
geographical location of a country itself does not determine preferences or conflicts. Nonetheless,
constellations of a divide between northern and southern member states can frequently be found in
EU politics. They occur mostly in decisions about the level of (agricultural) subsidies or with regard
to issues of consumer and environmental protection. However, the reason for these constellations is
not geographical distance but differences in the structure of the national economies, differences in
historical and cultural heritages, the status as a net payer or receiver of EU funds or simply the
wealth of a country.
The institutional rules of the EU’s decision-making system, which is the second of the mentioned
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The sufficient condition for the existence of a core in two dimensions is q ≥ ¾. This is the so-called ‘Kramer

number’: Qk ≥ W/(W+1) (see Schofield et al., 1988: 199).
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parameters, have been changed twice in the recent past. In the Treaty of Nice the Council decision
rule was made stricter, thereby reducing even more the risk of cyclical decisions. In the Lisbon
Treaty in turn the decision threshold has again been loosened without entailing a real risk of
decision cycles, though.
The third parameter determining the likelihood of decision cycles, the heterogeneity and decisionrelevant constellation of actor preferences, varies significantly from case to case in the EU. The size
of the inter-institutional core that I have used as an appropriate and theoretically founded measure
of heterogeneity, ranges from 0 to 100 per cent of the conflict space with a mean of 50 per cent. A
size of zero corresponds to extremely homogeneous preferences whereas 100 means that the actors’
ideal points are scattered over the whole policy space. Yet, as I have outlined above the
combination of low dimensionality and relatively strict decision rules in the EU alone guarantees
the existence of a core even if actor preferences are extremely heterogeneous. Since the Council
empirically tends to make decisions unanimously regardless of the formal voting rule there would
probably even be some ‘leeway’ for three-dimensional conflicts without a risk of paradox voting
results.
Hence, the issue of cycling that can be crucial for a collective’s capacity to make meaningful
decisions in theory is not relevant for the European Union as a collective decision-maker in practice
given the low complexity of its political conflicts, its sufficiently strict decision rules and the
moderate heterogeneity of preferences of the actors participating in its legislative decisions. This
finding holds for the EU-15 as well as for the enlarged and a ‘reformed’ EU under the Lisbon
Treaty.
Increased gridlock danger in the enlarged EU and its cure, the Lisbon Treaty
The second aspect of the stability of legislative decisions in the EU that I have assessed is, beside
the issue of cycling, the danger and frequency of gridlock situations. The first interesting result is
that the EU is not as inert as it is often perceived. The mean policy change of the 62 analysed
legislative projects from the EU-15 amounts to 53 per cent of the maximum possible change
proposed by some participating actor. Yet, this measure has a strong variation (from 0 to 100 per
cent) as well and still in 13 per cent of the cases complete gridlock prevailed and the policy did not
change at all. To explain the degree of policy change, which is the natural counterpart to policy
stability, the size of the core, the size of the winset and the concept of logrolling have been used.
Logrolling, also known as vote trading, is the exchange of votes across a priori independent
decisions by actors who attach different importance to the decided issues. Such exchanges can in
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theory lead to more policy change. The winset performed best in predicting policy change in my
analysis in chapter 5. If a policy in the EU changes – and to what degree – depends to a large extent
on the preferences of the participating actors and their location relative to the status quo. When
blocking minorities are scattered all over the conflict space and when some are located on or close
to the status quo, the winset is small or empty and hardly any policy change is possible. Vice versa,
if all veto players agree that a reform is necessary, their ideal points are relatively close together and
far away from the reference point. Such a constellation results in a small core and a large winset,
which implies a large potential for policy change. The winset can thus be understood as the
theoretical ‘room for manoeuvre’ in a decision situation. However, besides the winset the actors’
salience plays a role in determining policy change. A model including both variables showed
clearly better results. Hence, there seem to be at least two mechanisms: First, there must be a
potential for a change of the reference point resulting from the ideal point positions of all veto
players, i.e. the winset must be non-empty. In less technical terms this means that the reform of a
policy can come about only if all actors that have to agree with the reform profit from it to some
degree. The larger this room for manoeuvre is, i.e. the larger the winset, the more far-reaching the
reform will be. Second, the participating actors need to attach importance to the issues at stake, i.e.
the salience must be high, and the higher the overall subjective importance of the actors is, the more
the policy will change.
In a further analysis I have estimated how the EU’s capacity for reform has changed as a
consequence of enlargement in conjunction with the entry into force of the Nice Treaty and how
this capacity would change under the Lisbon Treaty (see chapter 6). The main finding of this
analysis, which is based on the EU-25 data set of nine supranational conflict lines, is that policy
stability has increased through eastern enlargement, because the Council core generally expands.
This is a consequence of both an increased heterogeneity of the members’ preferences and the
application of the Nice Treaty’s voting rules in the Council. However, I want to elaborate on this
general statement, because a simplifying prediction that enlargement has made the EU completely
gridlocked and incapable of acting is inadequate. There are important differences between the
central policy areas of the Union. In some areas, such as trade policy for agricultural goods and
social policy, policy stability will increase substantially, in others only marginally, e.g. consumer
policy, agricultural subsidies or fisheries. In still other areas, nothing will change at all, e.g. trade
policy for industrial goods, and in environmental policy and matters of justice and home affairs the
danger of gridlock will even decrease. The mean core size increases by three percentage points of
the defined conflict space. Similarly, it cannot generally be said that the new member states have
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more extreme or ‘different kinds’ of preferences than the old members. In fact, this is the case for
six out of the nine analysed European conflict lines, which implies that in one third of the analysed
conflict lines all of the new member states take positions within the range of the old member states.
An important conclusion derived from these finding is in my opinion that the institutional reforms
provided for in the Treaty of Nice are not an appropriate solution to the challenges the enlarged EU
faces, which had been the proclaimed aim of the intergovernmental conference leading to the treaty.
On the contrary, the stipulated voting rules exacerbate the problem of gridlock in the Council by
tightening up the voting threshold to 73 per cent and the introduction of the triple majority
requirement. Thus, is there even a danger of a legislative rollback in the enlarged EU? My answer
to this question is yes, for some policy areas, if I consider exclusively the preferences of the
member states in the enlarged Council of Ministers. Yet, if the preferences and the political weight
of the European Parliament and the Commission are also taken into account such backward
movements seem unlikely, because both supranational actors traditionally defend progressive,
integration friendly positions, the Commission in particular in conflicts about market intervention
and the EP in regulatory issues such as environmental and consumer protection. Especially when
the two act in alliance, using their powers as agenda setter and veto player, they can counterbalance
a reactionary Council. However, in this scenario a legislative standstill prevails as well. What could
be a solution to this problem? In chapter 5 I have simulated the effects of less strict decision rules in
the Council on the degree of policy change. The results are straightforward: An abolishment of all
unanimity requirements greatly increases policy change and a further relaxation of the qualified
majority requirement to two thirds of the votes still adds to this trend. These findings lead me to
plea for the Lisbon Treaty.
When I applied the institutional rules decided in the Lisbon Treaty to the EU-25 data set, a very
different picture compared to that of the Nice Treaty provisions resulted. Policy stability will
decrease substantially – and sometimes even dramatically – in most areas of European legislative
politics. Only two of nine areas maintain the same level of policy stability. In particular in
agricultural and fisheries policy, justice and home affairs and environmental policy easier and faster
decisions can be expected. It is therefore safe to say that the Lisbon Treaty would finally hold what
the Nice Treaty has promised: Preparing the EU for the challenges posed by enlargement and
guarantee its capability to act. The ‘Laeken proposal’ made by the European Convention in July
2003 was even more far-reaching in that it provided for a double majority requirement of a majority
of member states representing 60 per cent of the population. These thresholds were still lower than
in the final Lisbon Treaty. This would have implied a substantially lower level of policy stability
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and the Union would have become even more flexible and dynamic. However, the other side of the
coin would have been a risk of cyclical decisions in two and more dimensional conflict spaces,
because the Laeken rules cannot guarantee the existence of a core for any constellation of
heterogeneous preferences.
Stability and efficiency of decision-making as two sides of the same coin
Along with the stability of the EU’s decision-making system, its efficiency in terms of the speed
with which decisions are made is another important aspect of its overall functioning that I have
assessed in this study. The decisions made in a political system may be low in dimensionality, noncyclical, and produce the necessary policy change, if it just takes too long until they are reached
they may still be an inadequate or inefficient solution to the problem at hand.
My empirical analysis (chapter 7) builds on a similar theoretical framework as the previous
analyses, i.e. the size of the core and of the winset and the concept of logrolling. The results reveal
that the decision duration depends on similar factors as the degree of policy change, namely the
institutional rules such as the Council voting rule, the legislative procedure or the number of
institutional veto players and the heterogeneity and constellation of their preferences as captured by
the winset. The larger the room for manoeuvre as measured by it, the faster decisions are made and
the more far reaching is – on average – the decided policy change. As with the analysis of policy
change the winset proves to be the best predictor of the decision duration. Decision-making speed
and reform capacity seem to be two sides of the same coin. This finding is in line with intuitive
reasoning. If a smaller proportion of actors in a decision-making body has to agree to a decision and
if the preferences of a corresponding majority are relatively homogeneous and located on the same
side of the reference point, it is easier to make (far reaching) decisions that possibly change a
political status quo and it takes less time to come to an agreement than if – in the other extreme case
– all actors have to agree and have extremely diverse preferences, which are, moreover, dispersed
on different sides of the reference point.
The resulting implications for institutional reform in the EU are clear. Introducing more flexible
decision rules, such as those of the Lisbon Treaty, is an appropriate means not only to increase the
Union’s reform capacity but also to speed up decision-making, which is a frequent point of
complaint of the EU’s critics.
Winners and losers in the EU: the impacts of enlargement and the Lisbon Treaty
An issue directly linked to the applied voting rules is that of relative winners and losers in the EU:
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Who profits from which set of rules? Are there losers in the EU at all or is it an overall ‘win-win’
project for all of its members? And, again, how is this distribution of winners and losers modified
through enlargement and the Lisbon Treaty?
The analysis of the 62 proposals of the DEU data set has revealed that legislative politics in the EU
is usually not a zero-sum-game. This could at least be shown for the ‘old’ EU-15. All actors
participating in the decisions belong sometimes to the winners and sometimes to the losers. The
overall balance is, however, clearly positive for all. A cleavage between net payers and net
beneficiaries of EU funds resulting in respective groups of winners and losers could not be found.
On the contrary, the four net beneficiaries in terms of EU funding are among the relative losers.
Yet, some support could be found for the hypothesis that the small member states are able – due to
their over-representation in the EU institutions – to ‘drain’ the large ones. Altogether, the
institutional system of the EU-15 succeeded, however, quite well in balancing out the diverging
interests.
This situation changed to some degree with the enlargement of 2004 according to our analysis of
the EU-25 data set. It transformed the EU more into a zero-sum-game, at least in terms of its
legislative politics. Now absolute winners and losers can be distinguished, but the fact that all
members are sometimes winning and sometimes losing remains true. Also in relative terms, the
patterns found in the EU-15 have been reversed. The South now appears as the relative winner over
the North, because it has found new allies among the new member states for some central conflict
lines. Fears in the northern countries that the states receiving the largest share of EU funds will
continue to demand successfully a high level of payments at the cost of the net payers are not out of
place, because the former are likely to vote together with some of the new member states. At the
level of interest groups we can conclude that European consumers and employees are the losers of
enlargement under the Nice Treaty, since they can expect neither new regulations to their advantage
nor falling consumer prices resulting from a less interventionist economic policy. This is the bad
news about the effects of enlargement, the good news is that in other areas new progress seems
possible. According to our analysis, internal market regulations and further integration in the field
of justice and home affairs seem possible, although the latter was for a long time a difficult and
slow area of integration. In sum, the enlarged EU remains mostly status quo biased but not entirely
static.
The repercussions of the Lisbon Treaty – if it enters into force – would be rather marginal compared
to those of enlargement. And just like enlargement, the Lisbon Treaty makes some actors better off
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than others. In some of the analyzed European conflict lines, the pendulum swings back in the
direction before enlargement: new common regulations for environmental or consumer protection
become more likely and the trend to maintain all agricultural subsidies is stopped. Therefore, the
consumers can be regarded as the potential winners of the European Lisbon Treaty’s reforms.
Finally, the supranational actors of the EU’s institutional system, the Commission and the
Parliament, were and are among the relative winners in the legislative process, which is
undoubtedly the result of their far reaching agenda setting and veto powers. That the powers of the
EP have even been extended both by enlargement and the Lisbon Treaty is clearly confirmed by our
empirical results. The powers of the Commission are worth a closer examination. I have assessed its
influence as an agenda setter and executive in a separate analysis in chapter 5. As predicted by veto
players theory the Commission’s agenda setting power decreases when a stricter decision rule is
introduced as in the Nice Treaty. On the other hand, its discretion as the executing bureaucracy
increases because the Council is more frequently faced with gridlock situations and the Commission
does not have to be afraid of being overruled by the Council through new legislation. The reverse
effects would occur with the coming into force of the Lisbon Treaty and its more flexible Council
voting rule. The Commission would be empowered as an agenda setter facing a more flexible
Council, but it would lose discretion as an executive actor.
Outlook for further research and conclusion for reforms in the EU
The first important theory-related result of my empirical analyses is that the issue of cycling in
collective decision-making systems which has been controversially discussed for decades in the
literature seems to be by far not as relevant in real world settings. This proves to be the case with
the EU because on the one hand the actors tend to perceive and negotiate political issues along a
very limited number of dimensions (usually one or two) and on the other hand because their
preferences are sufficiently homogeneous and the institutional rules sufficiently strict to rule out
any potential for cycling.
The second result concerns the relative predictive power of different theoretical approaches.
Contrasting somewhat the findings presented in Thomson et al. (2006), where spatial models
performed weaker than bargaining models, my analyses in chapters 5 and 7 imply that the spatial
theory of voting and veto players theory offer useful concepts like the winset for predictive
purposes. Although one-to-one tests of spatial models might lead to disappointing results in
comparison to bargaining models, the inclusion of spatial considerations into a more encompassing
theory of decision-making might be a promising path for further research.
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The different performance of the core and the winset is another result that is interesting from a
theoretical point of view. The latter was clearly more powerful both in predicting policy change and
decision-making speed. I therefore conclude that the inclusion of the reference point in a model is
crucial for explaining collective decision-making, because actors obviously compare every
proposed solution to the prevailing state if no decision is taken at all. Although the winset is the less
parsimonious of the two related concepts this property seems to be decisive for its greater predictive
capacity.
The third concept I have used to explain policy change and decision-making speed was logrolling.
In both analyses it had virtually no predictive power. This result might either be due to the
difficulties in observing and detecting logrolling empirically or to the fact that vote trading
processes effectively do not play a role in EU decision-making, although the theoretical conditions
for trading votes are largely met.
Coming back to the practical relevance of the overall results of this study I want to ask what could
be done to improve legislative decisions in the EU? The answer is quite simple: the Lisbon Treaty
should be ratified as soon as possible. The Lisbon Treaty has all features of an institutional reform
that would be desirable from a theoretical point of view. First, it extends the application of QMV by
generalising the use of the co-decision procedure, then termed the ordinary legislative procedure.
Second, it lowers considerably the required threshold for such majority decisions in the Council by
doing away with the restrictive triple majority formula of the Treaty of Nice. The application of
these provisions would lead to both more efficient – i.e. faster – and more far reaching and reform
oriented decisions and fewer gridlock situations. They would provide the institutional framework
for efficient decisions even in a further enlarged Union, as I have shown in my outlook on the likely
effects of the possible accession of Croatia, Turkey and some Western Balkan countries. Yet the
increased participation of the European Parliament due to the expansion of the area of applicability
of the co-decision procedure can be viewed as ambivalent in terms of its effects on decision-making
efficiency. My analyses show – in line with previous studies – that decisions where the EP acts as
an additional veto player take longer than without it. However, these are the costs of more
transparency and democratic legitimacy of decisions in the EU, which are widely demanded for
good

reasons.
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Appendix A: Commission proposals selected for the DEU data set
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Community customs code
Savings taxation
Electronic signatures, common regulatory
framework
Taxes on cigarettes
SOCRATES
Orphan medical products
On directive on electronic money institutions f
Implementing art 85 and 86
Electronic commerce
TSE transmissible spongiform encephalopathies
Standard rate of VAT
Financial instruments for fisheries… FIFG
Community action programme in the field of civil
protection
Community part in the EU audiovisual
observatory
Procedure for est max residue medicinal p
Transport of dangerous goods by road:
standards, European agreement ADR annexed
(amend. Direct.94/55/EC)
Forest reproductive material
Establishment of Eurodac system
Energy efficiency requirements for ballasts for
fluorescent lighting
Kosovo reconstruction agency
Food additives
Control measures in the North East Atlantic
Jurisdiction and recognition of judgements in civil
and commercial matters

Directive

New

Internal market

COD

Unan

3

10.12.1997

22.05.2001

Directive

New

Agriculture

CNS

QMV

6

11.03.1998

19.07.1999

Regulation Amend Internal market
Directive
New
ECOFIN
Directive
New
Internal market

COD
CNS
COD

QMV
Unan
Unan

4
3
3

03.06.1998
20.05.1998
13.05.1998

16.11.2000

Directive
Decision
Regulation
Directive
Regulation
Directive
Regulation
Directive
Regulation
Decision

CNS
COD
COD
COD
CNS
COD
COD
CNS
CNS
CNS

Unan
QMV
QMV
Unan
QMV
Unan
QMV
Unan
QMV
Unan

2
3
1
2
3
3
3
2
2
2

15.05.1998
27.05.1998
27.07.1998
29.07.1998
30.09.1998
18.11.1998
18.11.1998
30.11.1998
16.12.1998
16.12.1998

29.07.1999
24.01.2000
16.12.1999
18.09.2000
10.06.1999
08.06.2000
22.05.2001
25.05.1999
17.12.1999
09.12.1999

Culture

CNS

Unan

1

11.03.1999

22.11.1999

Regulation Amend
Directive Amend

Agriculture
Transport

CNS
COD

QMV
QMV

3
1

18.03.1999
17.05.1999

15.06.1999
10.10.2000

Directive Amend
Regulation
New
Directive
New

Agriculture
JHA
Energy

CNS
CNS
COD

QMV
Unan
QMV

3
1
2

27.05.1999
26.05.1999
16.06.1999

22.12.1999
11.12.2000
18.09.2000

CNS
COD
CNS
CNS

Unan
QMV
QMV
Unan

1
1
2
2

23.06.1999
22.07.1999
12.07.1999
14.07.1999

15.11.1999
12.02.2001
16.12.1999
22.12.2000

Decision

Amend
ECOFIN
New
Social
New
Internal market
Amend
ECOFIN
Amend
Industry
New
Internal market
New
Agriculture
Amend
ECOFIN
New
Fisheries
New
General
New

Regulation Amend
General
Directive Amend Internal market
Regulation
New
Fisheries
Regulation
New
JHA
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13.12.1999

n99151
n99163
n99192
d99217
d99204
n99202
n99214
n99225
n99236
d99238
n99235
d99244
n99246
d99252
n99255
n99274
d96112
n96114
n96115
n98109
n98110
n98299
d98300
d99275
n99276

Budgetary discipline
Closer dialogue with Fishing Industry
Setting up an employment committee in
accordance with Art 130
Health problems affecting intra-Community trade
in bovine animals and swine
Beef labelling
Production aid for cotton
MEDA
General framework for equal treatment
Flax and hemp
Toys made of plasticised PVC containing
phthalates
Market in bananas
Tobacco products
Regulation on milk to schools
Directive on the interoperability of the tranEuropean conventional rail system
Protection of juveniles of marine organisms
European Refugee Fun
Chocolate
The directive on honey
Fruit juces
CMO beef
CMO in milk
EC-Turkey customs union
EC/Turkey relations: implementation of measures
to promote economic and social development
MEDIA-training
MEDIA plus 2001-2005

Regulation
Regulation
Decision

New
New
New

ECOFIN
Fisheries
Employ

CNS
CNS
CNS

Unan
QMV
QMV(10)

1
2
2

14.07.1999
22.07.1999
08.09.1999

26.09.2000
27.03.2000
24.01.2000

Directive

Amend

Agriculture

COD

QMV

1

25.10.1999

16.05.2000

COD
CNS
CNS
CNS
CNS
COD

QMV
QMV
Unan
Unan
QMV
QMV

4
2
2
2
2
3

21.10.1999
13.12.1999
20.10.1999
25.11.1999
10.11.1999
10.11.1999

17.07.2000
22.05.2001
27.11.2000
27.11.2000
27.07.2000

CNS
COD
CNS
COD

QMV
QMV
QMV
QMV

2
5
2
3

10.11.1999
16.11.1999
10.12.1999
25.11.1999

29.01.2001
05.06.2001
20.07.2000
19.03.2001

CNS
CNS
COD
CNS
CNS
CNS
CNS
CNS
COD

QMV
Unan
QMV
QMV
QMV
QMV
QMV
Unan
QMV

2
3
4
3
2
2
2
2
3

30.11.1999
14.12.1999
17.04.1996
17.04.1996
17.04.1996
17.03.1998
17.03.1998
21.10.1998
21.10.1998

08.06.2000
28.09.2000
23.06.2000
20.12.2001
20.12.2001
17.05.1999
17.05.1999
10.04.2000
22.01.2001

COD
CNS

QMV
Unan

1
5

14.12.1999
14.12.1999

19.01.2001
20.12.2000

Regulation
Regulation
Regulation
Directive
Regulation
Directive

Amend
Agriculture
New
Agriculture
Amend
General
New
Employ
Amend
Agriculture
Amend Internal market

Regulation Amend
Directive
New
Regulation Amend
Directive
New

Agriculture
Health
Agriculture
Transport

Regulation Amend
Fisheries
Decision
New
JHA
Directive
New
Internal market
Directive
New
Internal market
Directive
New
Internal market
Regulation
New
Agriculture
Regulation
New
Agriculture
Regulation
New
General
Regulation
New
General
Decision
Decision

New
New
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Culture
Culture

Appendix B: Documentation of dropped issues of DEU data set
Dropped issues: in italics
Dropped proposals: in bolt plus italics
Pr Proposal description
op
osa
l
nu
mb
er

Issu
e
num
ber

1

1

d00032i1

2

d00032i2

3
4

d00032i3
d00032i4

5

d00060i1

6

d00060i2

7

2

3

4

Access to documents

Maximum dimensions in traffic

Anti personnel landmines
developing countries

Erika I, phasing out single hull

Issue
Issue description
number of
procedure
reference

No Which member
of
states
miss
ing
me
mbe
r
state
s

0

-

0

-

0
0

-

1

Ire

0

-

d00062i1

Scope of the public access of documents of the Council, the
Commission and the EP (included these documents that
these institutions receive from third parties or institutions)
Regimen of exceptions in order to provide public access to
documents of the three main EU institutions
Access to Confidential Documents
Application EU rules into national institutions of the EU
Member states
Maximum length (and number of axles) authorised for all
rigid motor vehicles when circulating in the Union
Type of manoeuvrability that certain road vehicles must
perform when circulating within the Community
Destruction of stockpiles of mines

6

8

d00062i2

The figure on the actual demining financial framework

10

9
10
11

d00062i3
d00067i1
d00067i2

The visibility of the EU demining actions to other countries 0
phasing out of single hull
2
integrated approach in IMO
2

Dk, Grce, Ity, Fin,
Swe, UK
Dk, Grce, Ity, Lux,
NL, Aus, Port, Fin,
Ire, Bel
Lux, Aus
Lux, Aus

216

Missing value for

Refe Out- EP
renc com
e
e
poin
t

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Com

5

6

7

Electronic communications
networks

Takeovers

On resale rights for artists from BJ
and adjusted by GF data

8

Chocolate

9

Consumer guarantees

10
11

Fourth motor insurance directive
Copyright and related rights in the
information society

12

Community customs code

13

Electronic signatures, common
regulatory framework

14

SOCRATES

12

d00184i1

0

-

Yes

Yes

d00184i2
d00184i3
d95341i1
d95341i2
d95341i3

who has the final decision power when consultation is
needed
what is the definition of a strong market power
who defines the markets and whether there is an SMP
deciding on equitable i95655/1
ability to take defensive measures
information and consultation of i95655/3ees

13
14
15
16
17

0
0
0
0
8

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

18
19

d95341i4
d96085i1

timing of implementation
threshold for resale right

0
1

Bel, Dk, Grce, Lux,
Aus, Port, Fin, Swe
Aus

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

d96085i2
d96085i3
d96085i4
d96112i1
d96112i2
d96112i3
d96112i4
d96161i1
d96161i2
d97264i1
d97359i1

maximum resale right
degressivity of payments
implementation time
fat content of chocolate
labelling of chocolate
UK and Irish derogation for milk chocolate
timing of the impact study regarding developing countries
who decides whether to replace or repair
should there be a notification period?
Scope
rights on the internet

1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Aus
Aus
-

31
32
33
34
35
36

d97359i2
d97359i3
d98134i1
d98134i2
d98134i3
d98134i4

0
0
0
3
1
0

Lux, NL, Port
Lux
-

37

d98191i1

0

-

38
39

d98191i2
d98191i3

0
1

Grce

40

d98195i1

time shifting
application of fair compensation to exceptions
Liberalization of the custom agents
Setting up new free areas in the customs without fencing
Setting up of new 'centralize rigidities' in the customs
Good faith' of EU importers to pay the prescribed tariff
when importing goods of third world countries
definition of en electronic signature to have equal legal
effects
public control of serv. prov. on market access
legislation for liability of the service provider in misuse or
damage cases
amount of money to be allocated for the 7-year Socrates
programme

0

-
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Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

15
16

Orphan medical products
Directive on electronic money
institutions

17

EC/Turkey relations:
implementation of measures to
promote economic and social
development

18

TSE transmissible spongiform
encephalopathies

19

Electronic commerce

20

Transport of dangerous goods by
road: standards, European
agreement ADR annexed (amend.
Direct.94/55/EC)
Energy efficiency requirements for
ballasts for fluorescent lighting

21
22

Food additives

23

Beef labelling

41

d98195i2

inclusion of a revision clause opening up the option of
budget re-negotiation in case of EU enlargement
terminology used to refer to the program
Definition of a rare illness
the strength or rigidity of the directive

0

-

42
43
44

d98195i3
d98240i1
d98252i1

0
0
0

-

45
46

d98252i2
d98300i1

the scope and extent of the derogations from the directive
decision on whether or not to give 135m EUR to Turkey
from 2000 to 2002

0
0

-

47

d98300i2

0

-

Yes

48
49

d98300i3
d98323i1

inclusion of amendments on minority rights and the death
penalty
inclusion of amendment on nuclear power plants
whether cohort or stock gets slaughtered

0
0

-

Yes
Yes

50

d98323i2

0

-

51

d98323i3

0

-

52
53

d98325i1
d98325i2

whether member states should be categorised according to
their BSE status or not
whether no test, spot tests or overall tests should be carried
out
legal principle
Scope

0
6

54
55

d98325i3
d99083i1

liability
establishing bodies to monitor safety of gas bottles

1
0

Dk, Grce, France,
Port, Fin, Swe
Grce
-

56

d99127i1

1

Ire

57
58

d99127i2
d99158i1

0
0

-

59
60
61
62

d99204i1
d99204i2
d99204i3
d99204i4

energy efficiency requirements for ballasts for fluorescent
lighting
article 9 on phasing out of exceptions
decision on whether or not to allow the use of propellant
gases for water-based emulsion sprays
Timing of first stage
Timing of second stage
Detail in first stage
Detail in second stage

0
0
0
0

-
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Yes
Yes

Yes

24

25

26

27

Health problems affecting intra63
Community trade in bovine animals
and swine
Toys made of plasticized PVC
64
containing phthalates
65
66

d99217i1

extension of the derogation of the directive which asks for
strict testing of bovine animals and swine

3

Grce, Port, UK

d99238i1

amount of phtalates to be banned

0

-

Yes

Yes

d99238i2
d99238i3

0
0

-

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Tobacco products

67
68
69
70
71
72

d99244i1
d99244i2
d99244i3
d99244i4
d99244i5
d99252i1

introduction of labels for articles containing phtalates
introduction of phtalate migration tests for articles
containing phtalates
export of tobacco products
strength of health warning
disclosure of product information
updating of directive
ban on product descriptives
scope of harmonisation

0
0
0
1
0
4

Lux
Grce, Ire, Port, Fin

d99252i2
d99252i3
d99275i1

0
4
0

Dk, Ity, Port, Swe
-

1

Ire

0

-

Yes

0

-

Yes

0
0

-

Yes
Yes

0

-

Yes

0

-

Yes

0

-

Yes

1
0
0
0

Dk
-

Directive on the interoperability of
the tran-European conventional rail
system

28

MEDIA-training

73
74
75

29

Visas for 3rd country nationals

76

n00030i1

77

n00030i2

78

n00030i3

79
80

n00030i4
n00030i5

81

n00030i6

82

n00127i1

83

n00127i2

84
85
86
87

n00127i3
n00223i1
n00223i2
n00250i1

30

Temporary protection

31

Application of VAT rate

32

CMO sugar

timing of the implementation of the Directive
discretion available to the TSI committee
amount of money for training measures for the European
audiovisual industry 2001-2005
Independence or Autonomy of the EU countries in order to
recognize passports of third countries
Need for stateless citizens to present visa when they come to
any EU country
Need to present a visa for Rumanian citizens when getting
into any EU Member State
Need to show visa for Bulgarian citizens within EU territory
Need to show a visa for Colombian citizens when getting
into any EU Member State
Need to present a visa for citizens from Macao and HongKong
Need to present a visa for citizens from Macao and HongKong
Decision rule that must be used in order to be able to
interrupt the temporal protection of refugees
Duration of the temporal protection for refugees
min level of vat standard rate
time period in which measure is valid
Extension of present CMO regime
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Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

33

34

Olive oil

35

Anti personnel landmines nondeveloping countries
Directive on honey

36

Fruit juces

37
38

39

Technical measures for the
conservation of fishery resources
Business taxation: interest and
royalty payments between
associated companies
Protection of laying hens kept in
various systems of rearing

40

CMO beef

41

CMO in milk

88
89
90
91
92

n00250i2
n00250i3
n00358i1
n00358i2
n00358i3

Reduction of quotas
Abolition of aid for storage
Extension of present aid scheme
Use and labelling of mixtures
Use of talc in processing

0
0
0
0
8

93
94

n00358i4
n00358i5

Classification of types of olive oil
Labelling of country of origin

0
8

95

n0062Bi1

The visibility of the EU demining actions to other countries

0

96
97
98
99
100

n96114i1
n96114i2
n96114i3
n96115i1
n96115i2

commitology
specificity of origin on the label
labelling of industrial honey
designations on the label of fruit juices
absorbents used in the process of manufacturing

0
0
1
1
10

101

n96160i1

net rule indicating number of allowed nets for fishing

4

102

n98087i1

scope of companies covered

11

103
104

n98087i2
n98092i1

direct or indirectly owned companies
Prohibition of the use of cages

0
1

Be, Dk, Grce, Spain,
Ity, Lux, NL, Aus,
Port, Fin, Swe
Lux

105

n98092i2

0

-

Yes

106

n98092i3

1

Lux

Yes

107

n98092i4

0

-

Yes

108

n98092i5

1

Lux

Yes

109

n98092i6

0

-

Yes

110
111
112

n98109i1
n98109i2
n98110i1

Timing for the improvement of the general conditions of the
cages
Modification of the minimum of cm sq of cage area for each
hen
Timing for the introduction of a compulsory system of cm sq
of cage area for each hen
Timing for prohibiting the cages after the first of January of
2009
Rules that should follow countries that export eggs to EU
countries
reduction of the support price for beef and veal
compensation for the support price cut
extent and timing of cut in intervention price

0
0
0

-

Yes
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Bel, Ire, Lux, NL, Aus,
Fin, Swe, UK
Bel, Dk, Ger, Ire, Lux,
Aus, Port, Swe
-

Yes
Yes

Lux
Fin
Bel, Dk, Ger, Grce,
Ire, Lux, NL, Aus,
Port, Fin
Grce, Ity, Lux, Aus

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

42

43

44

45

Taxes on cigarettes

Savings taxation

Implementing art 85 and 86

EC-Turkey customs union

46

Standard rate of VAT

47

Financial instruments for
fisheries… FIFG

48

Community action programme in
the field of civil protection

49

50
51

CMO in fishery and aquaculture
products

Types of behavour, common
fisheries policy
Proposal on the reduced rate of
VAT for labour intensive services

113
114
115

n98110i2
n98189i1
n98189i2

future of the quota system
question how often the new arrangement should be revised
whether an exception for fine-cut tobacco should be
introduced

0
2
14

116
117
118

n98193i1
n98193i2
n98193i3

scope of directive
system to apply
external conditionality

0
0
9

119

n98288i1

120
121

n98288i2
n98288i3

122

n98299i1

123

n98299i2

124
125
126

n98331i1
n98331i2
n98347i1

size of the market share threshold which determines which
companies are covered by the proposal
scope of the proposal
how long should a duration limit of a contract be so that a
company is covered by the block exemption =non-compete
obligation
decision on whether to give 15m EUR to Turkey between
2000 and 2002
inclusion of amendments on minority rights and the death
penalty
decision on minimum level of VAT standard rate
decision on maximum level of VAT standard rate
scrap-build penalty

127
128

n98347i2
n98354i1

linkage with MAGP objectives
1
budget to be used for the civil protection program every year 0

Lux
-

129

n98354i2

0

-

130

n99047i1

duration (in years) of the civil protection program to be
implemented
information to consumers

4

Ire, Aus, Lux, Fin

131
132

n99047i2
n99047i3

Market intervention
trade with third countries

4
4

133

n99050i1

2

134

n99056i1

harmonisation of a list of fishing infringements and
sanctions to be implemented
The reduction of VAT on labour intensive services

Grce, Aus, Lux, Fin
Grce, France, Lux,
Aus
Lux, Aus

0

-
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0

Fin, Swe
Bel, Dk, Grce, Spain,
France, Ire, Ity, Lux,
NL, Port, Aus, Fin,
Swe, UK
Bel, Dk, Grce, Spain,
Ire, NL, Port, Fin,
Swe
-

Yes

Yes

Yes

0
0

-

Yes

Yes
Yes

0

-

0

-

0
0
2

Lux, NL

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

52
53

Community part in the EU
audiovisual observatory
Procedure for est max residu
medicinal products

54

Forest reproductive material

55

Establishment of Eurodac system

56
57

Kosovo reconstruction agency
Control measures in the North East
Atlantic

135

n99066i1

136

n99072i1

137

n99072i2

138

n99072i3

139
140

n99092i1
n99092i2

141
142

n99092i3
n99116i1

143
144

n99132i1
n99138i1

145

n99138i2

% of the budget of the European audiovisual observatory
that must be paid with EU funds
time period until the introduction of common standards of
maximum residues limits
extension of application of medicals for bovine and swine on
horses
extension of application of medicals for bovine and swine on
minor species
Definition of Genetically modified material
"Include ""source identified"" class"

0

-

0

-

0

-

Yes

Yes

0

-

Yes

Yes

0
9
0
6
0
2

Bel, Dk, Grce, Spain,
Ire, Ity, Lux, NL, Aus
Dk, Grce, Ire, Ity,
Lux, UK
Lux, Aus

4

Grce, Ity, Lux, Aus

0

-

0

-

58

Budgetary discipline

146

n99151i1

59

Jurisdiction and recognition of
147
judgements in civil and commercial
matters
148
Closer dialogue with Fishing
149
Industry
150
Setting up an employment
151
committee in ac w Art 130
152
Production aid for cotton
153
154
MEDA
155

n99154i1

Part E
question whether implementation committee is a usual
comitology committee or a committee with more MS power
location of the reconstruction office
should recommendations of regional fisheries organisations
be implemented into Community law automatically or one
by one
who bears the costs of the implementation of the regional
fisheries measures
The mechanism that will be initiated if the year's agricultural
budget is overspent
jurisdiction of e-commerce cases

n99154i2
n99163i1

external competence of the commission
financing of the advisory council

0
0

-

n99163i2
n99192i1

representation of member states in the advisory council
institutional place of the committee

0
1

Aus

n99192i2
n99202i1
n99202i2
n99214i1

2
0
0
4

Grce, Aus
Bel, Ire, Lux, Aus

156

n99214i2

politicisation of the tasks of the committee
the level of the penalty rate
the level of the maximum guaranteed quantity
Role that the Meda Committee has to desempeñar in
deciding what projects are financed by the EU
Budget assigned by the Commission for financial and
technical assistance to Meda Countries between 2000 and
2006

2

Ire, Aus

60
61
62
63

222

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

64

65

General framework for equal
treatment

Market in bananas

157

n99225i1

exceptions for religious reasons

0

-

Yes

158

n99225i2

definition of reasonable adjustment

9

Yes

159

n99235i1

0

Aus, Port, Swe, Bel,
Dk, Grce, Spain, Ity,
Lux
-

160

n99235i2

0

-

0
9

Ger, Grce, Spain, Ire,
Ity, Lux, Aus, Port,
Fin
Aus
-

66

Flax and hemp

161
162

n99236i1
n99236i2

Import system to be adopted for the commerce and
distribution of bananas within the EU countries
(Year in which will take into effect the new system for the
commerce of bananas within the EU territory)
short flax and hemp fibre
long flax fibre

67

Regulation on milk to schools

68

Protection of juveniles of marine
organisms

163
164
165

n99246i1
n99246i2
n99255i1

The introduction of co-financing
Fat content of milk in subsidy scheme
fishing in North Sea: yes or no

1
0
0

166

n99255i2

minimum landing size

13

167
168
169
170

n99274i1
n99274i2
n99274i3
n99276i1

0
1
0
0

171

n99276i2

0

-

Yes

172

n99276i3

0

-

Yes

173

n99276i4

0

-

Yes

174

n99276i5

inclusion of the emerging measures on the budget
way in which the budget should be distributed
% of the budget should be controlled by the Commission
amount of money to be allocated for development,
distribution, and promotion
the money should primarily be spent for development or for
distribution
fund more on a project-by-project basis or on a package
basis
projects should be funded depending on the period in which
co-producers join
percentage of money to be allocated for pilot studies

Bel, Dk, Ger, Grce,
France, Ire, Ity, Lux,
NL, Aus, Fin, Swe, UK
Yes
Dk
Yes
Yes
-

0
210

> 4: 13 issues

Yes
40

69

European Refugee Fund

70

MEDIA plus 2001-2005

To
tal

223

Yes

12

37

4

Appendix C: Documentation of analysis of dimensionality of DEU data set

Level Results of PCA
of
measu
remen
t of
issues
(1=dic
h.,
2=ordi
nal,
3=met
ric)
2 – 2 – suggests 1
2
dimension (1st PC
explains 80% of
variance, first two
94%); very high
Eigenvalue of first
PC (2,4)

Deviating Results of CA
result of
ASrecoding

1

no

2

2–1

Pro Proposal description
posa
l
num
ber

Procedu
re
referenc
e
number

No
of
issu
es in
origi
nal
DE
U
data
set

No
of
issu
es in
anal
ysed
sam
ple

1

Access to documents

d00032

4

3

2

Maximum dimensions in d00060
traffic
Erika I, phasing out
d00067
single hull

2
2

3

Deviating
result of
ASrecoding

Plausible substantial
interrelation between
issues according to
interview report

Accor Summ Nu
ding
ary
mbe
struct result r of
ure/int
iden
erpret
tifie
ation
d
of
dim
factor
ensi
loadin
ons
gs?

no (no
missings)

no (no
suggests 1
dimension (1st PC missings)
explains 80% of
variance, first two
94%); very high
Eigenvalue of
first PC (2,4)

yes, all 4 issues can be
summarized by one
dimension “public
access to whatever
kind of documents
(confidential or not;
from third party or
not) should be
provided with as less
exceptions as possible,
also to national
authorities”

PCA:
yes
CA:
yes

analysis

of

dimensionality

suggests 1
dimension (1st PC
explains 85% of
variance); very
high Eigenvalue of
first PC (1,7)

no
(identical
replaced
values)

suggests 1
dimension (1st PC
explains 85% of
variance); very
high Eigenvalue
of first PC (1,7)

224

the
1
analys
ed 3
issues
can be
reduce
d to 1
dimens
ion

1
no
(identical
replaced
values)

no

PCA:
no
CA:
no

no
2
dimens
ion
reducti
on
possibl
e

4

Takeovers

d95341

4

2

1– 2

5

On resale rights for
artists

d96085

4

4

2 – 2 – suggests 1 or 2
2–2
dimensions (1st PC
explains 75% of
variance, first two
94%); very high
Eigenvalue of first
PC (3,0)

6

7
8
9

Chocolate

Consumer guarantees
Fourth motor insurance
directive
Copyright and related
rights in the information
society

d96112

4

3

suggests 2
dimensions (1st PC
explains only 53 %
of variance); high
Eigenvalue of
second PC (0,9)

2 – 2 – suggests 1
1
dimension (1st PC
explains 99% of
variance;
Eigenvalue 2,9)

d96161
d97264

2
1

1
1

no
no

analysis
analysis

d97359

3

3

2 – 2 – suggests 1
2
dimension (1st PC
explains 91% of
variance, first two
98 %)

no (no
missings)

no (no
missings)

no

PCA:
no
CA:
no

yes, there is an
interrelation between
issue 1 (threshold of
resale right) and issue
3 (its degressivity)

PCA:
no
CA:
yes

very high
Eigenvalu
e of first
PC (2,8)
no (no
suggests 1
missings) dimension (1st PC

suggests 2
dimension
s (1st PC
explains
71% of
variance,
first two
90%);
very high
Eigenvalu
e of first
PC (2,8)
no (no
missings)

yes, issues 1 (use of
vegetable fats) and
issue 2 (labelling of
vegetable fats) are
related; moreover,
issues 1 and 3 have
identical preference
profiles

PCA:
yes
CA:
no

the
1
analys
ed 3
issues
can be
reduce
d to 1
dimens
ion
1
1

yes, issues 1
(consumers and right
holders' rights with
respect to the transfer
of protected work over
the Internet), 2 (rights
in case of time
shifting) and 3
(exceptions to these
rights) are interrelated

PCA:
yes
CA:
yes

3
1
issues
can be
reduce
d to 1
dimens
ion

suggests 2
dimensions (1st
PC explains only
53 % of
variance); high
Eigenvalue of
second PC (0,9)
suggests 2 suggests 1 or 2
dimension dimensions (1st
s (1st PC
PC explains 76%
explains
of variance, first
71% of
two 95%); very
variance,
high Eigenvalue
first two
of first PC (3,0)
90%);

explains 99% of
variance;
Eigenvalue 2,9)

of
of

dimensionality
dimensionality

no (no
missings)

no (no
suggests 1
dimension (1st PC missings)
explains 91% of
variance, first two
98 %)

225

no
2
dimens
ion
reducti
on
possibl
e
4
2
issues
can be
reduce
d to 2
dimens
ions

10

Community customs
code

d98134

4

4

2 – 2 – suggests 2
2–2
dimensions (1st PC
explains 56% of
variance, first two
80%)

minimal

suggests 2
dimensions (1st
PC explains 56%
of variance, first
two 80%)

minimal

11

Electronic signatures,
common regulatory
framework

d98191

3

3

2 – 2 – suggests 1 or 2
2
dimensions (1st PC
explains 81% of
variance, first two
97%), very high
Eigenvalue of first
PC (2,4)

minimal

suggests 1 or 2
dimensions (1st
PC explains 81%
of variance, first
two 97%), very
high Eigenvalue
of first PC (2,4)

minimal

12

SOCRATES

d98195

3

3

3 – 1 – suggests 1 or 2
1
dimensions (1st PC
explains 65% of
variance, first two
92%); still high
Eigenvalue of 2nd
dimension (.8)

no (no
missings)

no (no
missings)

13

Orphan medical
products

d98240

1

1

no

of

suggests 1 or 2
dimensions (1st
PC explains 65%
of variance, first
two 92%); still
high Eigenvalue
of 2nd dimension
(.8)
dimensionality

analysis

226

yes, between issues 1
(Liberalization of
custom agents), 2
(creation of a new
type of open areas)
and 3 (creation of new
‘centralist rigidities’)
which all concern an
integration dimension;
issue 4 (Good faith' of
EU importers to pay
tariff) is basically an
inter-institutional
conflict between the
Com and Council/EP
and forms thus a
second dimension
yes, issues 2 ( public
control of providers)
and 3 ( legislation for
liability of providers)
constitute a regulation
dimension: “modest or
strong regulation of
providers”
yes, issues 1
(allocation of budget)
and 2 (revision of this
allocation in case of
enlargement) are
interrelated

PCA:
yes;
CA:
yes

4
2
issues
can be
reduce
d to 2
dimens
ions

PCA:
yes;
CA:
yes

3
2
issues
can be
reduce
d to 2
dimens
ions

PCA:
yes;
CA:
yes

3
2
issues
can be
reduce
d to 2
dimens
ions
1

14

Electronic money
institutions

d98252

2

2

2–2

suggests 1
dimension (1st PC
explains 95 % of
variance; high
Eigenvalue (1,9))

no (only
EP
missing)

no (only
suggests 1
dimension (1st PC EP
explains 95 % of missing)
variance; high
Eigenvalue (1,9))

15

EC/Turkey relations:
implementation of
measures to promote
economic and social
development
TSE transmissible
spongiform
encephalopathies

d98300

3

1

no

analysis

of

dimensionality

d98323

3

2

2–2

suggests 2
dimensions (1st PC
explains only 53 %
of variance; high
Eigenvalue of 2nd
PC (,94))

no (no
missings)

suggests 2
dimensions (1st
PC explains only
53 % of variance;
high Eigenvalue
of 2nd PC (,94))

no (no
missings)

17

Electronic commerce

d98325

3

2

2–2

suggests 1 or 2
dimensions (1st PC
explains 79 % of
variance)

suggests 2
dimension
s (1st PC
explains
74 % of
variance)

suggests 1 or 2
dimensions (1st
PC explains 79 %
of variance)

18

Transport of dangerous
goods by road:
standards, European
agreement ADR
annexed

d99083

1

1

no

analysis

of

dimensionality

16

227

yes, both issues ( 1)
strength of directive
and 2) extent of
derogations) constitute
a regulation dimension

PCA:
yes;
CA:
yes

2
1
issues
can be
reduce
d to 1
dimens
ion
1

no

PCA:
no;
CA:
no

suggests 2 no
dimension
s (1st PC
explains
74 % of
variance)

PCA:
no;
CA:
no

no
2
dimens
ion
reducti
on
possibl
e
no
2
dimens
ion
reducti
on
possibl
e
1

minimal

minimal
suggests 1
dimension (1st PC
explains 82 % of
variance; low
Eigenvalue of 2nd
PC (,3))

no
analysis
2 – 2 – suggests 2
2–2
dimensions (1st PC
explains 68% of
variance, first two
84%; low
Eigenvalue of 3rd
dimension (,3))
no
analysis

of
no (no
missings)

dimensionality
suggests 2
dimensions (1st
PC explains 68%
of variance, first
two 84%; low
Eigenvalue of 3rd
dimension (,3))
dimensionality

2 – 2 – suggests 2
2 – 2 – dimensions (1st PC
explains 47 %, first
2
two 78 %; still high
Eigenvalue of 2nd
PC (1,5))

no
(identical
replaceme
nt values
for
missings)

19

Energy efficiency
d99127
requirements for ballasts
for fluorescent lighting

2

2

2–2

20
21

Food additives
Beef labelling

d99158
d99204

1
4

1
4

22

Health problems
affecting intraCommunity trade in
bovine animals and
swine
Tobacco products

d99217

1

1

d99244

5

5

23

suggests 1
dimension (1st PC
explains 82 % of
variance; low
Eigenvalue of 2nd
PC (,3))

of

228

suggests 2
dimensions (1st
PC explains 47 %,
first two 78 %;
still high
Eigenvalue of 2nd
PC (1,5))

yes, the two issues (1:
time frame for phasing
out of certain types of
ballasts; 2: exceptions
of phasing out) are
interrelated and can be
summarized by one
dimension “fast and
complete phasing out
of certain types of
ballasts or not”

PCA:
no;
CA:
yes

no (no
missings)

yes, issues 1 and 2
both concern the
timing of labelling,
issues 3 and 4 concern
its detailedness

PCA:
yes;
CA:
yes

no
(identical
replaceme
nt values
for
missings)

yes, issue 1 (rules for
export), 2 (size and
strength of health
warning), 3
(disclosure of product
information) and 5
(ban on product
descriptions) all
constitute a conflict of
“public health vs.
tobacco industry
interests” whereas
issue 4 (updating of
directive) is an
institutional conflict

PCA:
yes;
CA:
yes

2
1
issues
can be
reduce
d to 1
dimens
ion

1
4
2
issues
can be
reduce
d to 2
dimens
ions
1

5
2
issues
can be
reduce
d to 2
dimens
ions

24

Interoperability of the
trans-European
conventional rail system

d99252

3

3

2 – 2 – suggests 2
2
dimensions (1st PC
explains 42 %, first
two 77 %; still high
Eigenvalue of 2nd
PC (1,0))

suggests
more
clearly 2
dimension
s (1st PC
explains
64 %, first
two 87 %)

suggests 2
dimensions (1st
PC explains 42 %,
first two 77 %;
still high
Eigenvalue of 2nd
PC (1,0))

25
26

d99275
n00030

1
6

1
1

no
no

analysis
analysis

of
of

dimensionality
dimensionality

1
1

27
28
29

MEDIA-training
Visas for 3rd country
nationals
Temporary protection
Application of VAT rate
CMO sugar

n00127
n00223
n00250

3
2
3

1
1
3

no
no
2–1–
1

analysis
analysis
suggests 2
dimensions (1st PC
explains 72 % of
variance, first two
100 %)

of
of
no (no
missings)

dimensionality
dimensionality
no (no
suggests 2
missings)
dimensions (1st
PC explains 72 %
of variance, first
two 100 %)

1
1
2

30

Olive oil

n00358

5

3

3 – 2 – suggests 2
1
dimensions (1st PC
explains 67 % of
variance, first two
98 %)

no (no
missings)

no (no
suggests 2
missings)
dimensions (1st
PC explains 67 %
of variance, first
two 98 %)

31

Anti personnel
landmines nondeveloping countries

n0062b

1

1

no

of

dimensionality

analysis

229

suggests
more
clearly 2
dimension
s (1st PC
explains
64 %, first
two 87 %)

yes, issue 1 (scope of
harmonization) and 2
(timing of
implementation) both
constitute a conflict
dimension of “fast and
effective
harmonization”
whereas issue 3
(discretion available to
the TSI committee) is
an institutional
conflict

yes, issues 2
(reduction of quotas)
and 3 (abolition of
storage subsidies) both
concern the question
of “keep current
subsidization scheme”
or not; they have
identical preference
profiles
yes, issues 2 (use and
labelling of mixtures)
and 4 (classification of
types) both concern
questions of labelling
requirements

PCA:
yes;
CA:
yes

3
2
issues
can be
reduce
d to 2
dimens
ions

PCA:
yes;
CA:
yes

3
issues
can be
reduce
d to 2
dimens
ions

PCA:
yes;
CA:
yes

3
2
issues
can be
reduce
d to 2
dimens
ions
1

32

Honey

n96114

3

3

2 – 2 – suggests 1 or 2
1
dimensions (1st PC
explains 82 % of
variance, first two
94 %)

minimal

suggests 1 or 2
dimensions (1st
PC explains 82 %
of variance, first
two 94 %)

33
34

Fruit juces
Technical measures for
the conservation of
fishery resources
Protection of laying hens
kept in various systems
of rearing
CMO beef
CMO in milk

n96115
n96160

2
1

1
1

no
no

analysis
analysis

of
of

dimensionality
dimensionality

1
1

n98092

6

1

no

analysis

of

dimensionality

1

n98109
n98110

2
2

1
2

no
2–2

analysis
suggests 1
dimension (1st PC
explains 99 % of
variance)

of
no (only
EP
missing)

dimensionality
no (only
suggests 1
dimension (1st PC EP
explains 99 % of missing)
variance)

n98189
n98288

2
3

1
1

no
no

analysis
analysis

of
of

dimensionality
dimensionality

1
1

n98299

2

1

no

analysis

of

dimensionality

1

n98331

2

2

1–1

suggests 2
dimensions (1st PC
explains only 53 %
of variance)

no (no
missings)

no (no
suggests 2
missings)
dimensions (1st
PC explains only
53 % of variance)

35
36
37

38
39
40
41

Taxes on cigarettes
Implementing art 85 and
86
EC-Turkey customs
union
Standard rate of VAT

230

no
(identical
replaceme
nt values
for
missings)

yes, issues 2
(specificity of origin
on the label) and 3
(labelling of industrial
honey) both concern
questions of labelling
whereas issue 1
(commitology
procedure) is an
institutional conflict
dimension

yes, both issues (1:
reduction of
intervention price; 2:
future of quota
system) concern the
level of subsidizing
and have almost
identical preference
profiles

no

PCA:
yes;
CA:
yes

PCA:
yes;
CA:
yes

PCA:
no;
CA:
no

3
2
issues
can be
reduce
d to 2
dimens
ions

1
2
1
issues
can be
reduce
d to 1
dimens
ion

no
2
dimens
ion
reducti
on
possibl
e

minimal

minimal
suggests 2
dimensions (1st
PC explains only
70 % of variance)

42

Financial instruments for n98347
fisheries… FIFG

2

2

2–2

suggests 2
dimensions (1st PC
explains only 70 %
of variance)

43

Community action
programme in the field
of civil protection

n98354

2

2

3–3

suggests 2
dimensions (1st PC
explains only 63 %
of variance)

44

CMO in fishery and
aquaculture products

n99047

3

3

2 – 2 – suggests 2
2
dimensions (1st PC
explains 68 % of
variance, first two
88 %)

45

Types of behaviour,
n99050
common fisheries policy
Proposal on the reduced n99056
rate of VAT for labour
intensive services
Community part in the
n99066
EU audiovisual
observatory

1

1

no

analysis

of

dimensionality

1

1

1

no

analysis

of

dimensionality

1

1

1

no

analysis

of

dimensionality

1

46
47

yes, the first issue
(scrap-build penalty)
was linked with the
second (linkage with
MAGP objectives) in
the negotiations
though they are not
interrelated
substantively
no (no
no (no
suggests 2
yes, the two issues (1:
missings) dimensions (1st
missings) budget of programme;
PC explains only
2: duration of
63 % of
programme) are
variance); = PCA
substantively linked,
because numeric
because a longer
level of
duration implies need
measurement
for larger budget;
however, the
preference profiles are
not highly correlated
suggests 2 suggests 2
suggests 2 yes, issues 2 (market
dimension dimensions (1st
dimension intervention) and 3
st
s (1st PC
PC explains 68 % s (1 PC (trade with third
explains
explains
of variance, first
countries) both have to
62 % of
62 % of
two
88
%)
do with market
variance,
variance,
intervention and
first two
first two
financial
86 %)
86 %)
support/protection of
the fishery industry
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PCA:
no;
CA:
no

no
2
dimens
ion
reducti
on
possibl
e

PCA:
no;
CA:
no

no
2
dimens
ion
reducti
on
possibl
e

PCA:
yes
(ASrecodi
ng:
no);
CA:
yes
(ASrecodi
ng: no)

3
2
issues
can be
reduce
d to 2
dimens
ions

Procedure for est max
residu medicinal
products
Forest reproductive
material

n99072

3

1

no

analysis

of

dimensionality

n99092

3

2

1–1

suggests 2
dimensions (1st PC
explains only 57 %
of variance)

no (no
missings)

no (no
suggests 2
missings)
dimensions (1st
PC explains only
57 % of variance)

Control measures in the
North East Atlantic
Budgetary discipline
Jurisdiction and
recognition of
judgements in civil and
commercial matters

n99138

2

1

no

analysis

of

dimensionality

n99151
n99154

1
2

1
2

no
2–2

analysis
suggests 2
dimensions (1st PC
explains only 70 %
of variance)

of
no (only
EP
missing)

dimensionality
no (only
suggests 2
EP
dimensions (1st
PC explains only missing)
70 % of variance)

53

Closer dialogue with the n99163
fishing industry

2

2

2–2

suggests 2
dimensions (1st PC
explains only 53 %
of variance)

no (no
missings)

no (no
suggests 2
missings)
dimensions (1st
PC explains only
53 % of variance)

54

Setting up an
employment committee
in ac w Art 130

2

2

2–2

suggests 2
dimensions (1st PC
explains only 66 %
of variance)

suggests 2
dimension
s (1st PC
explains
only 55 %
of
variance)

suggests 2
dimensions (1st
PC explains only
66 % of variance)

48
49

50
51
52

n99192
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1
no

PCA:
no;
CA:
no

no

PCA:
no;
CA:
no

no

PCA:
no;
CA:
no

suggests 2 no
dimension
s (1st PC
explains
only 55 %
of
variance)

PCA:
no;
CA:
no

no
2
dimens
ion
reducti
on
possibl
e
1
1
no
2
dimens
ion
reducti
on
possibl
e
no
2
dimens
ion
reducti
on
possibl
e
no
2
dimens
ion
reducti
on
possibl
e

55

Production aid for cotton n99202

2

2

2–2

suggests 2
dimensions (1st PC
explains only 71 %
of variance)

no (no
missings)

no (no
suggests 2
missings)
dimensions (1st
PC explains only
71 % of variance)

56

MEDA

n99214

2

2

2–3

suggests 2
dimensions (1st PC
explains only 66 %
of variance)

suggests 2
dimension
s (1st PC
explains
only 53 %
of
variance)

suggests 2
dimensions (1st
PC explains only
67 % of variance)

57

General framework for
equal treatment
market in bananas

n99225

2

1

no

analysis

of

dimensionality

n99235

2

2

2–2

suggests 1
dimension (1st PC
explains 96 % of
variance)

no (no
missings)

no (no
suggests 1
dimension (1st PC missings)
explains 96 % of
variance)

59
60

Flax and hemp
Regulation on milk to
schools

n99236
n99246

2
2

1
2

no
3–2

analysis
suggests 2
dimensions (1st PC
explains only 72 %
of variance)

of
minimal

dimensionality
minimal
suggests 2
dimensions (1st
PC explains only
72 % of variance)

61

Protection of juveniles
of marine organisms
MEDIA plus 2001-2005

n99255

2

1

no

analysis

of

dimensionality

1
no
2
dimens
ion
reducti
on
possibl
e
1

n99276

5

1

no

analysis

of

dimensionality

1

58

62

233

no

PCA:
no;
CA:
no

suggests 2 no
dimension
s (1st PC
explains
only 53 %
of
variance)

PCA:
no;
CA:
no

yes, the two issues (1:
Import system to be
adopted; 2: timing of
introduction of the
new system) are
closely interrelated as
they both reflect the
importance of banana
production of the
stakeholders

PCA:
yes;
CA:
yes

no

PCA:
no;
CA:
no

no
2
dimens
ion
reducti
on
possibl
e
no
2
dimens
ion
reducti
on
possibl
e
1
2
1
issues
can be
reduce
d to 1
dimens
ion

Appendix D: Documentation of legislative procedures for nine European conflict lines under four different institutional settings

Conflict line
EU-15
Agricultural subsidies consultation

Nice Treaty
consultation

Legislative procedure
Laeken proposal
special/ordinary legisl.
proc.

Lisbon Treaty
consultation / codecision

Consumer vs.
producer interests
Fisheries policy

co-decision

co-decision

ordinary legisl. proc.

co-decision

consultation

consultation

Internal market
regulation
Trade policy
industrial goods
Trade policy
agricultural goods
Justice and home
affairs

co-decision

co-decision

special/ordinary legisl.
proc.
ordinary legisl. proc.

consultation / codecision
co-decision

consultation

consultation

ordinary legisl. proc.

co-decision

consultation

consultation

ordinary legisl. proc.

co-decision

consultation

cooperation

ordinary legisl. proc.

co-decision

Environmental policy
Social policy

co-decision
consultation

co-decision
consultation

ordinary legisl. proc.
special legisl. proc.

co-decision
consultation

90

remark
consultation for issues
of subsidies and
guaranteed prices 90
consultation for issues
of fishing quotas

partial and gradual
transfer to cooperation
in Nice Treaty
Unanimity!

It remains ambiguous which second chamber is decisive (Commission or EP), because of a differentiation between proposals on issues of common market organisation (CMO, like

guaranteed prices, subsidies, etc.), which are decided under consultation, and other issues, which are decided under co-decision. Yet, the effect of this ambiguity is only marginal for
our analysis, because the ideal points of Commission and EP are close together and they are both located within the Council core (see section 6.3.1)
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